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SECTION 1
THE ATS/CTS SATELLITE PROGRAMS
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In the twenty odd years since Sputnik was launched, the
artificial satellite has been transformed from a scientific
curiosity into a valuable communication tool for government and
.	 commercial applications. The spectacular growth in satellite
communications is reflected in the fact that o+ier two thousand
satellites have been placed in orbit since 1958. One reason
for this growth was the entrance of the private sector into
satellite communications, an event that was made possible
by the passage of the Communications Satellite Act in 1962.
This act allowed the private sector to plan, construct and
operate commercial communications satellite systems and in this
way helped to accelerate the transfer of space communications
technology from Government control to the private sector for
development.
The successful Applications Technology Satellite (ATS)
program and related research efforts by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) are example of Government efforts
to make the benefits of space communications more accessible to
the private sector. The first Applications Technology Satellite
(ATS -11 was placed in orbit in December 1966. Five additional
satellites have been launched since then, with ATS-3, 5 and 6
achieving synchronous orbit. NASA also launched the Communications
Technology Satellite; (CTS) in 1976 as a joint effortbetween the
United States and Canada. Corporations, universities, foreign
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governments, Government 04ancies, and other institutions have
eagerly responded to the opportunity to use these satellites to
perform communication experiments. To date, hundreds of experi-
ments have been performed by the private sector using one or more
of the Communication satellites. Though each experiment used
the satellite as a communication tool, the purpose and objective
of the experiments covers an extremely wide spectrum. The
variety of uses made of the satellites is important to the
Government for their future planning of communications satellite
programs and to a future satellite user. It is important, there-
ii
fore, to co ►talog these experiments so that the information can
be easilyretrieved.
This report catalogs the information for all available user
experiments and is the last report to be published under this
contract. Two previous reports have been published under this
contract in this topic. They are: Engler, N. A., J. D. Strange,
and G. F. Fein, "Compendium of Applications Technology Satellite
User Experiments, 1967 -73." August 1976, University of Dayton
Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio 45469, Technical Report, 77 X 70
237 MIS N77-30155); and Engler, N. A., J. F, Nash, J. D. Strange
"Continuation of the Compendium of Applications Technology Satellite
and Communications Technology Satellite User Experiments 1967-77
Volume I. "May 1975, University of Dayton Research Institute,
30O College Park, Dayton, Ohio 45469, Technical Report, CR -135416,
UDR-TR-78-67 (NTIS N78-31141). Thus, this report is somewhat re-
dundant to the first two but can stand alone as a complete source
document.
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Each section of the report is preceded by a description of
the contents of the section and its intended use.
1.2 SATELLITE CHA,)IACTJERISTICS
This section contains a brief description of the satellites
involved in the ATS and CTS programs. An appreciation of the
technical capabilities of the satellites is helpful in under-
standing how each can be used for a particular experiment.
1.2.1	 ATS-1
The ATS-1 spacecraft was placed in synchronous
orbit on December 6, 1966 and is still in operation. The ATS-1
L	 is a cylindrical, spin-stabilized spacecraft with solar cells
around its periphery. The communications antennas extend from
one end of the cylinder and the spacecraft payload is K.ounted
interior to the walls of the cylinder. ATS-1 is depicted in
Figure 1.1. i
Since being placed in orbit over the Pacific t)cean,
this satellite has performed an astonishing variety of services.
It is impractical to describe all of the services performed by
the satellite but an extensive list is given in Section 2. Some
of the more important ones are described briefly in this section.
• Television pictures were relayed via VHF.
Events such as the first Apollo splashdown,
the 1968 Olympics, and President Johnson's
visit to Australia were relayed via ATS-1.
• Cloud cover pictures, weather charts, and
special messages have been transmitted since
1968 as part of the WEFAX experiment.
• 'The PEACESAT (Pan Pacific Education and the
Communication Experiments) projectiof the
University of Hawaii uses'this satellite to
3C r:1,+rnrnt Phased Array ( or mechamctllyi
Despun Trermm.itter Antenna)
^.--Receiver Antenna
TI C Whip Antenna (8)
c
Aft Rib
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Figu:!e 1.1. Spin Stabilized Spacecraft ATS-1 and
3 with Electronically Despun Antenna
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exchange educational, m"dical and community
services in the Pacific. PEACESAT uses two-way
voice communications for all exchanges.
• State of Alaska/Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) experiment. Three experi-
mental projects are being conducted under the
direction of the Alaskan Government; an
educational communicatioms experiment, a bio-
medical common cationu agperiment, and a
communications network.;icy experiment, The first
two are funded by HEW , and the third, tae net-
working experiment, is funded by the State of
Alaska.
• The Office of Education and National Institute
of Health, both of HEW, are experimenting with
satellite relay over VHF of educational programs
to the teacher in the classroom and the trans-
mission and ,reception of medical data.
e The State of Alaska is experimenting with
satellite relay of National Public Radio
programs to member stations and testing kinds
of equipment required to determine minimum
ground station costs. A related purpose is to
examine the effect of interference to reception
from the Auroral zone.
• Numerous maritime communication experiments
have been performed. These experiments involved
the transmission of voice, teletype, facsimile
and slow scan video between ships and ground
stations.
1.2.2	 ATS-3
The ATS-3 spacecraft was placed in orbit on November
6, 1967 and is still in operation. After a near-perfect launch,
it was placed in station over the Atlantic Ocean. The physical
dimensions and method of stabilization of this satellite are very
similar to those of ATS-1. Some of the notable achievements of
this satellite are:.
e The first ground-to-satellite-to-airplane two-
way communications link took place over the
1-5
Atlantic ocean on November 21, 1967 and involved
a regularly scheduled Pan American flight.
• The first color photography of the Earth from
a satellite was obtained from the multicolor
spin-scan camera.
Interrogation of equipment on ocean buoys was
accomplished through the ATS-3 by several
different experimenters.
• One-way time dissemination experiments were
conducted between fixed and mobile stations.
Time and frequency signals were broadcast from
the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder,
Colorado.
1.2.3
	 ATS-5
ATS-S, which was launched on August 12, 1969, is
depicted in Figure 1.2. Unfortunately, due to some anomalies
during launch, the satellite ended up in an unplanned spin.
Because of this, many of the user experiments could not be per-
formed. Some of those that were performed are listed below.
e L-band ranging and position location experiments
demonstrated the ability to obtain useful
range measurements using PM tone modulation
at L-band carrier frequencies. Tests were
made using both stationary and fixed platforms.
• The Maritime Administration (MARAD) project
conducted a successful tests of real-time
high speed (100 wpm) teletype using standard
equipment. Transmission was between Mojave,
California and the ship USS Manhattan.
• The FAA/Boeing communications experiment
at L-band from ATS-5 to an aircraft. This
experiment involved both measurements of
mUltipath effects and tone ranging.
^. A millimeter
 wave experiment was conducted
by Westinghouse to determine the propagation
correlation with rain, fading, and weather
15.3 GHz down link.
I
•
f
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Figure 1.2. Gravity-Gradient Spacecraft ATS-5
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}	 1.2.4	 ATS-6
The AT$-6 spacecraft was launched into geosynchronous
orbit on May 30, 1974, and was operational until July, 1979. Xn
orbit the ATS-6 consists of an Earth Viewing .lodule'(EVM), a 30-ft
parabolic antenna and two separate solar arrays, The solar arrays
are located at the ends of two arms that ext!e'nd from the hub that
supports the antenna (Figure 1,3).
The EVM is made up of three sections: the experiment
module consisting ot earth-viewing equipment such as earth
sensors, the interferometer, and smaller aperature antennas; the
service module, c,-)ntaining housekeeping equipment such as power,
telemetry, and command an attitude control subsystems; and the
communications module containing RF equipment.
The communications system onboard ATS-6 is can-ble,
of generating multiple frequencies, diverse beam paths, and
high-power levels. The heart of this system is a multi-frequency
transponder containing six receivers and nine transmitters
capable of operating on about 20 frequencies ranging from 136
megahertz to 6 gigahertz. The ATS-6 can relay color TV and other
signals of high quality simultaneously to a large number of low-
power ground stations over a large geographic area.
Some of the important experiments performed on the
ATS-6 are noted here for reference.
• The!Position Location and Aircraft Communications
Experiment (PLACE) is an experiment to obtain
engineering data and practical experience for
determining the operational feasibility of
air traffic control and maritime satellite
systems using L-band,
rabolic
lector
f
Earth
Figure 1.3. ATS-o Configuration.
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• The SITE Project was a joint effort between
NASA and the Government of India. This
experiment investigated the potential value of
satellite instructional television for mass
communication in developing countries.
• The Millimeter Wave Propagation Experiment to
evaluate the propagation characteristics of
space-to-earth links at 20 GHz and 30 GHz
during measured meterological conditions.
•	 The Healtlxr B,,A.^,ica}ion, Telecommunications
	 (HET)
Experiment 4!° a cooperative effort with HEW and
NASA,	 The experiments which involved educational
programming and health care delivery to
facilities throughout the U.S. consisted of six
component experiments.	 These are:	 l) The
Appalachian Regional Commission Project; 2) The
Veterans Administration Experiments; 3) The
Satellite Technology Demonstration; 4) Washington,
Alaska, Montana, Idaho (WAMI) Experiments;
5) The Alaska Health Services Experiments=
and 6) The Alaska Education Experiment.
j
1. 2.5	 CTS!
The CTS satellite, which was a joint venture
between the United States and Canada, was launched January 17 0
 1976
and is still in orbit, but not operational. 	 "The main body of the
spacecraft is shaped like a cylinder with two flattened sides,
74 inches high and 72 inches across:'* Housed in the main body is
the apogee kick motor.	 Extending from the sides of the space-
craft are two winglike solar arrays (Figure 1.4).	 The solar
arrays provide about 1,250 watts of power to the space craft and
its payload.	 CTS is three -axis stabilized by means of a momentum
wheel/hydrazine reaction control system. 	 The objective of the
CTS program is to demonstrate the capability of _a satellite
carrying high-power, 200 watt, transmitting equipment operating
at high frequencies to broadcast television and voice to small,
low-power ground stations in remote areas.
	
About 40 experiments
*See TRW space log 1976, page 20.
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will use CTS to demonstrate a variety of practical applications
for such a capability. The satellite is also capable of
transmitting through two 20 watt units. The system includes two
steerable parabolic antennas. Some of the notable user experiments
performed on CTS are listed in this section4
• College curriculum sharing between Stanford
University (U.S.) and Carlton University
(Carlton). Engineering classes and seminars
were televised. Experiment .featured realtime
digital video compression with error correction
coding to reduce bandwidth and power requirements.
• The Satellite Library information Network
(SALINET) Experiment involved training programs
throughout the Rocky Mountain area using two-way
communications.
• Telecommunications in lieu of transportation
was investigated by Westinghouse. This
study investigated the possibility of using
satellite communications to conduct business
within large geographically diverse industrial
organizations. Terminals are located in
Baltimore, Maryland and Lima, Ohio.
• The University of Toronto has used CTS in an
experiment to test the use of geostationary
communication satellites for real-time correlation
of broad-band data output from widely separated
radio telescopes. Telescopes at Algonquin Park,
Ontario, Green Bank, West Virginia, and Owens
Valley, California were involved.
C.
SECTION 2
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA FORMS
Each ATS/CTS experiment is summarized hero on an ATS/CTS
Experiment Data Form. The basic format was taken from a form
used by GSFC to summarize user experiments. The ATS-1, 3, and 5
experiment data forms presented here are, except for minor
editing changes, taken directly from GSFC forms and start with
experiment #102 and end with #344. ATS-6 experiment data forms
were generated from data received from GSFC and from our own
data base and start with 4601 and end with #677. The United
States CTS experiments are summarized in Section 2.3 and start
with CTS-1 and end with CTS-35. Data for the CTS experiments
were taken from the user meeting reports generated by Lewis
Research Center. Experiment Data Forms for the Canadian CTS
experiments are not included in this report. Information about
the Canadian CTS Experiment can be obtained from Department of
Communication, Commonwealth Research Center,, Shirley Bay,
Highway 17B, West of Ottawa.
The data given on these forms are the basic data of the
experiment. Each form gives the initial purpose and objective
of the experiment and also gives someinformation regarding the
experimenter and sponsor. The data at the bottom of the form
are auxiliary information that will aid the reader to find
reports concerning the outcome of the experiment and to identify
similar experiments-.
G
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SECTION 2.1
ATS-1, 3, AND 5 EXPERIMENT DATA FORMS
nr	 2-3
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 102
Experiment Title 
_Ray Transmiggign
Begin Date 16 Nov 71
	
Completion 16 Nov 71
Experimenter Duke University Medical Center
Geographic Location Eastern U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-1 Frequency C-Band Mode rT
Category of Experiment Health Services/Data Transmission
Experiment Description
On November 15, 1975 medical fluoroscopic information, previously
videotaped at Duke Hospital, was transmitted for 60 minutes from
Rosman,, N.C. to ATS-1 and back; the satellite was then at about
150 0W. The transmitted information had been obtained with con-
ventional image-intensification systems using 525-line vidicon
cameras and one-inch ;recorders. The signals were used to frequency-
modulate a 6.2 GHz carrier radiated by a 1 kW transmitter working
into the Rosman II dish. The "up" and "down" images were watched
on adjacent monitors and the "down" image was videotaped as
received. The transmitted and received images were indistinguishable
to the naked eye and in photographed replays of the tapes, showing
that the information Rapacity of the satellite link is adequate
for fluoroscopic transmission at normal frame rates.
Radiographic (static) images obtained by viewing back-lighted
radiographs with a Vid1con were also transmitted. These images
were diagnostically unsatisfactory, but this was due to the poor
quality of the image fed to the transmitter, rather than to
inadequacies in the transmission channel.
Report Accession Nos.- 	55, 298
User Form Nos. 002
Similar Experiment Itos -
Primary Keywords: Health Services, Data Transmission, X-Ray
Secondary Keywords: Fluoroscopy, Radiology, North Carolina,
Health Services Research
I`
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 107
Experiment Title	 SPEC SHP
Begin Date 1968	 „ Completion	 1970
Experimenter	 General Electric Co.
Geographic Location A^tlantic _Ocean, Pacific Ocean
Satellite ID ATS-1 & 3 Frequency C-Band	 Mode FT
Category of Experiment Communications /Support
Experiment Description
Portable communication satellite ground transmitter systems,
developed by General Electric, were tested.
The, equipment, based on the SAGS (Q.V.) fifteen foot folding
umbrella antenna and a very-high-power C-band transmitter, was
checked out from the G.E. parking lot to the deck of a ship at
sea. This equipment or duplicate has been used subsequently
for all Apollo splashdowns; ATS-1 and ATS-3 were employed for
the link during Apollo's 8-11.
The satellite usage logs indicate that this experiment number
was used through December 1975., However, no information could
be obtained about the nature of its use or the experimenter
involved.
Report Accession Nos.	 1, 23
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 2Q2
Primary Keywords 	 Communications, Support
Secondary Keywords: Ship to Shore, Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean,
Apollo, Ship Terminals, Voice Communication,
Transmitter
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 108
Experiment Title Launch Support
i Begin Date 1969	 Completion April 1979	 "-
Experimenter NASA
Geographic Location
	 U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-1,3,5&6 Frequency
	 Mode
`	 Category of Experiment Cocmnunications /Support
Experiment Description
f
	
	 All launch support communications requirinq satellite capability
used this experiment number. Post- launch communications were
done under Experiment Number 202.
Report Accession 'Nos.
	
None
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos. 202
Primary Keywords:: Launch Support, Communications
Secondary Keywords: Apollor 'Voice
2_5
j,
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 183
Experiment Title ^MAX__,,,,^,^_,_
Begin Date  Mar - 1969	 Completion
Experimenter N OAA ,
Geographic Location World 
Satellite ID ATS-1 i 3 	 Frequency	 ;wand	 Mode _ wants
Category of Experiment MeteoroioayZ atellite-Photo n
Experiment Description
NOAA uses its own ground station (Wallops Island, Virginia) to
perform commanding and data gathering operation with both ATS-1
and 3. The spacecraft ( S/C) are used approximately 14 hours per
day to obtain spiry
 scan weather pictures'-of the earth. ATS-1 is
stationed over the Pacific Ocean at 149°W longitude and provides
coverage of Hawaii, Al/Xska, and the western portion of the United
States, while ATS-3 provides similar coverage of the Atlantic
Ocean including western Europe and the eastern coast of the USA.
The weather pictures are, analyzed at Suitland, Md., and facsimile
Pictures are then transmitted. via ATS-1 and 3 (at VHF) to several
weather stations located in Europe, dM America, N. America, and
the S. Pacific (as far west a$ Japan).
The Spin Scan Cloud Camera (SSCC) weather pictures are used by storm
alert centers to follow hurricanes and tornados in near real time,
as well as providing valuable data for storm research (such as
performed by Dr. T. Fujita, Prof. at the Univ. of Chicago and
Verner E. Suomi, of the Univ. of Wisconsin).
Report Accession Nos. 	 130, 192
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords 	 Meteorology, Photography
Secondary Keywords: Clouds, National oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAH), Cloud Photography
♦•
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ATS/CTS E? ERIME*tT DATA
Experiment No. 185
Experiment Title
	
VHr A/C
Begin Date January 1957	 Completion June 1970
Experimenter ARINC
Geographic Location,5.
Satellite ID ATS-163
	
Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Aircraft Communications
Experiment Description
These experiments attempted to (1) determine the technical characteristics
of an operational satellite VHF air/ground/air communications system
designed for voice and data and to (2) verify that the application
of satellites to the VHF aeronautical mobile environment is practicable
within the state of the art existing in spacecraft and avionic
equipment, especially aircraft SATCOM antennas. Satellite-relay
communisation trials were conducted with scheduled flights on oceanic
routes under the typical environmental conditions, using for the
first time an aircraft installation designed for the service. In
this respect the tests provided the basis for an operational evaluation
of the airborne system, the collection of additional scientific data and
a demonstration to the aircraft crews and airline officials of the
potential service .possibilities of an eventual operational system.
ARINC acted as the coordinating agency for the airline industry and
the supporting organizations' test activities and was responsible for
providing experimental data to NASA.
Report Accession Nos. 13, 28, 174, 176, 240, 294, 295
User Form NoU. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
	
281, 657, 664
Primary Keywords: Aircraft Communications, SATCOM Antennas
Secondary Keywords: Antenna Pattern, Signal , S1.,rength, VHF, ATS
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Experiment No. 202
Experiment Title Spacecraft Support
	 _
Begin Date April 1969 	 Completion January 1978
Experimenter NASA
Geographic Location Western Hemisphere
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency VHF	 Mode
Category of Experiment Communications/Support
Experiment Description
NASA determined that a VHF satellite duplex voice link could be
maintained from the continental United States. to the Apollo
recovery forces in mid-lacific. A transportable transmit and
receive station was placed aboard the prime recovery aircraft
carrier, and a duplax circuit with companders and multiplexed
order-wire were established between the ship and an ATS ground
station.
Report Accession Nos. 1,, 23
User Form Nos. 	 None
Similar Experiment :Nos. 	 107, 108
Primary Keywords: Communications, Apollo
Secondary Keywords: NASA, Pacific Ocean, Ships
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Experiment No.	 2 0 5
Experiment Title ssee'
Begin Date Mar 1,969 	 Completion
Experimenter NQAk^
Geographic Location World
Satellite ID ATS-1-& 3	 Frequency C-Hand	 Mode WBDM^
Category of Experiment Meteorolochr/Satellit Zhotos
Experiment Descript.on
NOAH uses its own ground station (Wallops Island, Virginia) to
perform commanding and data gathering operations with both ATS-1
and 3. The spacecraft are used approximately 14 hours per day to
obtain spin scan weather pictures of the earth. ATS-1 is stationed
over the Pacific Ocean at 149 0W longitude and provides coverage
of Haweiir, Alaska, and the western portion of the United States,
including western Europe and the eastern coast of the USA.
The weather pictures are -analyzed at Suitland, Md., and facsimile
pictures are then transmitted via ATS-1 and 3 (at VHF) to several
weather stations located in Europe, S. America, N. America, and
the S. Pacific (as far west as Japan).
The Spin Scan Claud Camera (SSCC) weather pictures are-used by
storm alert centers to follow hurricanes and tornados in near
real time, as well as providing valuable data for storm research
(such as performed by Dr. T. Fujita, Prof. at the Univ. of Chicago
and Verner E. Suomi, of the Univ. of Wisconsin).
Report Accession Nos.
User-Form Nos. 011, 046, 049
Similar Experiment Nos. 2,10 _ 211
9
Primary Keywords. Meteorology, Photography
Secondary Keywords: Spin-Scan Camera, Clouds, Cloud Photography,
Cloud Motion, Storms, Hurricane, Tornados,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAAj
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Exper iment No. 2l o,"
Experiment Title MSSCC
Begin Date Mar 1969
	
Completion January 1976,_
Experimenter NOAA
Geographic Location World
Satellite ID ATS 1 &^3 Frequency C-Hand & VHF Node w$DM
Category of Experiment Meteorology/Satellite Photos
Experiment Description
NOAA uses its own ground station (Wallops Island, Virginia) to
perform command and data gathering operation with both ATS-1 and
3. The spacecraft are used approximately 14 hours per day to obtain
spin scan weather Oictures of the earth. ATS-1 is stationed
over the Pacific Ocean at 149 0W longitude and provides coverage
of Hawaii, Alaska, and the western portion of the United States,
while ATS-3 provides similar coverage of the Atlantic Ocean
including western Europe and the eastern coast of the USA.
The weather pictures are analyzed at Suitland, Md., and facsimile
pictures are then transmitted via ATS-1 and 3 (at VHF) to several
weather stations . located in Europe, • S. America, N. America, and
the $. Pacific (as far west as Japan).
The Spin Scan Cloud Camara (SSCC) weather. pictures are used by
storm alert centers to follow hurricanes and tornados in near real
time, as well as providing valuable data for storm research (such
as performed by Dr. T. Fujita, Prof. at the Univ.''of Chicago and
Verner E. Suomi, of the Univ. of Wisconsin.
Report Accession Nos.	 69, 70, 107, 109
User Form Nos. 011, 046,049
Similar Experiment Nos.	 205, 211
Primary Keywords: Meteorology, Photography
Secondary Keywords: Spin-Scan Camera, Clouds, Cloud Photography,
Cloud Motion, Storms, Hurricane, Tornados,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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Expo ° . elan t No.	 211
Experiment Title ,ADCs
Begin Data November 1967
	 Completion
	
1972
Experimenter	 NOAA1
Geographic r4cation U 
Satellite TIC' ATS 3'	 Frequency
	 Mode
Ca; '-''gory of Experiment
	
Meteorology/Satellite Photos
Experiment Description
The image Dissector Camera System was first flown on ATS -3 to'pxovide
the scientific community %pith additional information about the earth
and its environment. However, its prime technical objective was
to demonstrate and discover any unknown limitations of the image
dissector camera (IDC). The (IDC) operation was electronic except
for a protective shutter that closed over the face of the image
dissector tube when the camera was not operating. The cam	 if
contained the image dissector, a sun sensor for spin rate,"a nutatxon
sensor, the electronics necessary to synchronize camera timing and
operation with spacecraft spin, and to retain proper p"nasing to
enable earth viewing once the initial phasing had been commanded from
the ground.
The IOC System performed well and produced a large output of useful
meteorological pictures as well as pictures defining ATS-3-spacecraft
Motion. This system provided reliable service with a minimum of
ground station complexity and has shown excellent potential for
future space applications.
Report Accession Nos.	 765	 Y
User Form Nos.	 Node
Similar Experim-ent Nos. 205, 210
Primary Keywords: Meteorology, Satellite Photos
Secondary Keywords: Image Dissector, Camera, Clouds, National. Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAH)
ffir:
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Experiment No. 225
Experiment TitleVHF -land
Begin Date Auct 70	 Completion nAe 7n
Experimenter 
-
United Kingdom
Geographic Location Atlantic Ocean, United Kingdom (Englanal
Satellite ID fiTs-3" — Frequency VHF -
	
Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Maritime Communications
Experiment Description
Personnel from the United Kingdom Post Office performed tests of
speech t
 teleprinter, facsimile and selective calling transmissions
using ATS-3. The tests were carried out between the SS ATLANTIC
CAUSEWAY, the Post Office Coast radio station at Burham-on-the-
Sea, England, And NASA/Mojave Station. Both FM and double side-
band suppressed carrier techniques were used.
J
Ij
Report Accession Nos. 
-
1. 2s. 33
User Form Nos.
	 028, 045
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary NBywords: Maritime Communication, Voice Communication
Secondary Keywords: Teletype, Facsimile, Ship to Shore, Ships,
Atlantic Ocean, United Kingdom, England,
Ionosphere
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+. ATS/CTS EXPEAIMENT DA'D'A
Experiment No. 226
r.Experiment Title VHFgtherland
Begin Date	 Aug 70	 Completion FAh 77
Exper imentar Netherlands
Geographic Location Atlantic Ocean. Ne harl.andn
Satellite ID ATS-3
	 Frequency VHF
	
Mode mf_
Category of Experiment Maritime Communications
Experiment Description
VHF communications tests via the ATS -3 satellite were performedfrom August,_ 1970 0
 until February, 1971, between two ships,
the SS "Nieuw Amsterdam" ,
 and the SS "Atlantic Crown", and NASA
earth station Mojave and an experimental earth station located
in KootwiJk, Netherlands.
During the tests the Nieuw Amsterdam was partly operating between
Rotterdam and New York and partly between New York and the
Caribbean Sea; the Atlantic Crown was operating between Rotterdam
and New York. The tests performed included measuring the per-
formance characteristics of radio-teletype (multichannel FSK),
voice communications, selcal and facsimile transmissions (narrow-
band FM and SSB) between an earth station and a ship and vice
versa.
Report. Accessior"Nos. 48 264
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Maritime Communication, Voice Communication
Secondary Keywords: Atlantic Ocean, Netherlands, Ships, SS Nieuw
Amsterdam, SS Atlantic Crown, Teletype,
Facsimile, Ship to Shore
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Experiment No.	 227
Experiment Title HET - VHF Alaska
Begin Date Jun 1969	 Completion _Open
Experimenter State of Alaska
Geographic Location Alaska
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Education/Communication/Health Services/
Experiment Description	 10
The Alaskan experiment has two segments: Medical and Educational
The Medical Experiment is to evaluate a system of medical care
delivered by satellite. A doctor in the regional center contacts
village health aides via satellite radio on a scheduled basis.
During contact periods, the health aides describe symptoms and
conditions of persons with possible health problems. The doctor
evaluates the descriptions and prescribes treatment and care.
procedures.
The Education Programs include information exchanges between
communities, discussions of matter of interest to Alaska natives
and school programs which include regularly scheduled teacher
conferences. These conferences enable teachers in remote schools
to exchange information and discuss educational and administrative
matters.
Another experimental program in which Alaska is a participant,
is the Pan Pacific Seminar. The principal investigator in this
experiment is the National Education Association. This program is
a monthly conference of educators in Alaska, Hawaii, the Appalachian
states, and 9 South Pacific Islands. Two to four Alaska sites
usually participate in these programs. An achieved technical
goal of this experiment has been the use of double-hopping
through ATS-1 and ATS-3 to provide communications between the
Eastern United States, Alaska, and the South Pacific.
Report Accession Nos. 34, 49, 52, 61, 128, 1,48, 276, 286,508
511, 572, 573 ' 579, 690, 751
User Form Nos. 	 044
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education, Communications Health Services
Secondary;Keywords: Primary Education, Teacher Education,
Medical Education, Adult Education, Alaska,Medical'
Communications, Consultation, Telemedicine, Conferences, Tele-
conferencing, Teleconsultation, Telediagnosis System, Medical
Records, Libraries, Indian Health Service, Telecommunication,
Data Transmission, Information 2 ys4tems
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
	 22S 
Experiment Title
	 VRF nr
w^	 Begin Date 2/69	 Completion
Exper imenter	 GSFC/ONR - ,l^n^rs1 F!1 ai r- r ra	 -^
Geographic Location
Satellite ID ATs,-1 & 3 Frequency vxtr	 Mode
Category of Experiment Data Transmis: i /nnn T„1
'arY-QC * :A__..
Experiment Description
Sea Robin was a joint NASA/Navy ONR/General Electric Co. experiment
in which;
The buoy was interrogated with its individual address through
the satellite and it,responded with a verification of its
address, a signal from which its location could be determined,
and a readout of its sensor--data in digital form} Under best
signal conditions of the experiment, the digital error rate was
10 at 2.4414 kbs. Extrapolation. from the 2.4414 kbs rate
based on laboratory tests with random noise interference, suggests
bit error rates at 305 b/s will be as low as 10-9.
Line-of-position measurements ±1 nautical mile,, 1 sigma of the
latitude of the buoy mooring were accomplished with an RF
transmission energy of less than 50 watt-seconds per measurement.
Largest deviations of any of the 759 determinations were 3.25
nautical miles north and 2.75 nautical miles south of the mooring
latitude.
Equipment on the buoy consisted of a small mobile radio-
receiver, a solid-state RF power amplifier of 120 watts output,
and a solid state "tone-code" ranging responder.
In a later extension of this experiment, VHF tone ranging was
used to determine the location of a mobile terminal aboard the
USS Vanguard. Simultaneous ranging to ATS-1 and 3 was performed,
as well as single spacecraft ranging.
Report Accession Nos. 23
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 233 0 234
Primary Keywords: Data Transmission, Buoys
Secondary Keywords: Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration CNASAJ, Bermuda, Tone Ranging,
General Electric, Sea Robin
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TATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
Experiment Title	 , Asr^ ^,n^ TA" rypm•-4M432 4
Begin; gate r, V, ,	 _, Completion .0,471
Experimenter NASA/WalIggg & MAX pt---u „matt *tit4
Geographic Location _ NQ1 P r1i.^ch tp c  CapaAn
Satellite ID MS- 3	 Frequency —C&„—abs. Mode -
Category of Experiment Q	 gati ons/9up2°'* —.
Exper iment Description
ATS satellite provided VHF communication support from Wallops
Island to Arequipa, Peru; LaSerena, Chile, and Great Whale,
Canada, via Rosman Ground Station. Operations started in March
of 1971 and the payload was launched and the test successfully
completed in September 1971.
The objective of the NASA/MPE ,Barium Ion Cloud project is to
study the broad features of electric and magnetic fields in the
outer radiation belt by optical investigation of the behavior
of a barium ion cloud released at several earth radii altitude.
Data from the ionized cloud observation was supplemented with
geophysical data recorded at the base of the magnetic field line
on which the cloud is released (Great Whale Geophysical Station,
Canada, and Byrd Station, Antarctica) combined with data from
geophysical satellites experiments.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos.	 Ttlnne
Similar Experiment Nos.;'
Primary Keywords:Y Y 	 C'ommuncations, Voice Communication.
Secondary Keywords: Barium Vapor,, NASA, Max Planck Institute,
Peru, Chile, Canada, North Carolina
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Experiment No. 2 4; 7
Experiment Title V" MS PyQpA QA * 4 Q.,
Begin Date	 9/70 	 Completion 1/,71
Experimenter MSFN NetwoXIS
Geographic Location Western xemi4phara_____,_,
Satellite ID ATS` 3	 Frequency vfp	 Mode	 ..
Category of Experiment	 Data Transmission
Experiment Description
VHF propagation studies were conducted using the ATS-3 VHF repeater.
ROSMAN or MOJAVE transmitted a test signal and ROSMAN O MOJAVE,
MSFN Canary and Ascension received and recorded propagation
data. The test was run for 4 hours per day over a six day period
to cover 24 hours of propagation data.
Report Accession Nos. xn„p
user Form Nos. Done
Similar Experiment Nos. _283
Primary Keywords: Data Transmission, Test Equipment
Secondary Keywords: VHF, Propagation
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Experiment Ito.
	
232
Experiment; Title
	
VHF EG&G
Begin Date 1968	 Completion 1972
Experimenter EG&G, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories
Geographic Location Western Hemisphere
Satellite III ATS-1	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Aircraft Communications
Experiment Description
The September 1971 Conjugate Auroral Measurements Studies (and those
of 1968 and 1970) were conducted by the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories MASL), with support from EG&G. The program used two
Air Force Systems Command NC-135 aircraft that were based at Kirtland
AFB, New Mexico. Aircraft No. 60-370 would depart from Elmendorf
Air Force Base, Anchorage, Alaska, fly to its initial conjugate point,
then proceed north along a prescribed conjugate point flight path
for approximately three hours. Aircraft No 60-369 would depart
from Christchurch, New Zealand, to reach its conjugate point flight
path coincident with the northern aircraft. The aircraft would
maintain geomagnetic conjugacy according to the mission profile by
communicating with each other via satellite. The importance of the
satellite communications system stemmed from this need for the
maintenance of bi-hemispheric spatial and temporal conjugacy,
and from the need for later coordination in order to compare system
parameters and live auroral data.,
In addition to the airborne systems, a ground station was established
at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. The intent of this ground station was
to assist in relaying positional information should aircraft-to-aircraft
communications not be achieved. The ground station would also act as
a "home base" contact for the. transfer of information, messages,
and other pertinent data.
The University of Alaska gave program personnel permission to use
its ground station at Collage, Alaska, to supplement the Kirtland-
based station.
Report Accession Nos. 	 1-, 20, 21
User Form Nos. 	 None
,r
Similar Experiment Nos. 281
Primary Keywords: Aircraft Communications, Da., 	 smission
Secondary Keywords: Voice Communication, Conji5-.., ,d Auroral Measurements
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ATS/CTS EXPZAIMENT DATA
Experiment No 2.^_
Experiment Title VHr NNoorw^av_._
Begin Date ;1/74	 Completion 2 /71_,^r„
Experimenter Norwegian Councilfor sinfentif 	 R riA1_Research'
Geographic Location Norway
Satellite ID ATS-3Frequency ^^ 	 Mode	 -
Category of Experiment Data Transmission Bu rntgrrogation_
Experiment Description
In thin +experiment, they Norwegiar► ' Institut6 ' of Meteorology used
the ATS-2 to relay meteorological and oceanographic data from an
instrumented buoy (SCOMS-1) to Oslo, Norway. Buoy data were in
a PCM format and include meteorological, housekee ping, and position
information. The elevation angle from the buoy to the satellite
was approximately 9° and from the ground stations 7 0 . Data were
successfully transmitted from the buoy to Oslo. Command trans-
missions from ground station to buoy were marginal at best.
Report Accession Nos. 28, 29-, 247
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.	 228
Primary Keywords: Meteorology, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Norway, VHF
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Experiment No.	 234
i
Experiment Title GE/FAA
Begin Date November 1969	 Completion June 1971
Experimenter General Electric Co.
Geographic Location North Atlantic
Satellite xD ATS-163	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Banding and Position Fixing
Experiment Description
Ranging and position fixing tests were conducted during this period
using ground reference transponders at Gander, Newfoundland and
Schenectady, New York. Position fixing for an aircraft in flight
over a short period of time was demonstrated on the first leg of
a North Atlantic test flight. A DC-6 aircraft of the Federal Aviation
Administration was tracked by two-satellite ranging and also by
precision radar as it flew from Atlantic City enroute to Rome,
New York. Sixty-three of seventy-nine satellite fixes agreed with
the radar fixes within one nautical mile. when the aircraft was on
the ground at Rome, five satellite fixes were within 2400 and 5400
feet of the tower in a direction between east-southeast and south-
southeast. It was later determined that the aircraft was on a
taxiway approximately 3500 feet southeast of the tower when the
fixes were made.
Long-time accuracy for a transponder aboard a ship was tested with a
unit on the Coast Guard Cutter Rush. The equipment time delay of the
ship-borne unit was calibrated when the ship was underway in the
Bay of'Farallons, California on May S. on May 10 a fix was made
when the ship was docked at Alameda Naval Station and was correct
within a fraction of a nautical mile. Tests continued until July 10
when the ship returned to San Francisco.
Report Accession Nos. 116
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 228
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords: Precision Radar, Aircraft, Ship
i
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Experiment No. 235
Experiment Title VHF HAWAII - PEACESAT
Begin Date Feb 72	 Completion _ Open
Experimenter University' 	 of South Pacific, Univ. of Hawaii
Geographic Location Pacific Ocean, Hawaii
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Education/Health Services/Communicatio_ns
Experiment °'Description Data TransmIssion
The Pan Pacific Education and Communication Experiments by
Satellite (PEACESAT) Project is an international education
experiment involving institutions in twelve Pacific Basin nations.
The purpose of the project is to experiment with the application
of communication technology and new methods of operation designed
especially for health, education, and community services.
The experimental approach emphasizes the simultaneous under-
taking of demonstrations, equipment development, and long-range
planning within a collaborative environment in which expertise
is assembled and shared by many users. The focus is on two-
way voice communication. Experiments are initiated by users and
are geared to the philosophy that communication technology should
be responsive to social functions.
Report Accession Nos. 12, 66 1 120, 206, 210, 212, 217 1 218,
219, 311, 577, 745, 749 , 912
User Form Nos.	 055, 056, 057, 058, 2-022
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education, gealth Services, Communications,
Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords:
Teacher Education, Medical Communications, Conferences, Libraries,
X-Ray, Electrocardiogram, Facsimile, PEACESAT, University of
South Pacific, University of Hawaii, Hawaii, Pacific Ocean
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ATS/CTS EXPEAIMENT DA'D'A
Experiment No. 236
Experiment Title -31HP Rrag il
Begin Date 2/70	 Completion gran
Experimenter Stanford tlniversitvvjcN_AE- Brazil
Geographic Location Western H_ emis2here  
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency +y, ^ Mode
Category of Experiment Education
Experiment Description
The ATS-? V'HF'transponder is to be used in an experiment in the
transmission of 'a regularly scheduled lecture course from
Stanford Univ. to Comisso Nacional de Atiridades Espaciais
(CNAE) in Brazil. Tests will be conducted to estimate the
effectiveness of learning in a remote classroom and the effect
on the instructor and class in the live classroom. Efforts
of the synchronous satellite time delay And of a range of
noise levels will be evaluated during the lectures. Two way
computer lined* will be established through the satellite
to demonstrate the abilityto transfer blocks of data and
to operate simple teletype terminals remotely f computer aided
instruction programs.
This experiment was approved in May 1970 and initial equipment
tests were run in April 1971. It is estimated that the
experiment will commence in early Spring 1972. CNAE anticipates
that the experiment will reveal the types of problems inherent
in organizing a future permanent service and that it will form
the basis of a further proposal for experiments using ATS P&G.
Report Accession Nos.	 25. 15
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education
Secondary Keywords: Brazil, Stanford University, Western
Hemisphere
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Experiment No. 238
Experiment Title VHF NHS
Begin Date I Aug 71
	
Completion Aug 72 ri
Experimenter National Bureau of Standards
Geographic Location North and South America
Satellite ID ATS-3
	
Frequency	 VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Time & Frequency Dissemination
Experiment Description
The National Bureau of Standards employed the ATS-3 satellite
to relay a frequency and time Format similar to that of WWV
and WWVH (NBS standard time and frequency stations). The
satellite relayed voice announcements of the time of day,
ticks every second, audio- frequency tones, and a digital time
code. Broadcasts occured at 1700 to 1715 and 2330 to °345
GMT (Greenwhich Mean Time). The two 15-minute broadcast
periods occured Monday through Friday, excluding holidays.
Specially equipped sites in South and North America gathered
data from the satellite broadcasts which were used to determine
the potential accuracy of the time signals.
a
Report Accession Nos. 19, 4.7, 285. 917
User Form Nos. 014_
	 -
Similar Experiment Nos.	 -
j
Primary Keywords: Time Dissemination
Secondary Keywords: Time/Frequency Synchronization, National
k	 Bureau of Standards, Broadcasting
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Experiment No. 239
Experiment Title. VHF Vanguard
Begin Date	 1968	 Completion
	
1975
Experimenter. U.S.C.G.
Geographic Location Atlantic and Pacific oceans
Satellite XV ATS 1&3	 Frequency	 Mode
Category Of experiment
	 Voice and Data Transmission
Experiment Description
A number of voice and data transmission experiments were conducted
between Coast Guard ships and ground stations. Later experiments
included ranging and position fixing. See Experiment 265.
Report Accession Nos.	 11 645, 664, 666
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
	
265
Primary Keywords: Voice Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Vanguard, Coast Guard, teletype, VHF
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Experiment No - 244
Experiment Title MMw Reg 1
Begin Date	 Atha 69	 Completion .tie2t 71
Experimenter NASA
Geographic Location North Carolinas U.S.A., Canada
Satellite ID ATS-5	 Frequency 11 _ A% r:97 A1 40de N/A
Category of Experiment Millimeter Waves
Experiment Description
A Millimeter Wave Propagation Experiment using ATS-5 provided
the first propagation measurements from an orbiting satellite
in the Xu (12.5 to 18 GHz) and Ka (26.5 to 40 GHz) frequency
bands. The objective of this experiment was to provide infor-
mation on the propagation characteristics of the earth's
atmosphere on this relatively unexplored portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
The ATS-5 Millimeter Wave Experiment provided amplitude and
phase measurements on two independent test links at 15.3 'GHz
(satellite-to-earth) and at 31 . 65 GHz (earth-to - satellite)
during measured and dafined,meteorologi.cal conditions.
The test signal for both the uplink and downlink consisted of
a carrier and two sidebands equally displwced on ether side'
of the carrier. For the uplink, the sidebands could be setat
one of the discrete values +1 . 0, +10 or +50 MHz from the 31.65
GHz carrier. For the downlink, the sidebands could be set to
+0.1, +1.0, +10 or +50 MHz from the 15 .3 GHz carrier.
Downlink measurements of carrier amplitude, upper and lower
sideband amplitude, and relative sideband phase were recorded
at the participating sites on magnetic tape and paper charts.
Uplink measurements were performed onboard the satellite and
telemetered to an ATS tracking station (Rosman, N.C.) for
reduction and processing.
Report Access ion Nos. 238, 513, 553 1 595
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 245 C, 608, 6090 638, 658
Primary Keywords: Millimeter Wave
Secondary Keywords: North Carolina, Meteorological Parameters,
Canada, Propagation
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Experiment No. 2454 55
Experiment Title „w MMW_ Rear 2
Begin Date Aug 69	 Completion - Sept,
	71
Experimenter N_ AASSAr_
Geographic Location North Carolina, U.S.A., Canada
Satellite TD ATS-5
	 Frequency 15.3 GHz
	
Mode	 N/A
Category of Experiment Millimeter Waves
Experiment Description
A Millimeter Wave Propagation Experiment using ATS-5 provided
the first propagation measurements from an orbiting satellite
in the Ku (12.5 to 18 GHz) and Ka (26.5 to 40 GHz) frequency
bands. The objective of this experiment was to provide infor-
mation on the propagation characteristics of the earth's
atmosphere on this relatively unexplored portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
• The ATS-5 Millimeter Wave Experiment provided amplitude and
phase measurements on two independent test links at 15.3 GHz
(satellite-to-earth) and at 31.65 GHz (earth-to-satellite)
during measured and defined meteorological conditions.
The test signal for both the uplink and downlink consisted of
a carrier and two sidebands equally displaced on either side
of the carrier. For the uplink, the sidebands could be set at
one of the discrete values +1.0, +10 or +50 MHz from the 31.65
GHz carrier. For the downlink, the sidebands could be set to
+0.1 1 +1.0, +10 or +50 MHz from the 15.3 GHz carrier.
Downlink measurements of carrier amplitude, upper and lower
sideband amplitude, and relative sideband phase were recorded
at the participating sites on magnetic tape and paper charts.
Uplink measurements were performed onboard the satellite and
telemetered to an ATS tracking station (Rosman, N.C.) for
reduction and processing.
Report Accession Nos. 	 238, 513, 553, 595
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos:. 	 24.4, 600, 609 , 638, 658
Primary Keywords: Millimeter Wave
Secondary Keywords: North Carolina, Meteorological Parameters,
Canada, Propagation
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Experiment No 246
Experiment Title Spread Soe^ strum R_a^domACcess (SSBAI
Begin. Date _April 1971	 Completion May 1971
Experimenter Westinghouse Electric Co.
Geographic Location West Coast
Satellite ID	 ATS-5	 Frequency LAC Band	 Mode	 FT
Category of Experiment Ranging _&_ Position Fixing
Experiment Description
The SSRA technique utilized a P/N code which is spread over the
full 35 MHz spacecraft link. The C /No was well below noise lever and thus
the presence of the SSRA signal had negligible effect on
regular voice or TV use of the spacecraft link. Tests were performed
where SSRA ranging, both one-way and turn around, was between
two stations (ROSATS and MOJATS). The ranging was performed
at a level of -20 db and greater below TV programming.
Report Accession Nos.	 530
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords: Westinghouse Electric Co., West Coast,
Spread Spectrum Random Access
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Experiment No.	 247
Experiment Title ALPHA-2
Begin Date -July_ 1 970	 Completion _,February 1 2 71 	 #'.
Experimenter USAF/Space & Missile Svstema
Geographic Location Atlantic Ocean, U.S.A.
Satellite ID ATS-5	 Frequency L &.0Sand Mode Xtr
Category of Experiment Maritime Communication
Experiment Description
The At5-5 synchronous satellite, which. is spinning, produces a
return signal beam which sweeps across the Earth every 783
milliseconds. A signal reception window of approximately 50
milliseconds is available with each rotation. As a consequence
of the satellite motion the L-band and C--band ranging data was
required near simultaneously. To accomplish this the receiver
continuously reacquired the satellite signal within a few
milliseconds at the beginning of the burst and obtained ranging
data at both L-band and C-band within the burst. The L-band
ionospheric propagation delay variation was evaluated by
comparing L-band and C-band range measurements. These tests were
conducted for SAMSO by Applied Information industries, Moorestowng N.Z.
A receiver integrally connected with a computer-controlled data collect:
system has been developed and demonstrated over the three-month testing
period. This receiver system is capable by means of maximum length
PRN code modulation of producing fine grain L-band and C-band range
measurements to the spinning ATS-5 during each illumination burst.
The performance characteristics enabled these measurements to be
made under these burst conditions and with small doppler components
present.
The L-band ionospheric propagation delay data has been derived from
range measurements made over several 24 -hour test periods. The points
produce a trend which shows how atmospheric delay varies as a function
of local time. From the minimum in early morning to the maximum
at mid-day, an equivalent range variation of 25 feet is indicated.
Report Accession Nos. 2, 611, 989
User Form Nos. 020
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Maritime Communication
Secondary Keywords: L-Hand, C-Band, Propagation, Ionosphere
'Mantic Ocean
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 248
Experiment Title SP L -Band
Begin Date August 1974	 Completion	 April 1975
t
	
	
Experimenter	 All Systems
Geographic Location U.s•
Satellite rg ATS -5 	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category o£ ,Experiment  Voice and Data Transmission
r	 Experiment Description
The shore-based facilities for this experiment included Kings Point
Earth Station and the Maritime Coordination Center located at the
National Maritime Research Center, Kings Point, New York. In addition,
a small c-band transmitting facility located at the NASA STADAN station,
Rosman, North Carolina, were available to support the position deter-
mination experiments involving the ATS-5 satellite.
The shipboard satellite terminal communications equipment consists of an
L-band transmitter, receiver and antenna subsystem capable of supporting
full-duplex voice, data and ranging communications. This fundamental
configuration supports various experimental operations: A computer-
controlled automatic operational mode supported ranging (position
determination), data or voice experimentation when utilizing the integrated
ranging/voice/data modem. This modem and a series of software tasks
provided an automatic configuration for the exchange of data communi-
cations messages between the ships and their respective shipping
company offices, as well as the Maritime Coordination Center.,
Report Accession Nos.
	
None
User Form Nos.	 024
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Voice Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: ATS-5, L-Band, Ranging
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No 249
Experiment Title MARAD
Begin Date	 Mar 70	 Completion Dec 71
Experimenter Applied Information Industries, Inc.
Geographic Location Atlantic Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Western Hemisphere
Satellite ID ATS-3, 5	 Frequency L & C Band Mode FT
Category of Experiment Maritime Communications/Ranging
Experiment Description
The Maritime Administration (MARAD) and All Systems used ATS-3
i 5 for several experiments in maritime communication.
One took place during the SS Manhattan's Spring 1970 Arctic
Voyage. L-Band signals relayed by synchronous satellite were
successfully used for navigation and data communication. RF
signals containing ranging modulation were transmitted from the
NASA Mojave station, relayed through ATS-5, and received by two
stations. (One of these stations was at All Systems Laboratories
in Moorestown, NJ, and the other was aboard the SS Manhattan.)
This demonstrated the feasibility of position fixing by making
range measurements between a fixed ground station, a satellite
in a known position, and a moving platform on the earth's surface.
Also notable was the simultaneous reception and transmission of
data communications on the ranging signal.
Another experiment comprised four months (in 1971) of receiver
modification, transmitter development, data buffer design and
fabrication, and field testing of the new equipment. Using
these developments, the first time signals from a low-power
terminal were transmitted to the Mojave station via the ATS-5
satellite. Further equipment test and check-out led to the
installation of this equipment on board the SS Baltimore. Two-
way data communications testing was conducted between the ship
and NASA Mojave station while the ship made the round trip
voyage from Bayway, NJ to Baytown, TX.
During the above experiment, configuration and data reduction
techniques were developed in parallel with the hardware
modification tasks.
Report Accession Nos. 2, 611, 665, 666
User Form Nos. 019, 021 1
 022
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Maritime Communication,.-Ranging
Secondary Keywords: Ship Terminals, Ship to Shore, SS. Manhattan,
Data Transmission, Voice Communication, L-Band, C-Band, MARAD,
Atlantic Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Ranging
I
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 250
Experiment Title L, dg ac_c
Begin Date February :1971	 Completion  May 1971
Experimenter WWee stin5house Electric Q.
Geographic Location West Coast
Satellite ID ATS-1/315 Frequency M/C/L Sand MOde FT z CXL
Category of Experiment _ Ranging a Position Fixing
Experiment Description
This experiment was designed to measure the range error due to
the earth atmosphere, (ionosphere, stratosphere and troposphere).
C-band ranging to the spacecraft was used as a reference to which
L-band and VHF ranging were compared. Determining the diurnal,
nocturnal and solstice effects on these range errors was an
important phase ofthe program which was performed over two 24
hour periods as well as several overlapping 4 hour periods.
The test was performed by simultaneously ranging at C-band and
L-band, or C-band and VHF.
Report Accession Nos. 638
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 246
Primary Keywords: Ranging; Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords; West Coast, Westinghouse Electric Co.,
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), L -Band, C-Band
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 251
Experiment Title
	
L-Band Dot
Begin Date February 1971 Completion April 1973
Experimenter FAA/BOEING
Geographic Location
	
North America
Satellite In ATs-1&3 Frequency Mode
Category of Experiment  Ranging and Data Transmission
Experiment Description
FAA and Boeing transmitted at 'L-band from an aircraft ( KC 135)
to the ATS-1, 3 & 5 spacecraft. The. downlink (at L-band) was received
at NAM. One day of data was collected in this mode (28 April
1972) when the spacecraft experienced a malfunction in the L-^bAnd
receiver causing the experiment to be changed to another con-
figuration, i.e . t Rosman transmitted to the spacecraft at C-band,
and the downlink was received at the aircraft at L-band (the
spacecraft was in the CXL mode). Both tone and P/N ranging signals
were transponded - by the spacecrafk.
The collected data consisted of multipath and ionospheric effects.
The aircraft has several antennas; fo rward; side, and down-
looking, so that several angles of reflected signal could be
' examined. CRC and MOT (Canada) participated in the test by
recording downlink signals received at Ottawa and Chu rchill,
Canada.
Report Accession Nos.	 288, 556
User Form Nos. 025 ?  026, 027
Similar Experiment Nos.
	
252
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Data Transmission 	
1)
Secondary Keywords: North Atlantic, L-Band, Multipath,'% Boeing,
Voice Communication	
`I
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 252
Ex?eriment Title L- and FAA
Begin Date April 1971 	 Completion _April 1973,._
Exper i menter FAAf Bo*in j
Geogra0hic Location North America
Satellite ID ATS-1,365 Frequency _C(L Band _ Mode CXL
Category of Experiment Ranging and Data Transmission
Experiment Description
FAA and Boeing transmitted at L--band from: an aircraft ( ,KC 1,35)
to the ATS-1, 3 & 5 spacecraft. The downlink (at L-band) was received
at NAFEC. 'one day of data was collected in this mode (28,April
1972) when the spacecraft experienced a malfunction in the L-band
receiver causing the experiment to be changed to anothar con-
figuration, i.e., Rosman transmitted to the spacecraft at C -band,
and the downlink was received at the aircraft at L-band (the
spacecraft was in the CXL mode).,Both tong and P/N ranging signals
were transponded by the spacecraft.
The collected data consisted of multipath and ionospheric effects.
The aircraft has•several antennas; forward, side, and down-
looking, so that several angles of reflected signal could be
examined. CRC and MOT (Canada) participated in the test by
recording downlink signals received at Ottawa and Churchill,
Canada.
Report Accession Nos. 288, 556
User Form Nos. 025, 026, 027
Similar Experiment Nos. 251
Primary Keywords Ranging, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: North Atlantic, L-Band, Multipath_, Boeing,
FAA, Voice Communication
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 253
Experiment Title SHF Very-Long-Baseline-Interferometers (VLaI)
Begin Date 5/71 -	 Completion1 /72i`
Experimenter Center for Astrophysics/GSfC
Geographic Location U.s.
Satellite ID ATS-1, 3, 5 Frequency SHF 	 Mode FT
Category of Experiment Time and Fr_ ency Dissemination
Experiment Description
During four observing sessions, ATS-1, ATS-3 and ATS-5 satellites
were tracked using Very-Long-Baseline-Interferometers (VtBI) at
C and L-bands. Tracking was done using transcontinental baselines
and STN or Radio Astronomy facilities. 237 satellite observations
were made covering 25 hours of joint transcontinental observing
time.
The experiments are designed to explore the potentiali.tiee of VLBI
measurement techniques with both synchronous satellites (ATSI
and stellar radio sources for the purposes of tracking and geodesy.
The specific objective is to evaluate the usefulness of the VLBI
System as a high precision tracking technique. The System is
envisioned not only as a potential tracking system but also as a
technique for the study of station location, polar-motion, continental,
drift and other geodetic problems.
Report Accession Nos. 	 32 , 455
User Form Nos.	 005
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Time Dissemination
SecondarX Keywords: Time/Frequency Sychronization, Japan,
^ ft'ifornia, Very-Long-Baseline-Interferometers (VLSI)
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ATS/CTS EXPZRtMENT DATA
Lxperiment No. 257
Experiment Title SHF CRC
Begin Date JanuarX 1971 .^_ Completion December 1971
Lxperimenter Canadian Research Center
Geographic Location Canada
Satellite TD ATS-1	 frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Wave EroyAclation
Lxperiment Description
The ionosphere adversely affects satellite communication links
throughscintillation, absorption or path delay effects. Then*
effects are more pronounced at high latitudes and low elevation
angles and are therefore of great interest to Canada and the
State of Alaska. Applications most affected include ETV',
voice broadcast, tracking and data relay and traffic management.
The experiment consisted of observing effects of SHF signals
at high latitudes and low elevation angles. By using ATS-1,
p	 a worst case was tested, :'because the ATS-1 location at 1500
West Longitude (near Hawaii) made it appear just above the horizon.
The CRC requirements did not effect the ATS-1 operating schedule=
the CRC was provided with this schedule and observed the signal at
appropriate times.
it
Report Accession Nos.	 893
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 260
Primary Keywords: Ionosphere, Scintillation, Absorption
Secondary Keywords: Voice Communication, Canada, Data Relay J
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No 225 9 .._ .
Experiment Title SHF Search
Begin Date 12/71 .^ Completion 12/71
Experimenter Public Systems Inc. /Dept . of Justice
Geographic Location U.S.A California
Satellite ID ATS-1 Frequency C-Band Mode FT
Category of Experiment Data  Transmission/Facsimile Trans.
Experiment Description
Public Systems Inc. tested the feasibility of satellite
communications for federal, state and local law enforcement.
The experiment demonstrated the practicability of fingerprint
transmission by satellite and tested parameter values necessary
for adequate transmission. Facsimile, slow scan television,
and high speed TTY (100 wpm) were transmitted.
Report Accession Nos. 14, 172, 280
User Form Nos.	 010 ^.. 7
Similar Experiment Nos.'
Primary Keywords: Data Transmission, Facsimile
Secondary Keywords: Law, Fingerprint, SEARCH, California
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 259
Experiment Title ,COMSAT cZL Prop.
Begin Date	 1/6/_72 	 Completion 4/30172
Experimenter COMSAT Labs
Geographic Location Western Hemisphere
^^—	 WBDM-L andSatellite ID ATS-5	 Frequency C & L Band I Mode
Category of Experiment Wave. Propagation
Experiment Description
COMSAT monitored C-Band signals (4 gHz) from an INTELSAT
^'3tellite from their Brazil Station. When they observed
fading, they requested ATS-5 L and C-Hand downlink signals
and recorded received signal strengths. The data was analyzed,,,
to determine the frequency dependence of the scintillation
magnitude.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords Communications
Secondary Keywords: COMSAT, Western Hemisphere, Brazil,
Washington, D.C.
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 260
Experiment Title CRC L-Band__
Begin Date	 Completion 5/72
Experimenter Comm Research CenterlMinistry of Tranpn ►-*	 Y
Geographic Location Canada
Satellite ID	 ATS-5
	
Frequency C&L Band _.__ Mode CXL= nbL
Category of Experiment Millimeter Waves
	 _!
Experiment Description
CRC and MOT utilized the L-band downlink of ATS-5' to determine
propagation and multipath effects. The MOT antenna was located
at Ft. Churchill, Manstaba, Canada, the CRC antenna was located
at Ottawa. The MOT test used 8 and 10 KHz tones to determine
propagation effects, CRC used tones as well as P/N sequences to
determine multipath effects.
Y	 a.
1
Report Accession Nos. 	 302
User Form Nos. 009
Similar Experiment Nos
Primary Keywords: Millimeter Wave
Secondary Keywords: L-Band, Canada
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C w
Experiment No. 261
Experiment Title GE L-Hand
Begin Date March 1971 	 Completion December 1973
Experimenter General Electric Co.
Geographic Location
	
North America
Satellite III ATS-1,3&5 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Ranging and Position Fixing
experiment Description
Factors that affect communications reliability and position fixing
accuracy were measured and evaluated in the experimental program
between 1965 and 1973. Automatic transponders were carried on ships
in the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf of Mexico and on the Mississippi
River; on jet and propeller driven aircraft flying over the continental
United States and North Atlantic to Shannon, Ireland and Thule, Greenland;
on a buoy moored in deep water off Bermuda; and in a panel truck
driven over country roads in upstate New York. Automatic transponders
at Shannon, Ireland; Reykjavik, Iceland; Schenectady, New York; Kings
Point, New York; Seattle, Washington; and Buenos Aires, Argentina
were used to test a trilateration technique for real-time satellite
location and to measure propagation and other factors that affect
communication reliability and ranging accuracy.
The tone-code ranging technique provided a precision of approximately
0.1 nmi. at mid-latitude with one rAnge measurement at L-band,
one at VHF using signalling characteristics and parameters that
are compatible with communications.
The ranging technique is digital and compatible with communications.
Ranging signals are so short to duration that they could be inserted
in pauses in speech communications. Extrapolations from the cost
of experimental equipments show that it will cost only a modest
sum to add circuits for position fixing to the satellite communications
equipment for a ship or aircraft.
t
Report Accession Nos. 37, 236, 569, 234, 640
User, Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords: ATS-5 1 L-Band, VHF, Tone-Code
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 263
Experiment Title TELESAT
Begin Date	 9/72	 Completion gA79
Experimenter	 Telesat Canada
Geographic Location Canada	 ,r=
Satellite ID ATS-1 	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting
Experiment Description
Transmit gain tests were performed on the two antennas for comparison
with a signal transmitted from a third calibrated antenna in theTelesat system (at Allan Park, co-located with one of the antennas
under test). Transmit pattern tests were performed by transmittinga signal from the antenna under test and scanning the satellite.
The received signal from the standard calibrated antenna was
,,,_,recorded to provide the pattern data. These tests allowed
Telesat to enter into the testing phase of its completed system
after its own satellite was launched into synchronous orbit in
November 1972.
Report Accession Nos.
User Form Nos	 Q15,
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Broadcasting
Secondary Keywords:
Antenna
Canada
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 264
Experiment Title MARAD/All/PLACE
Begin Date	 1/73	 Completion
	
open
Experimenter AII/MARAD
Geographic Location Atlantic/Pacific
Satellite III ATS-3,5	 Frequency C-band
	 Mode FT
Category of Experiment Maritime Communications
Experiment Description
The All and MARAD experimented with various satellite communications
equipment on various ships, and on shore. Equipment tested included
AIi, Magnovox, and COMSAT data/voice modems and the All ranging/
data modem..
The shore-based facilities included Kings Point Earth Station and
the Maritime Coordination Center located at the National Maritime
Research Center, Kings Point, New York. In addition, a small C-band
transmitting facility located at the NASA STADAN station, Rosman?
North Carolina, was available to support the position determination
experiments involving the ATS-a_satellite.
The shipboard satellite terminal communications equipment consisted
of =an L-band transmitter-, receiver and antenna subsystem capable
of supporting full -duplex voice, data and ranging communications.
This fundamental configuration supported various experimental
operations. A computer-controlled automatic operational mode,
supported ranging (position determination) and data or voice
experimentation when utilizing the integrated ranging/voice/ data
modem. This modem and a series of software tasks provided. an automatic
configuration for the exchange, of data communications [messages
between the ships and their respective shipping company offices,]
as well as the Maritime Coordination Center. Ranging and/or position
determination experiments and voice communications experiments
can be conducted simultaneously if desired.
Ninety-three test periods were conducted from August 1974 to April
1975. The total operating time was 407 hours, of which 277 hours
were considered useful.
Report Accession Nos. 645, 665, 666
User Form Nos.	 023, 051
Similar Experiment Nos. 249
Primary Keywords Maritime Communication, Data Transmission
SecondaryKeywords: Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, MARAD,
Teletype, Facsimile
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ATS/CTS E)MERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
	
265
Experiment Title Vanguard
Begin Date March 1972	 Completion April 1973
Experimenter	 U.S.C.G.
Geographic Location Southern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
Satellite IV ATS-3 &5
	Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Voice and Data Transmission /Position Fixing
Experiment Description
Vanguard was an experiment to evaulate the NASA-Goddard position
location and aircraft communications equipment (PLACE), at C band
(4/6GHz), using NASA's ship, the USNS Vanguard, and the ATS 3
and ATS 5 synchronous satellites. The Sea Test phase, extending
from March 29, 1973 to April 15, 1973 was successfullycompleted,,
the principal-objectives of-the experiment were achieved. Position
location.and voice-quality measurements were excellent; ship'
position was determined within 2 nmi; high-quality, 2-way voice
transmissions resulted as determined from audience participation,
intelligibility and articulation-index analysis. A C band/L band
satellite trilateration experiment was also performed.
Report Accession Nos. 645, 666
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 239, 264, 605, 657
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Voice Communication
Secondary Keywords: PLACE, C-band, L-band, Vanguard
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
	 269
Experiment Title L-Band Trilat
Begin Date	 January 1974	 Completion January 1976
Experimenter General Electric Co.
Geographic Location	 G.S.
Satellite 10 ATS-5 	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment position Fixing
Experiment Description
An L-band tril,ateration network has been developed which locates
the ATS-5 satellite in near real-time and provides short term position
predictions. A location precision of 0.0002 0 in latitude and
longitude and 20 meters in earth center distance has been achieved.
The accuracy of position fixes is estimated at 0-.0005° latitude
and longitude and 50 meters earth center distance. On every range
measurement, self calibration circuits in the two automatic remote
transponders return to the master ground station a measurement
of the time delay experienced by the ranging signal as it passes
through the transponder, thus eliminating a major source of
uncertainty in slant range accuracy.
Report Accession Nos.
	 235, 646-
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Trilateration, L-Baud
Secondary Keywords: Accuracy, C-Band, Ranging, Satellite
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 281
Experiment Title _ oa &
Begin Date 10/70>
	
Completion 3-0/71
 
_
Experimenter EG & G
Geographic Location Western Hemisphere
Satellite ID ATS-1 	 Frequency VHF -	 Mode m/&
Category of Experiment Aircraft Communications
Experiment Description
ATS-1 was used to help provide ground -- air communications
support for 2 aircraft operating at opposite ends cf magnetic
field lines during Auroral studies. One aircraft operated out
of Christchurch, New Zealand. The other from College, Alaska.
The ground control station was located at Albuquer que, N.M.
The experiments were successfully_ carried out in October,
November 1970, and 16 August through 2 September 1971.
Los Alamos Laboratories' fall rocket program in the Pacific
Ocean (Operation Pisaposte] also used ATS-1 to fulfill
communications requirements. The ATS-1 Satellite was the primary
communications link for ground-to-ground and prelaunch coordination
and for passing vector information between airborne instrumentation
stations, ground stations and launch sites.
Report Accession Nos.	 1. 20, 21,
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 	 232	 -
Primary Keywords: Aircraft Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Western Hemisphere, Voice Communication
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F
Experiment No.	 282
Experiment Title vHrZNLm
Begin Date . 10/71	 Completion nwe.+
Experimenter Lister ,Hill Nat ; onati enter nv B4 Qm&A4,-a I_ Cesmmn"ication
Geographic Location Ngrthwest U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-1
	
Frequency VHF
	
Mode nufl,__
Category of Experiment Health Services
Experiment Description
Stanford Electronics Laboratory, Univ. of Wisconsin, and Univ.
of Washington performed computer-to-computer experiments via
ATS-1 at VHF to investigate the feasibility of transmission
of the medical library materials. The National Library of
Medicine (NLM) itself conducted similar experiments.
Report Accession Nos. 40, 270, 274 0 275, 276
User Form Nos. 041
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Health Services
Secondary Keywords: Pacific Northwest, Wisconsin, Washington,
Data Transmission, Computers
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. „283
Experiment Title VHF /UCLA
Begin Date 9/71
	
Completion zn /71
Exper imenter UCLALTRW Systems
Geographic Location California/Colorado
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency SHF/vHr	 Mode _s/A
Category of Experiment Education, Wave Propagation
Experiment Description
UCLA/TRW used ATS-3 VHF Signals to diagnose wave excitation
processes in the ionosphere. The modulation used 565 Hz of
the 149 MHz uplink from Boulder, Colo. ground station.
ATS-1 and ATS-3 signals were monitored over a
24-hour period on chart recorder. Correlations with the s lar
cycle were made. Spectrum analyses was also used to look gor
sidebands and instabilities.
Report Accession_Nos. None
User Form Nos.	 037	 ..^
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education, Wage Propagation
Secondary Keywords: Magnetosphere, Faraday Effect, Ionosphere,
California, Colorado
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 284
Experiment Title VHF High Note
Begin Date 3^71
	
Completion 6/72 (Phase 2)
Experimenter Atomic Energy Commission/Sandia
Geographic Location U.S.A.
Satellite in ATS-I, 3	 Ftequency VHF	 Mode High Power
Category of Experiment Ranging _& Position Fixing
Experiment Description
This experiment investigated the feasibility of using satellites
to provide near real, time position location data to remote
stations located in the cootinguous United States.
A base station was set up to transmit-to the satellite on 149.183 MHz
and receive on 135,563 MHz. The -antennas were crossed dipole
t
a circularly polarized. The mobile station was similar except
oiantennas were used: a 5/8 a vertical stub, and a horizontal
crossed dipole array, phase for circular polarization end on.
Modulation was Manchester split-phase PCM/FM at deviation of t6 KHZW.
DME tests were run in which the base ,station sent a ranging tone to
the vehicle transponder and a digital phase meter measured the delay
between transmitted and received signals. Closed loop measurements
for base station and vehicle established equipment delays. Experiment
showed degrading effect of Faraday rotation: Signal margin varied
widely, favoring vertical stub at times,, and the crossed dipole at
other times.
Position location was not attempted because of difficulties with the
C-band antenna on ATS -3; however, ranging tests were made to determine
magnitude of scatter and range rate.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos.	 008
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords: Atomic Energy Commission
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Experiment No. 285
Experiment Title VHF Stanford
Beqin Date 5/71	 Completion 6/72 Open
Experimenter Stanford Univ., Univ. of Nevada, i Univ. of New Mexico
Geographic Location U.S.A.
Satellite 10 ATS-1,3	 Frequency VHF	 Modo
Category of Experiment Education
Experiment Description
Demonstration of satellite distribution of computer-oriented
instruction for rural sohools between Stanford University, the
Univ. of Nevada, and Univ. of New Mexico. Project is planning
expansion of operations with other southwest universities.
Equipment was installed at Stanford and at isleta Pueblo Elementary
School near Albuquerque, NM. CAI service was provided via ATS-3
for 90 minutes per day.
Report Accession Nos. 28 45, 601
User Form Nos. 018
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education
Secondary Keywords: Stanford University, California, Nevada, New Mexico,
Computers, Indian, Rural Education
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I ATS/CTS EXPVAIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 286
Experiment Title HET VHF - ARC
Begin Date 6/74
	 Completion Open
Experimenter Appalachian Regional Commission/HLT
Geographic Locatioi. Appalachia
Satellite ID ATS- I	 Frequency vHr
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Education
Experiment Description
The AESP uses the ATS-3 in correlation with their ATS-6
experiment, for talk-back capabilities and conferencing.
So* Experiment #612.
Report Accession Nos. 567, 573, 622, 690, 723, 754
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 612
Primary Keywords: Education
Secondary Keywords: HET Experiments, Appalachian Regional
Commission, Appalachian Education Satellite Project (AESP),
Appalachia, Rural Education
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 287
Experiment Title VHF Seek
Begin Date 1/12/72	 Completion 2/72 - Fall 72
Experimenter University of Nevada, Rana/Sierra, Research Con.
Geographic Location U.S.A.
Satellite ID ATS-3 Frequency VHF Mods
Category of 'Experiment Data Transmission/Meteorology
Experiment Description
Radar pictures gathered from within eye of hurricane were
transmitted between Boulder, Colorado and Reno, Nevada. Bit
error rate vs. uplink power were obtained using VRF sub carrier
methods (FSK) digital. Aircraft type antenna was used for
uplink, helix antenna was used for receive.
Report Accession Nos. 6, 7, 44
User Form Nos. 401
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Meteorology, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: University of Nevada, Nevada, Hurricane, Storms,
Radar
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Experiment No. 2sa
Experiment Title CE/MARAD
Begin Date 
.4/7a2.___._..._ Completion 5/72	 .._
Experimenter General Electric/MARLTIME Administration
Geographic Location Atlantic
Satellite 10 ATS-1, 3	 Frequency
	
VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Ranging & Position Fixing
Experiment Description
General Electric Research & Development Center (for MARAD) used VHF
tone ranging to determine the position of a mobile terminal.
Simultaneous ranging to ATS-1 and-3 was performed, as well as
single satellite ranging.
A master station located at GE Schenectady, NY, transmitted signals
to the satellite, the return signal was recorded by a ship and up
to three slave stations, which then transponded the range signal
to the master station via satellite. Initially, the test used
only ATS-3 with the mobile,terminal (a ship) located at King's
Point, Long Island. In addition to ranging tones, the experiment
involved transmission of facsimile .teletype, and simplex voice.
Report Accession Nos. 	 23, .1, 7 r 101, 631
User Form Nos. 2-011
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Rangingr Position Fixing;
Secondary Keywords: Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Ships, Maritime,
General-Electric, MARAD
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ATS/CTS EMERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 289
Experiment Title VHF Calypso,_._
Begin Date June 1972	 Completion January 1976
^.
Experimenter Cousteau Group, Inc.
Geographic Location	 Antarctica
Satellite In ATS-1&3	 Frequency 
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Voice and Data Communications
Experiment Description
A Jacques Cousteau organized expedition to the Antartica Peninsula
used ATS-1 and 3 to facilitate communications. The crew of the
Calypso transmitted observed and measured data from the ship and
received communications from their base station during the
expedition.
Report Accession Nos. 203
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Voice Communication, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Calypso, Cousteau, Antarctica, Oceanography
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Experiment No. 290
Experiment Title VHF Bering Sea
Begun Date December 1972	 Completion March 1973
Experimenter' U.S./U.S.S-R-
Geographic Location Bering Sea
Satellite TD	 ATS-1	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Communication/Meteorology
Experiment Description
A joint experiment involving C.S. and U.S.n>.R. scientists on microwave
measurements of the atmosphere, sea, and ice conditions in the area
of the Bering Sea. The objective of the experiment was to make
measurements from U.S. and U.S.S.R. aircraft of microwave radiation
emitted in the K to X band range by the sea surface at varying
temperatures and sea state, by the sea. ice, and by zones of liquid
precipitation.
ATS-1 was used for the communications link between a. U.S. communications
base at Anchorage, Alaska and a soviet base at Cape Schmidt.
tj
Report Accession Nos.
	 4,2Q2
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. None
Primary Keywords: Bering Sea, Meteorology
Secondary Keywords: Voice Communication, Microwave Measurements,
!	 Russia, oceanography
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 291
Experiment Title
	
Zurita
Begin Date Jan 1972	 Completion Sep 1973
Experimenter	 Atomic Energy Commission
Geographic Location	 Alaska, Hawaii
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Voice Communications
Experiment Description
Tj,is was a jointly sponsored research program in the Pacific area
requiring satellite voice communications between Alaska and
Hawaii. The principal participants of the program were the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Sandia Corporation, and the Uni-
versity of Alaska. The purpose of the experiment was to do
magnetic field line mapping using an explosive barium release
from an altitude controlled rocket. The communication circuit
using ATS-'1 satellite connected the ground stations located at
Point Barrow (Alaska.), Kotzebue (Alaska), and Mt. Haleakala on
the island of Maui, Hawaii.
Report Accession Nos. 	 26
l
w.^
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:	 Voice Communication
Secondary Keywords: Alaska , Hawaii, Atomic Energy Commission, Barium
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 292
I
Experiment Title VHF C1inner
Begin Date 1973
	 Completion August 1977
Experimenter Moody College of Marine Science/Texas A&M Univ.
Geographic Location Caribbean/Atlantic
Satellite ID ATS-3
	 Frequency VHF
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Communications/ Support
Experiment Description
Moody College of Marine science & Maritime Resources used ATS-3
for voice communications and transmission of experimental data
to and from their research vessel CLIPPER during cruises in
the Atlantic. The research program conducted on board the
CLIPPER involved the collection and transmission of parameters
such as sea surface temperature, salinity, chlorophyll, and
water quality. In some instances facsimiles of graphs and
charts were transmitted. via ATS-3.
A
Report Accession Nos.
User Form Nos.	 007, 038, 039, 040
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Oceanography, Meteorology, Caribbean,
Atlantic Ocean
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ATS/CTS EXPEAIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 293
Experiment Title -gE/EXXON
Begin Date 7/73
	
Completion 2/74
Experimenter General Electric/EXXON 5;orA.,,_
Geographic Location Atlantic Ocean
Satellite ID ATS-1, 3
	
Frequency VHF	 Mode
Category of Experiment Maritime Communications
Experiment Description
This experiment was a joint effort of Exxon Corporation and the
General Electric Company to make a comprehensive evaluation of
the maritime uses of satellite communications and position-
fixing. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
provided the use of two applications Technology Satellites,
ATS-1 and ATS-3, for one hour a day of VHF transmission time.
The experiment was conducted from July 1973 through February
1974 during which communications messages and ranging signals
were exchanged between the ship ESSO BAHAMAS, carrying oil
from Venezuela to the U.S. East Coast, and the General Electric
station in Schenectady, New York. The ground station relayed
these messages to and from the Exxon New York City office over
telephone land lines.
The communications modes used were teletype, voice, facsimile
and slow-scan TV. They were evaluated with regard to transmission
time, quality, operational ease, interconnection factors,
application to specific information transfer, value to operating
efficiency as well as their adaptability with the internal
communication and management techniques used within the Exxon
Corporation.
Various constraints on ship-borne eatipment that would affect
the design of an'operational ship satellite terminal were
evaluated. The accuracy and reliability of ranging and position
fixing from geostationary satellites using the tone-code
technique was investigated and data on the factors affecting
its accuracy were obtained.
Report Accession Nos. 15
User form Nos. 050
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Maritime Communication
Secondary Keywords; Position Fixing, Atlantic Ocean, Ships,
Voice Communication, Teletype, Facsimile
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
,Experiment No.	 2
Experiment Title ASP HET
Beqin Date January 1973
	
Completion August 1977
Experimenter ARC, WAMi, VA, IHS^e of__13ska, Fed. of Rocky Mtn. Sts.
Geographic Location
Satellite III ATS-1&3
	
Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment =Education/Health Services
Experiment Description
ATS-1&3 were used for voice communications in the Health/Education
Telecommunications(HET) experiments. One-way video-audio over
ATS-6 with ATS-1 and 3 used to give network interactive voice
capability. See Experiment 612 for details.
Report Accession Nos.
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos. 612
Primary Keywords: Education, Health Services
SecondaryKeywords: HET, Alaska, Appalachia, WAMI, Veteran's Administratio-
AIr
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 295
Experiment Title VHF NIAI
Begin Date	 10/73	 Completion Ooen
Experimenter National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Dis eases
Geographic Location U.S.A. and Pacific Ocean
Satellite ID ATS-1 	Frequency VHS'
	
Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/Health Services
Experiment Description
(NIAID)
NIAID was a feasibility study
 of scientific communications
between biomedical research investigators via surface and
satellite telecommunications. Using mainly ATS-1, and through
the cooperation of Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical
Communications/National Library of Medicine (LHNCB/NLM), a
regular schedule of communication sessions occured in a frequency
ranging from semi-weekly to daily. These sessions involved upward
of 100 scientists scattered throughout the United States and
the Pacific from Alaska to New Zealand.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos.	 029
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, Health Services
Secondary Keywords.- Conferences, Cook -Islands, Biomedical,
Alaska, Pacific Ocean, Education, National Institute of Allergy
& Infectious Diseases (NIAID), New Zealand, Hawaii,
University of Hawaii, University of the South Pacific
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 297
Experiment Title VHF - USP/FIJI PEACESMa
Begin Date 1/74
	
Completion Open
Experimenter University of the South Pacific
Geographic LocationPacific Ocean, Hawaii
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency VHS'_ Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/Education
Experiment Description
The major emphasis of the USP's experimentation with ATS-1
has been concerned with optimizing the resource use of a small
school within a widely scattered island environment. Eleven
tiny countries contribute to the University, and the communication
experiments made available by ATS
-1 have allowed the University
the opportunity to develop a unique system of educational
delivery and administration. It is used in external class-
room, curriculum development, continuing education and information
exchange.
Report Accession Nos. 
-
206. 210, 311,577,749,_ , 749. 9i
User Form Nos.	 053
Similar Experiment Nos
Primary Keywords: Education, Communications
Secondary Keywords: Conferences, Teacher Education, Teleconferencing,
Peacesat, University of South Pacific, Pacific Ocean, Government,
Voice Communication, Hawaii
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 300
Experiment ',ritle VHF Indian Health Center Health T fn._Sys eye E,T,
Begin Date /9/74
	 Completion 1/9/74 .,
Experimenter (IHCHIS) Indian Health Center Health Info,, system
Geographic Location Alaska
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency	 VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Health Services/Data Transmission
Experiment Description
The Indian Health Center Information System used the ATS-1
VHF communication system on May 9, 1975 to check out their
ground station equipment. The equipment was then used for an
HET experiment on ATS-6.
Report Accession Nos. 11, 40, 43, 52. 54 ,  go, KART S7Q ' Sao
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 277, 677
Primary Keywords: Health Services, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Indian Health Service, Hardware, Ground
Stations, Alaska
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 301
Experiment Title VHF GATE
Begin Date Jan 1974	 Completion Sep 1974
Experimenter	 NOAA
Geographic Location
Satellite 2D ATS-3	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment 	 Voice and Data Communications
Experiment Description
The GATE Project used the ATS-3 satellite for:
(1) Voice coordination between ships, the CV-990, the University
of Wisconsin, and Dakar during critical decision periods just
prior to aircraft's arrival in the observation area.
(2) Facsimile transmission of radar images from OCEANOGRAPHER,
RESEARCHER and GILLISS to Dakar to complement satellite images
and assist in "fine tuning" the aircraft program.
(3) Additional data transmission from GILLISS to augment the
limited HF radio equipment and number of operators. GILLISS is
presently unable to meet minimum data delivery requirements.
(4) Direct communications with operational commands in the
United States.
Report Accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.	 rTnnEa
Similar Exper imam Nos.
Primary Keywords:	 Voice and Data Communications
Secondary Keywords	 NOAH
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 302
Experiment Title	 NEA
Beqin Date Jan 1976	 Completion Apr. 1977
Experimenter	 National Education Association
Cao graphic Location _ AP,alachia, Alaska
Satellite ID ATSi-1 & 3 Frequency 	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Voice Communication, Education
Experiment Description
ATS-1 and ATS-3 were used for audio interaction between six
Appalachian sites and four or more Alaskan sites. The ATS-1 i 3
satellites were used in conjunction with ATS-6 experiment for
television radio teleconferences for teachers training in the
Appalachian and Alaskan region.
.	 i
Report Accession Nos 	 None
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:	 Voice Communication, Education
Secondary Keywords:	 Appalachia
Alaska
ATS-6
Teachers
Teleconference
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
Experiment Title VHF__oPN Tacan•se ATSPa=pat on tAn_VI I,
Begin Date ,3266	 Completion ' ooan-
Experimenter Ministry of posts & , Telecommunications	 .
Geographic Location japan
Satellite ID	 ATS-1	 Frequency	 Mode All
Category of Experiment Time & Frequency Dissemination,
 /Data_ Transmission
Experiment Description
Kashima has participated in many experiments using the AT -1
spacecraft (.S/C1 including SSCC (Spin Scan Cloud Covert earth
pictures, SSRR (,Spread Spectrum Range and Range Rate ^ as well
as ATS R&RR (ATS Range and Range'Ratel, the latter being of
particular help in determining the S/C orbit. Kashima hat also
experimented with time division -multiplex and video transmission
using the S/C in the FT mode. Their transmitter was originally
tuned to operate with repeater 1, however, since the failure of
the repeater (2 Feb. 1972) Kashima has returned to thug repeater
2 frequency.
i
k
Report Accession Nos. 201 10 qQg'3-
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 241, 246, 233
Primary Roywords: Time Dissemination, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords:
Japan
Radio Research. Laboratory (.RRL1
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
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IATS/CTS EXPEilMfENT DATA
Experiment ,so. 3g-g_
Experiment Titl es ALnuA
Begin Date 1572	 Completion - QPAIL
Experimenter _University of Hawaii
Geographic Location U.S.A. /Pacific Ocean
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency VHF	 Mode _ N/A^
Category of Experiment Data Transmission/Computer
Experiment Description
The ALOHA System Research Project at the University ,of Hawaii
has developed and built a computer-communication network for
console-to-computer and computer-to-computer communications
which are joined in a multi-network at the ALOHA System MENEHUNE
(multiplexer) using packet broadcasting technique whereby data
is sent from one node in a net to another by attaching address
information to the data to form a packet r typically from 30 to
1000 bits in length. The ,packet is then broadcast over a
communication channel which is shared by a'large number of nodes
in the net; as the packet is received by these nodes the address
is scanned and the packet is accepted by the proper addressee
(or addressees) and ignored by the,others.
Since the MENEHUNE is interfaced into the University of Hawaii
computer, and ARPANET TIP, and ATS--1 satellite channel connected
to other machines in. the Pacific, and an international TELEX
line to Japan, packets sent over the radio channel can be directed
to any of these networksunder user control. Thus a user with
an ALOHA SYSTEM terminal on the small island of Molokai could
direct his data packets through MENEHUNE iv Honolulu over a
geographical area extending from Norway across the Atlantic,
the U.S. mainland and the Pacifiti into Japan & Australia.
Report Accession Nos. 	 $0, 218 0 225, 227, 228
User Form Nos.	 048, 2-036
similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Data transmission
Secondary Keywords: NASA Ames Research Center, University of Hawaii,
University of Alaska, Alask=a, Hawaii, Packet Switching,
Pacific ocean, Computer Network
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ATS/CTS EXPEAIMEN'T DATA
Experiment No.	 306
Experiment Title VHF DRAKE (Dynamic Res2nn^and. Ki_nemal-j e- Exaftriment)
Begin Date 1/1975 -
	
Completion 
_Per► 	
_
Experimenter Texas A&M University/National Science Foundation 	 Q
Geographic Location Southern Ocean/Antarctic
Satellite ID ATS-3	 .Frequency
	
VHF
	
bode	 N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/Support
Experiment description
FDRAKE (First Dynamic Responce and Kinematic Experiment) - This
experiment by the International Southern Oceans Studies combines
both a monitoring experiment to study the statistical properties
and space-time scales of variability of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC) within the Drake Passage and local experiments to
test theories of dynamical balance, mixing and exchange with
other oceans. The specific goals of FDRAKE (which began in
the Austral surnner of 1974-1975) are: (1) to describe the
energy-containing space and time scales in the Drake Passage
J;A order to design a long-term experiment to monitor the trans-
port and internal structure of the ACC to be carried out during
FGGE, and (2), to describe selected property distributions within
the Drake Passage and the Western Scotia Sea for the continuing
study of mixing processes. ATS-3 was used to provide communications
support for those involved in FDRAKE.
7deport Accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.	 2-0121
Similar Experiment Nos.	 317
1	 -
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Texas A&M University, Texas, National
Science Foundation, Southern Ocean, Antarctic, Ships, DRAKE
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ATS/CTS-EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 307
Experiment Title VHF OCEAN
Begin Date	 Dec 1977	 Completion
Experimenter University-of Miami
Geographic Location Atlantic/Flor?da/Pae^fin
Satellite ID	 ATS-3	 Frequency vHF	 Mode Nan --
Category of Experiment Communications/Maritime comfn^^n^ rati n^^
Experiment Description
University of Dli.ami is using the ATS- 3'VHF for ship routine and
emergency message handling and also synchronous PCM data
transmissions. Miami has developed the ASCII-PCM
bit synchronizer and modems for high speed computer data. In
December 77 they began handling all traffic for Oceanography
ships.
Report Acceosion Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, Maritime Communication
Secondary Keywords: Atlantic Ocean, Florida, Ships, University
of Miami,	 r
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ATS.;CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 304
Experiment Title Nsp (gyRE)
Begin Date	 3/Zg	 Completion	 9/7r
Experimenter National Science Foundation/Texan A&M Univ,
Geographic Location Atlantic (tropical). Ngxth Atlantic
Satellite ID ATS-3
	
Frequency VHF	 I Mode - ,N/A
Category of Experiment Communicati ons/Data Transmission
Experiment Description
The National Science Foundation sponsored a series of programs
aboard the A/V GYRE during the spring and earltr „ummer of 1976.
The basic research was conducted in the tropica6. Atlantic.
A communications network was established between the GYRE,
College Station, Texas and Galveston, Texas using ATS-3.
This network was used to investigate the feasibility'snd
utility of using satellite communications to transmit high
volume data. Data transmission by voice and facsimile over
the satellite VHF channels materially enhanced the quality of
the data collection and data reduction. facilities. Bathythermo-
metric data was transmitted to computer facilities on shore for
quicker analysis.
The research continued the studies of the subsurface counter
current and also included work on the closely related sea-
surface part of the system.
This program improved understanding of diagenetic processes
in the uppermost meters of deep sea sediments and-sharpened
ability to read information from the geologic record.
Report Accession Nos. 	 None
User Form Nos. 	 2^pg4
Similar Experiment Nos. 325
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: National Science Foundation, Texas A&M
University, Atlantic Ocean, GYRE, Texas, ships
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 310
Experiment Title	 VHF DEA
Begin Date _. 1976	 Completion Open
Experimenter	 Drug Enforcement Administration/GE
Geographic Location	 U.S.
Satellite ID ATS - 1&3 Frequency 	 Mode.
Category of Experiment	 Voice Communications/ Position Fixing
Experiment Desorip-tion
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) conducted an experiment to investi-
gate and demonstrate the ability and usefulness of geosynchronous
satellites to improve and land mobile communications and to pro-
vide a vehicle position fixing capability heretofore unavailable
to DEA and INS.
The mobile unit was a station wagon witkL a specially designed antennas
a VHF transceiver, and a digital tone-code ranging responder., The
DEA building in Washington, DC and a. Border Patrol office in
Tucson, AZ were used as ground stations. Voice, slow-scan TV,
audio test tones, and intrusion sensor data were relayed to and
from the mobile unit under a variety of conditions, both in
Washington, DC and the south western U.S. Vehicle positions to
within one quarter mile were achieved in real-time; even closer
after post-experiment analysis.
Report Accession Nos.	 631, 767
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:	 Voice Communication , Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords: 	 Drug Enforcement Administration,
Slow-scan Television, Tone-code Ranging
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iATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. _
Experiment Title
I
	
Begin Date	 7/1276	 Completion	 0130"
1
	 Experimenter Goddard SAage Flight Center NASA
Geographic Location Maxyland
Satellite ID ATS-3
	
Frequency yHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communications
Experiment Description
The Goddard Space Flight Visitor's Center used the VHF
communication equipment of the ATS-3 so that visitors could
talk via a satellite.
Report Accession Nos.	 None (This is only a visitor demonstration
use.)
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications
Secondary Keywords: Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), National
Aeronautics and Space administration (NASA)
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 312 .
Experiment Title ALC (American Lutheran Church)
Begin Date 6/1976
	
Completion	 Open
Experimenter The American Lutheran Church
Geographic Location U.S.A.
Satellite ID ATS-1 	 Frequency	 VHF
	
Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Educationj3oice Communications
Experiment Description
The American Lutheran Church evaluated the practicality and
desirability of using a combination of portable and fixed
terminals to facilitate communication at many levels within
the church. In addition to continuing education the prime
area of concentration, the equipment was used to facilitate
communication between local and national offices of The
American Lutheran Church as well as between these same groups
and churches, offices, and institutions overseas. The
experiment used voice mode exclusively.
Report Accession Nos.	 735
User Form Nos.	 2-041
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education, Voice Communication,
Secondary Keywords: American Lutheran Church, Minnesota
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
I
Experiment No.315
Experiment Title ERDA
µ	 Begin Date January 1978 _ Completion January 1979
Experimenter ERDA
Geographic Location
Satellite III ,A&TS-1
	
Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Communications/Data Transmission
Experiment Description
ERDA conducted radiological survey of former nuclear test site
at Enewetak to determine which areas of the atoll require clean-
up so they may be returned to the people of Enewetak for beneficial
use. This effort was essentially an applied research activity
employing new experimental techniques which require prompt and
frequent communications between Enewetak and Las Vegas. The
communications link was essential to the activity so that voice
and technical data could be exchanged on a timely basis. Facsimile
transmission devices were employed to transmit data in graphic
and tabular form, such as radio-activity isopleths. Voice
privacy units were also-employed along with clear voice trans-
mission.
Report Accession Nos.
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos. _336
Primary Keywords: communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Nevada, Enewetak, Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA)
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 3
 6
Experiment Title N_ STL
Begin Date 10/5/76
Experimenter Southern
Geographic Location S1
Satellite ID ATS- 3
Category of Experiment
Experiment Description
(National Space Tedhnningy Tjhc
.^ Completion 10/13,76
__Regional Medical Consortium
3uthern V. S.A.
Frequency HF Mode
Health Services/Data Transmiss
National Space Technology Laboratories, Hay St. Louis, Mississippi
and the Southern Regional Medical Consortium used ATS-3 for an
Emerge.ney Medical-Satellite Communications demonstration at the
National Convention of Emergency Physicians and Emergency Care
Nurses in the Louisiana Superdome in New Orleans'.
They transmitted EKG and voice from an ambulance into the
emergency room at Forrest General Hospital in Hattiesburg,
Convention Center.
The purpose of the demonstration was to acquaA.nt medical
practitioners, particularly cardiogists and emergency room
physicians, with the extended telemetry communications capability
of satellites.
Report Accession Nos. 	 None
User Form Nos. 	 2-019
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Health Services, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Mississippi, Southern U.S.A., Southern,
f	 Regional Medical Consortium, National Space Technology
Laboratories, Hospital, Electrocardiogram.
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 	 317
Experiment Title _LAMONT
Begin DatO IOZ15/76	 Completion 3/8/77
Experimenter Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
Geographic Location Southern Ocean
Satellite ID ATS-3 	 Frequency VHF	 Mode N/_
Category of Experiment Data Transmission
Experiment Description
During the austral summer 1976/1977 the Office of,Polar Programs
of the U.S. National Science Foundation funded a research
project aboard the Argentine vessel ;ARA ISLAS ORCADAS (formerly
the USNS ELTANIN). The goals- of the project were to collect
a set of modern hydrographic data in the Atlantic sector of the
Southern Ocean, an area which previously had been poorly
sampled. The time of the cruises were:
Cruise 11-76 - October 24, 1976 December 20, 1976 - Buenos Aires to
Cape Town
Cruise 12-77 - January ,j , 1977 March 5, 1977 - Cape Town to
Buenos Aires.
During the period January-February 1977 the U.S.. ship MELVILLE
was operating in the Drake Passage, as part of the international
Southern Ocean Studies project F DRAKE-77. ATS-3 was used for
communications support.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos. 	 2-015
Similar Experiment Nos.	 306
Primary Keywords: Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Argentina, Antarctic, Ships, Hydrology,
Atlantic Opean,_Southern Ocean, New York, National Science Foundation
(NSF)
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fATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 318
Experiment TitleR^Ii,r_
Begin Date 12/76
	 Completion __!?? _._._
Experimenter Desert Research Institute
Geographic Location Mta_rgtica
Satellite ID ATS-1 0 3 _ Frequency 'UHF	 _i Mode +yf _a_
Category of Experiment Meteorology
Experiment Description
A weather radar system was installed at Palmer Station, Antarcticn
and is being used to study mesoscale atmospheric-ocean interactions
on the Antarctic Peninsula. A VHF satellite communications
system was designed, fabricated and tested for transmission of
data and voice communication between Antarctica and Reno, using
VHF transponders aboard NASA ATS-1 and ATS-3 satellites. Tests
were made using ground stations at McMurdo (via ATS-1) and
Palmer Station (via ATS-3).
Report Accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos. 2- 021
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Meteorology
Secondary Keywords: Desert Research Institute, Antarctic,
Weather, Radar, University of Nevada, Nevada
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 	 319
Experiment Title s=RTus
Begin Date ,12/17/79
	
Completion I
Experimenter	 + D&Va oj;Man L- (!nXV+ rat 4 en
Geographic Location Bermuda
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency	 tHp
	
Node = A
category of Experiment	 Ranging s Position	 F1xi_q,_
Expef<riment Description
The Baker Development Corporation used ATS-3 to test the
capability of a unique low cost, locate and rescue system to be
used aboard mobiles in connection with a synchronous satellite.
In this case the equipment was used aboard the "SIRIUS",, which
is a Morgan Out-Island 33' sloop.
Report Accession Nos. 69
User Form Nos.	 -002
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Ranging, Position Fixing
Secondary Keywords: Ships, Bermuda, Search and Rescue, Sailboat
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Vcperiment No. _32,20
Experiment Title SAtK A - PEACrSAT
Begin Date , 1/77	 Completion o^^
Experimenter University of South Pacific
Geographic Location Hawaii, Samoa
Satellite ID ATS-1
	
Frequency _ Mur	 Mode _/A,__
Category of Experiment _ Education/Health Services
Experiment Description
This number was added to the PEACESAT schedule to-indicate
credit courses to upgrade Samoa employees. (See Exp. No. 297).
Report Accession Nos. 745
User Form Nos	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 297
Primary Keywords: Education, Health Services
Secondary Keywords: Samoa, Voice Communication, Peacesat,
Hawaii, University of South Pacific
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 32
Experiment Title rLTAc
Begin Date	 1/77 	 Completion 	 02aft
Experimenter Department of the Nagy
Geographic .Location _ Western Hemisphere
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency VHr...___._._ Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communication/Maritime Cammunicat ons__
Experiment Description
The Fleet Analysis Center currently maintains five telemetry
stations at such remote locations as the Republic of the
Philippines; Okinawa, Japan; Crete, Greece; Roosevelt Roads,
Puerto Rico; MCAS Cherry Point, North Carolina and Norfolkr
Virginia. These field stations are maintained and operated by
Fleet Analysis Center personnel. It is necessary, on a daily
basis, to discuss operational and logistic support details with
these station personnel. There are also occasions when the
transmission of low data rate digital information is required.
The information exchange between the field stations and the Corona
facility are currently handled on commercial and military telephone
lines. These lines are at times difficult to establish, poor
in quality, and costly.
The Fleet Analysis Center assembled the terminal equipment
necessary for conducting a short term experiment utilizing one
of the available communication satellites (ATS -3) suitable for
communications between Corona, California and Roosevelt Roads
Naval Station, Puerto Rico. The purpose of this experiment was
to determine the viability of utilizing a at,te"llite communications
circuit for the Fleet Analysis Center communications problem.,
The circuit proposed was operated as a voice circuit during
most of the time allocated. Some tests were conducted with
low data rate digital information.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos. 	 2-010
Similar Exper jr.aent Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, Maritime Communication
Secondary Keywords: Western Hemisphere, Califoriia, Puerto Rico,
U.S. Navy, Fleet Analysis Center, Philippines, Japan, Greece,
North Carolina, Virginia
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 322
Experiment Title WHOI WORM
Begin Dare 1/15/77	 Completion	 1/30/77
E:y perimenter Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
Geographic Location -Pacifi c/Galapagos Islands
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/Voice Communications
Experiment Description
A daily schedule was maintained between research ship and base
station during which audio and facsimile data were transmitted
with such information as positions of satellite-tracked buoys,
schematic diagrams, and plotted data. Phone patches were made
to personnel preparing to join the ship at the next port and to
shore-based associates for advise on work underway.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos.	 2-029
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Key,wards: Communications, Voice Communication
Secondary Keywords: Pacific, Galapagos Islands, Ships, Oceanography
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 324
Experiment Title Sidle
Begin Date 2/14/77	 Completion	 OQen
Experimenter National Science Foundatio LStanford University
Geographic Location 	 Antarctica/Canada '
Satellite ID ATS-3 Frequency VHF N/
Category of Experiment Communications/Voice Communications
ixperiment Description
Studies of wave-particle and wave-wave interactions using a
VLF transmitting facility located at Siple Station, Antarctica.
The VLF transmitting facility consists of a 150 KW transmitter
and 21.2 km elevated center-fed dipole antenna.
The Siple transmitter was set up in order to achieve a controlled
means of probing the magnetospheric plasma. A passive VLF
receiving facility was established at the conjugate point to
$iple at Roberval, Quebec, Canada.
Since the transmitter modulation, frequency, and power are key
parameters in the interaction process, a real time  communic_ation
link between Roberval and Quebec was required to optimize the
experiment. The operator at Roberval recommends the transmitting
parameters based on his observation of the behavior of the natural
phenomena at Roberval.
Since using the ATS-3 communications and data link between Roberval
and Siple Station the data acquired have increased by 500% and specific
experiments have been conducted on a time scale of one month versus
several months previously (without real time communications).
i
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Similar Experiment Nos.
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ATS/CTS EXPEAIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 325
Experiment Title GYRE (oce _
Begin Date 4f 1 1/77	 Completion ,ri.o 24!79
Experimenter National Science Foundation/_Texas ALM_gniggrsity
Geographic Location North Atlantic, Cari.bbean._,^cul f of Mexice
Satellite XD ATS-3
	
Frequency VHF
	
Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/Data Transmission,,,_
Experiment Description
The National Science Foundation sponsored a series of oceano-
graphic research programs aboard the R/V GYRE of Texas A&M
University during the summer of 1977. These involved investigations
of chemistry, geochemistry, and geology in the Western North
Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the Gulf of Mexico. Scientists
from several institutions worked cooperatively on these projects.
ATS-3 was used to establish a communications network between
the GYRE and their shore based at College Station and Galveston,
Texas, to continue investigations of the utility of satellite
communications to transmit oceanographic data.
Report Accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.	 2-044
Similar Experiment Nos. 3dg
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: National Science Foundation, Texas A&M
University' Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico, Texas,
Ships
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No • 3^_
Experiment Titl e NIQRPAX tNar_.th Ant-I f; r. P=@*-4,^^..^^
Begin Date^i
	
Completion	 ---
ce o ava -Research/Nat ona science FoundationExperimenter Uaivernitu ngLm i -i f ern i s
Geographic Location Pacific
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency _VHF
	
a`' N/A
Category of Experiment Communications
Experiment Description
This work was sponsored by the office of Naval Research and the,
National Science '- oundat on (NSF) , under the NORPAX (North. Pacific
Experiment) program, in hopes of learning how the ocean and
atmosphere interact in the Pacific to affect short term climate
variations locally, and downstream over North America.
(NSF) /
ONR/NSF established terminal to terminal data communications
between a research vessel operating in the region north of Hawaii
and their main scientific group in San Diego. This allowed
communications and data transfer to better coordinate the vessel
operations with other elements participating in this work. These
included: special flights by Navy P-3 aircraft out of Adak,
Alaska; NIMUS-G RAMS tracking of buoys drifting through our
region; a cooperative program of 25 freighters that took oceano-
graphic observations.
Report Accession Nos.	 None
4
User Form Nos.	 None	 !
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary i:aywords. Communications 	 -
Secondary Keywords: Oceanography, Pacific, Ships ? National
Science Foundation, University of California, U.S. Navy
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ATS,/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No 330
Experiment Title M._gntana
Begin: ,Date 6/1/77 	 Completion	 11/is/77
Experimenter State of Montana/Divis ion Commn eat; nn FerAftt Xv
Geographic Location Montana
Satellite ID ATE_,_ Frequency . ' ' ;VHF	 Mode N/ ^.___
Category of Experiment Communications
Expor' liment, Description
The State of Montana used the ATS-3 to establish a reliable
communication link capable of voice, low speed facsimile and
data transmission between a fire base camp and the Fire
Control Center during forest fires.
Report Accession Nos. None
a
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Montanap Firefighting , Forest Fires
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 3
Experiment Title PL_
Begin pate January 1976
	
Completion open
Experimenter Project Look-up, International Christian Broadcasters
Geographic Location Latin America, Puerto Rico
Satellite ID ATS-3&6
	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting
Experiment Description
ATS-6 was used broadcast programs from studios in U.S. to Puerto
Rico and Virgin Islands. ATS-3 was used for voice feedback. See
Experiment Number 660 for a description of the PLU demonstration.
I
Report Accession Nos.	 764
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 560
Primary Keywords: Broadcasting
Secondary Keywords: Education, Health, Puerto Rico, Christian
Broadcasters, U:S. Virgin Islands, Culture
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 332
Experiment Title ENDEAVOR
Begin Date --7/22477
	
_ 
Completion	 1/78
Experimenter Office of Naval Research/National Science Foundation
	 Mn 4 3ger- f 4
, 09	 do ^i^^tf^
	
-
Geographic Location	 North Atlantic/Gulf Stream
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency VHF	 Mode 
_ N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/Data Transmission
Experiment Description
The University of Rhode Island conducted an oceanographic
research program to study Gulf Stream Rings in the North-West
Atlantic Ocean. This work was sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research & the National Science Foundation (NSF). University of
Rhode Island needed the ability to send a receive data between
their Research Vessel ENDEAVOR and their short laboratory at
the University of Rhode Island, so they used ATS-3 VHF
Communications System in conjunction with their oceanographic
field program in the transfer of such data.
(NSF) /
Report Accession Nos. 	 None
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords:
U.S. Navy	 Oceanography	 Gulf Stream
National Science Foundation	 Ships
University of Rhode Island	 Atlantic Ocean
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4.	 ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. "333
Experiment Title UK
Begin Date	 Jan. 1978	 Completion	 June 1978
Experimenter_ tom. Of State, Agency for international Development
Geographic Location 	 Jamaica, Barbados
Satellite ID ATS-3	 Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment 	 Education
Experiment Description
The backbone of the experimental activities are an exploration of
instructional and teleconferencing applications. In addition, experimen-
tors would like to investigate other applications of narrow-band
communications, such as facsimile transmission and possibly slow-
scan television and data transmission, provided that those
applications are technically feasible and that suitable equipment
can be obtained. It is likely that their experimentation would
involve satellite contacts outside the region. Probable examples
of such 'activity are contacts with the Uni-ersity of the South
Pacific and other members of the PEACESAT network, and with in-
stitutions in the United States, as well as their own sites in
Jamaica and Barbados.
Report Accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:
	
Education
Secondary Keywords: 	 Jamaica
Barbados
Instruction
Teleconferencing
Facsimile__
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 335
Experiment Title	 VHF SAR SIM
Begin Date June 1977	 completion September  1977
Experimenter _ Baker Development Corp.
Geographic Location Bermuda
Satellite ID ATS-3 	Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Search and Rescue
Experiment Description
Tne Baker Development Corporation used ATS-3 to test the
capability of a unique low coat, locate and rescue system to be
used aboard mobilas in connection with a syncthromnous satellite.
In this cases the equipment was used aboard the "SIRIUS" which
is a Moegan Out- Island 33' sloop.
Report Accession Nos. 684
User Form NOS.,• 2-002
Similar Experiment Nos. 319
Primary Xeywords: Ranging, Position Fixing
Secondary Xeywordss Ships, Bermuda, Search and Rescue, Sailboat
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 3
 36
Experiment Title 
_EI ,,#A/DoD
Begin Date 10/1/77	 Completion	 9/30/79
Experimenter Enerav Research i Development Administration (ERnA)
Geographic Location Nevada/Enewetaik_
Satellite ID ATS-1	 Frequency VHF
	
Mode N/A
Category of Experiment Communications/,Data Transmission
Experiment Description
ERDA conducted radiological survey of former nuclear test site
at Enewetak to determine which areas of the atoll require clean-
up so they may be returned to the people of Enewetak for beneficial
use. This effort was essentially an applied research activity
employing new experimental techniques which require prompt and
frequent communications between Enewetak and Las degas. The
communications link was essential to the activity so that voice
and technical data could be exchanged can a timely basis.. Facsmile-
trans:misssion devices were employed to transmit data in graphic
and tabu'ar form, such as radio-activity isopleths. Voice
privacy units were also employed al,,ong with clear voice trans-
mission.
Report Accession Nos. 26, 30_ 442 	 y
User Form Nos. 033, 034. 035-041- 042
Similar Experiment Nos. 315
Primary Keywords: Communications, Data Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Nevada, Enewetak_, Energy Research and
Development Administration (.ERDA)
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No	 338
Experiment Title DDISP
Begin Date 12/8/77	 completigA Open
Experimenter U.S. Department of the interior
Geographic Location Washirgton, D.C. /New York/Trust Territory
Satellite ID ATS-163	 Frequency VHF	 Mode N/A
Category of Experiment .:ommunications
Experiment Description
(Department of Int*rior Satellite Project) The Department of
Interior Satellite Project is currently utilizing the ATS-1 in a
multi-disciplined educational program for the Trust Territoriom
at Ponape, Palau, Saipan, and Majuro, where VHF terminals are
located. The DISP network will include 21 VHF stations by June,
1978, and will be augmented later in 1978 when video applications
will be tested via ATS-6. The Denver facility is used to
relay teleconferences between the Trust Territory locations and
locations in the eastern United States in Washington, D.C., and
in New York. Also, it is being used for communication among
the Trust Territory Districts.
Report Accession Nos. 897
User Form Nos • None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications
Secondary xejwords: Department of Interior, Washington, D.C.
New York City
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No .
Experiment Title 
___SAMOA TV (SAMFE)
Begin Date September 1977_ Completl,^n Ooen
Experimenter PSSC (public Service ,Sa XA^ gns_or, um)
Geographic Location gacific
Satellite ID ATS-3&6 
	
Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Br_oa_dcagtinQ,^,_,_
Experiment Description
ATSr3 and 6 are used to deliver public broadcasting programming
to station KVZX in Samoa. See Experiment Number 672.
r
Report Accession Nos.
	
922
User Form 'Nos..
Similar Experiment Nos. 661, 672
?rimary Keywords: Broadcasting, Video Transmission
Secondary Keywords: Samoa, PSSC Programming
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No ,342
Experiment Title. Peru
Begin Date JAnuary 1978
	 Completion July 1979
Experimenter Adventures Unlimited
Geographic Location par,u
atelli.te ID ATS-3
	 Frequency	 More
Category of Experiment 
_ Voice Cgmmations
Experiment Description
Adventures Unlimited is mounting an ex ,^ 4dition into the uncharted
rainforest of south-eastern Peru, for th*  purpose of positive
identification of subsequent scientific investigation, to document
on film and in print the process involvad in mounting such an
expedition. This documentation wil', emphasize the human story
of multi-talented persons from a variety of professional backgrounds
coordinating their efforts toward one common objective. They
intend to produce fourteen, half-hour filmed segments for telex--sign
distribution both in the United States and abroad. In addition#.
professional educators within the organization are devising both
education packets for elementazy and secondary classroom use as
well as 'a college text.
ATS=3 will ensure the communications team constant verbal con-
tact of each group while in tha jungle and supply daily reports
to the media of the expedition ' s progress and findings.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos,
Primary Xeywords Voice Communications 	 N
Secondary 'Ke ,.;vor s: Peru, Jungle, Voice, Education, Rainforest
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ATS/CTS E"XPERIME"NT DATA
Exper iment No.	 3 43
Experiment Title Orange
Begin Date I July 1979	 Completion July 1979
Experimenter	 NSF
Geographic Location	 Antarctica, California
Satellite IL ATS-3	 Frequency	 Mod*_,^
Category of Experiment
	
Voice Communications
Experiment Description
ATS-3 IMF will be used as communication link to coordinate re-
search operations at Siple any
 Palmer stations (which are pre-
sently using ATS-3) in Antarctica witkz operational headquarters
in Orange, California.
t
4
Report A cession Nos. 	 None
^i
User Form Nos.	 ,ririo
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:	 Voice Communications
Secondary Keywords:	 Antarctica
Siple.Staticn
Palmer Station
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 344.
Experiment Title	 Barbados
Beqin Date _Au2. 1978	 Completion Sept. 1978
Experimenter Dept. of State, Agency for international Development
Geographic .Location 	 Barbados
Satellite ID	 ATS-3	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Health
Experiment Description
The Red Cross of Ba=badoa is using ATS-3 satellite to receive
information and training from the American Red Cross organization
in the latest techniques of Cardio-pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR).
r
Report Accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar rxper l ment Nos.	 333	 +„^'l
Primary Keywords:	 Health
Secon0ary Keywords:	 American Red Cross
CPR
Barbados
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SECTION 2.2
ATS-6 EXPERIMENT DATA FORMS
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
	 60:1
i
Experiment Title
	 Radio Frequency interference Measurement
Begin Date June 1974
	 Completion ^D_,cemmber 1975
Experimenter NASAZGSFC/Telecommunications Systems
Geographic Location_,
Satellite ID 'ATS-6
	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Wave Propagation
Experiment Description
The frequency band from 5.925 to 6.425 GHz is served by fixed
satellites and by terrestrial microwave links. There is a
possibility of microwave links pointed at the horizon causing
interference to the uplinks of domestic and .international
communications satellites sharing the same frequency band. A
mathematical model has been derived for predicting the fields
at geostationary orbit based on the known characteristics and
known distribution of the terrestrial microwave relay system.
The ATS-6 is sensitive to signals in the range of 10 dBW radiated
in the direction of the satellite. Signals in the range of
10-30 dBW have been recorded over various parts of the United States.
Report Accession Nos.	 593
User Form Nos.	 Done
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Radio Frequency Interference, Microwave Transmission,
Secondary Keywords ATS-6Electromagnetic Measurement, Radio Relay Systems,
Mathematical Model
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. _606
Experiment Title Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR)
Begin Date Juhe 1974	 Completion September 1974
Experimenter NA A/GSFC - ITT/Aerosna2 ,e Div.
Geographic Location U.S.,_
Satellite ID ATS-6 	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Meteorology
Experiment Description
The Very High Resolution Rad,,:mater (VHRR) on ATS-6 was used to
accurately determine cloud motion and improve methods of estimating
surface temperature. The VHRR recorded high spatial and radiance
resolution data in the visible and infrared window. The system
consisted of a high precision, scanning, two-channel radiometer
which looked at Earth, a digital-data transmission system from
the satellite to Earth, a special computer-augmented digital
formatting and quick-look processing ground station system, and
the computers at NASA/GSFC. Several hundred images were taken
during the summer of 1974. Data collection terminated when
the chopper motor failed.
Report Accession Nos. 766, 846
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Radiometer, ATS-6, Meteorology
Secondary Keywords: winds, Clouds, Storms 	
*44 ,
i
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ATS/CTS EXPERXMENT DATA
Experiment No. 603
Experiment Title Radio Astronomy Interference
c_
	 Begin Date June 1974	 Completion June 1975_
Experimenter NASA/GSFC ATS-6 Project (In House)
Geographic-1;,ocation a world
Satellite 10 ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment
Experiment Description
2670 MGH transponder is on the sdge of the radio astronomy band.
EXP was to measure interference level.
Report Accession Nos.
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords; Radio Astronomy, Interference
Secondary Keywords: ATS-6, NASA/GSFS
n
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ATSfCTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment NO. 604_.^
Experiment Title SAP_AC
Begin Date June 1974	 Completion Jan 1975
Experimenter NAgA/agrc
Geographic Location v_s
Satellite ID ATS-6 	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Satellite Control
Experiment Description
The
Controls
 Space ECraf
Attitude
 Precisions Pointing & Skew'ing Adaptive
SAPPSAC) was to demonstrate the ability
to maintain precise attitude stabilization in a fixed direction
for an extended period of time in the presence of all disturbing
inputs using the ground attitude control command link with
automatic execution. The system is a real- time , feedback, attitude
control loop.
ii
Report Accession Nos.
	
766
f,M
User Form Nos.
	
None
Similar Experiment Nos.
	 607, 610
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, SAPPSAC
Secondary keywords: Attitude control, telemetry, feedback
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 605
Experiment Title	 PLACE
Begin Date Sept. 1974	 Completion	 June 1975
Experimenter	 NASA
Geographic Location	 U.S.
Satellite In ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Ranqinq
Experiment Description
The satellite was used to test the NASA PLACE ranging system.
This system employs CW tongs to provide a non-ambiguous range
measurement. Four translated tones, equivalent to 25Hz, 175Hz,'122SHz,
and 8575Hz are phase modulated onto a carrier and transmitted
from the ground station to the mobile unit via ATS-6. The mobile,
modem acts as a transponder, demodulating and retransmitting the
received tones via the satellite to the ground station. The
returned tones are processed by the ground station to determine
round-trip delay and hence two-way range to the mobile unit.
Report Accession Nos. 	 552, 605, 685, 686, 687
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos, 265,657,664
{
Primary Keywords:	 Ranging, PLACE
Secondary Keywords:	 L-Hand
Modem Evaluation
Phased Array
Hit-Error Rates
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA ,.
Experiment No. 606
Experiment Tithe	 Radio Beacon
Begin date June 1974 	 Completion	 7/74
Experimenter	 NOAA, Space Environment Lab
Geographic Location	 U.S., W. Germany, India
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment wave Propagation
Experiment Description
The Radio Beacon transmits phase-coherent continuous waves at
carrier frequencies of 40.016 MHz, 1,40.056 MHz, and 360.144 MHz
and at the major sideband frequencies of 40,11604 MHz, 41.0164 MHz,
141.0564 MHz, 360.24404 MHz and 361.1444 MHz. The',phase and
amplitude of the right and left-hand circular polarized waves are
recorded at a number of different ground stations and inter
compared so as to provide a measure bf (1) the total columnar
electron content from the satellite to the ground station, (2)'
the Faraday rotation, which is used to determine the ionos pheric-
content town altitude of about 2000 Km,	 (3) the plasmaspheric
content above 2000 Km, and (4) amplitude and phase scintillations.
Report Accession Nos. 590, 766, 910
User Form Nos.	 012.2-035
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:	 Wave'Propagation, ATS-6, Scintillations
Secondary Keywords:	 Ionosphere
Faraday Effect
Polarized Electromagnetic Radiation
Radio Beacons
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 607
Experiment Title Interferometer High Speed Data Rate Acqu Systems (1HDRAS
Begin Date Jan 1974
	 Completion
	
July 1975
Experimenter NASA/GSFC
Geographic Location
	 U.S.'
Satellite III ATS-6
	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Satellite Control
Experiment 'Description
The ATS-»6 RF interferometer is utilized primarily as a precision 3-axis
attitude sensor having an unambiguous field of view of 35°. This
function required two separated ground transmitters, each using
one of the two available frequency channels or sharing a single
channel by time multiplexing. For 3-axis control:, one uplink
transmitter provided 2-axis attitude (pitch and roll) with other
sensors (e.g., a Polaris tracker) providing yaw attitudes By
utilizing two uplink transmitters and the Earth, sensor or three
time multiplexed uplink transmitters, the interferometer also
provided measurements of ATS-6 spacecraft orbit position. Uplink,
frequencies were 6.150 and 6.155 GHz. The receiving antennas were
spaced at 19.95 wavelengths (X) for the vernier baseline and
1.65 A for the coarse baseline.
As an attitude sensor, the interferometer has demonstrated the
ability to provide stabilization to better than 0.004 0 for
43 min and projected long term stability to the order of 0.011.
Better than 10-km spacecraft position measurement uncertainty was
demonstrated over a 2-min interval using the interferometer and
Earth sensor. For longer convergence intervals, the bias uncertainties
in the Earth sensor produce uncertainties in the orbit less than
80 to 100 km.
Report Accession Nos. 766, 864
User Form Nos, 	 None
similar Experiment Nos, 604, 610
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, Interferometer
Secondary Keywords: IHDRAS, Spacecraft Position
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 608
Experiment Title
	
Propagation (EUR)
Begin 'pate Aug. 1975	 Completion	 Oct. 1976
Experimenter	 ESTEC
Geographic Location Western Europe
Satellite ID ATS*6 _ Frequency
	 Mode
Cateqory of Experiment
	
Wave Propagation
Experiment Description
various microwave (13 i 13GHz) and millimeter wave (20 a 30GHz)
experiments were performed on ATS-6 by European scientists while
it was in position for the SITE experiment. The experiments
were coordinated by ESA. The 13 and 18GHz experiment (COMSAT)
involves the transmission of data to the satellite, which re-
transmits it to a large ground station with an automatic data
acquisition system. The 20 and 30 GHz experiment (MMW) involves
the reception and analysis of beacon signals at these fre-
quencies in order to study the degrading affects of the atmo-
sphere on their propagation.
Report Accession Nos.
	 797, 798, 825
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
	 244, 245, 609, 638, 658, CTS-1
Primary Keywords:
	 Wave Propagation, Millimeter Wave
Secondary Keywords:	 Europe
COMSAT
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 609
Experim*nt Title	 M 
Begin Date June 1974	 Completion	 7/_ 9
Experimenter	 NASA/GSFC,_,.
Geographic Location	 U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Wave Propagation
Experiment Description
This experiment involves the reception of 20 and 38 GHz beacon
signals from ATS -6 by 11 ground stations in the U.S. Studies are
directed at an evaluation of rain attenu:cion, scintillations,
depolarization, site diversity, coherence bandwidth, and analog'
and digital communications. Three 'modes of operation are used:
continuous wave, multitone, and communications. The parabolic
antenna is used when a narrow spot beam is required and the horn
antennas are used for wide coverage.
The U.S. experiment was interrupted from Aug. 1975 to Oct. 1976
when the ATS-6 was in position over India for the SITE experiment.
The ground stations were:
1. NASA/GSFC, Rosman, NC
2. Univ.-of Texas, Austin, Texas
3. Ohio State Univ. , Columbus, Oil
4. COMSAT Laboratories, Clarksburg, VA
S. Westinghouse Electric. Co. f aalNtimore, MD
6. Naval Research Laboratory, Waldox, MD
7. NASA/CSFC, Greenbelt, MD
8. Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, VA
9. Battelle Laboratories, Richland, WA
10. Boil Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ
11. U.S. Army, Ft. Monmoth, NJ
Report Accession Nos. 	 513, 553, 595, 916
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. _24245 608, 638, 658, CTS-1
N 	 1
Primary Keywords:	 Millimeter Wave, Wave Propagation
Secondary Keywords:	 Rain Attenuation
Bandwidth
Depolarization
Scintillation
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
	
.I!
Experiment No. 61
..0
Experiment Title Interferometer
Begin Date June 1974 	 Completion July 1975
Experimenter NASA GSFC
Geographic Locaiton U,S.
Satellite xD 
_A_TS !6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Satellite Control
Experiment Description
The ATS-6 RF interferometer is utilized primarily as a precision 3-axis
attitude sensor having an unambiguous field of view of 35 0 . This
function required two separated ground transmitters, each using one
of the two available frequency channels or sharing a single channel
by time multiplexing. For 3-axis control, one uplink transmitter
provided 2-axis attitude (pitch and roll) with other sensors (e.g.,
a Polaris tracker) providing yaw attitude. By utilizing two uplink
transmitters and the Earth sensor or three time multiplexed uplink
transmitters, the interferometer also provided measurements of ATS-6
spacecraft orbit position. uplink frequencies were 6.150 and 6.155GHz.
The receiving antennas were spaced at 19.95 wavelengths (A) for the
vernier baseline and 1.66A for thq coarse baseline.
As an attitude sensor, the interferometer has demonstrated the
ability to provide stabilization to better than 0.004 0 for 43 min
and projected long term stability to the order of 0.01 0 . Better
than 10-km spacecraft position measurement uncertainty was demon-
strated over a 2-min interval using the interferometer and Earth
sensor. For longer convergence intervals, the bias uncertainties
in the Earth sensor produce uncertainties in the orbit less than
80 to 100 km.
Report Accession Nos.	 766,864
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 604, 607
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, Interferometer
Secondary Keywords: IHDRAS, Spacecraft position
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ATS/CTS Z"XPZP MENT DATA
Experiment No
Experiment Title
	
HET (ARC)
Begin Data Sept. 1974	 Completion May 1975
Experimenter	 University of Washington Medical School,
G4w4r4phic Location	 Alaska, 'Washington
Satellite ID _ ATS G	 !'requency .
	
Mode
Category of Experiment	 Education, Health
Experiment Description
The Washington-Alaska-Montana-Idaho (WAMI) ATS-6 experiment built upon
experience gained in an on-goinq experiment in regional medical edu-
cation which started in 1970. The WAMI experiment focused on: (1)
expanding basic icience instruction to first-year medical students
enrolled in, but not located at, the University of Washington (UW)
School of Medicine; (2) determining the usefulness of television in-
teraction in evaluating a medical student's clinical progress, and in
investigating the value of the satellite for training at clinical units
located in small communities; and (3) exploring the use of television
as a substitute for face-to-face contact in the many administrative,
coordination and counseling activities in a widely dispersed organi-
zation. The UW was linked by ATS-6 to the University of Alaska (UA)
and a community clinic site. in Omak, a city of 4,400 in the state
of Washington.
The, university phase of the experiment (between the UW and UA) was
thee. only experiment in the ATS-6 series which had full, duplex
capability. This capacity came close to approximating a face-to-face
exchange. Three areas of programming were defined for the university
phase: curriculum, administration, and patient care. There were
thirty-four, 75-minute telecasts between the Utz and UA.
The community phase of the experiment involved transmissions between
the UW Medical School and the Family Medical Center in Omak. The
Family Medical Center is a small, private-practice group. Medical
students were at the center in successive six-week periods and student
residents on a rotation basis. lriRanty, 75-minute segments were tele-
cast between the UW and Omak. The community phase of the experiment
also had three areas of concern: student case presentations, con-
tinuing education for medical personnel and medical consultation.
Report Accession Nos. 511 515, =527, 555, 562, 652, 690, 746,
780, 792, 840 , 871
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 	 CTS-13
Primary Keywords:	 Education, Health
Secondary Keywords: WAMI, HET Experiments,
Alaska
University of Washington
Medical Education
Telecommunication
Teleconsultation
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ATS f CTS E.VER13%.M T DATA
Experiment No.	 6 12
Experiment Title
	
HET (ARC)
Begin Date „_,,,Sept. 1974	 Completion	 May 1975
Exper imenter	 Alaska Indian Health Service
Gaogaphfc Location
	
Alaska
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment 	 Health
Experiment Description
The Indian Health Service Experiment explored the feasibility of using
teleconsultation as a qAans of improving the effectiveness of primary
health care at the rural village site. Two local clinics in Alaska
were linked by ATS-C to a regional Service Unit Hospital in Tanana
where doctors were available for consultation. Medical support was
provided by specialists and other medical personnel in Anchorage.
in-service training materials for local health aides and health-
education lectures for villagers were also transmitted.
Five sites were equipped for this experiment. Three installations(Tanana Service Unit Hospital and two village cynics) could receive
and send both audio and video. A fourth site was at the Alaska
Native .Health Center in Fairbanks and was linked to KUAC-14"'Y' facilities
at the University of -Alaska. Fairbanks was a back up for Tanana but
in fact, Fairbanks did not participate in the IRS experiment. How
ever, Fairbanks was used in the WAMI experiment.
The Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage received video and
receive/transmit audio. Anchorage monitored all transmissions and
was the coordinating site for the IRS ATS-6 experiment. The coordina
tore a physician, also participated in the teleconsultations when
necessary and arranged for the involvement of other specialists. In
re person at the clinic pre-a teleconsultation, the primary health-ca
santed the patient for consultation. The three ATS-6 audio channels
which were not involved in the basic video/audio transmissions could
be csed to transmit biomedical data including EXG's and heart and
lung sounds. Scramblers were used in transmitting teleconsultations
to protect the privacy of the patients. From Sept. 1974 to May 1975,
there were 1.09, one-hour consultations. A total of 245 patients were
involved in 323 presentations and ten specialists were contacted.
RGpor t Accession Nos. 508, 511, 572, 573, 579, 690
User Form Nos	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 
_ 300o 677
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Exper invent No.	 612
Experiment Title	 HET(ARC)
Begin Date Sept. 1974
	
Completion May _1975
Experimenter	 Veteran Administration
"ographic Location	 Appalachia
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency
	
Mode_
Category of Experiment	 Health Care
Experiment Description
During the period from July 10, 1974 to May 19, 1975, 69 programs,
divided among five types of experimental designs, were broadcast
to ten VA hospitals in the Appalachian Region over ATS-6 Each
hospital was provided with a telephone linkage to a Denver television
studio where programs originated, so that two-way communication was
possible during all broadcasts.
The goal of the VA/ATS-6 experiment was to compare kinds of communi-
cations with various types of audiences. Therefore, many narrow
target programs were included in the broadcast schedules, along with
programs intended for more general audiences. The audience range
extended from patients and their families to the physican-specialist
interested in new diagnostic techniques. The five types of experi-
ments or "events" were: (1) video seminars, (2) grand rounds, (3)
out-patient-clinics, (4) teleconsultations, and (5) computerized
events.
The video seminars were the most frequent type of program (38) and
the best attended. Attendance averaged about 400 per program, about
40 per hospital. For each of the 17 grand rounds, attendance
averaged about 182. Although hampered by technological problems,
the teleconsultations were enthusiastically received by physicians
and consultants. The average attendance for the ten events was
1 158. The three out-patient clinics had the highest average atten-
dance (226). The computerized events which were primarily engi-
zeering experiments wore hampered by technical difficulties.
1
Report Accession Nos. 	 567, 573, 576, 625, 675, 690, 780;_792_
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 	 CTS-11
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TITS f CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 512
Experiment Title	 'HET (ARC)
Begin Date Sept. 1974	 Completion May 1975	 s
Experimenter	 State of Alaska
Geographic Location	 Alaska
Satellite ID ATS -6 	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment 	 Education
Experiment Description
In an attempt to learn how to design and implement future satellite
systems, the Governor's Office of Telecommunications coordinated
the development and transmission of about 150 hours of satellite
programming for 14 intensive and four comprehensive sites in Alaska.
Most sites were small isolated villages in which Alaska natives were
the primary audience. Programs were developed in five areas with
most creative effort going into an oral language development course
for four to seven-year-olds, a health education series for elementary
school students, and a-topical "magazine" format series for adults.
Consumer committees participated in the design and development of
most programs.
T:
The primary objectives of the educational experiment were to install
and operate an experimental, satellite communication system and to
gain technical. experience with which to plan future systems. GOT
used the experiment as an opportunity to define the goats of a future
system and to main the experience necessary to undertake concrete,
informed discussions with potential suppliers so that the state could
lead, rather than follow, in the development of needed satellite-based
services and equipment.
The Alaska education experiment began preliminary work in 1972.
Negotiations with-the National. Aeronautics and Space Administration
resulted in a weekly allocation of 4 hours and 45 minutes of satel-
lite transmission time.
Report Accession Nos. 539, 567, 573 t 623 685, 689 590, 832, 939, 9!31
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-'	 ATS/CTS EVERIMMT DATA
Experiment Noo 6^ Z^
Experiment Title	 HET( ARC)
Begin Date Sept. 1974	 Completion	 May _1975
Experimenter
	
Federation of Rocky Mountain States
Geographic Location Western U.S., Rocky Mountain Area
i '	 Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Education
Experiment Description
The Satellite Technology Demonstration (STD) transmitted programming
to 68 sites in the Rocky Mountain Region. Three original programs
were designed and produced: (1) a junior high school career educa-
tion course; (2) an in:-service, teacher-training course in c4,Feer
education; and (3) an adult evening series targeted for residents of
isolated, rural communities. Existing films and tapes, selected as
supplementary or enrichment materials, were als6'transmitted for re-
cording and viewing by school audiences. The STD conducted an exten-
sive data collection and analysis effort which assessed audience
characteristics, student performance, and viewer acceptance.
The STD served eicht states -including the members of tho Federation
of Rocky Mountain States Colorado, xdaho, Montaana, New 'Mexico,- Utah,
and Wyoming--and two non-member staters Arizona and Nevada,.
Career education was selected as the major content area 'for the bulk
of STD programming. This decision was 'based on federal funding agency
pricrities,'regional interest, and local parent and teacher interest.
Since a review of the career education literature indicated that the
junior high school audience was the most neglected in existing mate-
rials, this group was chosen as the primary audience.
There were 68 operational sites. Twenty-four ( three in each state)
had the capacity to receive satellite transmissions and to transmit
and receive live audio for direct interaction during educational ro
gramming. In addition to these 24 ""intensive" sites, 32 sites were
selected for installation of "receive -only" equipment. Finally, 12
public television stations in the eight-state region were selected to
receive satellite transmissions for relay to homes.
Report Access 'ion Nos.	 567, 573, 621, 627 ,.690, 725, 812
r
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Similar Experiment Nos. 	 CTS-19
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 612
Experiment Title	 HET (ARC)
Begin Date June 1974 *tom Completion Open
Experimenter	 Appalachian Regional Commission (,ARC)
Geographic Location 
_Aoo la hia
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Education, College
Experiment Description
The Appalachian Educational Satellite Program regularly broadcasts
graduate courses and workshops in Education and Health areas from
the University of Kentucky to over 45 remote stations throughout
Appalachia,. The AESP emphasizes the "interactive" capabilities of
satellite communications, and encourages students to talk with their
professors during the broadcasts. Broadcasts are video 6 audio one-
way over ATS-6, then students can talk back via landlines and/or
ATS-3.
Courses broadcast of ATS-6 are conducted like regular college
classes, with the exception that the professor appears on television.
"Course monitors" represent the professor when he/she is off-air,
hand out assignments and collect homework. Tests, term papers, pro-
jects, etc. are graded by course specialists at the University of
Kentucky.
The AESP has made frequent use of commercial, satellites and cable
television stations, and will eventually swatch over to commercial
carriers. They also have plans to expand and become the first
nationwide Public Service Network in May 1979. The AESP/PSN will
deliver 35 hours of college courses, workshops, and public service
programs weekly to interested cable television stations over RCA's
Stacoms
The AESP broadcasts were initiated in ,974 and terminated in June
1975 when ,NTS-6 was moved to India. The satellite returned in
late 1976, but for various reasons the AESP program did not re-
start until 1978,
Report Accession Nos.	 567, 573, 622, 690, 723, 754, 871, 938
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.	 286, CTS-12
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. _ 617
Experiment Title Tracking and Dat a Rela^x (TORE)
Begin Date September 1974 Completion sulX 1919.
Experimenter sA /c src
Geographic Location , N^^h & Sc uth Amerina
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency 	 Node
Category of Experiment Data Transmission / Satellite Control
Experiment Description
ATS-6 was used to control low orbit satellite equipment through
relay command data transmission. The relay system allowed all
normal ground station functions to be performed on the low
orbit satellites. ATS-6 was also used to track near-Earth
satellites so that orbit computations could be made without the
aid of multiple ground station tracking.
Report Accession Nos. 	 766, 865, 874, 902, 911
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos. 620
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, Data Transmission, Ranging
Secondary Keywords: NIMBUS, GEOS, Trilateration, Meteorology
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 618
Experiment Title 	 Television Relay Using Small Terminals (TRUST)
Begin Date 
-
September 1974 Completion 7/75.
Experimenter a_.SA GSFC
C4ographiD Location U.S.
Satellite ID_ATS-6
, Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Data Transmission
Experiment Description
The Television Relay Using Small Terminals (TRUST) Experiment was
designed to advance and promote the technology of broadcasting
satellites. A constant envelope television FM signal was transmitted
at C band to the ATS-6 Earth coverage ham and retransmitted at
860 MHz through the 9-m antenna to a lost-cost direct-readout
ground station. The experiment demonstrated that high-quality
television and audio can be received by :low-cost; direct-receive
ground stations. Predetection bandwidths significantly less than
predicted by Carson's rule can be utilized with minimal degradation
of either monochrome or color pictures. Two separate techniques of
duel audio channel transmission have been demonstrated to be
suitable for low-cost applications.
Report Accession Nos. 597,766
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos. 612,647
Primary Keywords: ATS-6 0 TRUST, Data Transmission
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 6
Experiment Title GEOS-C
Begin Date September 1974 Completion July 197
Experimenter NASA/GSFC
Geographic Location
	
'North & South America
Satellite IV ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Data Transmission	 -
Experiment Description
ATS-6 was used to control low orbit satellite equipment through
relay command data transmission. The relay system allowed all
normal ground station functions to be performed on the low
orbit satellites. ATS-6 was also used to track near-Earth
satellites so that orbit computations could be made without the
aid of multiple ground station tracking.
Report Accession Nos. 	 766, 865
User Form Nos.-
Similar'Experiment Nos.	 617
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, Data Transmission, Ranging
Secondary Keywords: GEOS, Trilateration
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
Experiment Title L-Band Spatial Corrslation Experiment
Begin Date August .1976 -
	 Completion January 1977
	 -
Experimenter University of Pa. & Communications Research enter
Geographic Location
	 Pennsylvania
Satellite IV A'TS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment 9r
_ oad asting
Experiment Description
Phase differences between L-Band and CW signals received at widely
separated ground stations were used to measure phase spatial cor-
relation. Two receivers were used, each being made up of a 4-ft.
dish (RCP) a low noise amplifier, mixer, IF amplifier (42 MHz
center frequency) and a buffer which serves as a line driver for
the cables carrying the IF signals._ Common local oscillator
power at 1 .508 MHz was piped to the receivers by low loss cables
each extending up to 500 ft. The IF outputs were fed into a
vector voltmeter which measured the phase difference between
the two CW signals. Hard copies of the result were made with
a paper chart recorder.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos.
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No*
Experiment Title
	
Environmental Measurements Exp (EME)
Begin Date June 1974	 Completion January 1977
Experimenter NASA/GSFC
Geographic Location
	
U. S.
Satellite IU ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	 Scientific
Experiment Description
The environmental measurements experiment (EME) package is a
group of eight experiments carried on board the ATS-6 to
study the spacecraft environment at synchronous altitude and
to gain information on electromagnetic-ionospheric interactions.
Six of the experiments are designed to obtain-data on charged
particles of several different types and over wide,energy ranges.
A seventh experiment is to provide magnetic field data, to be
used in conjunction with the charged particle measurements to
determine the dynamic processes_ which take place in the synchronous
orbit environment. The eights experiment is a continuation of
previous ATS engineering studies into solar cell degradation.
The support equipment includes a command decoder that accepts
data word commands from two spacecraft command addresses producing
78 EME commands and a telemetry encoder that accepts the experiment's
data and formats it into an 1800 bit/sec sequence complete
with synch words and clock.
Report Accession Nos. 766, 884, 885 0
 886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 909
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fATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 6
.
Experiment Title COMSAT PROP (Indian)
Begin Date March 1975	 Completion Julw
Experimenter	 COMSAT LA„	 tories___.
Geographic Location Eurace
Satellite IV	 ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Wave Propagation!
a	 Experiment Description
In June 1975, ATS-6 was moved into position for the SITE program
for India. During this period the satellite was used for
various microwave experiments called the COMSAT experiment
(13 '& 18 GHz) and the millimeter wave; experiment (20 & 30 GHz) .
For the COMSATexperiment, ESA operated the ground transmitting
stations located in several European countries. Power supply
problems limited data collection by about 10 hours per day.
Comsat Labs was responsible for the data analysis.
Report Accession Nos. 797'-
User Form Nos.
	
r
Similar Experiment Nos. 244, 245, 608, 610- e$8 CTS-1
Primary Keywords: Wave Propagation, Site(,___,rersity
Secondary Keywords: Rain Attenuation, Millimeter Waves, COMSAT
ATS/CTS EXPERIIUT DATA
Lxper itment No.	 639
Experiment Title - All Demo
Begin Date	 June 1974 _^ Completion 7/79
ExWimanter	 NASA
Coographic Location
	
U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-6 _ Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	 Demonstration
Experiment Description
Demonstrations of ATS-6 communications wore scheduled on this
number.
i
Report Accession Nos.	 None
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ATd/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 640 ,
Experiment Title Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP)
Begin Data October 1974 	 completion July 1975
Experimenter	 NASA-Houston
Geographic Location Earth Orbit
Satellite SD ATS- 6
	
_ Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	 communications
Experiment Description
Relay data between Apollo-Soyuz and Houston. Technique .increased
time of contact from 15 min to 55 min. Also, ATS-6 was used
to track Apollo-Soyuz. These satellite-to-satellite trackings
were used for orbit determination and gravity anomaly detection.
Report Accession Nos.	 540, 906, 907, 908
User Form Nos. _ one
	 -
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, Gravity Anomalies
Secondary Keywords: Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking, Geodynamics,
ATS-6
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AT$/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No	 647
Experiment Title	 SITE ( Satellite Instructional Television Experiment)
Begin Date	 Aug. 1975	 Completion	 Aug. 1976
Experimenter	 Government of _India
Geographic Location
	
India
Satellite ID ___ ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
f	 Category of Experiment	 Broadcasting
Experiment Description
The Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE) took place
when the ATS-6 was moved to orbit over India for a year. Special
programs developed in India,on family planning, agriculture, and
nationalism were broadcast daily to approximately 2400 rural
villages The purpose was to evaluate the effect of TV in pro-
moting rural development.
Some programming was directed at teachers of primary grades to help
improve teaching methods.
Report Accession Nos. _ 255, 532 9 538, 597, 746, 831, 826, 99_6
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 649
Experiment Title Electro-Magnetic Environment Studies
Begin Date 1 April 1975 	 Completion 10 June 1975
Experimenter NASA/GSFC
Geographic Location
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Scientific
Experiment Description
Classified Experiment
Report accession Nos.	 None
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User Form Nos.	 Gone
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords:
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 650
Experiment Title Magnetometer Data Collection
-
 Platform (UCLA)
Begin Date May 1975	 Completion A=; 1976
-------------
Experimenter UCLA P.J. Coleman
Geographic Location U.S.
Satellite =D ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment Scientific
Experiment Description
Properties of the magnetosphere.
Important phenomena which can be monitored with a magnetometer
on a satellite in synchronous orbit can be divided into two classes:
changes due to macroscopic current systems, and hydromagnetic waves.
The first class includes the magnetopause boundary currents.. f the ring
current, the tail current, and field aligned'currents, coupling the
magnetospheric plasma to the ionosphere. The second class includes
a variety of ULF wave phenomena about whose generation very little
is presently known.
The primary objective of the University of California at Los Angeles'
(UCLA) fluxgate magnetometer on Applications Technology Satellite-6
(ATS-6) is to add a body of empirical data pertaining to the magnetic
field at synchronous orbit. A secondary objective is to monitor
continuously this field in order to provide input data for models of
the time-varying configuration of the magnetosphere. Specific goals
within the primary objective concern the properties of the magnetosheath;
the properties of the magnetopause; the interaction of the solar wind
with the dayside magnetosphere and the geomagnetic tail; the changes
in field caused by magnetospheric substorms; the development of the
ring current; and the properties of hydromagnetic waves in these
various regions of space.
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ATS/'CTS EnERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 657 ^!
Experimesnt Title
	 CRC
Begin Date September 1974 ^ Completion Aug-ust 1977
Experimenter Communications Research Center
Geographic Location Ontario, Canada
Satellite TV ATS76	 Frequency
	
CrL, UHF Mode
Category of Experiment Air Traffic Control, Data Transmission
Experiment Description
The CRC used the ATS-6 for the fallowing experiments:(a) this was a multi.-frequency experiment which measured direct
path fading at VHF, L-band, C-band, and MMW, and measured
reflection coefficients at VHF and L-band for vertical,
horizontal and circular polarizations;
(b) two implementations of a DECPSK data Modem were operated
in an aeronautical satellite environment to evaluate effect
of specular and diffuse multipath on bit error rate
performance. Themodem bit rates used were 1200 and 2400 'bps;
V
(c) four representative voice modulation techniques, narrow band
frequency modulation, delta modulation, pulse duration
modulation and a zero-crossing (band limiting) PSK technique
were evaluated in airborne trials using MRT and PB work list
scales under- varying donditi.ons of ocean multipath and
carrier-to-noise density ratites in the range 40 to 49 dB-Hy;
(d) the performance of two types of aircraft antenna systems was
evaluated. one was a system of low gain. antennas requiring
three elements located on the aircraft, the optimum being
switch selected, and the second was a 9 element linear
phased array with automatic beam steering.
b
7
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 658
Experiment Title COMSAT Prop (U.S.)
Begin Date June 1974	 completion	 1975
Experimenter COMSAT LABS
Geographic Location Eastern U.S.
Satellite 117 -- ATS-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Wave Propagation
0 Experiment Description
The ATS-6 Comsat Propagation Experiment (CPE) was designed to gather
statistical data on attenuation caused by rain and, snow at 13 and 18 GHz.
These data will be used to determine system design parameters for
0 10 GHz. The experiment used 25, 18 GHz, and 15, 13 GHz unattended
future communications satellite systems operating'lat frequencies above
ground transmitters at twenty-five locations in the eastern US to
transmit to the ATS-6. The ATS-6 transponder converts the carriers
to frequencies around 4150 MHz and transmits these signals to the
Comsat large horn antenna/data acquisition and receiving facility
at Andover, Maine.
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 660^
Experiment Title 	 PLU
Begin Date	 Jan. 1976	 Completion 7/7 9
Experimenter Project Look-up, International Christian Broadcast ers
Geographic Location	 Latin America, Puerto Rico
Satellite ID	 ATS-3&6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment 	 Broadcasting
Experiment Description
Programming for 90 minutes each day is being prepared by Project
Look Up. Program sources are film producers, public TV, university
libraries, and religious education groups. For the first thirteen
weeks most programming will be contracted. For the subsequent time
of the experiment about half of the programs will be created in
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Tapes are shipped to NASA's
uplink facilities at Rosman, North Carolina for transmission to
the ATS-6. Programs are beamed to Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands and received by ground receivers for group viewing of re-
broadcast through cable systems. Programs are accompanied by work
materials so that PLU will be able to interact with respondents in
a controlled manner. A diploma of recognition will be provided the
participants in the courses. The experiment is being monitored and
studied by statisticians to indicate behaviorial chance in the
control groups.
Report Accession Nos.	 764
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos. 331
Primary Keyword^:	 Broadcasting
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ATS /CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No,
	 661
Experiment Title ALFE (Alaska Feed Experiment)
Begin Date September 1977 Completion August 1978
Experimenter	 PSSC (Public Service Satellite Consortium)
Geographic Location Alaska
Satellite TD ATS -6 	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Broadcasting
Experiment Description
ALFE (.Alaska Feed Experiment). The goal, of the ALFE Experiment is
to deliver public :broadcast programming to Alaskan audiences in a timely
fashion. PBS programs are delivered to the Rocky Mountain Public
Broadcast Network (RMPSN) in Denver; ATS-6 transmissions originate
from RMPBN which is co-located with the PSSC Denver facility.
Receive sites in Alaska are located at station KAKM in Anchorage,,
and station KUAC in Fairbanks.
The ALFE experiment concluded in August of 1978, when the delivery
moved from an experimental,to regular-operations mode; at that
time, the WESTAR system was employed to deliver public broadcast
programming to over 150 public television stations throughout Alaska.
Report Accession Nos. 922
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 663
Experiment Title 	 UWI
Begin Date Oct. 1978	 Completion 7/79
Experimenter-	 Agency for International Development (AID)
Geographic Location	 West Indies
Satellite ID ATs-6	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Education, Broadcasting
Experiment Description
Broadcast educational programs to citizens in the West Indies.
One-way video and two-way audio.
j
Report Accession Nos.
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Similar Experiment Nos.	 333
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Experiment No.
	
664
Experiment Title
	 SAR (L-Band C/O)
I	 Begin Date ,_ n. 1974	 Completion	 Apr. 1975
Experimenter	 DOT/TSC/FAA/aoe.ing/USCG/Canada/ESA
Geographic Location
	
North Atlantic/U.S.A
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency
	
Mods
Category of Experiment Air Traffic Control
Experiment Description
This experiment number was used for several experiments in air and
sea communications.
In one, DOT/TSC collected satellite- aircraft signal data, evaluated
avionics hardware designs, and performed preliminary satellite
voice and data communications demonstration tests in support of an
,aeronautical satellite system for oceanic airspace (AEROSAT), and
advanced system concepts for air traffic control over the United
States (CANUS).
In 'another, a two-way simultaneous communications link was estab-
lished between a U.S. Coast Guard cutter and the NASA Rosman earth
station, testing an experimental antennae. Communications and one-
way ranging was accomplished using a variety of modems. The
communications modems provided for both voice and data transmission,
and the channel probing equipment was capable of broadband and CW
operation.
Report Accession Nos.
	 549, 552, 670, 686, 687, 734, 777 778, 844'
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment Noo 666
Experiment Title UHF/NRL
Begin Date September 1977	 Completion May 1978
Experimenter Communications Sciences Division, Naval Research Laboratory
Geographic Location U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Radar
Experiment Description
The experiment madeuse of ATS-6 UHF transmitter and selected ground
receiving equipment in a system for demonstrating the capabilities and
problems of satellite bistatic radar. The principal investigator
was L.S. Wagner. Experiment is classified.
Report accession Nos.	 None
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, Bistatic Radar, UHF
Secondary Keywords: Naval Research Lab
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.
	 667
Experiment Title ALVA (Alaska/Veterans Administration Experiment)
Begin Date Setember 1977 Completion July 1979
p	 Experimenter PSSC (Public Service Satellite Consortium)
Geographic Location Alaska/Western U.S.
Satellite 117 ATS-6 1 CTS Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Health/Education
Experiment Description
ALVA (Alaska/Veterans Administration Experiment). Utilizing both
AFS-6 and CTS, the ALVA Experiment is able to link the Alaska Area
Native Health Service (AAHS) at Anchorage with the Veterans Administration''
CTS Experiment. The Denver facilitypre y des the interconnect'	 ect
capability between the ATS-6 and CTS.
The Veterans Administration has established an experimental network
which is examining biomedical applications on CTS; this VETSAT
network is being utilized in a health/communications experiment 	 !
intended to determine future applications for satellite communications
in this area of medical information exchange. The ground system
of the VETSAT network consists of a mobile earth station capable
of transmitting video and audio to thirty receive sites located
at VA hospitals in the western United States.
Report Accession Nos. 	 922
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Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords Health, Education
Secondary Keywords: Alaska, VETSAT, Veterans Administration, Medical
Information
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Experiment No. 668
	 i1
Experiment Title Motorola
Begin Date July 1977	 Completion September 1978
Experimenter RF Systems Lab/Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, 21 60196
Geographic Location U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Communication, Wave Propagation
Experiment Description
Excess path loss over Free-space loss was measured for the land-mQbile
case as a function of (1) local environment, (2) vehicle heading,
(3) link frequency, (4) satellite elevation angle, and (5) street side.
An excess path loss model was developed from the data for prediction
of temporal/spatial coverage. Small scale signal behavior
was characterized through level crossing rates and average fade durations.
Report Accession Nos.
User Fo= Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords; ATS-6, Excess Path Loss, Land-Mobile
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ATS /CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 670
Experiment Title
	 TEAM
Hegira Date, Sept. X77	 COmpletiOn 7/74
Experimenter	 Montana State . University
Geographic Location	 Montana
Satellite ID	 ATS -6
	rreguency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Education
Experiment Description
Televised Education Applied to Montana (TEAM) is an experiment
to determine the feasibility of using satellites to conduct
educational progr&,Pi in sparsely populated areas. The experiment
has not started because of the need for funding to buy ground
terminals for two-way video programming.
Report Accession Nos. 	 None„_
User Form Nos.	 2-008
Similar Experiment Nos. 	 330, 612
Primary Keywords:	 Education, Adult Education
Secondary Keywords:	 Montana State University
Tele--Education
Agriculture
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. 671
Experiment Title MSH
Begin Date Mar. 197E	 Completion	 1978
Experimenter	 Mountain States Health Corp. (MSHC)
Geographic Location Rockycckky_Mts.
Satellite TD	 ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Health Service
Experiment Description
MSHC (Mountain States Health Corporation Experiment). The MSHC
Experiment utilized the ATS-6 to disseminate refresher training
materials to emergency medical technicians in Montana. The Emergency
Medical. Training (EMT) refresher course developed 'by MSHC, concentrated
on the upgrading of skills of EMT's as well as critical-care nurses
and emergency room support personnel. The A'TS-6-receive site for
the MSHC experiment was Located at the Flathead Valley Community
College in Kalispell, Montana. Transmissions took place from
the Rocky Mountain Public Broadcast Network and the PSSC Denver
facility.
I
Report Accession Nos.	 922
user Form Nos. 2-004
Similar Experiment Nos,
Primary Xeywords: Health, Education
Secondary Xeywords: Emergency Medical Training
Rocky Mountain
ATS/CTS EXPERIMMIT DATA
k
Experiment No. 672
Experiment Title SAMrE (Samoa Fred Experiment)
Begin Date Soot^
	
^. Completion 2178
Experimenter Pssc (gubl c Service Satellites Consortium)
Geographic Location . Pacific
Satellite IV ATS- 36 6 	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Broadcasting
Experiment Description
SAMFE ( Samoa Feed Experiment). SAME is a project involved in the
=eery of public broadcast programming. The receive site in
Samoa is located at station KVZK. Previous to the ekperiment, public
broadcast programming was available to Samoan audiences through the
mailing of tapes, which were received as much as two weeks later
than the original "airing" time of the programs.
Report accession Nos.	 922
User 'Form Nos.
Similar Experizent Nos. 340, 661
Primary Keywords: Broadcasting, Video Transmission
Secondary keywords: Samoa, PSSC, Programming
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Experiment No. 673
Experiment Title NZE (National Institute for Education/DHEW)
Begin Date _January 1978
	 Completion July 1979
Experimenter 
.
Appalachian Regional Commission, Washington, D.C.
Geographic Location y_ApRalachia
Satellite ID ATS-6	 Frequency
	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	
Education
Experiment Description
When ATS-6 went up ARC used the satellite to deliver education to the
Appalachian area of the U.S. This was part of the HET program. In
the summer of 1975, ATS-6 was moved to India and the HET program
was interrupted. ATS-6 ,returned in the summer of 1976 and ARC renewed
its satellite program. The education courses offered after 1976
were primarily at the graduate level and were an outgrowth of the
planning phase that took place while ATS-6 was over India. The
courses involved in class activities, videotapes, and teleconferences
which gave the students an opportunity to talk to experts in their
field via the ATS-6.
Report Accession Nos. 770, 814, 823
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos 612
Primary Keywords: ATS+-6, Appalachian Regional Commission, Education
Secondary Keywords: Appalachia, Teachers, Telecommunications
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Experiment No. 1 674
Experiment Title GE L-Band
Begin Date December 1977	 Completion	 July `1-979
Experimenter General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. 12301
Geographic Location Eastern U.S.
Satellite ID ATS-6 	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Communications, Ranging
Experiment Description
(1) Equip five over+-the-road trucks and a dispatch base station with
voice communications by satellite. Trucking company is Smith Transfer,
Staunton, VA. Area served is Georgia to Pennsylvania, west to
Nebraska. Experiment control and data recording are at 'GE Observatory
near Schenectady, NY. Experiment modified to equip two seard4 and
rescue jeeps of Air Force fc use in simulated and actual disaster relioi
and search and rescue missions. (NAS5-24365, 12/77 -8/79)
(2) Test a new GE concept that requires only one active ranging-
communication satellite. A ship on the Great Lakes or an inland
waterway will be equipped with a mobile communications radio
adapted for ATS -6 and a tone-code ranging responder. The ship will
also carry a receiver for timing signals from the NOAA GOES satellite.
When the ship is interrogated via ATS-6, its response will include
timing information derived from the GOES signal. Ship positions will
be computed at GE's Radio Optical Observatory": (NAS5-25135, 12/78-10/79)
Report Accession Nos. No reports at this time.
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 228, 234, 310, 319, 657, 664
Primary Keywords: ATS-6, Communications, Navigation
Secondary, Keywords: Search and Rescue, GOES, Position, Ranging
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Experiment No.	 677
Experiment Title	 IHS !Indian Healtit Services}
Begin Date	 Sept. 1979	 Completion -_ X179 4._._^
Experimenter	 Indian Health Services
Geographic Lacati,on	 Alaska
Satellite ID	 ATS-	 Frequency
	
Mad is
Catagory of Experiment	 Health Services	 Communications
Experiment Desor iption
The Indian Health Service in Alaska is using the ATS-6 to deliver
medical care to natives in several remote villages. This is a
continuation of the work done, prior to ATS-6 being moved to India
In 1974-75. Health clinics at Galena and Fort Yukon have been
equipped with two-way video & audio satellite hardware. Picture!5
of in-patients are sent to physicians in Tanana, Bethel, and
Anchorage over ATS-6. EhG, X-rays, And voice are sent via RCAls
Satcom 1. Patient records can be retrieved via satellite from a
computer in Tuscon, Arizona. As the data comes in, the doctors
make their diagnos-is and instruct the health aides in the remote
clinics in ! how to adMinister treatment: In some cases, doctors
will turn_ the pioture around and show the aides what to do.
This same equipment is used in teleconsultat.on between physicians
and aides at various locations.
Report Accession Nos.	 503, 511, 572, 573 t 579, 690, 11, 40, 43,
52, 54, 60
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment NOS.	 227, 300, 612
Primary eywords	 Health, Communications
Secondary Xeywords - 	 Indian Health ServiceMedicine
Telemedcine
Rural Areas
Alaska
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CTS-1
Experiment Title cLCE _ Communication Link Characteristic,_„_
Begin Date Feb 1976
	
Completion 	 open
Experimenter NASA/Goddard, L. Ippolito
Geographic Location GSFC (Maryland, Ohio, Virginia, NC, Texas)
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting, Technology
Experiment Description
The Communications Link Characterization Experiment (CLCE)
was designed to measure and evaluate the effects of the
earth-space path; environment, both natural and man-made, on the
communications links of the Communications Technology Satellite
`	
(CTS) . Two areas of analysis were considered: propagation
I	 effects on the CTS'uplinks, downlinks, and the beacon, were
i measured and evaluated in the Propagation Effects Evaluation
portion of the CLCE. The second area of investigation, the
Environmental Effects Evaluation, measured and characterized
man-made, earth-based s gna s w ich could interfere with the
14.0-14.3 gigahertz up-link frequency band of the geostationary
CTS.
,
The potential for interference between users is particularly
acute when one of the users is an earth-space uplink, since
the received signal at the satellite is very weak and hence'
sensitive to external transmissions in the `same band. A
pre-launch survey of known users in the 14.0-14.3 gigahertz
band Andicated very few potential interferers; measurements with
the CTS verified the expected signal levels and validate models
r
	
	developed for the coordination and management of the frequency
spectrum for future applications.
Report Accession Nos, 780, 792, 802, 898, 899, 900, 979, 980
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 244, 245, 608, 609, 638, 658
Primary Keywords: Broadcasting, Technology
Secondary Keywords: Propagation, Environment, CTS
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Experiment No. CTS-4A
Experiment Title Kgbi1e Analysis and Telecommunication
Begin Date Nov 1978
	
Completion
	 Open
Experimenter NASA/Ames, B. Gibbs
Geographic Location California, Oregon
Satellite ID CTS	 ` Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Communications, Transportable Terminal
Experiment Description
NASA/Ames outfitted a van (MATE) as a mobile satellite tele-
communications terminal. The capabilities of this terminal
were demonstrated for two groups in 1978, but then the
van was destroyed by fire.
A new van (MATE2) is now being readied.
Report Accession Nos.	 877
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS-6, CTS-20
Primary Keywords: Communications, Terminals
Secondary Keywords: Test Equipment, Mobile Communications, CTS
4
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CTS
Experiment Title College Curriculum Sharing
Begin Date
	 Oct 1976	 Completion i July 1979
Experimenter NASA/Ames, Stanford University, Carleton University
Geographic Location
	
California, Canada
Satellite ID
	
CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Education, College
Experiment 'Description
This was a curriculum- sharing
 experiment enabling students in
one university to take courses in another, thousands of miles
away, via satellite. The experiment featured real-time
digital video compression with channel error correction coding
to reduce transmission bandwidth and power requirements.
Engineering classes and seminars at Stanford University in
California were televised to Carleton University 2500 miles
away in Ottawa, Canada, and vice-versa. In addition, scientists
and engineers at NASA/Ames Research Center, location of-the
experiment's west coast earth station, engaged in three -way
video conferences with the two participating universities.
The communicationcapabilities permitted operation in two
primary modes. One mode allowed classes to be transmitted
simultaneously from Stanford to Carleton and from Carleton to
Stanford with audio feedback for each class. This was done
via a single digital stream in each direction, where the audio
was digitized and multiplexed with the digital video. A second
mode of operation provided full duplex video for two-way video
teleconferencing experiments such as special discussion seminars,
student counseling, problem sessions.
This experiment demonstrated_ the economic feasibility of using
video relay satellites not only for curriculum sharing, but
also for continuing adult and professional education, and for
holding conferences without participants having to travel.
Report ,accession Nos. 555, 744, 780, 792
User Form Nos. None
	Similar Experiment Nos.	 612
Primary Keywords: Education
Secondary Keywords: NASA Digital Systems, Video Transmission, CTS
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Experiment No.	 CTS-6
Experiment Title Transportable Emergency Earth Terminal
Begin Date Ma_,
 y 1976	 Completion July 1979
Experimenter COMSAT Laboratories, J. Kaiser
Geographic Location Maryland
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experimetnt Communications, Transportable Terminal
Experiment Description
The COMSAT experiment was designed to demonstrate that a
highly transportable small earth terminal can quickly establish
reliable communications via the Communications Technology
Satellite (CTS) between the site of a disaster and relief and
coordination agencies. For this experiment COMSAT fabricated
a lightweight earth terminal which can be transported to A
disaster area by a small van, helicopter, or even a small
boat. The terminal can be set up by two persons and be
operational in less than one hour.
The small terminal consisted of an antenna unit with a rugged
metalized fiberglass antenna of 1.2 meters (4 1 ) diameter mounted
on a sturdy, lightweight tripod. Some of the electronics were
on the tripod; the remainder were contained in several light-
weight boxes. An AC power generator operable on gasoline or
liquid propane gas made the terminal completely self-contained.
The other end of the communications link consisted of a larger
earth terminal using a 4.56 meter (15 1 ) diameter antenna mounted
on a modified boat trailer. For most parts- of the experiment,
the terminal was located at the COMSAT Laboratories in
Clarksburg. Communications messages were relayed between the
terminal at the COMSAT Labs and the American Red Cross
Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
Report Accession Nos. 555, 780, 792
User Form Nos.	 2-0:8
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS-4A, CTS-20
Primary Keywords Communication;, Terminals
Secondary Keywords: Test Equipment, COMSAT, CTS
I
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Experiment No. CTS-7
Experiment Title Biomedical Communications
Begin Date Jun 1977
	 Completion July 1979
Experimenter Lister Kill National Center, E. Henderson
Geographic Location United States
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment,
	
Health Services, Communications
Experiment Description_
The Public Health Service (PHS)- of the Department of Health,
Education and 'Welfare is conducting a large number of experiments
on CTS to explore the potential of satellite cone=nications for
solving immediate and future communications needs identified
ythe	
l
community.i National Center for
Biomedical.Commuications, Tae component of the National Library
of Medicine, is 'coordinating the health experiments. The
experiments under Lister Hill. are (1) NCAST (Nursing Child
Assessment Satellite Training), ( 2) Dietitians Workshop (3)
Dental Education (4) Drug Prevention (5) Drug Treatment
Teleconference (6) MEDLINE Training Seminar (7) Health Tele-
conferences Seminar (8) WAMI - Faculty sharing and independent
learning (9) Research Dissemination (10) Health Curricular
Resource Sharing.
Report Accession Nos. 780, 783, 784, 792, 840, 848, 877
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 	 CTS-11, CTS-13, CTS-17
Primary Keywords: Health Services, Communications
Secondary Keywords: Te.lemedicine, Medical Services
Lister Hill, Health. Education
Medical Communications1	 CTS
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xxperimenz wizie Hea1tnZcommun1ga;ionj
Begin Date Oct 1976	 Completion _Ju y 1979
Experimenter Veteran's Administration, R. Shamaskin
Geographic Location Western United States
Satellite ID CTS	 'Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Health Services, Communications
Experiment Description
In ATS-6, five categories of typos of communications were
employed to present selected subjects for target audiences,
an appropriate, physicians # nurses, LPHs, nursing assistants,
patients -,, and families of patients. They were: Grand Rounds;
Video Seminars ; Computer Assisted instruction; Outpatient
Clinics for Patients and Families; Teleconsultations - Slow
Scan; both black-and-white and color were used for a slow scan
or compressed video transmissions.
CTS programs will concentrate in six areas: Teleconsultations;
VA National Medical Satellite Journal; Patient Education;
Continuing Education for Professionals,*, Allied Health Programming
and Management/Teleconferences.
Report Accession NOS.	 555.  562. 780. 79.2
User Form NOS.	 2-040	 -
Similar Experiment NOS.	 CTS-7, CTS-13, CTS-17
Primary Keywords: Health Services, Communications
Secondary Keywords:	 Medical Communications, Teleconsultation
Teleconferencingp	 CTS
Medical Educatione Veterans Administration
Video Transmission
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Experiment' No . C_12,
Experiment Title Appalachian Educational Satgll,ite PrajegJ z=
Begin DateP_ g
	
. Completion
Experimenter Appalachian Regional Commission, H. Morse
Geographic Location Appalachia
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Education, College
The Appalachian Educational Satellite Project demonstration
initiated programming in 1974. Programming was terminated in
1975 when ATS-6 was moved to India for the SITE project. The
satellite returned in late 1976, but for various reasons the AESP
:program did not restart until 1978. (See Exp. No. 612)
AESP II, which is a continuation of the ATS-6 program, is being
planned for the CTS. The status of AESP II is pri%sently classified
as pending.
Report Accession Nos.	 567, 573, 622, 690, 723, 754, 780
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. 286, 612, CTS-16, CTS-29
Primary Keywords: Education
Secondary Keywords; Appalachian Regional Commission, Appalachian
Education Satellite Project (AESP), CTS
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Experiment No. CTS-13
Experiment Title Communication Support fg j Dnce_efttrg,iy, E^ ion
Begin Date	 Jun 1977	 Completion July 1979
Experimenter University of Washington . WAM _ P ^?aia..._^.._..
Geographic Location Washington, Alaska, Montana
Satellite ID , CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Education, Health _Services, College. Medical
Experiment Description
The IRAMI experiments investigate the practical use of satellite
telecommunications in a program which decentralizes basic
medical science education into four state universities and
conducts part of the clinical training at fifteen sites in
thirteen communities in the Northwest area. The University
of Washington: School of Medicine is conducting four sub
experiments with the faculty and first-year students at
universities in Washington, Alaska, and Montana, and with fourth-
year students and residents at selected community clinics.
A fifth sub-experiment involves state government officials and
health care consumers.
The specific demonstrations are: (1) continuing education for
Physicians (2) science education for first year medical students
(3) interviewing medical school applicants and providing
interactive programs to minority students on career choices (4)
patient consultation between doctors at UW Medical. Center
and doctors in remote areas (5) programs directed at legislators
responsible for health care and education decisions.
Report Accession Nos,	 511 4 515, 527, 562,_565. 652. 69Q.. ^g6 i
780, 792, 877
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS-7, CTS-11, CTS-17
Primary Keywords: Education, Health Services
Secondary Keywords: Telecommunication, Medical Education,
.Medical Students , Remote Regions,
WAMI , Teleconsultation,
CTS
r
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
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} Q.
y
G
Experiment No. gTsis
Experiment Title gommunic&tio + in Lio u a	 enr*m*4nn
Begin Date Mal 1976
	
Completion July 7979
Experimenter Westinghouse. H. Nun ally+,_,,,,
Geographic Location _Ohitvland
Satellite ID CTS
	
Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment	 Communication, Conforgnca
Experiment Description
The prime objective of the Westinghouse experiment is to test
the hypothesis that a large geographically-dispersed industrial
organization can economically use a communications satellite
coupled with low-cost earth terminals effectively to exchange
information necessary to conduct business by video, audio and
hardcopy media as an alternative to personal travel.
The Westinghouse CTS experiment is being conducted in two
phases. Phase I (pre-launch) began in mid-1975 and lasted for
six months. During this phase, all support equipment and
facilities were configured and utilized to simulate actual
satellite teleconferencing. phase 11 (post-launch) continues
the experimentation via CTS, using teleconference rooms designed
from data acquired in,Phase I.
The Westinghouse earth terminals and CTS will link the Defense
and Electronic Systems_ Center in Baltimore, Maryland to the'
Aerospace Electrical Division in Lima, Ohio. Each location
is equipped with a small earth terminal to send and receive
conference video/audio signals. The ground systems will each
consist of full-duplex FM analog television transmitting and
receiving facilities. The facilities will employ a ten-foot
parabolic antenna at Lima and a fifteen-foot antenna at
Baltimore. I	 +
Report Accession Nos.
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS-18, CTS-26
Primary Keywords: Communications, Conferences
Secondary Keywords:	 Teleconferencinge Westinghouse ,Electric Cp..
Transportation , video Transmission, CTS'
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Experiment No. CTS-16_ 4
, Experiment Title Project Interchange
Begin Date Mar 1976	 Completion Jun 1978
. Exper imenter Archdiocese of San Francisco, D. Green
Geographic Location California
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of; Experiment Education, Teacher
Experiment Description
The primary focus of Project Interchange is to serve as facilitator
in the disseminetioa and diffusion of validated innovative programs
supported by the V.S. Office of Education under Title III of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).
With the use of teleconferencing, Project Interchange is designed
to stimulate teacher initiative and creativity; present expertise
on solving educational problems; provide means for initiating or
expanding innovative inatructional programs without significant
additional cost; facilitate inservice education among teachers
and principals; build positive teacher attitudes toward the use
of technology in educational practice.
Project Interchange has already demonstrated that it can accelerate
the development of positive teacher attitudes and teacher compe-
tencies that are prerequisite to the proper design and development
of appropriate electronic support systems.
Report Accession Nos. 555,, 562, 708, 780, 792
user Form Nos. 2-027
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS-12, CTS-29
Primary Keywords: Education, :reacher Education
Secondary Keywords: INTERCHANGE, Tele-education, CTS
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PATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CTS-17
Exp(.rimant Title Health Educat ion TV
Begin Date pen_	 Completion
Experimenter Association  of Western Hospitals, K. Johnso„_,_
Geographic Location Rocky Mountains
Satellite ID	 CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Health Services, Education
Experiment Description
No information available.
Report Accession Nos. None
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Health Services, Education
Secondary Keywords; Health Education, CTS
I
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Experiment No. CTS-18
Experiment Title. Interactive Techniques for Intg&-NASA AnnIfn *ions
Begin Date Apr 1976
	 Completion
	 Omen
Experimenter NASA/Goddard, J. Chitwood
Geographic Location Maryland,_ Ohio, California
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	 Communication, Conferences
Experiment Description
This experiment links together three NASA Centers through the
CTS by two-way video and audio. The three NASA Centers involved
are the Ames Research Center in California, the Goddard Space
Flight Center in Maryland, and the Lewis Research Center in
Ohio. In addition, the close proximity between NASA Headquarters
in Washington, D.C., and Goddard enables Headquarters personnel
to enter- into a teleconference with Ames or Lewis by using the
ground station at Goddard. This is done by .interconnecting the
Headquarters teleconferencing facility with the Goddard station
by video and audio lines. This experiment is testing the
hypothesis that NASA can effectively use teleconferencing through
a high power communications satellite to manage its wide-spread
activities effectively in spite of smaller travel budgets,
increased travel costs, and a need for energy conservation.
Some of the specific problem areas addressed in this experiment
are the effects of atmospheric parameters on transmission
quality, effective security, and size of ground stations necessary
to provide teleconferencing capability.
Report Accession. Nos.
	
'DSO, 792
User Form Nos	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.	 CTS-15, CTS-26
Primary Keywords; Communications, Conferences
Secondary Keywords: Teleconferencing, NASA, CTS
a
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Experiment No. CTS-19
Experiment Title Satellite Distribution Experiment
Begin Date Dec 1976 	 Completion Jul_ x_1972
Experimenter Southernuthern Educational Communications Association_(SECA)
Geographic Location Souk U.S.
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Education, Elementary_, Secondary
Experiment Description
The SECA, experiment is designed to determine the feasibility
of satellite distribution of-program material to television
broadcast stations for rebroadcast purposes. The program
material to be distributed in the course of the experiment
is principally oriented for instructional use in elementary
and secondary schools, or for evening viewing by an adult
Audience. Secondary experiments are proposed in exchange of
program material over widely scattered regions of the United
States and in the distribution of high quality and multi.-.
channel audio and iadio material.
Each of the participating noncommercial television broadcast
stations provides at it's own expense a receiving terminal
for use during the course of the experiment. The nominal
receive terminal consists of a 3.0 meter fiberglass antenna
with electronics similar to standard terrestial microwave
hardware. The NASA facility in Rosman provides the uplink
for the experiment. In later phases of the experiment, it is
expected that certain of the receive-only sites be converted
to add uplink capability.
Report Accession Nos. 555, 562, 780 E 792
User Form Nos.	 2-043
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Education
Secondary Keywords: Television, Tele-education, CTS
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Experiment No. CTS-20
Experiment Title Advanced Ground Receiving 2u nmment Empar	 (AGREE)
Begin pate - April 1976	 Completion April 1978
Experimenter N_ ASA/Goddard & NHK (Broadcasting Corp. of Japan)
Geographic Location California, Florida, Ohio, Virginia, Maryland
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting, Technology,`
Experiment Description
The Advanced Ground Receiving Equipment Experiment is designed
to measure and evaluate the performance of relatively low cost
ground terminals operating with the CTS under conditions
simulating an operational broadcasting satellite system
environment.
Development of low cost ground receiving equipment has been
underway in many countries for some time. In particular,
several manufacturers in Japan have developed low cost ground
receiving equipment under the guidance of the Technical Research
Laboratories of Nippon HOS,o Kyokai (NHK). These equipments
have been developed for use in the Z'apanese Broadcasting
Satellite (JBS) experimental system which is scheduled to begin
in Mid-1978. This CTS experiment provided an early opportunity
to evaluate these earth stations under actual field conditions.
Report Accession Nos. 780, 792
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS-4A,_ CTS-6 , CTS-30
Primary Keywords: Broadcasting, Technology
Secondary Keywords: Test Equipment, Japan, Terminals,_ Receivers,
Technology Assessment, Technology Utilization, CTS
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Experiment No. CTS-21
Experiment Title Public Service Bate
Begin Date Feb 1977
	
Completion July 1979
Experimenter Public Service Satellite Consortium (PSSC), R. Mott
Geographic Location Colorado
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Communications, Support
Experiment Description
The Public Service Satellite Consortium is directed to
exploring, encouraging,and accelerating the use of communications
satellites so that promising public service applications of
telecommunications can become operational. A principal
hypothesis is that substantial benefits can be realized if
,diverse but compatible public service applications are
aggregated through cooperative planning, scheduling, and technical
operation. The PSSC structure and its relationship to potential
users,, the experience and expertise of the staff, and the existing
facilities and technical elements can support and maximize
use of CTS.
Objectives
• The PSSC will encourage and assist maximum public service
usage of the CTS communications network.
• The PSSC will provide technical support to public service
users.
9 The PSSC will develop an information system which will
collect, process, and make available data on organizational,
technical, and financial effects.
• The PSSC will `analyize the organizational, technical and
financial experimental elements of the CTS work of experimenters
who choose to cooperate.
Report Accession Nos. 780, 877
User Form Nos. None
Similar 'Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications	 I(
Secondary Keywords: Public Service Satellite Consortium, CTS
_x
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a	 Experiment No. CTS-22
Experiment Title Arctic Ice Information
Begin Date Aug 1976 _	 Completion Sept 1976
`	 Experimenter NASA/Lewis, R. Gedney
Geographic Location Arctic Ocean, Alaska, Ohio
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency 
	
Mod*
Category of Experiment Communication, Support
Experiment Description
The objective of this experiment was to demonstrate the
capability and usefulness of providing photograph-ic.quality
SLAR ice information to a joint military-civilian vessel
operations center located at Harrow- Alaska. This ice information
was relayed to vessel-barge convoys attempting to resupply
both military facilities and commerical oil drilling _operations
along the Alaskan North Shore.
The SLAR used in this demonstration is a Motorola AN/APS-94C
system and it is currently mounted in a U.S. Coast Guard
C'-130B aircraft. Operating in the X-band at a frequency of
9.245 GHz (3.245 cm wavelength) using a real aperture antenna,
this radar transmits and receives horizontally' polarized radiation.
For SLAR missions this aircraft is flown at an altitude of 3.35
kilometers (11,000 feet) and at an average speed of 280 knots.
Refer to NASA TMS-71815 for more details.
Data was transmitted to NASA/LERC where it was analyzed, The
results were sent to Barrow via CTS.
Report Accession Nos. 	 748r 780, 792
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords Communications
Secondary Keywords: Ice, Arctic Ocean, Facsimile, CTS
_ _
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Experiment No.
.Experiment Title Qigi allX jmplamented C	 bonsExpe^Imant (DICE)
Begin Date Jun 1977
	
Completion july 1979
Experimenter NASA/Lewis & COMSAT, H. Jackson
Geographic Location Ohio, Maryland
Satellite ID CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting, Technology
Experiment 'Description
The Digitally Implemented Communications Experiment (DICE) is
being performed to evaluate the technical and economic possibilities
of using digital compression in video communication links.
Data are taken on carrier-to-noise and correlated with up- and
down-link transmission variables such as weather conditions,
antenna location and deployment/configuration of system com-
ponents. Tranmission parameters are recorded at both stations
through the test. In addition, information on frequency,
transmitter power, bit rate and other pertinent channel
parameters is gathered. Picture quality is rated for video
compression techniques and error coding as a function of link
parameters.
Report Accession Nos. 780, 790, 792
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords Broadcasting, Te^,hnology
Secondary Keywords: Communications, Digital Systems, Telecommunication,
CTS
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Experiment No,	 CTS-25
Experiment Title videoconferencing for CohUgagg
Begin Date aor,1:9 '77	 Completion Aug 19_ 79
Experimenter George Washina_ton Uhiversitv,,F. Wood
Geographic Location United States
Satellite ID	 CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Communications, Conference
Experiment Description
This experiment is part of a long-term research effort in
Congressional communications. Videoconferencing is being used
by members of Congress to communicate with their staffs and
constituents. Specific areas of application are (1) hearings
(2) meetings with constituents and (3) information retrieval.
The advantages and disadvantages of videoconferencing, as
perceived by the participants, will be the data of interest in
this demonstration.
Report Accession Nos. 	 780 , 792 0 $39
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: Communications, _Conferences
Secondary Keywords: Teleconferencing, Congress, Video Tranmission,
CTS
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AT$/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CTS-26
Experiment Title Project ADJUNCT
Begin Date Sep 19'77	 Completion x ►Feb 1978
Experimenter Satellite Business Systems, C. Rush
Geographic Location-Virginia
Satellite ID CTS
	
_ Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Da„
 to Transmission, Communications
Experiment•Description
Project ADJUNCT was set up to use state-of-the-art capabilities
available today in order to learn more about the business
applications and the equipment capability requirements of
tomorrow. The demonstration concentrated on three application
areas: data processing, teleconferencing, and document distribution.
For each area- the impact on operational procedure s and business
structure due to new communications technology was explored, the
technology required to implement possible scenarios examined,
and the transitional period between current and future systems
investigated.
High speed digital communications applications of full motion
and freeze-frame video, , high speed data transfer, remote high
speed retrieval, data processing backup, load leveling-resource
sharing;, and electronic mail (high speed digital; facsimile and
high speed communicating word processing) were investigated.
Live teleconferences were set up for personnel of participating
companies to use as a substitute for travel. Project ADJUNCT
works with participating companies to enable them to test
electronic mail and data processing capabilities.
Report Accession Nos. 780
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment Nos. rg,5_ I^ C'rQ
Primary Keywords: Data Transmission, Communications
Secondary Keywords: Computer Communication, Facsimile, Conferences,
Teleconferencing, CTS
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AT5/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.	 CTS-27
Experiment Title Womet3 ve Sjm4. &l 1 14. 8 ga► ryt_Ca
Begin Date Pending	 Completion
Experimenter s+, { na i Ignmen 0 s Agenda. J. 2
	
an
Geographic Location United State, s ;__„
Satellite ID eTs
	
Frequency
	
Mode
Category of Experiment Data Tranxmission, Communication
Experiment ' Description
The Women's Satellite Services Project is designed to determine
the feasibility of linking a non-broadcast satellite with
ground systems to create a vital information network -among over
100 women's organizations which represent over 30,000,000 women.
This experimental model will link the offices of affiliated
women's groups in six cities (New York, Wash-,ngton, Chicago,
and intra-office communications_ through audio inter-
organizationalLos Angeles, Houston, San Francisco) for both
g	 , teletype,
facsimile, and computer data services on a scheduled 'basis. All
systems would be, two
-way. Through this project design we will
specifically explore the feasibility of large scale audio
teleconferencing, a women's news wire service, and hard-copy
information distribution.
Report Access ion. Nos .. 780
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment ios.
Primary Keywords: Data Transmision, Communications
Secondary Keywords: Teleconferencing, Data Links,Conferences,
Facsimile, CTS
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CTS-28
Experiment Title  T ong.-pagelfne Int• ternMe er --
Begin Date May 1978	 Completion	 open^,_.,^,_
Experimenter University of Illinois, G. Swenson
Geographic Location Western Hemisphere
Satellite 1D	 CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting, Technology -
Experiment Description
This experiment will measure the absolute phase difference
between two atomic oscillators situated at observatories
thousands of kilometers apart. This has direct application
to both Astrometry ( the precise measurement of positions of
cosmic radio souurres) and to Geodesy (the precise measurement
of baseline len '.hs and orientations on the earth.)
As the CTS sate llite was not designed for this application,
thelon-board oscillator is not stable. There are further
" perturbations of the apparent on-board oscillator Frequency
caused by Doppler shifts from the :notions of the satellite.
Hencer it is necessary to employ a complex system of two-way
transmissions and modulations to cancel unwanted phase drifts..
The experiment has been conducted several times and the data
is being analyzed for the causes of various phase perturbations,
thought to arise mainly from the earth ' s atmosphere.
Report Accession Nos. 792
User Form Nos. None
Similar Experiment. Nos.
boom-
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. r rp
Experiment Tithe [1n i^&rai*v .rwduato Lausi q*_v A i &m
Begin Date May i97s , completion `May.1972
Experimenter Vari&n Association. Inc.. R. ShUl ,en
Geographic Location , MjIssachusetts. California
Satellite ID CTS
	
Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Education, College
Experiment Description
Varian Associates is using CTS to broadcast graduate 1eve1
courses from Beverly, Mas-s. to Palo Alto, CA. The courses
are then relayed via microwave to Stanford University in
California. The purpose of the experiment is:
1 To determine the feasibility of teaching graduate level
courses via. real time interactive teleconferencing.
2. To compare the use of real time interactive teleconferencing
with delayed videotape lectures.
3. To determine minimum acceptable program-quality and class-
room Furnishings.
4. To derive economic models of operational graduate level
interactive university/industry networks.
Report Accession Nast,	 None
User Form Nog . None
Similar Experiment Nos. CTS- 1 2 - C MA-1 6
Primary Keyvords Education
Secondary Keywords: Teeconferencing, video Transmission, Stanford
University, CTS
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CTS-30
Experiment Title Terminal gf Tomorrow
Begin Date Mar 1978
	
Completion July 1979
Experimenter _ FCC, 1. Galan
Geographic Location Ohio
Satellite ID	 CTS	 Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment Broadcasting, Program
Experiment Description
The FCC plans to demonstrate color television transmission on
small, relatively simple terminals (Terminals of Tomorrow) at
NASA/Lewis Research Center.
The Federal Communications 0ommission actively participated in the
joint United States - Canadian Communications Technology Satellite
(CTS/Canadaian "Hermes") experimentation to: (1) evaluate -the
potential use of small, relatively simple, inexpensive earth
receiving' terminals for satellite broadcasting, and (2).provide
technical guidance to FCC Commissioners and U.S. participants in
international conferences.
Originally a subordinate experimenter under the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Goddard Space Flight Center Advanced Ground
Receiving Equipment Experiment (AGREE) with the loan of receiving
terminals from Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK), the FCC received
NASA approval in March 1978 to conduct an independent experiment
entitled "Terminals of Tomorrow" (TOT) with terminals from other
sources.
The FCC to date has: (1) tested five different small receive-only
terminals under a great variety of environmental conditions, thereby
acquiring a wealth of operational experience as well as certain
concrete experimental results; (2) accomplished the first (insofar
as can be determined) actual satellite-to-home television reception;
(3) conducted many demonstrations of high power satellite television
reception with small earth terminals, notably for FCC Chairman
Charles D. Ferris and for members of Congressional and FCC
Commissioners' staffs, as also for NHK and other Japanese visitors
in advance of the March 1978 launch of the Japanese Broadcast
Ritt8I4 iAt(pc	 g ^st . t8$	 947
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos.	 CTS-20„
Primary Keywords: Broadcasting
Secondary Keywords: Television, Color Television, Terminals
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment 'No.CTS
Experiment Title Three Way Time Transfer
Begin Date Jan 1979
	 _ Completion	 July 1979
Experimenter .U.S. Naval Observatory
Geographic Laeation
	 U.S. - Canada
Satellite III CTS
	
Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment
	 Time and FreguenCv__,.,
Experiment Description and Principal Investigator
The only information available is from a CTS user meeting
report. A three way time transfer took place between ground
stations in Washington D.C., Denver, Colorado and Ottawa, Canada.
Report Accession Nos.	 877
User Form Nos.
Similar Experiment Nos.
	 CTS-28
Primary Keywords: Time Transfer, CTS
Secondary ;keywords: Naval Observatory, Frequency
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No. CT,
Experiment Tittle	 Wide-Sand Techniques for Satellite Communication
Begin Date January 1979
	
Completion J_ my 1979
Experimenter GTE" Laboratoriec
Geographic Location	 U.S.
Satellite IV CTS	 N. Frequency	 Mode
Category of Experiment
Experiment Description and Principal Tnvestigetor
The experiment was comprised of two parts. The first objective
was to evaluate GTE designed earth terminal equipment. The second
objective was to perform teleconferencing. Only outline in minutes
of 22nd Users meeting were available.
Report Accession Nos.	 877
User Form Nos.	 None
Similar Experiment Nos,	 CTS-6, CTS-15, CTS-18, CTS-30
Primary Keywords: Earth Terminals, Teleconferencing
Secondary Keywords: GTE, Wide-Hand
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ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT DATA
Experiment No.CTS
Experiment Title CT Scanning Network
Begin Date January 1979 Completion July 1979
Experimenter University of Colorado Medical Center
Geoqraphic Location western U.S.
Satellite III CTS
	
Frequency
	
Mode
Cateqory of Experiment	 Health Services
Experiment Description and Principal Investigator
An experiment in time-sharing for computerized axial tomography.
The project objectives were to develop an initial model of a
CT network employing satellites, to evaluate linking technology
for such a network, and o develop information on cost effectiveness.
Report Accession Nos. 977
User Form Nos. - None
Similar Experiment Nos.
Primary Keywords: CTS, CT Scanning Network
Secondary Keywords: Time-Sharing, Axial Tomography
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SECTION 3
CROSS INDEX FOR ATS/CTS EXPERIMENTS
Nomenclature data for each experiment were entered onto
I.B.M. cards. The data entered were Experiment Number, Experiment
Title, Category of Experimentp Experimj, , te;r, Satellite, Geographi
Locations, Chronology, *Number of Hours.
The cards were then sorted on each of the data fields given
above and Listed. This section contains these listings of the
experiments, each listing utilizing a different sort. The reader
can use these listings 'in a variety of ways., The listings provide
a current summary of the uses made of the satellites and therefore
gives to the reader a feel for both the variety of uses and; the
total time each satellite was used. In addition the reader can
use these listings to pinpoint activity in a given area of
usage.i That is, the reador can use these listings to identify
all experiments having the same entry in a particular data field.
For example, the reader can use the sort under "CAT" to identify
1	 all experiments done in a certain category, e.g. education.
*The number of hours was given to us by GSFC from their computer
listings and was not part of the original experiment forms.
3.1 Sorted by Experiment dumber
108 EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS
CTS-T TEP/SHF GRD TERM NASA/LERC CTS OHIO 2/76- OPEN 439
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 2/76-12177 315
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U
-CTS OHIO 2/76-12/T7 31$
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2176-12/77 317
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U- Of TEXAS CTS TEXAS 2/76-12177 310
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV CTS U.S./CANADA 2176- OPEN 446
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION CARLETON UNIV CTS U.S./CANAOA 2176- OPEN 4&6
CTS-06 TET/COMSAT GRD TERM COMSAT LABS CT$ U.S.(EAST1 2176- OPEN 260
CTS-07 BIOMI'D COMMON MEDICAL LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6177- OPEN 404
CTS"C7 B10MED COMMON EDUCATION LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6/77. OPEN 404
CTS-09 SALINET EDUCATION SA^.INET CTS U.S. 10/17- 4/78 i0
CTS*11 HEALTH/COMMON MEDICAL VETERANS ADM CTS U.S.(WEST) 6/77- OPEN 306
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMON EDUCATION VETERANS ADM CTS U-S- 0N 1"'T1 6/77—OPEN 304
CTS-12 AESP	 II EDUCATION APP-	 REG. COMM- CTS APPAL	 ;'(IA PENOING 0
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED MEDICAL YAMT CTS ALASKA/WASH 3177- OPEN 292
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED EDUCATION WAMI CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/17- OPEN 292
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED EDUCATION U OF WASHINGTON CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 29$
CTS-15 TELECONFERENCE CONFERENCE WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S-(EAST? 2/T6- OPEN 286
CTS-16 PROJ INTERCH6 EDUCATION ARCH OF S.F. CTS CALIFORNIA 3/76- 6178 4S
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV MEDICAL ASSOC OF W HOSP CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING Q
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV EDUCATION ASSOC Of W HOSP CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING Q
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/GSFC CTS U-S- S/76- OPEN 382
CTS•14 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/LERC CTS U-S- S/76- OPEN 3E2
CTS-18 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/ARC CTS U-S- 5/76- OPEN 3P?
CTS-19 SAT-	 DIST. DATA TRANS SECA CTS U-S.( g 0UTH1 12/76- OPEN 65S
CTS-20 AOV SRO REC EQ ORD TERM NASA/GSFC CTS U-S- 4/76- 4/7! 67
CTS-61 1 PSSC DEMO PSSC CTS U.S- 2lT7- OP€N 2P4
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT PSSC CTS U-S- 2/77- OPEN 264
CTS-22 ICE FLOW DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS ALASKA S176- 9/76 TO
CTS-24 DICE DATA	 TRANS NASA/LERC CTS U-S-(EAST'? 6/77- OPEN 131
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS COMSAT LAOS CTS U-S-(EAST) S/76- OPEN 131 y'
CTS-2S CONGRESS CONFERENCE 6EO WASH UNIV CTS MARYLAND 4177- 4/78 39
CTS-26 PROD ADJUNCT CONFERENCE SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9177- 2178 178
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT DATA TRANS SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9/77- 2178 ITS
CTS-27 WOMENS SAT SER CONFERENCE NAT WOMENS	 AS CTS U-S. PENDING 0
CTS-24 VLSI TIME/FREQ UNIV OF ILL CTS U-S-/CANADA 5178-12/78 120 G
CTS-29 UNIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC CTS U-S. 5/76-12/7A 49
CTS-33 TER OF TOMORROW GRD TERM FCC CTS U.S- 3178-12/78 56 1CTS-31 3 WAY TIME TRAN TIME/FREQ U-S. NAVAL 08S. CTS U.S./CANADA 1/79- 7/79 0
CTS-33 WIDE BAND COMM. CONFERENCE GTE LABS CTS U.S- 1/79- OPEN 6
CTS-35 CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U- OF COLORADO CTS U-S-{WEST) 4/79- 7/79 0
102 DATA XMISSION MEDICAL O,UKE U- MED CEN 1 U-S-(EAST? 11/71-11/71 54
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT GE 1 We	 HEMIS. 68-	 To 1929
107 SPEC SHF SUPPOPT GE 3 W-	 'MEMIS- 68-	 70 1613
108 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 U-S- 1107- 1/76 930
X08 LAUNCH SUPPORT' SUPPORT NASA 3 U.S. 1/07- 5/76 369
104 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA S U.S. 3/'7-10/72 69
Ice LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 6 U-S- 7/77- 2/78 7
153 WEFAX METEOR- NOAA 1 WORLD 3169- OPEN $957
143 WEFAX DATA TRANS NOAH 1 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 5957
143 WEFAX METEOP- NOAA 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 3943
183 WEFAX DATA	 TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 3943
18.5 VHF A1C A/C COMM ARINC i U-S. 1167- 6170 264
185 VHF A/C A!C COMM ARINC 3 U.S- 1/67- 6170 300
202 S/C SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 W- MEMIS- 4/69-	 70 270
AT$ SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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3.1 Sorted by Experiment Number (Cont.)
IDI EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTEP SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS
205 SSCC METEOR. NOAA I WORLD 3169- OPEN 8372
205 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 1 WORLD 3169- OPEN 8372
205 SSCC METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3/61- OPEN 20
205 %SCC DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 20
210 MSSCC DATA TRANS NOAA i WORLD 349- 6/72 7
210 MSSCC METEOR+ NOAA 1 WORLD 3169- 6/72 7
21C MSSCC DATA	 TRANS NOAH 3 WORLD 13/69. OPEN ,26966
210 MSSCC METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 96966
211 ZDCS METEOP. NOAA 3 U.S. 11147-10/72 1050
211 IDCS SAT PHOTOS NOAA 3 U•S. X1167-10172 1050
225 VHF ENGLAND MARITIME UNITED KINDSOM 3 ATLANTIC WTO-12/70 191
226 VHF NETHERLAND MARITIME NETHERLANDS 3 ATLANTIC 8/70-12/71 265
227 ET ALASKA EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA 1 ALASKA 649— OPEN 11314
227 3T ALASKA MEDICAL ST. OF ALASKA 1 ALASKA 6169— OPEN 11314
227 HET ALASKA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 1 W. HEMIS. 6 /09- OPEN 1X314
228 VHF GE DATA TRANS GE 1 BERMUDA 2/t9- 4/71 41
228 V'HF GE MARITIME BE 1 BERMUDA 2119— 8171 41
228 VHF GE RANGING BE 1 BERMUDA 2/69— 8/71 41
228 VHF BE O&TA TRANS GE 3 BERMUDA 21-69— 1/71 142
226 VHF 6E MARITIME GE 3 BERMUDA 2%69- 4/71 142
226 VHF GE RANGING GE 3 BERMUDA 2169— 8/71 142
230 VHF 8/ION SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST 3 We NEMIS. 3/71— 9/71 116
23C VHF 81ION SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS I !W.	 HEMIS. 3/71— 9/71 176
231 VMF MSFN PROP WAVE PROP MSFN NETWORK 3 We HEMIS. 9/70- 2171 22
232 VHF.EGEG A/C CORM E696 1 W. HEMIS. 6/68-10/72 48
232 VMF EGEG SUPPORT E646 1 W. HEMIS. 6/68-10/72 48
233 VHF NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY 3 No ATLANTIC 11/70- 2/71 22
233 VMF NORWAY RANGING NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC 11/70- 2/71 22
234 GE/FAA RANGING GE 1 N. ATLANTIC 11/69- 6/71 4
234 6E/FAA RANGING GE 3 N. ATLANTIC 11/69- 6/71 44
235 VHF HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT 1 PACIFIC 2/72- OPEN 6942
235 VHF HAWAII MEDICAL PEACESAT 1 PACIFIC 2/72— OPEN 6942
236 VHF BRAZIL EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3^ W. HEMIS. 2/TO- OPEN 38-
238 VHF NOS TINE/FRF^. NAT OUR OF STOS 3 W.	 'tEMIS• 8/71- 1/T2 327
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 1 ATLANTIC 6/68- 7/69 12
239 VNF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCS 1 ATLANTIC 6/61- 7/69 12
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCS 3 ATLANTIC 6/68-10/74 28
2.39 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCG 3 ATLANTIC 6168 -10/74 28
244 MMW REG 1 WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC S N. AMERICA 6/69- 9/71 1.866
2415 MMW REG 2 WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC S N. AMERICA 6/69— 9/71 324
246 SSRA RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 5 U.S.IWESTI 4171- S/71 1
247 ALPHA-2 RANGING USAF/SAMSO 5 ATLANTIC ?/TO- 2/71 88
2 147 ALPHA-2 RANgIN6 All S ATLANTIC 7170— 2/71 R8
248 SP L-BAND DATA TRANS All S U.S. 6/74- 4/TS 135
241 SP L —BAND CONFERENCE All S U.S. 8/74— 4/75 135
2 419 MARAD DATA TRANS MARAD S W. HEMIS. 3170-12/71 6S
249 MARAD MARITT ►o' KARA0 S W. HEMIS. 3/70-12/71 65
249 MARAD DATA TRANS All 5 W. HEMIS. 3170-12/71 65
249_ MARAD MARITIME All 5 W.	 HEMIS. 3/70-12/71 65
249 MARAD RANGING All 5 W. HEMIS. 3/70-12/71 65
25'D L-BAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 1 Uq.S.IWESTI 2/71- S/71 6
250 L-BAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 3 U.S.tWEST1 2/71— S/71 0
»250 L—BAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 9 U.S.tWESTI 2171- 5171 99
2$1 L—BAND DOT DATA TRANS BOEING 3 N. AMERICA 4/74-1'0/76 126
251 L-BAND DOT RANGING BOEING S N. AMERICA 2171— 7/74 $57
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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3.1 Sorted by Experiment Number (cont.)
I0r EXJP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS	 •
I	 252 L-1ANO FAA RANGING FAA S N. 'AMERICA 4 6471- 4172 275
2S2 L-3ANO FAA RANGING BOEING 5 N. AMERICA 41? 1 - 4172 ITS
253 SMF VLPI TINCIFRED SMITHSONIAN INS 1 U.S. 5/71-10/72 2
2S3 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED RA020 RES LAiS i JAPAN 1/77'= 2/77 S
2S3 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U.S. 3171-0/72 190
253 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED RADIO RES LAYS 3 JAPAN 1777- 2/77 190
2S3 SHF VLSI TIME/FREQ SMITHSONIAN INS 5 U.S. S/71-10/72 0
257 SHF CRC OAVE PROP CANAOA/CRC 1 CANADA 1/7.1.-12/71 T6
228 SHF SEARCH LAo ENFORC PUILIC SYST INC 1 U.S;. 12/71-12/71 64
259 COMSAT C/L PROP WAVE PROP COMSAT LASS S W. HEMYS. 1/72- 41T2 37
260 CRC C/L-41ANO WAVE DROP CANADA $ CANADA -9/71- 5/72 113
261 GE L-RAND RANGING GE 1 N. AMERICA 6/70-10172 1
261 GE L-SANO RANGING GE 3 N. AMERICA 6/70-104f72 51
261 GE L-BAND RANGING GE S' N. AMERICA 6/70- 6173 152
263' TELESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA 1 CANADA 9/72- 9172 136
264 MARAOiAiI/PLACE DATA	 TRANS All 3 YOR;LO 1173- OPEN 131
264 MARAO/AIL/PLAC,-. MARITIME All 3 WORLD 1/73— OPEN 131
264 MARAO / All/PLA 'CE DATA TRANS All S WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
s-64 MAR AO/AII /PLACE MARITIME AII S WORLD 1/7:- OPEN 912
ANGING AIx S WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
I	 265 VANGUARD DATA 	 TRANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 3/71— 4173 94
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 PACIFIC 3/72- 4/73 94
266 VANGUARD RANGING USCG S ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/7' 232
26r VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 PACIFIC 3172- 4/73 232
266 L-LAND TRILAT RANGING GE 1 U.S. 1/74— 106 19
'.	 266 L ^8AN0 TRILAT RAh6ING GE 3 U.S.- i/74- 1/76 98
266 L-SANG TRILAT RANGING GE S U.S. 1/74- 1/76 172
281 LOS ALAMOS A/C COMM EG&G I W. NEMIS• 10170- 1D/T1 265
tt2 VHF "(LM MEDICAL LISTER HILL 1 U-&-(N.W.) 10/71- OPEN 617
262 VHF 401 COMPUTER LISTER WILL 1 U.S.(N.W.) 10171- OPEN 619
23.1 VHF UCLA EDUCATION UCLA * U.S.IWESTI 9/71-1001 IS
US VHF UCLA EDUCATION TRW 3 U.S-(WEST) 9171-10/71 is
264 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANUA/AEC 1 U.S!. 3/71- 6/72 S
254 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING S^NOIA/AEC 3 U.S. 3171— 6/72 S
28S VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFCRO UN1V 1 U.S.IWE$T ► 5171— 6/72 2
233 VHF STANFORD ECUCATION STANFORD U, ►SIV I U*S.IWESTI A/71- 6/72 I!9
266 HET(ARC) EDUCATION APP. REG. COM11. 3	 t., APPALACHIA ;6 /74- OPEN S36
2D7 VHF SEES( METEOR. SIERRA RES CORP 3 U.5. 1/72—I2/72 9
288 GE/MARAO DATA	 TRANS GE 1 ATLANTIC ,4/72- 5/72 7
2S6 GE/MARAO MARITIME GE I ATLANTIC 4/72— 5/72 7
.'85 GE/MARAO RANGING GE 1 ATLANTIC 4/T2— 5172 7
288 GE/MARAD DATA	 TRANS Gf, ATLANTIC 4%72- 5172 46
2I GE/MARAO MARITIME GE J ATLANTIC 4/72- 5/72 116
288 GE/MARAO RANGL46 GE 3 ATLANTIC 4/72- S/72 46
289 VHF CALYPSO DATA	 TRANS COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6/T2— 1176 358
289 VHF CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1/76 358
29C VHF BERING SEA SUPPORT US/USSR 1 SERIN-4 SEA 12/72- 3/7? 43
291 VHF 2URITA SUPPORT AEC— 1 ALASKA/HAY. 6/73-12/73 62
.92 VHF 'CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 1 ATLANTIC 7/73- 6/77 4
29.16 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE
I	 _
ATLANTIC 6/73- 8/77 342
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 6/73- 8177 342
293 GE/EXXON DATA	 TRANS GE 6 EXXON I ATLANTIC 71T3— 2/74 90
.93 GZ/EXXON 4ARITrME GE L EXXON I ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 90
193 GE/EXXON RANGING GE 6 EXXON 1 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2174 90
2:9d GE/EXXON DATA TRANS GE 6 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 186
ATS SCHCOULED TIMU CTS ACTUAL TIME
ORIGINAL PAGL L:,
4w POOR (TAT"rily
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3.1 Sorted by Experiment Number (COnt-)
IOw We NAME CA T EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY HRS
	 •
293 GE/EXXON MARITTHC GE E EXXON	 - 3 ATLANTIC T/73- 2/74 186
293 GE/EXXON RANGING GE 9 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7173- 2174 116
294 SP HET SUPPORT HET I U.S. 1/"13- 1177 1654
294 SP NET SUPPORT NET 3 U.S. 1/73- 4/77 1911
295 VHF NIAID MEDICAL NIAID I PACIFIC 10/73- OPEN 237
Z97 VHF USP/FIJI EDUCATION U. SO. PACIFIC I PACIFIC 1174- OPEN 2667
Joe VNF INCHIS MEDICAL INCHIS 1 ALASKA S/74- 5/74 2
301 VHF GATE SUPPORT NOAA 3 UNKNOWN 1174- 9/74 386
302 NEA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 1 APPAL/ALASK 1/76- 4/77 39
302 MCA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 3 APPAL/ALASK 1/76 — 4/77 76
SO4 VHF OPN TIME/FRED RADIO RES LABS 1 JAPAN 67- OPEN 351
as VHF ALOHA COMPUTER U. OF HAWAII 1 PACIF=C 72- OPEN 1167
Ob VHF DRAKE SUPPORT TEXAS ACH 3 ANTARCTICA 1/7S- OPEN 421
$07 VHF OCEAN SUPPORT U. OF MIAMI 3 ATLANTIC 12/77— OPEN 2241$09 NSF SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 3/76— 9/76 161
310 VHF BEA CONFERENCE DRUG ENF AST 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
$10 YHF BEA RANGING 6E 3 U.;. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VNF BEA CONFERENCE BE 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 vMF BEA RANGING DRUG ENF AST 3 U.S. 4176. OPEN 131
211 GSFC DEMO NASA/GSFC 3 U.So(EAST) T/76- OPEN 170$
312 ALC CONFERENCE AMER LUTHERAN C l U.S. 6/76— OPEN 21:9
;15 ERDA DATA TRANS EROA 1 PACIFIC 1/71- 1/79 146
315 EROA SUPPORT ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/78— 1/79 144
315 ERDA DATA TRANS EROA 3 PACIFIC 7/76— 6/7(, 5
#15 ERDA SUPPORT ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 4/T6 S
316 NSTL MEDICAL SO REO NED CONS 3 U.S.ISOUTM) 10/76-10/76 Ti
316 NSTL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LAB 3 U.S.ISOUTH) 10/76-10/76 71
317 LAMONT SUPPORT LAMONT/DOHERTY 3 SO. OCEAN 10/76- 3/77 161
316 DRI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 ID
311 DRI METEOR. D!^SERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76— 1/77 1D
Sib DRI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
516 DRI METEOR. DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1177 627
319 SIRIUS RANGING BAKER DEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 12/76- 1/77 40
319 SIRIUS SUPPORT BAKER DEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 12/76- 1/77 40
320 SAMOA EDUCATION U. 50. PACIFIC 1 SAMOA 1/77- OPEN 251
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE DEPT OF NAVY 3 Y. HEMIS. 1 /71- OPEN 391
322 YHOI SUPPORT WOODS HOLE INST 3 PACIFIC I/77- 2/77 244
324 SIPLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIV 3 N. MEMIS, 2/77- OPEN 1166
325 GYRE SUPPORT TEXAS At" 3 Y. HEMIS. 4/77-10/78 315
129 NORPA* SUPPORT U. OF CAL/NAVY 1 N. PACIFIC S /TT-- 6/77 53
$30 MONTANA SUPPORT ST. OF MONTANA 3 MONTANA 6/77-11/77 163
331 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO - 1 /T4- OPEN 67
331 PLy EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK —UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1/76 — OPEN @7
332 ENDEAVOR SUPPORT U. OF RHODE ISL 3 ATLANTIC 7/77- 1178 164
333 U. OF Y. INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 3 JAMAICA 1/71- 6/7B 223
33S VMF SAO SXM RANGING BAKER DEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 6177- 9/77 IS
336 EROA/OOD SUPPORT ERDA 1 ENEYETAK 30/77- 9/78 -49
331 DISP CONFERENCE DEPT OF INTER 1 PACIFIC 12/77- OPEN 1453
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 1 !SAMOA 9177- OPEN 53
34C SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 3 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN 96
342 PERU SUPPORT ADVENTURES UNL. 3 PERU 6/71- 7/78 46
343 ORANGE SUPPORT NAT. SC . FOUND. 3 ANTARCTICA T/TB- 1/78 lfi^
344 BARBADOS MEDICAL DEPT OF ST./AID 3 BARBADOS 1178- 9/71 14
601 RADIO FRED INT. HAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 U4S- 6/74-12/76 •77
602 VHRR RADIOMETER METEOR. NASA/SSFC 6 U.S- 6/74- 9/74 360
•,ATS SCHEDULEO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3.1 Sorted by Experiment Number (cost. )
IO•	 cXP* NAME	 CAT	 EXPERIMENTKR	 SAT	 LOCATION	 CHRONOLOGY	 NR.S
603 RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP
604 SAPPSAC SAT CONTRL
605 PLACE DATA TRANS
605 PLACE RANGING
60h RADIO BEACON WAVE PLOP
606 RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP
607 INORAS • SAT CONTRL
606 PROPAGATIONIE! HAVE PROP
609 NNW NAVE PROP
609 NNW WAVE PROP
609 NNW WAVE PROP
609 NNW WAVE PROP
	 C
609 NNW WAVE PROP	 W
6,09
NNW
WAVE PROP	 N
6'09 "MW WAVE PROP
	 V
609 "Nu WAVE PROP	 B
609
NNW
WAVE PROP
	
1
609 MMW WAVE PROP	 A
610 INTERFEROMETER SAT CONTRL
	 N
612 HET(ARC) EDUCATION	 S
612 H^T(ARC) MEDICAL	 I
612 JfH	 ARC) EDUCATION	 R
6112 NCT{ARC) EDUCATION	 A
6;12 HET {ARC) MEDICAL
	
V
6,12 NET(ARC) EDUCATION	 V
6,12 HETIARC) MEDICAL	 W
6,12 HET(ARC) EDUCATION	 W
617 TORE DATA TRANS	 N
617 TORE SAT CONTRL	 N
616 TRUST DATA TRANS
	
N
620 GEOS-C SAT CONTRL
	 N
620 GEO.S-C DATA TRANS	 N
623 L^-BAND EXP WAVE PROP	 U
631 ENV MEAS EXP SCIENTIFIC	 N
634 COMSAT PROP IND WAVE PROP	 C
6'39 ALL DENO DEMO	 N
640 APOLLO—SOYU2 SUPPORT
	 N
647 SITE BROADCAST	 I
647 SITE EDUCATION	 I
649 MA'S FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC
	
N
650 MAO DATA SCIENTIFIC	 U
657 CRC RANGIN6
	 C
654 COMSAT PROP US' WAVE PROP	 C
660 PLU BROADCAST	 P
660 PLU EDUCATION	 P
661 ALFE BROADCAST
	 P
661 ALFE DATA TRANS	 P
663 U ► OF W. INDIES BROADCAST
	 0
663 U. OF Y.	 INDIES EDUCATION
	 0
664 SAR L —BAND C/O RANGING	 F
664 SAR L —BAND C/O RANGING
	 B
666— UHF/NRL SCIENTIFIC
	
N
667 ALVA MEDICAL
	 P
667 ALVA MEDICAL
	
P
667 ALVA EDUCATION	 P
NASA/GSFC
	 6	 WORLD
	 6/74- 6/75	 9
4ASA/6SFC	 6	 U.S.	 6 /74- 1/75	 72
NASA	 6	 U.S.	 9/74. 6/75	 967
NASA	 6	 U.S.	 9174- 6175
	
967
NOAA	 6	 U.S. -
	 6174- 7/79	 O
NOAA	 6	 EUROPE
	 6174- 7/79
	 0
NASA/GSFC
	 6	 U.S.	 6074- 7/75	 S
ESTEC	 6	 EUROPE
	 1/75-10/76	 2263
NASA/GSFC
	 6	 U.S.	 6/74- 7179	 3271
U. OF TEXAS
	
6	 TEXAS
	 6174- 7179
	 3271
OMID STATE U.
	 6	 OHIO	 6/74- 7/79	 3271
ONSAT LABS	 6	 VIRGINIA	 6174- 7/79	 3271
ESTIN6HOUSE	 6	 MARYLAND
	 6/74- 7/79
	 32T1
AYAL RES LAB
	
6	 MARYLAND	 6/74- 7/79	 3271
IRGINIA POLY
	
6	 VIRGINIA	 604- 7/79	 3271
ATTELLE LAB	 6	 WASHINGTON	 6/74- 7/79	 3271
ELL LAB	 6	 NEW JERSEY	 6/74- T/79	 3971
RNY	 6	 NEW JERSEY	 6174- 7/79	 3271
ASA/6SFC	 6	 U.S.	 6/74-11/76	 104
T. OF ALASKA	 6	 ALASKA	 6/74- 6/75	 1741
NOIAN NLTV SER
	 6	 ALASKA	 6/74- 6/7S	 1741
OCKY MTN STS	 6	 ROCKY MTNS	 6/74- 6/75	 1741
PP• RE6• COMM.	 6	 APPALACHIA
	 6/74- 6/75	 1741
ETERANS ADM	 6	 APPALACHIA	 6174- 6/75	 1741
E TERANS ADM	 6	 APPALACHIA	 6/74- 6/75	 1741•
AMI	 6	 ALASKA/MASH
	 6/14 - 6/75	 1741
AMI
	 6	 ALASKA/MASH	 6/74- 6/75	 '1741
ASA/GSFC
	 6	 WORLD	 9/74-'7/79	 622
ASA/6SFC	 6	 WORLD	 9/74- 7/79.	 622
ASA/6SFC
	 3	 U•$*	 9/74— 7175	 40
ASA/6SFC	 6	 WORLD	 9174- 7179	 694
ASA/6SFC	 6	 WORLD	 9/74- 7/T9	 694
. OF PA	 6	 U•S.IEASTI	 6/76- 1/77	 767
ASA/GSFC	 6	 U.S.	 6/74- 7/77	 50
ONSAT LABS	 6	 EUROPE	 3/76- 7/76	 667
ASA	 6	 U.S.	 6/T4- 7/79	 322
ASA/HOUSTON	 6	 WORLD
	 10/74- 7/75	 333
NOZA	 6	 INDIA	 8/73- 6/76	 2171
NOIA	 6	 INDIA	 6/75- 6/76	 2171
ASA/6SFC
	 6	 U.S.	 4/75. 6/75	 295
CLA	 6	 U.S.	 S/7S- 6/76	 903
ANADA/CRC
	 6	 CANADA	 9/T4- 6/77
	 136
OMSAT LABS	 6	 U:S.IEASTI	 6/74- 6/76	 159
ROJECT LOON-UP	 6	 SO.AMERICA	 1176- 7/79	 141
ROJECT LOOK-UP	 6	 SO.AMERICA
	 1/76- 7/79	 141
SSC	 6	 ALASKA	 9/77-10/76	 1979
SSC	 6	 ALASKA	 9177-10/76	 1979
EPT OF ST/AID
	 6	 WEST INDIES
	 113/76 — 7/79	 66
EPT OF ST/AID	 6	 WEST INDIES	 10/76— 7/79	 66
AA	 6	 N. ATLANTIC
	 6/74- 4/75	 13
OEING	 6	 N. ATLANTIC
	 1/74- 4/75	 13
AYAL RES LAB
	
6	 U.Ss	 9/77- S/76	 11
SSC	 6	 ALASKA	 9/77- 7/79	 69
SSC
	
6	 U.S.(WEST)	 9/77- 7/79	 69
SSC	 6	 ALASKA	 9/77- 7/79	 69
• AT$ SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
Ll-	
3-6
3.1 Sorted by Experiment Number (cont.)
IDr EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS	 ►
rt''	 667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 U.S.IYESTI 9177- 7179 69
664 MOTOROLA WAVE PROP MOTOROLA 6 U.S. 7/77•- 9/71 K7
67C TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U 6 MONTANA 9/77- 7/79 2
671 N&H MEDICAL MTN STS NTN COA 6 ROCKY MTNS 3/7S- S/7S 22
672 SAMFE GROAOCAST PSSC 6 SAMOA 9/77- 2/78 490
673 NIE EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. f APPALACHIA 10478- 7/79 3
04 GE L-NANO RANGING GE 6 U•S.IEASTJ 12/77- 7/79 STS
674 GE L-LAND SUPPORT GE 6 U.S.IEASTI 12/77- 7/79 573
677 INS MEDICAL INDIAN NLTN SEA 6 ALASKA 9/71- 7/79 0
677 INS COMPUTER	 = INDIAN HLTH SEA 6 ALASKA 9/76. 7/79 0
6 177 INS CONFERENCE INDIAN MLTN SER 6 ALASKA 9/7G- 7179 0
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
a
s3.2	 Sorted by Experiment Name
I00 1EXP. NAME] EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS	 r
CTS-20 ACV ONO REC EO $40 TERM NASA/GSFC CTS D.S. 4/76- 4170 17
CTS-12 AES► II EDUCATION APP. RES. COMM. CTS APPALACHIA PENDING 0
319 ALC CO,NF4RENCE AMER LUTHCRAN C 1 U.S. 6176- OPEN Z19
664 ALFE 50OA0CAST r PSSC 6 ALASKA 9!/77-10/70 1979
66,1 ALFE DATA TRANS PSSC 6 ALASKA 9177-10170 1979'
639 ALL DEMO OE'MO NASA 6 U..•.. 6/74- 7/79 322
247 ALPHA-?„ RANGING USAF/SAMSO I ATLANTIC 7170- 2171 44
247 ALPHA-2 RANGING All 5 ATLANTIC 7170- 2/71 BG
667 ALVA MEOICAL PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/77— 7179 69
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 U.S61WEST) 9/77- 7/79 69
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6_ ALASKA 9/77— 7/79 69
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 U.So1WEST1 9177- 7/79' 69
640 APOLLO -SOYUZ SUPPORT NASA/HOUSTON 6 WORLD 10/74- 7175' 333
344 -BARBADOS MEDICAL DEPT OF ST/AID 3 BARBADOS 4/74- 9170 14
CTS-07 BIOMED COMMUN MEDICAL LISTER WILL CTS U.S. 6/77- OPEM 404
CT$-07 BIOMED COMMUN EDUCATION LISTER MILL CTS U.S. 6/77- OPEN 404
CT$-04 COLLEGE CURB EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV CTS U.S./CANADA 2176— OPEN 446
CT4-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION CARLETON UNXV CTS U.S./CANADA 2176- OPEN 446
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA/BSFC CTS U.S. 2/76-12/77 315 y
CT$-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U CTS OHIO 2/76-12/17 US j
CT;-01 CORN LINKCHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2/76-12/77 315
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U. Of TEXAS CTS TRAAS 2/76-12/77 31S
20, COMSAT CIL PROP WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS S W. HEMIS. 1/72- 4/72 $7
63$ COMSATPROP IND WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 EUROPE 3/76- 7/76 607
660 COMSAT PROP'US WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 U.S.(EAST) 6/74— 6/70 10 .
CTS-25 CONGRESS CONFERENCE SEC WASH UNIV CTS MARYLAND 4/77- W$ .39
260 CRC CIL-BAND WAVE PROP CANADA S CANADA 9/71— 5/72 113
657 CRC RANGING CANADA/CRC 6 CANADA 9/74- 0171 134
CTS-35 CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U. OF COLORADO CTS U.S.lWEST) 4/79- 7/79 0
102 DATA XMISSION MEDICAL DUKE U. NED CEN 1 U.S.lEAST) 11/71-11/71 $4
CTS-13 DECENT NCO ED MEDICAL 1aAMI CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS-13 DECENT NED EO 9DUCATION MANI CTS ALASKA/MASH 3/77- OPEN 202
CT -13 DECENT NED EO EDUCATION U OF WASHINGTON CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77--OPEN 212
CT.i-24 OICE DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS U.S.IEAST) 6/77- OPEN 131
CYS-24 DICE DATA TRANS COMSAT LABS CTS U.S.(EAST) 5/76- OPEN 131 -
334 DISP CONFERENCE DEPT OF INTER 1 PACIFIC 12/77- OPEN 1453
314 ORI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12176- 1/77 30
310 DRI NCTEOR. DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 112/76- 1/77 10
314 DRI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/74- 1/77 627
314 Dal METEOR. DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
332 ENDEAVOR SUPPORT U. OF RHODE ISL 3 ATLANTIC 7/77- 1/78 164
631 ENV MEAS EXP SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 7/77 150
315 CROA DATA TRANS ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/7B- 1/79 14;6
315 EROA SUPPORT EROA I PACIFIC 1/70- 1/79 146
315 EROA DATA TRANS ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 0/76 5
345 EROA SUPPORT ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 8176 5
336 ERDA/000 SUPPORT ERDA 1 ENEWETAK 10177— 9/78 49
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE' OEPT OF NAVY 3 W. HEMIS. 1/77- OPEN 391
6110 OEOS—C SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74— 7179 404
6 1,20 GEOS—C DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 VORLD 9/74— 7179 494
261 GE L-BANG RANGING GE 1 M. AMERICA 6/70-10/72 1
261 GE L-BAND RANGING GE 3 N. AMERICA 6170-10172 51
261 GE L-BAND RANGING BE S N. AMERICA 6/70- 6/73 152
674 GE L-BAND RANGING GE 6 U.S.(EAST) 12/77- 7/79 573
674 BE L-BAND SUPPORT GE 6 U.So1EAST1 '12/77- 7/79 ST3
• ATS SCHEOULEO TIME/CTS ACTU44 TIME
3.2 Sorted by Experiment Name - (cont.)
CAT
	 EXPERIMENTER
.
too
293
293
293
9
29
29
234
2_30
26
G
2GA
266
266
311
325
CTS-17
CTS-17
CTS-11
CTS-11
227
227
227
266
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
CT" S —22
21,! 1
211
607
67,7
677
677
610
CTS-1•
CTS-18
CTS-16
317
106
106
10•
1De
281
2S1
2S1
623
252
252
2S0
EXP NAME
GC/EXXON
sE/EXXON
GE/EXXON
GE/EXXON
GE/EXXON
GE/EXXON
GE/FAA
69/FAA
GE/MARAO
GE/MARAO
QE/NARAO
GE/MARAD
BE/MARAO
GE/MARAO
GSFC
GTRE
WEALTH ED TV
HEALTH ED TV
HEALTH/COMMON
WEALTH/COMMON
NET ALASKA
NET ALASKA
NET ALASKA
HET(ARC)
NETIARC!
HETIARC)
NETIARC)
HEY(ARC)
NETIARC)
NETIARC)
HETIARC)
HETIARC)
ICE FLOW
IOCS
20CS
INORAS
INS
INS
INS
INTERFEROMETER
INTRANASA COMM
INTRANASA COMM
INTRANASA COMM
LAMONT
LAUNCH SUPPORT
LAUNCH SUPPORT
LAUNCH SUPPORT
LAUNCH SUPPORT
LOS ALAMOS
L-BAND 001
L-BAND DOT
_L-BAND EXP
L-BAND FAA
L —BAND FAA
L-BAND RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DEMO
SUPPORT
MEDICAL
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
E000ATION
DATA TRANS
METEOR.
SAT PHOTOS
SAT CONTRL
MEDICAL
COMPUTER
CONFERENCE
SAT CONTRL
CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
SUPPORT
SUPPORT,
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
A/C COMM
DATA TRANS
RANGING
WAVE PROP
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
GE 9 EXXON
BE 6 EXXON
GE 6 EXXON
GE 6 EXXON
GE 6 EXXON
GE 9 EX90N
GE
GE
GE
GE
GE
GE
BE
BE
NASA/GSFC
TEXAS At"
ASSOC OF W HOSP
ASSOC Of Y NOSP
VETERANS ADM
VETERANS ADM
ST. OF ALASKA
ST. OF ALASKA
NAT EOUC ASSOC
APP. REG. COMM.
ST. OFALASKA
INDIAN HLTH SER
ROCKY MTN STS
APP. REG. COMM.
VETERANS ADM
VETERANS ADM
WANT
WAMI
NASA/LERC
NOAA
NOAA
NASA /GSFC
INDIAN HLTH SER
INDIAN HLTH SER
INDIAN HLTN SER
NASA/GSFC
NASA/GSFC
NASA/LERC
NASA/ARC
LAMONT /OOHERTY
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
E696
BOEING
BOEING
U. OF PA
FAA
BOEING
WESTINGHOUSE
SAT
	
LOCATION
3
	
ATLANTIC
1	 ATLANTIC
1	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTIC
No ATLANTIC
3	 N. ATLANTIC
1	 ATLANTIC
1	 ATLANTIC
1	 ATLANTIC
I'	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTIC
3	 U.S.IEAS'T)
3	 We NEMIS.
CTS ROCKY MTNS
CTS ROCKY "INS
CTS U.S.(WEST)
CTS 11.S. I WES T 1
1	 ALASKA
1	 ALASKA
1	 Y. NEMIS,.
3	 APPALACHIA
6	 ALASKA
6	 ALASKA
6	 ROCKY MTNS
APPALACHIA
6	 APPALACHIA
6	 APPALACHIA
6	 ALASKA /WASH
6	 ALASKAIWASN
CTS, ALASKA
3	 U.S.
3	 U.S.
6	 U.S.
6	 ALASKA
6	 ALASKA
6	 ALASKA
6 U.S.
CTS U.S.
CTS u.s.
CTS U.SP
3	 S0. OCEAN
1	 U.S.
3	 U.s.
5	 U.S.
6	 U.s.
1	 W. HEMIS.
3	 N. AMERICA
S	 N. AMERICA
6	 U.SPIEAST)
S	 N. AMERICA
S	 N. AMERICA
1	 U.S.IWESTI
'CHRONOLOGY
7/73- 2/74
7/7x- 2/74
7/73- 217#1
7/71- 2/74
7173- 2/74
7173 1.
 2/74
A41/69- 6/71
11/69- 6/71
4/72- 5/72
4/7?- 5172
4172+- S1T2
4172- S/72
4/72- S/72
4/72- 5/72
7/76- OPEN
WT-10/74
PENDING
PENDING
6/77- OPEN
6177- OPEN
6169- OPEN
6/69- OPEN
6/69- OPEN
6/74- OPEN
6/74- 6/75
6/74- 6/7S
6/74- 6/7S
6/74- 6/75
6174- 6/7S
6/74 — 6/75
6170# — 6/75
6'170#- 6/75
0/76- 9/76
11/67-10/72
611/67-10/72
6/70#- 7/75
9/78- 7/79
9/76- 7/79
► /76 7/79
6/74-11/74
S/76- OPEN
5/76- OPEN
S/76- OPEN
10/76- 3/77
1/67- 1/76
1/67- 9/76
3/67-10/72
7/77- 2/78
10/70-10/71
4/74-10/76
2/71- 7/74
6/76- 1/77
4/71- 4/72
0#171 4/7'2
2/71- S/71
NRS w
90
40
90
156
166
166
4
44
7
7
I
46
46
44
1705
315
0
0
306
306
11310#
11314
11314
S36
1741
1741
1741
1741
1741
1741
1741
1741
70
1030
1050
S
0
D
0
100#
38.2
382
362
161
930
369
69
7
265
129
557
?97
275
27S
6
ATS SCHEOULEO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3.2 Sorted by Experiment Name (cont.)
SAT LOCATION
	
CHRONOLOGY	 MRS
6
6
6
6
3
6^
6
1
3
3
1
3
6
1
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6
CTS
CTS
CTS
6
10.
2sc
2su
266
266
260
Gip
649
24 9
?49
2^9
249
249
264
264
264
264
264
244
245
609
609
609
609
609
609
609
609
669
6d9
;330
666
671
210
210
210
210
392.
302
673
321
309
316
316
1413
342
606
605
331
331
666
660
CTS-26
CTS-26
CTS-16
606
cX► „ NA'ME
;L-BAND RANGING
I.-BAND RANGING
iL-BAND TR ILAT
L-LAND TR ILA T
L-GANG TRILAT
"AS DATA
NAG FIELD STUDY
MARAD
MARAD
MARAD
MARAO
MARAD
MARAD/Ali/PLACE
MARAD / AII/PLACE
MARAO/All/PLACE
MARAD/AII/PLACE
MARAO/AIZ/PLACE
NNW REG 1
MNW REG 2
NMW
"NO
NNW
MMW
NNW
MNM
MMW
"My
"MW
NNW
MONTANA
MOTOROLA
MSH
MSSCC
NSSCC
MSSCC
NSSCC
MCA
NEA
NZ;E
NORPAX
NSF
NSTL
NSTL
ORANGE
PERU
PLACE
PLACE
PLU
PLU
PLU
PLU
PROD ADJUNCT
PROD ADJUNCT
PROD INTERCHG
PROPAGATIONIC)
criIT
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
SCIENTIFIC
SCIENTIFIC
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVEPROP
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
WAVEPROP
WAVE PROP
SUPPORT
WAVE PROP
MEDICAL
DATA TRANS
METEOR.
DATA TRANS
METEOR.
EDUCATION
EDUCA TION
EDUCATION
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
DATA TRANS
RANGING
BROADCAST
EDUCATION
BROADCAST
EDUCATIONON
CONFERENCE
DATA TRANS
EDUCATION
WAVE PROP
EXPERIMENTER
WESTINONOYSE
WESTINGHOUSE
BE
GE
$E
UCLA
NASA/GSFC
NAIAD
MARAD
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
AII
NASA/GSFC
NASA/GSFC
NASA/GSFC
U. OF TEXAS
OHIO STATE U.
COMSAT LABS
WESTINGHOUSE
NAVAL REDS LAB
VIRGINIA POLY
BATTELLE LAB
BELL LAB
ARMY
ST. OF MONTANA
MOTOROLA
MTN STS HTH CON
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NAT EDUC ASSOC
NAT EDUC ASSOC
APP. REG * COMM.
U. Of CAL/NAVY
TEXAS AAM
SO REO MED CONS
NAT SP TECH LAB
NAT. SC . FOUND.
ADVENTURES UNL
NASA
NASA
PROJECT LOOK—UP
PROJECT LOOK-UP
PROJECT LOOK-UP
PROJECT LOOK—UP
SAT BUS SYSTEMS
SAT BUS SYSTEMS
ARCH OF S•f.
ESTEC
U.s.IWEST)
U„S94WEST^1
U.s.
U.S.
U.s.
Ua.
U.s.
W. HEM=S.
We NEMIS•
W. HEM=S.
Y. NEMIS.
We NEMIS*
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
he AMERICA
N. AMERICA
U.S.
TEXAS
OHIO
VIRGINIA
MARYLAND
MARYLAND
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
NEW JERSEY
NEW JERSEY
MONTANA
U.s.
ROCKY MTN$
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
APPAL/ALASK
APPAL/ALASK
APPALACHIA
N. PACIFIC
ATLANTIC
U.S. ISOUTHI
U.S.ISOUTHf
ANTARCTICA
PERU
U.s.
U.s.
PUERTO RICO
PUERTO RICO
SO.AMERICA
O.AMERICA
VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
CALIFORNIA
EUROPE
2/71- 5171
2/71 S/71
1/74- 1/76
1/74- 1/76
1/74- 1/76
S/'7s- 0176
4171- 6175
3/70-12/71
3/70-12/71
3/70-12/71
3170-12/71
3/70-12/71
1/73- OPEN
1/73- OPEN
1/73- OPEN
1/73- OPEN
1/73- OPEN
0/69- 9/71
4/69- 9/71
6/74- 7/79
6 /74 - 7179
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/77-11/77
T/77- 9176
SITS- 5/75
3/69- 6/72
3/69- 6/72
3/69- OPEN
3/69- OPEN
1/76- 4/77
1/76- 4/T7
1/76- 7/79
5/77- 6177
3/76- 9/76
10/76-10/76
10176-10176
7170- 6/78
6/76- 7/76
9/74 — 6/75
9/74- 6/75
1176- OPEN
1/76- OPEN
1/76- 7/79
1/76- 7/79
9177- 2/78
9177 2/78
S/76- 6178
•/75-10/76
0
.9
19
96
172
903
295
66
is
65
65
65
1 31
131
912
912
912
1666
326
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
163
47
22
7
7
26966
26966
39
76
3
93
161
71
71
X76
46
967
967
67
87
14 1
;141
178
176
45
2263
e"1
4 AU SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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43.2 Sorted by Experiment Name (cont.)
1.
109 EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTtR SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY HRS
	 •
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO PSSC CTS ii.$. 2177- OPEN 294
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT PSSC CTS U.S. 2/77- OPEN 294
606 RADIO DEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 U.S. 6/74- 7/79 0
606 RADIO DEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 EUROPE 6/'14- 7179 0
601 RADIO FREQ INT. WAVEPROP NA'AA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6174-12/76 67'7
603 RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PRJP NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 6/14- 6/T5 9
CIS-09 SALINET EDUCATION SALINET CTS U.S. 18177- 4170 1D
72 SAMPE BROADCAST PSSC 6 SAMOA 9/77- 2/78 44*
pa SAMOA TV SAMFE NROAOCAST PSSC 1 SAMOA 9177- OPEN 53
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 3 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN 96
320 SAMOA EDUCATION U. SO. PACIFIC 1 SAMOA 1/7T- OPEN 2S6
604 SAPPSAC SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 1175 72
664 SAN L-LAND C/O RANGING FAA 6 N. ATLANTIC 1/T4- 4/7S 13
664 $AR L-BAND CIO- RANGING 401ING 6 M. ATLANTIC 8/74- 4175 I3
CTS-19 SA'1.	 61ST. DATA TRANS SECA CTS U *S.ISOUTHI 12/76- OPEN 655
257 SNF CRC WAVE PROP CANAOA/CRC 1 CANADA 3/11-12/71 76
266 sop SEARCH LAY ENFORC PUBLIC SYST INC 1 U.S• 12/TI-12171 64
253 SMF VLBI TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 1 U.S. 6/71.10172 2
253 SHF VLNI TIMC /FREQ RADIO RES LASS 1 JAPAN 1/77- 2177 5
253 SHF VLSI TINE/FREQ SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U.S. 5/7.1-10/72 190
253 SHF VLSI tt"CIFREQ RADIO RES LASS 3 JAPAN 1177- 2177 190
253 SHF VLDt TIME /FREQ SMITHSONIAN INS 5 -U.S. 3171 -10/72 0
324 SIPLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIV 3 M. HEMIS. 21TT- OPEN 1166
319 SIRIUS RANGING BAKER OEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 12/76- 1/77 40
319 SIRIUS SUPPORT BAKER DEV fttSAP 3 BERMUDA 12/76- 1177 40
647 SITE BROADCAST INOtA 6 INDIA 8/75- 8f76 2171
641 SITE EDUCATION INDIA 6 INDIA B/75 - 6/76 2171
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT BE 1' W. HEMIS, 64- 70 1929
IP7 SPEC SHF SUPPORT SE 3 M. HEMIS. 68- 70 1613
294 SP NET SUPPORT MET 1 U.S. 1/73- 8/77 1654
294 S► NET SUPPORT HET 3 U.S. 1173- 1/77 1915
248 SP L-BAND DATA TRANS All 5 U.S. B /74- 4/75 135
241 SP L-BAND CONFERENCE All 5 `46S. 6/74- 4/75 135
205 SSCC METEOR. NOAA 1 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 8372
205 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 1 WORLD 3/61- OPEN 8372
205 SSCC METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 20
305 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN •20
266 „SRA RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 5 U.S.IWESTI 4/71- 5171 1
202 S;1c SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 W. HEMIS. 4/69- 70 270
617 tDRE DATA TRANS NASAIGSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7/79 622
617 TORE SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7/79 622
670 TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U 6 MONTANA 9/77- 7/79 2
CTS-15 TELECONFERENCE CONFERENCE WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S.tEASTI 2176- OPEN 206
243_ T,ELESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA 1 CANADA 9172- 9172 136
CTS-T TEP/SNF 600 TERM NASA/LERC CTS OMtO 2/76- OPEN 839
CTS-30 TER OF TOMORROW SRO TERM FCC CTS U.S. 3/71-12/78 56
CTS -O6 TET/COMSAT ORD TERM COMSAT LABS CTS 'U.S.tEAST1 2/76- OPEN 266
61a TRUST DATA	 TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 9/74- 7/75 40
666 UHF/NRL SCIENTIFIC NAVAL RES LAB 6 U.S. 9177- 5/78 18
CTS -29 UMIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC CTS U.S. 5/78 -12/78 49
333 U. OF we	 INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 3 JAMAICA 1/7$- 6/78 223
663 U. OF W.	 INDIES BROADCAST DEPT OF ST/AID 6 WEST INDIES 10/78- 7/79 66
663 U. OF W.	 INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 6 WEST INDIES 10/71- 7/79 66
26S VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/73 98
26S VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 PACIFIC 3/72- 4173 98
0 AT$ SCHCOUL90 TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3-11
I04
266
266
305
its
ago
236
330
230
ISO
209
202
202
31 0
Sic
314
Sp,
306
222
232
Ras
301
226
228
224
228
III
2$5
235
264
204
310
2 1
Ise
2^6
2 ,5
292
202
233
333
307
304
335
28.7
245
24.5
28'3
28,3,
297
239
239
2 39
239
3. 2 Sorted by Experimont Name (cont.)
CAT	 EXPERIMENTER	 SAT LOCATION	 CMRONOLOGY
	
HASExp . NAME
VANGUARD
VANGUARD
VHF ALOHA
VHF A/C
VHF A/C
VHF BERING SEA
VHF BRAZIL
7H► N
IXON
VHF NIXON
VM► CALYPSO
VHF CALYPSO
VMF CLIPPER
VMF CLIPPER
VNF CLIPPER
VHF DEA
VMF DEA
VMF 09A
VMF 09A
VHF DRAKE
VMF cm
VHF EGc6
VMF ENGLAND
VHF SATE
VNF GE
VMF GE
VMF GE
VHF GE
VMF BE
VMF SE
VHF HAWAII
VHF HAWAII
OF HIGH NOTE
VHF HIGH NOTE
VHF IHCHIS
VHF MSFN PROP
VHF NBS
VHF NETHERLAND
VHF NIAID
VHF KLM
VHF NLM
VHF NORWAY
VHF NORWAY
VHF OCEAN
VMF OPN
VHF SAR SIM
VHF SEEK
VMF STANFORD
VHF STANFORD
VHF UCLA
VHF UCLA
VHF USP/FIJI
VHF VANGUARD
VHF VANGUARD
VHF VANGUARD
VMF VANGUARD
RANGING
RANGING
COMPUTER
A /C COMM
A/C COMM
SUPPORT
EDUCATION
.SUPPORT
SUPPORT
DATA TRANS
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
CONFERENCE
RANGING
CONFERENCE
RANTING
SUPPORT
A/C' CdMM
SUPPORT
MANITTME
SUPPORT
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
RANGING
RANGING
MEDICAL
WAVE PROP
TIME/FRED
MARITIME
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
COMPUTER
METEOR.
RANGING
SUPPORT
TIME/FRED,
RANGING
METEOR.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
DATA TRANS
CONFERENCE
DATA TRANS
CONFERENCE
USCG
Usce
U. OF HAWAII
ARINC
AR-INC
Us/USsR
STANFORD UNIV
MAX PLANCK ZNST
NASA/WALLOPS
CONS TEAU GROUP
COUSTEAU GROUP
MOODY COLLEGE
MOODY COLLEGE
TEXAS ACM
DRUG ENF A6V
BE
GE,
DRUB IMF AGY
TEXAS AGM
Eggs
coca
UNITED KINOGOM
NOAA
GE
Be
GE
BE
OE
BE
PEACESAT
PEACESAT
SANDIA/AEC
SANOIA/AEC
IHCHIS
MSFN NETWORK
NAT OUR OF STOS
NETHERLANDS
NIAID
LISTER HILL
LISTER HILL
NORWAY
NORWAY
U. OF MIAMI
RADIO RES LASS
BAKER OEV CORP
SIERRA RES CORP
STANFORDUNIV
	
1
STANFORD UNIV
	
3
UCLA
	
3
3TRY
U. SO. PACIFIC
	
1
1USCG
1USCG
SUSCG
USCG
	
3
ATLANTIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
u.s.
U.S.
•ERIN$ SEA
W. MEMIS.
We MEMIS.
We MENIS.
ANTARCTICA
ANTARCTICA
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
U.s.
J.S.
U.S.
U.s.
ANTARCTICA
W. HEMIS.
M. MENIS.
ATLANTIC
UPANOWN
BERMUDA
BERMUDA
BERMUDA
BERMUDA
'BERMUDA
BERMUDA
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
U.s&
U.S.
ALASKA
N. MEMIS..
We MEMIS.
ATLANTIC
PACIFIC
U.S.(N.W.I
U.S.IN.W.'I
N. ATLANTIC
he ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
JAPAN
BERMUDA
U.S•
U.S.IWESTI
U.S•IWESTI
U.S.(WESTI
U.S.IWESTI
PACIFIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
	
3/72- 4/73
	
232
	
3172- 4173
	
232
	
72- OPEN
	 1167
	
1/67-' 6/70	 264
	
1167- 6)f Y0	 301
	
12/72- 3173	 43
	
2/70- OPEN
	
10
	
S/7l- 9/71
	
176
3/7!=
 9.171
	
6/72- 1/76
	
354
	
6/72- 1/76
	
3S$
	
Mx a/T7
	
4
	
6112-P 4177
	
34Z
	
6/7?- 4/77
	
342
	
4/36- OPEN
	
131
	
4176 OPEN	 131
	
4/76- OPEN
	
131
	
4/76-  OPEN	 131
	
1/75- OPEN
	
429
	
6164-10/72
	
be
	
6 /68-10/72
	
41
	
4/TO-12/70
	
191
	
1/'14- 9174	 316
	
2/69 — 4/71
	
41.
	
V69- 4/71	 41
	
2/69- 4/71
	
41
	
2/69- 8/T1
	
142
	
2/69- 4/71
	 142
	2/69- 9/71
	 142
2172— OPEN 6 942
	 72 OP N
	
6942
	
3/71- 6172
	
S
	
3/71- 6/72
	
S
	
5/74- 5/74	 2
	
9/70- 2/71
	
22
	
9/71- 6/72
	 327
	
1/70-12/71	 265
	
10/73- OPEN
	
237
	
10/71 — OPEN
	
619
	
10171 — OPEN
	
619
	
11/70- 2/71
	
22
	
11170 —
 2171
	
22
	
12/77- OPEN
	
2241
	
67- OPEN
	
Ise
	
6/77- 9/77	 15
	
1/72-12/72
	
9
	
S/71 — 6/72
	
2
	
$/71 — 6/72	 139
	
9/71-10/71	 is
	
9/71-10/71	 is
	
1/74 . OPEN
	
2667
	
6/61- 7/69	 12
	
6/64- 7/69	 12
	
6/61-10/74	 24
	
6/61-10/74
	
28
q
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
r	 _
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32 Sorted by Experiment Name (cont.)
IDS	 NO. NaME
	 CAT	 EXPERIMENTER	 SAT LOCATION	 CHRON'OL00Y	 MRS
291 VHF ZURITA SUPPORT AEC 1 ALASKA/HAY. 6/73-12/73 62
602 VHRR RADIOMETEP METEOR. NASA/GSFC A U.So 6174- 4/74 360
CIS-26 VLGI TIMEIFREQ UNIV OF ILL CTS U.S./CANADA 8/74-12/70 170
1 3 YEFAX METEOR. NOAA ! WORLD 8161- OMEN 5957
183 YEFAX DATA TRANS NOAA 1 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 5957
1 3 YEFAX METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3069- OPEN 3943
1	 3 WEFAX DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3/00- OPEN 3943
3 2 WHO1 SUPPORT WOODS HOLE INST 3 PActFIC 1177- 2/77 244
CtS-33 WIDE 14000 COMM. CONFERENCE GTE LAGS CTS U.S. 1171- OPEN 6
CTS-27 WOMENS SATSER CONFERENCE NAT WOMENS A& CTS U.S• PENDING 0
CTS-31 3 WAY TIME IRAN TIME/FREO Us$* NAVAL OGS• CTS U.S./CANADA 1/77- 7179 C
. ATS SCHLOUL90 TlM g/CTS ACTUAL TIML
A
re
.;	 d
1x	 ,
t X: t
i
t
3-13
IDM	 EXP. DAME	 CAT
261 LOS ALAMOS A/'C COMM
165 VHF A/C A/C COMM
165 VHF A/C A/C COMM
232 VMF EG6G A/C COMM
661 ALFE BROADCAST
331 PL4 BROADCAST
66C FLU BROADCAST
672 SAMFE BROADCAST
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST
NOIC SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST
41+47 SITE BROADCAST
U• OF Y. INDIES BROADCAST
677 INS COMPUTER
306 VHF ALOHA COMPUTER
6.1 92 VHF NLM COMPUTER
312 ALC CONFERENCE
CTS-2S CONGRESS CONFERENCE
336 DISP CONFERENCE
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE
677 INS CONFERENCE
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE
CT*-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE
CTS-26 PROD ADJUNCT CONFERENCE
246 SP L-BAND CONFERENCE
CTS-15 TELECONFERENCE CONFERENCE
SID VHF DEA CONFERENCE
310 VHF OEA' CONFERENCE
239 VHF VANGUARO CONFERENCE
239 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE
CTS-33 WIDE BAND COMM. CONFERENCE
M-27 WOMEN$ SAT SER CONFERENCE
661 ALFE DATA TRANS
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS
CTS-24 019E DATA TRANS
316 DRy DATA TRANS
316 DRI DATA TRANS
315 EROA DATA TRANS
315 ERDA DATA TRANS
620 GEOS-C DATA TRANS
293 GE/EXXON DATA TRANS
293 6E/EXXON DATA TRANS
266 GE/MARAD DATA TRANS
266 GE/MARAD DATA TRANS
CTS-22 ICE FLOW DATA TRANS
251 L—BAND DOT DATA TRANS
249 MARAD DATA TRANS
249 MARAO DATA TRANS
264 MARAD /AII/PLACE DATA TRANS
264 MARAO/All /PLACE DATA TRANS
210 MSSCC DATA TRANS
21C MSSCC DATA TRANS
605 PLACE DATA TRANS
CTS-26 PROD ADJUNCT DATA TRANS
CTS-19 SAT. GIST. DATA TRANS
• AT$ SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIM!
EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION E;HRONOLOGY MRS	 •
EGCG I W. HEMIS. 10/70-10/71 265
ARINC I U.S. 1167- 6/70 2680
ARINC ! U.S. 1/67- 6/7C 306
EGb6 1 W. HEMIS. 6/66-10/72 46
PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/7710/76 1979
PROJECT LOOK-UP '3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN 67
PROJECT LOOK-UP 6 SO.AMERICA 1/76- 7/79 141
PSSC. 6 SAMOA 9/77- 2/76 444
PSSC 1 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN 53
PSSC 3 SAMOA 9177- OPEN 96
INDIA 6 INDIA Be?*- 6176 2171
DEPT OF ST/AID 6 WEST INDIES 10176- 7/79 66
INDIAN HLTH SER 6 ALASKA Vl7t- 7/79 0
U. OF HAWAII 1 PACIFIC 72- OPEN 1167
LISTER HILL 1 U.SO4N.W.1 10/71- OPEN 6I9
AMER LUTHERAN C 1 U.S. 6/76- OPEN 239
GEO WASH UNIV CTS MARYLAND 4177— 6/76 39
DEPT OF INTER 1 PACIFIC 12/77— OPEN 1453
DEPT OF NAVY 3 We HEMIS. 1177— OPEN 391
INDIAN HLTH SER 6 ALASKA 9176— 7/79 0
NASA/DSFC CTS U.S. S/76— OPEN 302
NASA/LERC CTS U.S. 5176— OPEN 302
NASA/ARC CTS U.S. S/76- OPEN 3p2
SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS VTR61NIA 9l77- 2/76 176
All S U.S. 6/74- 4/75 13S
WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S.tEAST'. 2/76- OPEN 266
DRUG ENF AGY 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
BE 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
USCG I ATLANTIC 6/66- 7169 12
USCG 3 ATLANTIC h/66-1074 26
GTE LABS CTS U.S. 4/79+- OPEN 6
NAT WOMENS A6 CTS U.S. PENDING 0
PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/77-10/76 1979
NASA/LERC CTS U.S * (EAST) 6/77- OPEN 131
COMSAT LABS CTS U•S.(EAST) 5/76- OPEN 131
DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 10
DESERT RES INST 3' ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/76- 1/79 146
ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76. 6/76 5
NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7179 694
GE & EXXON 1 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 90
GE 9 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 186'
GE 1 ATLANTIC 4172- S/72 T
6E 3 ATLANTIC 4172- S/72 46
NASA/LERC CTS ALASKA 6/76- 9/76 70
BOEING 3 N. AMERICA 4/74-10/76 129
MARAD 5 W. HEMIS. 3/70-12/71 65
All S W. HEMIS. 3/70-12/71 65
All 3 WORLD 1/73- OPEN 131
All 5 WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
NOAH 1 WORLD 3/69- 6/72 7
NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 26966
NASA 6 U•S. 9/74- 6/73 967
SAT SUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9/77- 2/76 178.
SECA CTS U.S.fSOUTH) 12/76- OPEN 655
C
4
3.3 Sored by Category
x
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3.3 Sorted by Category (cont.)
zoo EXPO NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER
246 SP L-8ANO DATA TRANS All
205 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAH
205 SSCC DATA	 TRANS NOAA
417 TORE DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC
616 TRUST DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC
265 VANGUARD DA4A TRANS USCG
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG
219 ""NF CALYPSO DATA TRANS COUSTEAU GROUP
226 VHF 6E DATA TRANS GE
226 VHF GE' DATA TRANS 6E
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCS
113 WEFAX DATATRANS NOAA
163 WEFAX DATA TRANS NOAA
639 ALL DEMO DEMO NASA
311 GSFC DEMO NASA/GSFC
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO PSSC
CTS-12 AESP II EDUCATION APP. REGO COMM*
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC
CTS-07 810"E0 COMMUN EDUCATION LISTER HILL
CTS-04 COLLEGE CUR'R EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV'
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION CARLE70N UNIV
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED EDUCATION WAMI
CTS-13 CECCNT MCC ED EOUCATION U OF WASHINGTON
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV EDUCATION ASSOC OF W HOSP
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMUN EDUCATION VETERANS ADM
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION ST * OF ALASKA
Z27 NET ALASKA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC
416 HET4ARC1 EDUCATION APP * RE6 * COMM*
612 NETIARCI EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA
02 NgT(ARCY EDUCATION ROCKY 11TN STS
412 NET4ARC) EDUCATION APP * REG* COMM*
612 NETIARCI EDUCATION VETERANS ADM
612 HETIARCI EDUCATION WANT
302 MCA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC
302 NEA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC
673 NIE EDUCATION APP. REG * COMM.
131 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP
660 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP
CTS-16 PROD INTERCHG EDUCATION ARCH OF S.F.
CTS-09 SALINET EDUCATION SALINET
320 SAMOA EDUCATION U* S09 PACIFIC
647 SITE EDUCATION INDIA
670 TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U
CTS-29 UNIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC
333 U. OF W * INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID
663' U. OF Y. INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID
236 VHF BRAZIL EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV
235 VHF HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT
265 VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV
285 VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV
283 VHF UCLA EDUCATION UCLA
263 VHF UCLA EDUCATION TRW
297 VHF USP/FIJI EDUCATION U * $0. PACIFIC
ATS SCHEOULEO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY HI(S
S Ua* 4/74- 4175 1 11q
1 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 0372
J WORLD 3/69- OPEN 20
6 WORLD 9174- 7179 622
6 U.S. 9/74- 7/75 40
3 ATLANTIC 3172- 4173 94
3 PACIFIC 3/72- 4/73 94
3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1/76 356
1 SERMUDA 2149- 6/71 »1
3 BERMUDA 2119- 6/71 142
1 ATLANTIC 6/66- 7/69 12
3 ATLANTIC 6/68-10/74 23
1 WORLD 3169- OPEN 5957
3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 3943
6 U.S* 6/74- 7179 32E
3 U.S.4EAST1 7/76- OPEN 1705
CTS UwS. 2177- OPEN 214
CTS APPALACHIA PENDING 0
6 ALASKA 9/7T- 7/79 69
6 U*S.(WEST) 9/77- 7/79 69
CTS U.S. 6/77- OPEN 404
CTS U.S./CANADA 1/76- OPEN 446
CTS U *S./CANADA 2176- OPEN 446
CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING 0
CTS' U.S.IWESTI 6177- OPEN 306
1 ALASKA 6/69- OPEN 11314
1 W. 14EMISS 6/69- OPEN 11314
3 APPALACHIA 6/74- OPEN 536
6 ALASKA 6/74- 6/75 1741
6 ROCKY MTNS 6/74- 6/TS 1741
6 APPALACHIA 6/74- 6/75 1741
6 APPALACHIA 6/74- 6/75 1741
6 ALASKA/WASH 6/74- 6/75 1741
1 APPAL/ALASK 1/76- 4/77 39
3 APPAL/ALASK 1/76- 4/77 76
6 APPALACHIA 1176- 7179 3
3 PUERTO RICO 1/76- OPEN 87
6 SO*AMERICA 1/76- 7/70 141
CTS CALIFORNIA 3/76- 6/76 45.
CTS U.S. 10177- 4178 -10
1 SAMOA 1/77- OPEN 254
6 INDIA 6/15- 6/76 2171
6 MONTANA 9/77- 7/79 Z
CTS U * S. S/78-12/78 49
3 JAMAICA 1178- 6/78 223
6 WEST INDIES 10178- 7179 66
3 we HEMIS * 2/70-4PEN 31
1 PACIFIC 2/72- OPEN 6942
1 UOSe(WEST1 5/71- 6/72 2
3 U.S *(WESTI S/71- 6/72 139
3 U.S.(WEST1 9/71 -10/71 1S
3 U.S.IWESTI 9171-10/71 15
1 PACIFIC 1/74- OPEN 2667
3-15
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3.3 Sorted by Category (cont.)
IDr l<XP. NAME SAT EXPERIMCNTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY ' HRS	 4
CTS-20 AOV ORD RCC EO GRO TEAM NA$Al4SfC CTS U.S. 4/7b- 4/1 f 07
CTS-T TEP1SMf GRO TERM NAEAILERC CTS OHIO 2 1T4- OPEN 037
t	 CTS-30 TER QF TOMORROW ORD TERM FCC CT$ U.S. 3171-1206 $6
06"04 TET/COMSAT OROTERM COMSAT LAOS CTS U.S.IEA STN 2176- OPEN 246
2S1 SHf S(ARCH LAY ENFORC	 PUOLIC SVST INC 1 U.S. 12171-12171 44
293 OE/EXXON MARITIME O[ t EXXON I ^ATL;NT'1C M3- 2174 90
273 OEiEXXON MARITIMC GE 4 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC ?,M- 2/74 106
all OL/MARAD MARITIME aE I ATLANTIC 4172- 60 1
244 GE/MARAD MARITIME OE 3 ATLANTIC 4172- SIT 46
247 MARAD MARITIME MARAD S we HEh3S, 31T0-12/71 45
2,'4+1 MARAD MARITIME Ali S We HCMIS. 3170-12/71 66
264 MARAO/AII/PLACE MARITIME Al$ 3 WORLD 1/73- OPEN 131
264 MARAD/AII/PLACE MARITIME All S WORLD 117'3- OPEN 712
US VHf ENGLAND MARITIME UNITED KINOGOM 3 ATLANTIC A170-1 1T0 171
221 VHf OE MARITIME GE 1 1ERMUOA 247- A/71 41
223 VHF OE 'iARITIME GE 3 1E0MU04 2/69- A/71 142
226 VHf NETHERLAND 4ARITINE NETHERLANDS 3 ATLANTIC 4170-W71 26S
661 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 ALASKA 0177- 7/77 67
447 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 U6S.1W1;5T1 9/T7- 7177 69
344 SAR'SADOS MEDICAL DEPT Of STIAID I •ARRAOOS 0/71- 7/70 14
CTS-07 GIOMED COMMUN MEDICAL LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6/77- OPEN 404
CTS-3S CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U. Of COLORADO CTS U.S.IWEST1 4/70-! 7179 0
102 DATA XMISSION MEDICAL DUKE U. NCO CEN 1 U.i.iR''AST! 11/71-11/71 $4
CTS-13 DECENTNED ED MEDICAL WAMI CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 2!2
G	 CTS-17' HEALTH ED TV MEDICAL ASSOC Of W HOSP CTS ROCKY MTN$ PENDING 0
CTS-11 HCALTH/COMMUN MEDICAL VETERANS ADM CTS U.S.iWESTI 6/77- OPEN 304
227'- MET ALASKA MEDICAL ST. Of ALASKA l ALASKA 61610- OPEN 11314
612' NETIARCI MEDICAL INDIAN HLTH SER 6 ALASKA 6/T4- 6/75 1741
632 HET(ANC) M QTCAL VETERANS ADS! 4 A"ALAC "I! 41474- 6/75 1741:
612 HETIARCI MEDICAL WAMI 6 ALASKA/WASH 6174-- 6/75 1741.
617 INS MEDICAL INDIAN HLTH SER 6 ALASKA 7/7A- 7179 0
471 "SIN MEDICAL MIN STS HTH CON 6 ROCKY MINS 3/7'1- S/7S 22
314 NSTL MEDICAL Sq REO NED CONS I U.S.ISOUTHI 10176-10176 71
314 NSTL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LAG 3 U.S.ISOUTHI IAI76-10/76 11
235 VHF HAWAII MEDICAL PC'ACESAT 1 PACIFIC 2/72- OPEN 6742 j
700 VHf 14CHIS MEDICAL INCHIS 1 ALASKA S/74- St74 2
27S VHf NIAIO MEDICAL MIA'ID I PACIFIC 1003-- OPEN 237
iiHf NLM MEDICAL LISTER HILL 1 U,S.1NoW.I 10/71- OPEN 417
314 onx, METEOR. DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12176- 107 10
310 ORr METEOR. DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/74- 1177 6+T
211 IOCS METEOR, NOAA 3 Us$. 11467-10/72 lOsO
210 1NSSCC METEOR. NOAH 1 WORLD 3161- 4172 T'
210 OSSCC METEOR, NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 26766
206 'SSCC METEOR. NOAA 1 WORLD 3169- OPEN $372
206 SS;C METEOR. NOAH 3 WORLD 3147- OPEN '0
233 VHF NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC 11/70- 2171 2.
267 VHF SEEK METEOR. SIERRA RES CORP 3 U40 ;1172-12/72
60« VHRR RADIOMETER METEOR. NASAIGSFC 4 U.S. 6/74- 7074 360
143 WEFAX METEOR. NOAH; 1 WORLD 3i6f- OPEN S7S7
143 WEFAX
	
t METEOR, NOAH 3 WORLD 3147- OPEN 3943
241 ALPHA-2 RANGING USAF / SANSO S ATLANTIC T /70- 2171 AA
_
247 ALPHA -2 RANGING All 5 ATLANTIC 7170. 2171 $4
r	 657 CAC; RANGING CANAOA/CRC • CANADA 1/74- O/77 134
261 GE _L-1AN0 RANI NG GE 1 N. AMERICA 6170-10/72 1
261 GE L-OANO RANGING OE 3 N. AMERICA 6/70-10172 '31
ATS CMEDULLO TIMEICTS ACTUAL TIME
3-16 I
°'.z-W_•^.alutr,a'
	 Wiz:—..txABaYChF r..en .a ,.w,.r_ ,.._
SA T LOCATION	 tH RONOLOGT	 HRI •
No AMERICA
U.S*(CAST)
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
N. ATLANTIC
N. ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
N. AMERICA
N. ANCRICA
N. AMERICA
U.S.tYCST!
U.S.tWEST1
U.S.IWCSTI
U.s.
U.S.
Us$ •
N. 'kEMIS
4OOLD
U.S.
N. ATLANTIC
N. ATLANTIC
GERMUDA
U.S*(WEST)
ATLANTIC
PACIFIC
u.S.
- U.S.
BERMUDA
BERMUDA
U.S.
U.s
N. ATLANTIC
6ERMUDA
WORLD
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
WORLD
u.$,
U.;;.
u.5.
U.S.
U.S.
WORLD
ATLANTIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
CNCWCTAK
U.S.tEASTI
\. NEMIS.
s0% ocCAk
u.S.
U.S.
u.s.
IWC- 6/73
11 177- 7179173- 2174
7lTa- 2174
ll/►9- 6lPt
11169- 6171
4172- $1f
141T1"' 7174
4171- ♦IT2
4171- 1172
2171- $ITi
2171- $171
2171- $ III.
1174- 1IT6
1174 1174
1174- 1/76
3170-12171
1:/73- OPEN
9174- 6173
6174= 4ITS
8174- %IT$
12171- 1177
4IT1•  SOTt
3172- 4173
3 /72- 4173
4176 — OP0
4-176 OPEN
2169- 6171
2169- 4171
3171- 6/72
3171- 6/T:
1117Q- :171
6/77- *ITT
♦114- T17t
1174- TITS
6IT4w"1117a
6174 1175
9/T4- 7/79
11167-1017.
6174- 7177
S17s- 1176
4IT$- 617':
i/TT* $174
20174- 717S
707- 1176
11741, 1179
7176-i 6176
1.0177- 9171
12177- 717 9
4177-1D/7A
10!76 3177
1167- 1176
1167- 41T6
3167.1011.
1k
57;
90
1!6
4
44
7
46
#'S7
ITS
2T
6
Q
!t
11
94
17."
' 6S
tl
96?
13
t3
4Ii
1
23
234
131
^i
4l
142
5
S
13
S94
S
104
72
6•.2
1010
so
*03
t9s^
14
3'33
16M
1.41
49
3l 5
16.1
934
369
640
3.3 Sorted by Category (cont.)
too We NAME CAT CMPERIMCNTt"
till GC L-SANG RANGING 4C
674 GC L-SANQ RANGING BE
293 GClCXXON RANGING GC c EXXON
293 GEICXXQN RANGING BE t EXXON
234 GEIPAA RANGING at
234 tic/FAA RANGING GE
246 GE/MARAD HANGING GE
260 GLIN.ARAO RANGING GC
211. , L-BANO DOT RANGING 6001NO
asa L-6ANQ FAA RANGING FAA
ZS. L-SAND FAA RANGING •OCINO
250 L-NAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE
2!0 L*SAND RANGING OANGING WESTINGHOUSE
ISO 4*6AND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE
266 L-SANQ TRILAT RANGING RE
266 L-BAND TRILAT RANGING GE
266 L-GANQ TRILAT RANGING 69
V40 MARAQ RANGING All
264 MARADIA M PLACE RANGING Alt
605 PLACE HANGING NASA
6114 SAN L-SAND C/O RANGING FAA
R64 SAO L-NAND C1O RANGING SOLING
319 SIRIUS RANGING BAKER DEW COOP
246 WA RANGING WCSTINGMOUSE
26S VANGUARD RANGING use•
266 VANGUARD RANGING USCG
310 VHF OCA RANGING GE
310 VHF OCA WRING QRi7S ENF '1GV
224 VNF QC RANGING GC
224 VHF GC OANOYNG GC
11 64 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANOIAlAEC
244 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANDIA/AEC
233 VHF NORWAY
RANGING
NORWAY
335 VHF SAR S'1M RANGING SA11CR OCV COOP
620 GEOS-c SAT CONTAL NASA144FC
607 IHDRAS SATCONTRL NASA 606
610 INTERFEROMETER SAT CONTRL NASA Mr C
604 SAPPSAC SAT CQNTAL NASAIGSFC
611 TORE SAT CONTRL NASAIGSFC
+11 ;Des SAT PHOTOS NOAA
631 CNY MCA$ CXP SCIENTIFIC NASAIGstc
6SO MAO DATA SCIENTIFIC UCLA-
649 MAb FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC NASAIGSFC
166 UNFMRL SCIENTIFIC NAVAL RCS LAG
6 410 APOLLO-SOVIi'ow, SUPPORT NASAIHOUSTON
33Z CNOCAVOR SUPPORT U. OF RHODE ISL
315 ERDA SUPPORT CODA.
its EROA SUPPORT EROA
336 CO WOOD SUPPORT CODA
674 GC L.-SANG SUPPORT GE'
323 GYRC SUPPORT TEXAS ACM
311 L,AMONT SUPPORT LAMONT1000GRTV
too LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA
104 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA
306 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUP PORT NASA
0 ATS SCHEOULCD TIMEICTS ACTUAL T2MC
I
3.3 Sorted by Category (cont.)
IOM EXP, NAME GAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CMRONOLo6Y MRS	 •
106 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 6 U.S. 7/77- 2/70 1
3 G MONTANA SUPPORT ST. OF MONTANA 3 MONTANA 6177-11/77 163
3 9 NORPAX SUPPORT U. QF CAL/NAVY 1 N. PACIFIC S /T7^ 6/77 f3
3 9 NSF SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 3/76- 9/76 141
343 ORANGE SUPPOPT NAT. SC . FOUND. 3 ANTARCTICA IM- 4/74 176
342 PERU SUPPORT ADVENTURES UNL. J_ PERU 6/70- 7174 44
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT PSSC CTS U.S. Z/77- OPEN ,toil'.
324 SIPLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIV 3 Y. HEMIS. 2177- OPEN `1,144
319 SIRIUS !SUPPORT GAMER DEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 12176- 1/77 40
107 SPEC SHF 'SUPPORT GE 1 Y. MEMIS. 60-	 70 1929
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT BE 3 N. NEMIS. 64-	 TO .1613
294 SP NET ;%fAUPPORT NET 1 U.S. 1/73- 0/77 1654
294 SP NET "SUPPORT NET 3 U.S. 1/73- 0177 1910
202 SIC SUPPORT ,SUPPORT NASA 1 W. MINIS. 4169-	 70 270
216 VOF OCRIN6 SEA ^` SUPPORT Us/USSR 1 PERTH$ SEA 12172- 3/,73 43
230 VNF 41 lord, SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST 3 W. MEMIS. 3171- 9/71 176
230 VHF O/ION SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS 3 We HEMIS. 3171- 1173 176
259 VNF CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICI 6/72- 1/16 356
292 VNF 0 IRPER SUPPORT NOOOY COLLEGE 1 ATLANTIC 7173- 0177 it
292 VNF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 3 ATLANTIC 6173- 0177 342
292 VNF CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 6173- 6177 34Z
306 VNF DRAKE SUPPORT VEX AS A[K 3 ANTARCTICA 1175. OPEN 421E
-232 VHF Eggs SUPPORT c5 c; 1 W. MEMI$$ 6/60-10172 44
301 VNF—GAYE SUPPORT NOAA 3 UNKNOWN 1174=-9/74 300
307 VMF OCEAN SUPPORT U. of MIAMI 3 ATLANTIC 12177= OPEN 2241
291 VNF ZURXTA SUPPORT AEG 1 ALASNAIHAW. 6/73-12173 62
322 WNOI SUPPORT WOODS HOLE INST 3 PACIFIC OTT- 2177 244
253 SHF VLGI IIMErFREC SMITHSONIAN INS 3 V.5. 5/T1.10IT2 2
25I SHF VLBI rx"VIVIREG RADIO RES LABS 1 JAPAN 1177= 2/7T 5
253 SMF VLOI TIME/FREO SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U•S. 5171-10172 190
253 SHF VLBI TIME/FRED RAO'IO RES LAOS 3 JAPAN 1/77- 2177 190
ZS3 SHF VLSI TIME/FREE SMITHSONIAN INS 5 U.S. 5171-10172 0
234 VNF NSS TIMEIFREO NAT' OUR OF STOS 3 00 NEMIS. 5171- 4/72 327
304 VNF OPN TINE/FRED RADIO RES LABS 1 JAPAN 67- OPEN 150
CTS-26 VLBI TIMEIFREO UNIV OF ILL CTS U.S./CANADA SIT$-12170 Ito
CTS-31 3 NAT TIKE TRAN TIME/FRED U.S. NAVAL OGS. CTS U.S.ICANADA 1/79- 7179 0
CIS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 2176-12/77 315
CTS-01 CON"LINK CHAR WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U CTS OHIO 2/76-12/77 31S
CTS-01 CONN LINK CHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2176-12177 315
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U• OF TEXAS CTS TEXAS 2176-12/77 31S
25.9 COMSAT C/L PROP NAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 5 We MEMIS. 1172- 4172 37
630 COMSAT PROP IND NAVE PROP COMSAT LAOS 6 EUROPE 3176. 7/76 667
654 COMSAT PROP US WAVE PROP COMSAT"LAOS 6 U.S*(EAST) 6/74— 417! -00
260 CRC C/L—OAND WAVE PROP CANADA 5 CANADA 9171- 5172 113
-623 L-BAND EXP WAVE PROP U. OF PA 4 U.S.tEAST) Am- 'v77 707
244 NNW REG 1 WAVE PROP NASAIGS1FC 5 N. AMERICA 0161-`9 /T1 1066
245 NNW RE$ 2 WAVE PROP NASA/64FC S N. AMERICA •169- 9/71 326
609 NNW NAVE PROP NASAISSFC 4 U.S. 6174- 7/79 3271
609 NNW WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS 6 TEXAS 6174- 7/79 3271
609 "MW RAVE PROP OHIO STATE U. 6 OHIO 6174- 7174 3271
409 NNW WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS ov VIRGINIA 6174-!7179 3271
609 NNW WAVE PROP WESTINGHOUSE 6 MARYLAND 6174- 7/79 3ZT1
609 NNW WAVE PROP NAVAL RES LAG; 6 MARYLAND 6174- 7179 3273
409 "MW WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY 6 VIRGINIA 6/74- 7/79 3271
609 NNW WAVE PROP GATTELLE LAG 6 WASHINGTON 6/74- 7/74 32271
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3-is
3,3 Sorted by Category (cont.)
^4 M
too EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY NRS
601 "Mb WAVE PROP JELL LAO 6 NEW JERSEY 6076. 7/716 3271
609 MMW! WAVE PROP ARMY 6 NEY JERSEY 60716- 7171 3271
666 MOTOROLA WAVE PROP MOTOROLA 6 U.S. 7177. 9/7$ 167
604 PROPAGATIONtri WAVE PROP ESTEC 6 EUROPE 6079«10076 2263
606 RAQIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 U.S. 60716+ 7/7 10 0
606 RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 EUROPE 61716- 7179 0
601 RADIO FRE9 INT. YAMS PROP NASA065FC 6 Y, s. 6/716-12/76 •77
603,
-
PAR ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP NASA /6sFC 6 WORD) 61716 + 607110 9
257 CRC WAVE
PROP CANAOA/CRC 1 CANADA 1171-12/71 76
T[ L ESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA 1 CANAOA 9172- 9172 136
231 VHf PSFN PROP WAVE PROP MSFN NETWORK 3 W. MEMIS. 9/70. 2/71 22
• ATS SCHEOULEO TSNt/CTS ACTUAL TIME
OWN	 I
3.4
	 Sorted by Experimenter
t06 Ex'. NAME R	 CAT lexpewimclagol SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS
341a PERU SUPPORT ADVENTURES UNL. 3 PERU 6/70" 7/70 116
291 VNF 2URITA SUPPORT AEC 1 ALASKA/MAW. 6/73-12/77 62
2 41E SP L-SAND CONFERENCE All 4 U.S. 6/714- 4175 135
249 MARAD DATA TRANS All B L. HEMIS, 3/70-12171 65
264 MARAD/AII/PLACE DATA TRANS 411 3 WORLD IIT3- OPEN 171
264 MARAD/AII/PLACE DATA TRANS All, 5 WORLD 1173- OPEN $12
244 SP L-BAND DATA TRANS All 5 U.S. 0/741- 4ITS 1115
249 MARAD MARITIME All 5 No MEMIS. 3/70-12171 65
264 MARAO/AlI/PLACE MARITIME All 3 WORLD 1173- OPEN III
264 MARAO/AII/PLACE MARITIME All 5 WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
247 ALPHA-2 RANGING All 5 ATLANTIC 7/70- 2/71 6B
249 MARAD RAM$Z-49 AI'l S h. MEMIS. 3/70-12/71 65
264 MARAD/AII/PLACE RANG04 All 5 .WORLD 1173- OPEN 912
312 ALC CONFERENCE AMEX LUTHERAN C 1 J.S. 411/7')- OPEN 219
CTS-12 AESP 11 EDUCATION APP. LIES. COMM. CIS APPALACHIA PENDING D
266 HET(ARC) EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. 3 APPALACHIA 6#474- OPEN $36
616 NETIARC) EDUCATION APP. REG• COMM• 6 APPALACHIA 6/74- 6/75 1741
673 HIE EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. 6 APPALACHIA 10476- 7/79 3
CTS-16 PROJ INTERCMS EDUCATION ARCM OF S.f. CTS CALIFORNIA 3/76= 6/76 43
105 VHF A/C l/C COMM ARINC I U.S'. 1/67- 6170 264
105 VHF AIC A/C COMM ARINC 3 U.S. 1167- 6/70 301
609 "MW WAVE PROP ARMY 6 NEW JERSEY 6174- 7/79 3271
CTS-17 HEALTHED TV EDUCATION ASSOC OF W MOSP CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING 0
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV MEDICAL ASSOC OF W MOSP CTS POCXY "INS PENDING
319 SIRIUS RANGING GAKERDEV CORP 3 stOMUDA 12/76- 1177 wo
335 VMF SAP SIM RANGING BAKER DEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 6JT7- 9/77 1S
•	 319 SIRIUS SUPPORT GAKER DEV CORP 3 BERMUOA 12/70- 1/77 40
609 MMW WAVE PROP BATTELLE LAB 6 WASHINGTON 6/74- 7/79 3271
609 MMW NAVE PROP DELL LAO 6 NEW JERSEY 6.174- 7/79 3271
2S1 L-BAND COT DATA TRANS BOEING 3 N. AMERICA 4174-10/76 126
251 L-BAND DOT RANGING BOEING S N. AMERICA 2171- 7/74 SS?
2s2 L-9ANO PRA RANGING BOEING 5 N. AMERICA 4/71- 4172 275
664 SAR L-OAND C/O RANGING BOEING 6 N. ATLANTIC 0/79- 4/75 13
260 CRC C/L-BANO WAVE PROP CANADA S CANADA :-/T1- S/72 113
657 CRC RANGING CANADA/CRC 6 CANADA 9/74- 4/77 138
2S7 SMF CRC WAVE PROP CAMAOAICRC 1 CANADA 1/71-12/T1 76
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURB EDUCATION CARLETON UNIV CTS U.S./CANAOA 2/76- OPEN 446
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS COMSATLABS CTS U.S.IEAST! S176- OPEN 131
CTS-06 TET/COMSAT ORD TERM COMSAT LABS CT;$ U.S.tEAST) 2/76- OPEN 266
259 COMSAT CIL PROP WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 5 W. HEMIS• 1/72- 4/72 37
636 COMSAT PROP IND WAVE PROP, COMSAT LABS 6 EUROPE 3/76- 7176 667
6S6 COMSAT PROP US WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 U.S.tEAST) 6/74- 6170 1S9
609 MMW WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 VIRGINIA 6/74- 7/79 3271
289 VHF CALYPSO DATA TRANS COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1/76 354
269 VMF,CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1176 ISO
336 DISK' CONFERENCE DEPT OF INTER I PACIFIC 12/77- OPEN 11153
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE DEPT OF NAVY 3 W. NEMIS. 1/77- OPEN 391
663 Uu OF W. INDIES BROADCAST DEPT OF ST/AIO 6 WEST INDIES 10/70- 7/79 66
333 U- OF W. INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 3 JAMAICA 1/76- 6/78 223
663 U. OF W. INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 6 WEST INDIES 10/71- 7/79 66
344 BARBADOS MEDICAL DEPT OF ST/AID 3 BARBADOS 6176- 9t78 14
316 DRI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/TT 10
316 OR I DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
311 ORI METEOR. DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1#477 30
316 DRI METEOR. DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
y
f
a
t
t
. ATS SCMEOULEO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIPC
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L4 Sorted by Experimenter (cont.)
too
310
310
102
381
2i2
its
its
its
315
336
1i..^
664
CTS-30
CTS-2S
310
268
2$&
228
226
296
2s&
221
226
261
261
261
674
234
234
244
'288
266
266
268
310
226
226
674
107
107
293
293
293
293
293
293
CTS-33
2 941
294
30C
6,77
677
612
We NAME,
VN1 DEA
V140 OEA
oh:A X10I3SION
L0 ALAMOSV NF 9696
VNF 9696
EROA
[RDA
ERDA
EROA
EROA1000
PROPAGATION K I
L-GAC I FAA
SAN L-BAND C/O
TER OF TOMORROM
CONGRESS
VHr OEA
GE/MARAO
GE/MARAD
VNF BE
VMf GE
GE/MARAO
WMARAO
VNF BE
VHF BE
GE L-BAND
GE LwBANO
BE L•BAND
GE L=BAND
GE/FAA
GE/FAA
GE/MARAO
GE/MARAO
L-BAND TRILAT
L-+BANO TRILAT
L-16AND TRILAT
VkF CLIA
VNF GE
VHF BE
GE L-GANG
SPEC SMF
SPEC SMF
GE/EltXON `
GEIENXON
GCIEXXON
BE/EXXON
6E/EXXON
GE/EytXON
WIDE BAND CORMS
SP HET
SP NET
VHF INCHIS
INS
INS
HET(ARC)
CAT	 ExrER`I t ER
CONFERENCE DRUG ENF Air
RANGING	 DRUG ENF A6V
ME6ICAL	 DUKE US NCO CEN
A/C CORMEG&G
A1C COMM	 EG&G
SUPPORT Eggs
DATA TRANS EROA
DATA TRANS [RDA
SUPPORT	 ERDA
SUPPORT	 EROA
SUPPORT
	
EROA
WAVE PROP	 ESTEC
RANGING	 FAA
RANGINGFAA
GRO TERMFCC
CONFERENCE GEO WAS'," UNIV
CONFERENCE GE
DATA TRANS GE
DATA TRANS BE
DATA TRANS BE
DATA TRANS GE
MARITIME
	
BE
MARITIME	 BE
MARITIME	 GE
MARITIME	 GE
RANGING	 BE
RANGING	 GE
RANGING	 BE
RANGING	 BE
RANGINGGE
RANGING	 GE
RANGING	 GE
RANGINGGE
RANGING	 RE
RANGING at
RANGINGBE
RANGINGBE
RANGING
	
69
RANGING	 or
SUPPORT
	 BE
SUPPORT	 GE
SUPPORT
	 GE
DATA TRANS BE 6 EXXON
DATA TRANS GE t EXXON
MARITIME	 OE C EXXON
MARITIME	 BE 9 EXXON
RANGINGGE 4 EXXON
RANGING	 BE 9 EXXON
CONFERENCE GTE LAGS
SUPPORT
	 NET
SUPPORT
	 NET
MEDICAL
	 INCHIS
COMPUTER
	 INDIAN NLTN $'_R
CONFERENCE INDIAN NLTN S'ER
MEDICAL	 INDIAN NLTN SER
3 U,s.
3 UOS.
I UO301EASTI
I No REMISS
1 Wr HEMIS.
1 Wo NEMIS+
1 PACIFIC
3 PACIFIC
i PACIFIC1: PACIFIC
I ENEWET49
6 EUROPE
S N. AMERICA
6 N. ATLANTIC
CTS USS.
CTS MARYLAND
3 U.S.
1 ATLANTIC
3 ATLANTIC
1 BERMUDA
3 GERMUOA
1 ATLANTIC
3 ATLANTIC
I GERMUOA
3 BERMUDA
I N. AMERICA
3 N. AMERICA
S NS AMERICA
6 USS.lEASTI
1 No ATLANTIC
3 N. ATLANTIC
I ATLANTIC
3 ATLANTIC
I USs.
3 US$*
6 U.S.
3 u.S.
I BERMUDA
3 BERMUDA
6 UrSSIEASTI
,1y	 Y. REMISS
F^ We REMISS
4/76- OPEN
4176- OPEN
11171-11/72
10170-10/71
6 /6G -10!72
6/68-10/72
t/78- 1/79
7176- 6/76
1/76- 1/79
7/76- 6/76
10/77- 9/74
B/7S-10/76
4171- 4/T2
6174- 4/7S
3/76-12/71
4/77 . 6/76
4/76- OPEN
4172 S/72
4/72- 6172
2/69- B/71
2/69- 6/71
4/72- S/72
4/72- 3/72
2/69- G/71
z/69- 6/71
6170-10/72
6/70-10/72
6/70- 6173
12/77- 7179
11/69- 6/71
14/69- 6/71
4172 S/72
4/72- 5172
6174- 1/76
1/74- 1/76
1/74- 1/76
4/76 - OPEN
2/69- 6171
2/69- B/71
12177- 7/79
60- 70
60- 70
7/73- 2/74
7/73- 2/74
7/73- 2/74
7/73- 2/74
7/73- 2/74
7/73- 2/74
1179 OPEN
1/73- B/T 7
1/73- 6/77
5/74- S/74
9178-- 7/79
9178- 7/79
6174- 6/7S
1 ATLANTIC
3 ATLANTIC
1 ATLANTIC
3 ATLANTIC
1 ATLANTIC
3 ATLANTIC
CTS UsS.
i USS.
3 U.S.
I ALASKA
6 ALASKA
6 ALASKA
6 ALASKA
SAY	 LOCATION	 CHRONOLOGY
	
ORS •
151.
s4
265
4
146
S
146
S
2263
27S
13
16
39
131
t
46
41
14^
46
41
142
i
S1
192
673
4
4t
7
46
19
98
172
131
41.
142
573
1929
1613
90
186
90
196
90
186
6
1454
1918
2
0
0 ^
1741
AT$ SCHEOULEO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3-21
3.9;	 Sorted by Experimenter (cont.)
30r EXP. NAME CAT LXPER3MENT(CR SAT LOCATION CHROOOLOST MRS	 •
677 M AEDLCAL INDIAN HLTH SIR 6 ALAW 1114'a 7174 0
64T SITE NROADCAST Ili-CIA 6 INOXA 6/76- 6176 2171
647 SITE COUCATION INDIA 6 SNOIA 6175- 6176 2111
317 LA,MONT SPPONT LAMONT /MOH[RTV 3 SO. OCEAN 10176- 3/77 161
262 VHF NLP CMPUTER LISTER HILL I U+S.tN.W.I 10i71- OPEN 611'
CTS-07 NtOMEO COMMUN E UCATION LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6177- OPEN 404
CTS-07 $IONIC COMMON M DICAL LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 4/77- OPEN 404
262 VHF "LM MIDICAL LISTER HILL I U.S.tN.W.k 10173- OPCN 611
244 MARAD DATA TRANS MARAD i Y. HIMIS- 3170-12/71 65
249 MARAM MARITIME MARAO S W- NEMZS. $/70-12/71 65
230 VMF MON SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST $ Y. NEMZS. 3171- 1/71 176
610 TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U 6 MONTANA 1/77- 7/71 2
29Y VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE I ATLANTIC 7173- 6/77 4
212 VHF' CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLL96E 3 ATLANTIC 6/73- 6177 342
666 MOTOROLA WAVE PROP AOTOP01" A 6 U.S. 7/77- 1/76 47
231 VHF MSFN PROP WAVE PROP ASFN N!:TWORK 3 y. MEMIS- 1/70- 2/71 22
671 MSH MEOICAL MTN STS HTH COR 6 ROCKY AIMS 317$- SITS 22
606 PLACE DATA TRANS NASA 6 U.S. 1174- 6175 167
631 ALL OEMO DEMO NASA 6 U.S. 6/74- 7171 $22
605 PLACE RANGING NASA 6 U.S. 1/74- 617S 667'
106 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 U-S. 1/67- 1176 110
106 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 3 U•S. 1/67- 6176 361
106 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA S U.S. 3167-30/72 61
106 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 6 Us&- 7/77- 2178 7
202 S/C SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA I W. HEMIS• 4/67- 70 270
CTS-18 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/ARC CTS U.S. S/76- OPEN 362
CTS-16 INTRA_NA$A COMM CONFERENCE NASA /GSFC CTS U.S. S/76- OPEN $62
620 OEgs-t DATA TRANS NASA /GSFC 6 WORLD 1/74- 7/71 014
617 TORE DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 1/74- 7/71 622
616 TRUST OATA TRANS NASA /GSFC 6 U.S. 1/74- 7/75 40'
311 6%FC MEMO NASA/GSFC, 3 U.S.tEASTT 7/76- OPEN 1705
CTS-20 AOV 6R0 REC CC 640 TERM NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 14/76- 4178 67
642 WORM RADIOMETER METEOR• NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6174- 1/74 $6D'
620 GIOS-C SAT CONTRL NASA/SSFC 6 WORLD 1/74- 7/71 614
607 INORAS SAT CONTRL NASA /GSFC 6 U.S. 6174- 705 S
610 INTERFEROMETER SAT CONTRL NASA/6SFC 6 U.S. 6/74-11/78 104
604 SAPPSAC SAT COMM NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6174- 1/75 T2'
6t2 TORE SAT CONTRL NASA /GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7171 622
6';1 ENV PEAS EXP SCIENTIFIC NASA /GSFC 6 UMS. 6174- 7/77 SO
641 MAG FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 4/T5- 6/75 21S
CTS-01 COMA LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA /GSFC CTS U.S. 2/76-12/77 313
244 MAW REG 1 WAVE PROP NASA /GSFC S N. AMERICA 6/61- 1171 1666
24S MAW REG 2 WANE PROP NASA/GSFC S N. AMERICA 1/61- 1171 226
601 MAW WAVE PROP NASA /GSFC 6 U-S- 6/74- 7/71 3271
601 RADIO FRED INT• WAVE PROP NA3A16SFC 6 U-Sa 6/74 -12/76 A77
603 RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP NASA /GSFC 6 WORLD 6174- 6175 1
640 APOLLO-SOYUZ SUPPORT NASA /HOUSTON 6 WORLD 10/74- 7/75 333
CTS-16 INTRANASA COPM CONFERENCE NASA/LERC CTS U.S- S176- OPEN 302
CTS-24 DICE OAT& TRANS NASA/LERC CTS U.S.lEASTI 6/77- OPEN 131
CTS-22 ICE FLOW DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS ALASKA 4/Ti- 1176 70
CTS-T TEP/SHF 640 TERM NASA/LERC CTS OHIO 2176- OPEN 831
230 VHF $/TON SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS 3 W. HEMtS. 3/71- 1/71 176
236 VHF N6S TINE/FRED NAT GUP OF STOS 3 W. MEMIS. 6/71- 6172 327
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION NATEOUC ASSOC 1 W- MEMIS. 6/69- OPEN 11314
302 MCA EDUCATION' NAT E000 ASSOC 1 APPAL/ALASK 1/76- 4/77 31
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3-22
CHOONOLOBY HRS •
1/76- 4/7T
10176-101'76
PENOIN6
7/76- 6/TA
9177- SIT$
6 1/74- 7171
WO-12171
10/73- OPEN
3/69- 6/72
Me- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3/69- OPEN
3/61- OPEN
3/69- OPEN
11167-10/72
3169- 6/72
3 /69- OPEN
3/69- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3169- OPEN
11167-10172
1174- #/74
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/71
11/70- 2171
14170- 2171
2 676 =12/7 7
6174- 7/79
2/72- OPEN
2/72- OPEN
1/76- OPEN
1176- 7/79
1/76- OPEN
1/76- 7/79
x/77-10/7•
9177- 2/7!
9/77- OPEN
#1TT - OPEN
1/77-10/TB
2 /77- OPEN
9177- 7/74
9/77- 7179
9/T7- 7/71
9/77 T/79
2/T7- OPEN
12171--12/71
1/77- 2/77
1/77- 2/17
67- OPEN
6/74- 6175
10/77- 4171
3/71- 6/72
3/71- 6/72'
9/77- 217!
76
71
0
176
it
1211
265
237
7
26966
1372
o
39S
3941
lose
7
26966
6372
20
S9s7
2943
1050
301
0
0
22
22
313-
3271
61142
6942
87
141
01
141
1979
444
93
96
1979
214
69
61
61
69
tell
64
5
l90
1S•
1741
10
S
S
174
:3, A Sorted by Experimented: (cont.)
IOA kXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION
106, NE, EDUCATION NAT EOUC ASSO 3 APPAL/ALASK
116 NSIL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LA& 3 U.S.tSOUTNI
CTS-27 000ENS SAT $ER CONFERENCE NAT WOMENS AG CTS U*S.
341 COME SUPPORT NAT* SC. FOUMD. 1 ANTARCTICA
666 UN/NRL SCZEMTIFIC NAVAL RES LAO 6 U•S.
609 NNW WAVE PROP NAVAL RES LAS 6 ' MARYLAND
226 VMF NETHERLAND MARITIME NETHERLAMOS 3 ATLANTIC
2.95 VN/ MAID MEDICAL NIAIO 1 PACIFIC
210 MSSCC DATA TRANS NOAH I WORLD
210 Mi$CC DATA TRANS NOAH 3 WORLD
205 t= C DATA TRANS NOAA 1 WORLD
205 SS C DATA TRANS KDAA 3 WORLD
143 WEiAx DATA TRANS MCA& 1 WORLD
183 WtfAX' DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD
211 Iocs MCTEOR• NOAA 3 U.S.
210 "SSCC METEOR. MOAA I WORLD
210 "SSCC METEOR. MOAA 3 WORLD
205 SSCC METEOR- NOAA 1 WORLD
205 SSCC METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD
113 WCFAX N[TEOR. NOAA 1 WORLD
113 WEFAX METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD
211 IDCS SAT PHOTOS NOAH 3 U.S.
301 VHF GATE SUPPORT NOAH 3 UNKNOWN
606 RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 U.S.
606 RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAH 6 EUROPE
233 VHF NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC
213 V41r NORWAY RANOINR NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC
CTS-01 CONN LINK CHAR WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U CTS OHIO_
609 NNW WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U. 6 OHIO
23S VN► HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT I PACTFIC
236 VHF HAWAII MEDICAL PEACESAT i PACIFIC
331 FLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO
660 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 6 SO.AMERICA
331 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO
660 FLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOON-UP 6 3O.AMERICA
661 ALFE BROADCAST PSSC 6 ALASKA
672 SAW BROADCAST PSSC 6 SAMOA
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 1 $1~OA
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 3 SAMOA
661 ALFE DATA TRANS PSSC 6 ALASKA
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO PSSC CTS N.S.
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 ALASKA
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 U.S.IVESTI
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 ALASKA
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 U.S.IWESTI
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT PSSC CTS U.S.
2S6 S44F SEARCH LAd ENFORC PUBLIC SYST INC 1 U.S.
263 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED RA016 RES LABS 1 JAPAN
253 3HF VLSI TIM0FREQ RADIO RES LABS 3 JAPAN
304 VMF OPN TIME/FRED RADIO RES LABS 1 JAPAN
61Z HETIARC) EDUCATION ROCKY MTN STS 6 ROCKY "T"s
CTS-09 SALINET EDUCATION SALINET CTS U.S.
214 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANOIA/AEC 1 U.S.
214 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANOIA/AEC 3 U.S.
CTS-26 PROD ADJUNCT CONFERENCE SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA
• ATS SCH90OLCO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIMt
3-23
	
f^
3 * 4 Sorted by Experimenter (cont.)
IOi EXP• NAMC CAT. SMPERIMENTF SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY NRf
CTS-26 PROD ADJUNCT DATA TRANS SAT BUS STSYCMS CTS V0 9INIA 9071= IfTO 1'78
CTS-19 SAT.	 DIST. DATA TRANS SCCA CTS U.S,.{SOUTH) 12/76- OPEN 655
247 VHF SEEK MEJEORa SIERRA RES CORP 3 U•S. 1/72-12i7l 9
2S3 SMr VLSI TI^MC/f REQ SMITHSONIAN INS 1 UPS. S/T1-1Di12 2
253 3Nf VLOI TI0C.#FREQ SMITHSONIAN INS 3 !lips. 6171.10M 190
2S3 iNF nii TIME/FRCO SMITHSONIAN INS 5 U.S. S/11 -10172 0
316 NSTL- NEOICAL SO RIG "CO CONS 3 Usse(SOUTH) 10/76-10176 71
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION STANFORDUNVV CTS U.S./CANADA 2116 . OPCN 446
2366 VHf BRAZIL EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3 M. MCMIS. 2/7D- OPEN 36
=016 VN1' STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 1 U.S.IWrST1 i/71- 6/72 2
2GS VNf STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNiV 3 U S.(WESTI $111- 6172 139
324 SIDLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIV 3 W. HEMIS. 2/77- OPCN 1166
227 MCI ALASKA EOUCATION $To Of ALASKA 1 ALASKA 6/69- OPEN 11314
612 NETtARC! C UCATION ST. Of ALASKA 6 ALASKA 6714- 6175 1741
227 NET ALASKA M OICA), ST	 Of ALASKA 1 ALASKA 6169. OPEN 11314
330 MONTANA S PPORT ST. Of MONTANA 3 MONTANA 6/17-11/77 163
263 TELESAT WAVC PROP TELESAT CANADA 1 CANADA 9172- 9172 136
325 GYRE SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 W. HEMIS. 4/77-10/74 315
349 NS► SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 3/46- 9176 161
292 VHf CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 6/T3- 617? 342
30;6 VNr DRAKE SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ANTARCTICA 1/79- OPEN 1120
243 VHF UCLA EDUCATION TRY 3 U.59(WEST) 9/71-10171 13
26`3 VNF UCLA EDUCATION UCLA 3 UrS+IW9ST) 9/71-10171 15
660 NAG DATA SCIENTIFIC UCLA 6 U.3. $1TS- M/76 W,
22S VHf ENGLAND MARITIME UNITED KINOSON 3 ATLANTIC 4170-12010 1,91
CTS-22 VLSI T7ii,,,eF9EO UNIV Of ILL CTS U959/CANADA $170-12/76 126'
247 ALPHA-2 cip,(Aks USAF/SAMSO S ATLANTIC 1/70- 2/71 66
234 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCG 1 ATLANTIC 6164- 7/69 12
239 VNF VANGUARD C,ONFEROCE USG$ 3 ATLANTIC 6066-10/74 04	 i
203 VANGUARD DATA T(kANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 3172- 4173 96
Z65 VANGUARD DATA T11ANS USCG 3 PACIFIC 2/72- 4173 96
239 VHf VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 1 ATLANTIC 6166- 7/69 12
.4 9 VNF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG `3 ATLANTIC 6/66-10/74 is
26S VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 ATLANTIC 3177- 4/73 232
2 VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 PACIFIC 3/72- 4/71 232;6
2 0 VHF BERING SEA SUPPORT US/USSR 1 $ERIN& SEA 12/72- 303 43
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED EDUCATION U Of WASHINGTON CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS-31 3 WAY TIME TRAM TIME/FREQ U.S,. NAVAL OGS. CTS U.S./CANAOA 104 79- 7/79 0
329 NORPAX SUPPORT U. OF CAL/NAVY 1 N. PACIFIC 5177- 6/77 53
CTS-35 CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U. OF COLORADO CTS U-S.IWEST) 4 /79- 7/79 0
305 VHF ALOHA COMPUTER U. Of HAWAII 1 PACIFIC 72- OPEN 1167
307 VNF OCEAN SUPPORT U. OF MIAMI 3 ATLANTIC 12/77- OPEN 2241:
623 L-BAND EXP WAVE PROP U. OF PA 6 U.S.IE'AST1 6116- 1177 787
332 ENDEAVOR SUPPORT U• Of RHOOC ISL 3 -' ATLANTIC 7/77- 1/76 164
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS, CT$ TEXAS 2/76-12/77 31S
609 MMY WAVE PROP Oo OF TEXAS 6 TEXAS 6/741- 7179 3971,
320 SAMOA EDUCATION U• S'O. PACIFIC 1 SAMOA 1177- OPEN 250
297 VHF USP/FIJI EDUCATION U. SO. PACIFIC 1 PACIFIC 1/74- OPEN 2667
CTS-29 UNIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC CT$ U.5. S/7R•12/18 40,
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMUN EDUCATION VETERANS ADM CTS U.S.{WESTt 6/77. OPEN 30
612 HCY(ARC) EDUCATION VETERANS AOP 6 APPALACHIA 6/74. 6175 1741
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMUN MEDICAL VETERANS ADM CTS U.S * (WEST) 6/77- OPEN 306
612 HET(ARC) MEDICAL VETERANS AOP 6 APPALACHIA 6/74- 6/7S 1141
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2/76-12/77 315
609 MMM dAVC PROP VIRGINIA POLY 6 VIRGINIA 6174- w/79 3271
ATS SCHEOULEO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3-24
ago
3 F 4 Sor.tad by Experimenter (con to)
!DA EXPA NAME CAT tXpERINC47tp SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS .r
CTi-13 DECENT 01,F0 CD COUCATION WANT CTS ALATKA/WASH 3177- OPEN 292
412 HETIARCV EDUCATION WANT 4 ALASKA/WASH 4174- b17S 1741
CTS-13 OCCC41 Mt0 ED MEDICAL WANT CTC ALASNAIWASH 3177- OPEN 212
612 NeTiARCI MCOICwL WANT t ALASMAIWASH Wo - 4171 1741
CIS -1S TU COONICRENCE CONFERENCE WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S.IEASTI 2174- OPEN 216
250 L-OANO RANGING RANGING YESTINGHOUM 1 U.S.-NEST) 2171— :171 4
250 L-GANO RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 3 U.S.iWESTI 2171,- 4171 0
250 L-#AND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE S IL S.tWESTI 2171- 6171 01
244 SSRA RANGING WESTINGHOUSE S U.S.4W[ST1 4/71- $171 1
401 MMW, WAVE PROP WESTINGHOUSE b MARYLAND 6174- 7174 3211
322 IIMOI SUPPORT WOODS MOLL INSV A PACIFIC 1177- 2/7? 244
• AT$ SCHLOULRO TZML/CTS, ACTUAL TINg
s
,
;ma
3-25
3.5 Sorted by satellite
too LXP. NANE CAT CXPCRINCNTCR SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY 14RS
C'e5-12 AESF 11 COUCATION APP. RtG. COMM. CTS APPALACHIA PCNOIN4 0
CTS-16 PRO%# 1NTERCHi COUCATION ARCH OF S.F. CTS CALIFORNIA 3/76= 6/70 of
CTS-17 HEALTH CD TV EDUCATION ASSOC OF W HOSP CTS ROCKY MTN$ PCNOINO 0
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV MEDICAL ASSOC AF V HOSP CTS ROCKY MTNS PCNOIN# 0
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR COUCATION CARkCTON UNIV CTS U.S./CANADA 2/76- OPEN 446
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS COMSATLAGS CIS U.S.ICASTI 5/76- OPEN 131
CTS-06 T m COMSAT ARO TERM COMSAT LAGS CTS U0S.ICASY1 T176- OPEN 26i
CTS-30 VCR OF TOMORROW ORO TERN FCC CTS U.S. 3171-12/70 56
CTS-25 CONGRESS CONFERENCE $ED VAS" UNIV CTS MARYLAND 4177- 4/T1 39
CTS-33 WIDE NAND COMM. CONFERENCE GTE LABS CTS U.S. 1/79- OPEN 6
CTS-07 1I0MCD CO"MUN COUCATION LISTER "ILL CTS U.S. 6/77- OPEN 404
CTS-07 GIOMCO COMMON MEDICAL LISTER "ILL CTS U.S. 6177- OPEN 404
CTS-11 INTRANASA Cora CONFERENCE NASA/ARC CTS U.S. 5/76- OPCN 312
CTS-11 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASAIRSFC CTS U.S. G06- OPEN 302
CTS-20 ACV GRD NEC EO GAO TERM NASA $SFC CTS U.S. 4176- 4/70 47
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA /GSFC CTS V-40 2/76-12177 315
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/LERC CTS U.S. 5176- OPCN 312
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS NASA/LCRC CTS U S.IEASY1 6177- OPEN 131
CTS-22 ICC FLOW DATA TRANS NASA/6ERC CTS ALASKA 4176,3 9176 TO
CTS-T TCP S"F GAD TERM NASA /LERC CTS OHIO 2/76- OPCN 139
CTS-27 WOMENS SAT SCR CONFERENCE NAT WOMENS AS CTS U.S. PENDING 0
CTS-01 COHN LINK CHAR WAVC PROP OHIO STATE U CTS OHIO 2/T(1-12/71' 31S
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO PSSC CTS U•S. 2/77- OPEN 284
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT PSSC CTS U.S. 217'.- OPEN 204
CTS-01 SAL INCT EDUCATION StLINCT CIS U.S. 10/77- 4176 10
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT CONFERENCE SAT GUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9/77- 2/70 111
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT DATA TRANS SAT GUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9177- 2170 174
CTS-19 SAT. GIST. DATA TRANS SECA CTS U S.l30UTM1 12176- OPEN 695
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURB EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV CTS' U.w'41CANADA 2/76- OPEN 446
CTS-24 VLSI TINE/FREQ UNIV Of ILL CTS U.S./CANADA S'/7G-12/74 120
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED EDUCATION U OF WASHINGTON CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS-31 3 MAY TIME TRAM TIME/FREQ U.S. NAVAL OGS. CTS U.S.ICANADA 1179- 7179 C
CTS-35 CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U. OF COLORADO CTS U * 5.4WESTI 4179- 7/79 0
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR il)AVE
	
PROP U. OF TEXAS CTS TEXAS 2'176-12177 315
CTS-19 UNIV GRAD STUD/ EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC CTS U.S. 5171-12170 49
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMON EDUCATION VETERANS ADM CTS U.S.IWESTI 6177- OPEN 306
CTS-11 NEALTH/COMMON MEDICAL VETERANS ADM CTS U.SO(WESTI 6177- OPEN 306
CTS-01 COMO LINK CHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2/76-1.2/77 315
CTS-13 OECENT "ED ED EDUCATION WA"I CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS-13 DECENT MCC ED MEDICAL WAMI CTS ALASKA/WASH 3/77- OPEN 292
CTS-15 TELECONFERENCE CQNFtRENCC WCSTINGHOUSE CTS U.S.IEASTI 2/76- OPEN 256
291 VHF 2URITA SUPPORT AEC	 J 1 ALASKA/HAW. 6/73-12/73 62
312 ALC CONFERENCE AMER LUTHERAN C 1 U.S. 6/76. OPEN 210
1/S VHF A1C A/C CO"" AR114C 1 U.S. 1147- 6/70 264
2S7 SHF CRC WAVE PROP CANADA/CRC 1 CANADA 1/71-12/71 76
336 OISP CONFERENCE DEPT OF INTER 1 PACIFIC 12177- OPEN 1453
316 001 DATA TRANS DESERT RCS INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1177 10
310 ORI METEOR. DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12176- 1/77 10
102 DATA XPISSION MEDICAL DUKE U. MED CEN I U.S.IEASTI 11/T1-11/71 54
211 LOS ALAMOS A/C COMM E666 1 We HEMIS. 10/70-10/71 265
232 VHF EGCG A/C Cc"" C696 I W. MEMIS. 6/60-10172 41
232 rzr,•;+'''	 EGEG SUPPORT CG46 1 W. MEtAIS. 4/61-10/72 40
316 1rRjA DATA TRANS ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/71- 1/79 146
315 EROA SUPPORT EROA i PACIFIC 1/70- 1/79 146
336 EROA/000 SUPPORT EROA 1 ENEWETAK 10/77- 9170 119 
. AT$ SCHCOULCO TIME/CTS-ACTUAL TIME
3-26
3.5 Sorted by Satellite (cont.)
IOU	 EX► . NAME	 CAT	 EXPERIMENTER	 SAT LOCATION	 CHRONOLOGY
	 "RS •
t 241$ GEIMARAO DADA TRANS GE226 VMF GE DATRANS OE286 BE/MARAD
;A
MA ITIME GE
226 VH► FIE MARITIME GE
it,1 GE L-GANG RANGING Be:
234 GEIFAA RANGING OE
294 BEIMARAO RANGING 6E
266 L -SAND TRILAT RANGING SE
226 VMF 4E. PA06ING GE
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT BE
293 GE/EXXON DATA TRANS GE 1 EXXON
293 6E/EXXON MARITIME SE C EXXON
293 6E/EXXON RANGING GE 9 EXXON
294 SP HET SUPPORT HET300 VHF INCHES MEOICAL INCHES
262 VHF NLM COMPUTER LISTER HILL
242 VHF NLM MEDICAL LISTER HILL
2 192 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE
l041 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA
202 SIC SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA
227 HET ALASKA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC
302 MCA EDUCATION NAT EDUC`ASSOC
295 VHF MAID MCOICAL NIAID
210 MSSCC DATA TRANS MOAA
205 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAH
1413 WEFAX DATA TRANS NQAA
210 MSSCC METEOR. NOAA
205 SSCC NETEORe NOAA
143 WEFAX METEOR. :40AA
235 '	 VNF HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT
;235' VHF HAWAII MEDICAL PEACESAT
340 SAMOA TV -SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC
2541 SHF SEARCH LAW ENFORC PUBLIC SYST INC
2S3 SHF VL1 1 TIME/FRED RADIO RES LABS304 VHF OPN TINE/FRED RADIO RES LABS
264 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANDIA/AEC
253' SNF VLSI TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS
295 V.NF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA
227 OCT ALASKA MEDICAL ST. OF ALASKA
263 TELESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA
239 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE. USCG
239 VNF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG
290 YNF BERING SEA SUPPORT US/USSR
329 NORPAX SUPPORT U. OF CAL /t)AVY305 VNF ALOHA COMPUTER U. OF HAWAII
320 SAMOA EDUCATION U• S0. PACIFIC
297 VHF USP /FIJI EDUCATION U. S09 PACIFIC
2SO L-SANO RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE
342 PERU SUPPORT ADVENTURES UNL.
264 MARAD /AII /PLACE DATA YRANS All
264 MARAD /AII/PLACE MARITIME All
266 NET1ARC1 EDUCATION APP. RES. COMN.
165 VHF A/C A/C COMM ARINC
319 SIRIUS RANGING BAKER OEV CORP,
1 ATLANTIC
I BERMUDA
I ATLANTIC
1 BERMUDA
1 N. AMERICA
1 N. ATLANTIC
1 ATLANTIC
I U.S.
I BERMUDA
1 Y. HEhIS.
I ATLANTIC
1 ATLANTIC
1 ATLANTIC
I U.S.
1 ALASKA
1 U.S./N.W.1
1 U.s.fN.W.1
1 ATLANTIC
I U.S.
1 W. HEMIS.
1 W. HEMIS.
I APPAL/ALASK
i PACIFIC
1 WORLD
1 WORLD
1 WORLD
E WORLD
1 WORLD
1 WORLD
I PACIFIC,
I. PACIFIC
1 SAMOA
I . U.S.
I JAPAN
1 JAPAN
1 U.S.
1 u.S.
1' U.S.IWESTI
1 ALASKA
1 ALASKA
1 CANADA
I ATLANTIC
1 ATLANTIC
I BERING SEA
1 N. PACIFIC
1 PACIFIC
1 SAMOA
i PACIFIC
1 U.S.IWESTI
3 PERU
3 WORLD3 WORLD
3 APPALACHIA
3 U.s.
3 BERMUDA
	
4172- 5/72	 7
	
2/69- 6/71	 41
	
4/72= 5/72	 7
	
2/69- 6/71	 41
	
6/70-10/72	 1
	
;11/69- 6/71	 4
	
4/72- S/72	 7
	
1/74- 1/76	 19
	
2/69- 6/71	 41
	
60- 7C	 1929
	
7/77- 2174	 90
	
7/73- 2/74	 90
	
7/73- 2/74	 90
	
1/73. 6/77	 1654
	
S/74- S/74	 2
	
10/71- OPEN	 4T9
	10/71- PEN
	 619
	
7/73- 6/77	 '4
	
3/67- 1/76	 91'0
	
4/69- 7o	 270
6/69- OPEN 11314
	
1/76- 4/77	 39
	
10/73- OPEN	 237
	
3/69- 6/72	 7
	
3/69- OPEN	 6 372
	3/69- OPEN
	 SOS.?
	
3169- 6/72	 7
	
3/69- OPEN	 1372
	
3/69. OPEN	 5957
	
2/72- OPEN	 6942	 .
	
2/72- OPEN	 6942
	
9/77- OPEN	 53
	
12/71-12/71	 68
	
1/77- 2/77	 S
	
67- OPEN	 156
	
3/71- 6/72	 5
	
5/71-10/72	 2
	
s/71- 6/72	 2
6/69- OPEN 11314
6/69- OPEN 11314
	9/ 3- 9/72
	 1-36
	
6/66- 7/69	 12
	
6/66- 7/69	 12
	
12/72- 3/73	 43
	
S/77- 6/7 7	 53
	• 2- P N
	 1167
	
1/77- OPEN	 256
	
1/74- OrEN	 2667_
	
2/71 — 5171	 6
	
6/70 — 7/78	 46
	1/73- P N	 • 131
	 0 O
	 131,
	
6/74- OPEN	 536
	
1/67- 6/70	 sob
	
12/76 1/77	 40
• AES SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3.5 Sorted by Satellite (cont.)
IDA EXP. NAME GAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCA14ON CHRONOLOGY NRS	 +
336 ,YNt	 SAII	 St" RANGING BAKER DEV CORD 3 BERMUDA 6/77-.9/77 1S
319 SIRIUS SUPPORT BAKER OEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 12176- 1177 40
2S1 L-OAN.D DOT DATA TRANS BOEIPG 3 N. AMERICA 4/74-10 /76 120
269 VHF CALYPSO DATA TRANS COUSTEAU BROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6172- 1/76 3S0
IG9 VMF CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 4172- 1/76 350
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE DEPT OF NAVY 3 we HEMIS. 1/77- OPEN 391
733 U. OF Y. INDUS EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 3 JAMAICA 1/79- 6174 223
344 NARGADOS MEDICAL DEPT OF ST/AID 3 BARBADOS B/7B- 9178 14
31A 04I DATA TRANS DCSERT R P-1 .INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12176- 1/77 627
314 ORI METEOR. DE:RT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12176- 1177 6Z7
310 VHF DEA CONFERENCE DRUG ENP AGY 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VHF 9CA RANGING DRUB ENF' AGY 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
315 EROA DATA TRANS ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7176- 0176 5
315 EROA SUPPORT EROA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 0/76 S
31,0 VNF OVA CONFERENCE GE 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
IO'6 GE/MARAO DATA TRANS GS 3 ATLANTIC 4/72- S/T? 46
2>10 VHF BE DATA TRANS at 3 BERMUDA Z/69- 6/71 142
2N,4 GC/MARAO MARITIME at 3 ATLANTIC 4/72- S/72 46
2;6 VHF BE MARITIME 6E 3 NERMUQA 2/69- 6/71 142
261 GE L-BAND RANGING BE 3 N. AMERICA 6170-10/72 S1
234 GE/ FAA RANGING GE 3 N. ATLANTIC 11169- 6171 44
246 GC/MARAO RANGING GE 3 ATLANTIC 4/72- S/7? 46
206 L-(BANO TRILAT RANGING GE # U.S. 1174- 1176 96
34'0 VNF DEA RANGING Of 3 Us$* 4176- OPEN 131
2:6 VHF GE RANGING: GE # BERMUDA 2/69- 0171 142
1 1 SPEC SHF SUPPORT GE # W. HEMIS. 68- TO 1613
293 GE/EXXON DATA TRANS GE C EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7173- 2174 16
293 BE/EXXON MARITIME BE C EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7173- 2174 166
243 GE/EXXON RANGING GE 9 EXXON $ ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 106
214 SP NCT SUPPORT NET 3 U.S. 1/71- 4/77 1914
7 LAMONT SUPPORT LAMONT/OOHERTY 3 SO. OCEAN 10/76- 3117 lit
2 0 VM7 %1 1ION SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST # Y. HEMIS. 3/'"^ 9/71 176
2 2 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 3 ATLANTIC 61• X6/77 342
VHF MSFN PROP WAVE PROP MSFN NETWORK 3 W. HEMIS. 9171-- 2/71 222^1
1 6 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 3 U.S. 1/67- 4/76 369
311 GSFC DCMO NASA/GSFC 3 U.S.IEASTI 7/76- OPEN 1705
210 VMF O/ION SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS 3 W. HEMIS• 3111- 1171 176
2 0 VNF NITS TIME/FRED NAT BUR OF STOS 3 M. HEMIS. A/71- 6/72 327
SOT NEA EDUCATION NAT EOUC ASSOC 3	 - APPAL/ALASK 1176- 4/77 76
116 NSTL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LAG 3 U.S.ISOUTNI 10176-10176 71
3M3 ORANGE SUPPORT NAT. SC . FOUND. 3 ANTARCTICA 7/74- 6176 176
226 VHF NETHERLAND MARITIME NETHERLANDS 3 ATLANTIC 4/70-12/71 265
210 MSSCC DATA TRANS NOAH 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 26966
20S SSCC DATA TRANS NOAH 3 WORLD - 3169- OPEN 20
163 WEFAX D TA TRANS MOAA 3	 .. WORLD 3169- OPEN 3943
211 IO.GS M TEOR. NOAH 3 ' U.S. 11167-10172 1050:
210 "SSCC METEOR. NOAH 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 26964
20S SSCC METEOR. NOAA 3	 - YORLO 3/69- OPEN 20
163 WEFAX METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 3943;-
211 'IDCS SAT PHOTOS NOAA 3 U.S. 11/67-10/72 1050
301 VHF GATE SUPPORT NOAA 3 UNKNOWN 117%- 9/74 344
233 VHF NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC 11/70- 2/Ti 22
233 VNF NORWAY RANGING NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC 11/70- 2171 22
331 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOON-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN 07
331 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN @1
• AT$ SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
f
3-28
t
3.5 Sorted by Satellite (cont.)
IOM	 9xP. NAME	 f CAT	 EXPERIMENTER	 SAt LOCATION	 CHRONOLOGY	 NRS •
34C SAMOA TV SAKitt BROADCAST PSSC 3 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN 96
ZS3 SHF VLBI TIME/FRED RADIO RES LABS I JAPAN 1177- 9/77 190
284 VNf` HIOH NOTE RANGING 'SANDIA/AEG 3 N.S. 3/71- 61T2 S
287 VHF SEEK MITEoR• SIERRA RES CORP 3 U.S. 1/7.2-12/72 9
2S3 SHF VLBI TINC/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U.S. S/71-10/72 190
316 NSTL MEDICAL SO REG NED CONS 3 U.S.fS0UTH1 10/16-10/76 71.
236 VHF BRAZIL EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3 Y. HEMIS. 2/7;0- OPEN 36
286 VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3 U.S.(WEST) S/71- 6172 1391
324 SIPLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIV 3 Y. HEMIS. 2/77- OPEN 1166
33C MONTANA SUPPORT ST. OF MONTANA 3 MONTANA 6/17-11/77 163
32S GYRE SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 Y. HEMIS. 4/77-10/78 31$
309 NSF SUPPORT TEXAS ACH 3 ATLANTIC 3/76- 9176 161
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS At" 3 ATLANTIC 6/73- $177 342
306 VHF DRAKE SUPPORT TEXAS ARM 3 ANTARCTICA 1/75- OPEN 428
243 VHF UCLA EDUCATION TRW 3 U.S.fWEST) 9/71-10/71 is
263 VHF UCLA EDUCATION UCLA 3 U.S.(WEST) X1/71 -10/71 15
22S VHF ENGLAND MARITIME UNITED KINOGOM 3 ATLANTIC WO-12170 191
239 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCG 3 ATLANTIC 6160-10174 28
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/73 96
266 VANGUARD DATA TRANS US46 3 PACIFIC 3/72- 4/73 94
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 6168-10174 24
3Q7 VHF OCEAN SUPPORT U. OF MIAMI 3 ATLANTIC 12/7,7 --OPEN Z241
332 ENDEAVOR SUPPORT U. OF RHODE ISL 3 ATLANTIC 7/7,7- 1/78 166
250 L+-BANO RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 3 U.S.(WEST) 2/71- 5/71 Q
322 WHOI SUPPORT WOODS HOLE INST 3 PACIFIC 1/77- 2/T7 244
246 SO L'-BAND CONFERENCE All 5 U.S. 4/74-4175 13%
$49 MARAD DATA	 TRANS All 5 W. HEMIS• 3/70-12/71 6S
264 M AR ADI A II/P LACE DATA TRANS All S WORLD I/?!- OPEN 912
246 SP L-BAND DATA TRANS All 5 U.S. 4/74- 4/75 13S
0 9 MARAD MARITIME All S W. HEMIS. 3/70-12/71 6'S
2b4 MARAOIAII/PLACE MARITIME All S WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
247 ALPHA-2 RANGING All S ATLANTIC 7170- 2171 BM
249 MARAD RANGING All S W. HEMIS, 3/70-12/71 6$
264 MARAD/AII /PLACE RANGING All 5 WORLD 1173- OPEN 912
251 L-BAND DOT RANGING GOErN6 S N. AMERICA 2/71- 7/74 S57
252 L-BAND FAA RANGING BOEING S N. AMERICA 4171-1 4172 275
260 CRC C/L-BAND WAVE PROP CANADA S CANADA 9/71- 5172 113
2S9 COMSAT C/L PROP WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS S We HEMIS. 1172- 4/72 37
2S2 L-BAND FAA RANGING FAA S N. AMERICA 4/71- 4/72 275
261 GE L-BAND RANGING GE S No AMERICA 6/70- 6/73 152
26• L-BAND TRILAT RANGING GE S U.S. 1174- 1/76 172
249 MARAD DATA TRANS MARAD S W. HEMIS. 3170-12/71 63
249 MARAD MARITIME MARAO S W. HEMIS. 3170-12171 65%as LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA S U.S. 3/67-10/72 69
244 NNW REG 1 PAYE PROP NASA/GSFC 5 We AMERICA 4/69- 9/71 1866
24S NNW REG-2 WAVE PROP NASAIGSFC S N. AMERICA 9/6,9- 9/71 326
ZS3 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 5 U .S. S/T1-10/72 0
24 7 ALPHA-2 RANGING USAF /SAMOO S ATLANTIC T17D- 2/T1 88
26S VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/73 232
26S VANGUARD RANGING USCG S PACIFIC 3/72- 4/73 232
250 L-BAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 5 U.S,.fWEST) 2171- 5/71 99
246 SSRA RANGING . WESTINGHOUSE S U.S.4WEST1 4/71- 5171 1
612 HETfARC) EDUCATION APP. RES. CCMM. 6 APPALACHIA 6/74. 6175 1741
673 NIE EDUCATION APP. REGe, COMM. 6 APPALACHIA 1/74- 7/79 3
609 NNW WAVE PROP ARMY '6 NEW JERSEY 6/74- 7779 3271
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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NIL
LOCATION	 CHRONOLOGY	 HRS 0
WASHINGTON	 6/74- 7/79
NEW JERSEY	 6/74- 7/79
N. ATLANTIC	 6174- 4175
CANADA 9/74- 6/77
EUROPE 3/76- 7176
U.S.(EAST) 1174- 6/70
VIRGINIA 6174- 7/79
NEST INDIES 10 /78- 7179
WEST INDIES 10/70- 7179
EUROPE 6176-10/76
N. ATLANTIC 6/74- 4/75
1l.S.(EAST1 12/77- 7/79
U.S.(EAST) 1;2/77- 7/79
ALASKA 917~6- 7179
ALASKA 9176- 7/79
ALASKA 6/#4- 6/75
ALASKA 9/70- 7/79
INDIA 6/7S- 6176
INDIA S-- 6/76INDIA B/'9177- 7/79
U.S. 71 9178
ROCKY MTNS
;7-
31 g - 5/75
u.3. 9/74- 6/75
U.S. 6/14- 7179
u.S. 9/74- 6/7S
U.S. 7/77- 2/76
WORLD 9/74— 7/79
WORLD 9/74--7/79
U.S. 9174- 1/75
L.S. 6/74- 9174
WORLD 1/74- 7179
U.S. 6/74- 7/75
u05. 6/74-11/78
U.S. 6/74- 1/75
WORLD 9174- 7179
U.S. 6/74- 7/77
U.S. 4/7S- 6/75
U.S. 6/74- 7/79
U.S. 6/74-12/76
WORLD 6/74— 6175
WORLD 10/74- 7/75
U.S. 9/77- 5/76
MARYLAND 6174- 7/79
U.S. 6/74— 7/79
EUROPE 6/74— 7/79
OHIO 6114— 7/79
SOAMERICA 1/76— 7179
SOeAMER.TCA 1/76- 7/79
ALASKA 9/77-10/70
SAMOA 9.077- 2/76
ALASKA 9177-10/76
ALASKA 9/77- 7/79
U.S.(WEST) 9/77-'7/79
ALASKA 9/77- 7/79
U.S.IWESTI 9177- 7779
3271
3271
13
Is$
667
159
3271
66
66
2263
13
S73
573
D
0
1741
0
2171
2171
2
47
22
167
322
961
694
623
40
360
694
5
ION
72
62'2
so
295
3271
677
9
333
1e
3271
0
0
3271
141
141
1979
414
1979
69
69
69
69
3.5 Sorted by Satellite (cont.)
ID* EXP, NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT
669 MMW WAVE PROP BATTELLE LAB 6
609 MMW WAVE PROP BELL LAO •
664 SAN ^-SAND C/O RANGING BOEING 6
657 CRC RANGING CANADA/CRC 6
636 COMSATPROP IND WAVE PROP COMSAT LAOS 6
656 COMSAT PROP US WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6
609 MMW WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6
663 U, OF W.	 INDIES BROADCAST QfPT OF ST/AID 6
643 U. OF W. INDIES EDUCATION !PPIT OF ST/AID 6
608 PROPAGATION(E) WAVE PROP; "r'r'E'C 6
664 SAN L —BAND C/O RANGING Fitx 6
674 BE L—BAND RANGING 6L; 6
6T4 BE L-BAND SUPPORT GE 6
677 INS COMPUTER INDIAN HLTH SER 6
677 INS CONFERENCE INDIAN HLTH SCR 6
612 HET(ARCI MEDICAL INDIAN HLTH SER .6
6177 INS MEDICAL INDIAN HLTH SER 6
647 SITE BROADCAST INDIA 6
6;47 SXTE EDUCATION INDIA 6
670 TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U 6
666 MOTOROLA WAVE PROP MOTOROLA 6
671 MSH MEDICAL MTN STS HTH CON 6
6;OS PLACE DATA TRANS NASA 6
6139 ALL DEMO DEMO NASA 6
6,05 PLACE RANGING NASA 6
1.06 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 6
620 GEOS-C DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6
617 TDRE DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6
418 TRUST DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6
402 VHRR RADIOMETER METEOR. NASA/GSFC 6
420 GEOS-C .SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6
607 THORAS SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6
1110 INTERFEROMETER SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6
1104 S,APPSAC SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6
617 TDRE SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6
431 ENV MEAS EXP SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6
149 NAG FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6
609 MMY WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6
101 RAD IO FRED INT. WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6
003 RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6
440 APOLLO-SOYU2 SUPPORT NASA/HOUSTDN 6
466 UNF/NRL SCIENTIFIC NAVAL RES LAB 6
609 "MW WAVE PROP NAVAL RES LAB 6
406 RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6
406 RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6
409 MMY WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U. 6
460 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOON-UP 6
460 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP 6
461 ALFE BROADCAST PSSC 6',
672 SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 6'
661 ALFE DATA TRANS PSSC 6
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6
ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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3,S Sorted by Satellite (cont.)
ID• EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY HRS	 •
o 612 HETIARCI EOUCATION ROCKY MTN STS 6 ROCKY MTNS 6176- 6175 1141
612 ME'T4ARC) EDUCATION ST• OF ALASKA 6 ALASKA 6/74- 6175 17111
660 NAG DATA SCIENTIFIC UCLA 6 U.S. S/75- 6176 903
623 L OGAND EXP WAVE PRRP U. OF PA 6 U.S.4EAST1 406- 1177 717
609 MMW WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS 6 TEXAS 6/74- ?179 3271
612 HETIARCI EDUCATION VETERANS ADM i APPALACHIA 6/711. 6173 1741	 3
612 HETIARCI MEDICAL VETERANS ADM 6 APPALACHIA 6/74- 6175 1741
609 NNW WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY 6 VIRGINIA 6174- 7179 3271
642 MET44RCI EDUCATION WAMI 6 ALASKA/WASH 6174 . 6/75 17141
642 HETIARCI MEDICAL GIANT 6 ALASKAIWASH 6174- 6/73 1741
609 NNW WAVE PROI' WESTINGHOUSE 6 MARYLAND 6/74- 7/79 3271
An SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
e
3 6 Sorted by Location
IOM We NAME ^	 CATS EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION
CTS-22 ICE: FLOW DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS ALASKA
300 VHF IHCHIS MEDICAL IHCHIS 1 ALASKA
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA 1 ALASKA
227 NET ALASKA M DICAL ST. Of ALASKA 1 ALASKA
677 INS C^MPUTER INDIANHLTN SER 6 ALASKA
67.7 INS CONFERENCE INDIAN HLTN SER 6 ALASKA
612 HETIARC) INDIAN HLTN SER 6 ALASKA
6717 INS
M^DICAL
M OICAL INDIAN HLTN SER 6 ALASKA
661 'ALFE •IOADCAST PSSC 6 ALASKA
66,1 ALFE DATA	 TRANS: PSSC 6 ALASKA
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 ALASKA
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 9LASKA
612 HETIARC) EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA 6 ALASKA
291 VHF 2URITA SUPPORT AEC 1 ALASKA/NAY.
CTS-13 DECENT NED ED EDUCATION U Of WASHINGTON CTS ALASKA/MASH
CTS-13 OECENT MEO ED EDUCATION WANT CTS ALASKA/MASH
CTS-13 DECENT NED ED MEDICAL WANT CTS ALASKA/WASH
612 HETIARC) EDUCATION WANT 6 ALASKA/MASH
02 NETIARC3 MEDICAL WANT 6 ALASKA/WASH
316 ORI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA
316 'DRI METEOR. DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA
209 VHF CALYPSO DATA TRANS COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA
209 VHF CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU .GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA
3l6 URI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA
3lA DRI METEOR. OE URT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA
343 ORANGE SUPPORT NAT. SC . FOUND. 3 ANTARCTICA
306 VHF DRAKE SUPPORT TEXAS AM 3 ANTARCTICA
C:S -12 ACSP II EDUCATION APP. AEG. COMM. CTS APPALACHIA
216 HET(ARC) EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. 3 APPALACHIA
42 'HET(ARC) EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. 6 APPALACHIA
673 NIE COUCAT40N APP. REG. CONN. 6 APPALACHIA
612 HETIARCI EDUCATION VETERANS ADM 6 APPALACHIA
612 HETIARC) MEDICAL VETERANS ADM 6 APPALACHIA
302 NEA EDUCATION NAT EOUC ASSOC 1 APPAL/ALASK
362 NEA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 3 APPAL/ALASK
268 6E/MARAD DATA TRANS GE 1 ATLANTIC
268 GE/MARAD MARITIME GE 1 ATLANTIC
286 GE/MARAD RANGING• GE 1 ATLANTIC
293 GE/EXXON DATA TRANS GE E EXXON l ATLANTIC
293 GE/EXXON MARITIME GE E EXXON 1 ATLANTIC
293 GE/EXXON RANGING GE E EXXON 1 ATLANTIC
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 1 ATLANTIC
239 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCG I ATLANTIC
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 1 ATLANTIC
ZIA GE/MARAD DATA TRANS GE 3 ATLANTIC
266 GE/MARAD MARITIME GE 3 ATLANTIC
286 GE/MARAD RANGING GE 3 ATLANTIC
293 GE19XXON DATA TRANS GE 9 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC
293 GE/EXXON MARITIME 6E E EXXON 3 ATLANTIC
293 GE/EXXON RANGING 6E C EXXON 3 ATLANTIC
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 3 ATLANTIC
226 VHF NETHERLAND MARITIME NETHERLANDS 3 ATLANTIC
309 NSF SUPPORT TEXAS AtM 3 ATLANTIC
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS AtM 3 ATLANTIC
22S VHF ENGLANO MARITIME UNITED KINOSOM 3 ATLANTIC
• ATS SCHEDULED TINE/CTS ACTUAL TIME
CHRONOLOGY
	
Hits 9
8176- 9/76 TO
f/7e - S/74 2
6/69- OPEN 11314
6,169- OPEN 11314
9178- 7/79 0
9178- 7179 O
6174- 6/75 1741
9/76- 7/79 D
9/77-10178 1979
9177-10176 1979
9/77- 7/79 69
9177- 7/79 69
6/74- 6/75 1741
6/73-12/73 62
3/77- OPEN 292
3/77- OPEN 292
3177- OPEN 292
6/74- 6/75 1741
6/74- 6/75 1741
12176- 1177 10
12/76- 1/77 10
6/72- 1176 3S6
6/72- 1/76 396
12/76- 1/77 627
12176- 1/77 627
7/76- 6/76 176
1/75- OPEN 426
PENDING 0
6174- OPEN 536
6/74- 6/75 1741
1/78- 7/79 3
6/74- 6/7$ 1741
6/74- 6/75 1741'
1/76- 4/77 39
1/76- 4/77 76
4172- 5/72 7
4/72- 5172 7
xt
4/72- 5/72 7
T/73- 2174 90.
7/73- 2/74 90
7IT3- 2/74 90
7173- Z-/77 4
6168-- 7/69 12
6/618- 7169 1Z
4/72- 5/72 46
4/72- 5/72 46
4172- S/72 46	 '7
7/13- 2174 let
7/73- 2/74 let
7/73- 2/74 166
6/73- 6177 342
6/70-12/71 265
3/76- 9/76 161
6/73- 8/77 342
8/70-12/70 191
3-32
~=
3.6 Sorted by Location (cont.)
t
t.	 IDS
2J9
265
2 J,S
JOi7
312
24^T
247
26S
344
290
228
221
221
319
335
31.9
ZZA
228
221
CTS-16
211
263
260
617
33.6
636i0e
606
64;7
647
333
ZS3
304
2S3
CTS-25
609
609
330
670
609
609
261
2's 1
261
2Si 1
202
2S2
21
244
245
234
234
233
233
664
We NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER
VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE 'USCG
VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG
VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG
VNF OCEAN SUPPORT U. Of MIAMI
ENDEAVOR SUPPORT U• OF RHODE ISL
ALPHA-2 RANGING All
ALPHA-2 RANGING UGAF/SAMSO
VANGUARD RANGING USCG
BARBADOS MEDICAL DEPT OF STIAID
VHF BERING SEA SUPPORT USIUSSR
VNF BE DATA TRANS BE
VHF GE MARITIME GE
VHF GE RANGING GE
SIRIUS RANGING BAKER DEW CORP
VHF SAO SIM RANGING BAKER DEW CORP
SIRIUS SUPPORT BAKER DEW COOP
VHF BE DATA TRANS GE
VNF BE MARITIME GE
VNr 6E RANGING BE
PROJ INTERCHG EDUCATION ARC" OF S.F.
SHF CRC WAVE PROP CANAOA/CRC
TELESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA
CRC C/L-GANG PAVE PROP CANADA
CRC. RANGING CANADA/CRC
EROAID00 SUPPORT EROA
COMSAT PROP IND WAVE PROP COMSAT LAOS
PROPAGATION1Ei WAVE PROP ESTEC
RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA
SITE BROADCAST INDIA
SITE EDUCATION INDIA
U. OF W•	 IoOIES EDUCATION DEPT Of ST/AID
SHF VLBI T;ME/FRED RADIO RES LABS
VNF OPN T;ME/FRED RADIO RES LABS
SHF VLBI TIMEIFREO RADIO RES LABS
CONGRESS CONFERENCE BEG WASH UNIV
NNW WAVE PROP NAVAL RES LAB
MMW WAVE PROP WESTINGHOUSE
MONTANA SUPPORT ST. OF MONTANA
TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U
NNW WAVE PROP ARMYNNW
WAVE PROP BELL LAB
GE L-6ANO' RANGING SE
L-GANO DOT DATA TRANS BOEING
GE L-BAND RANGING GE
L—BANO DOT RANGING BOEING
L-'BAND FAA RANGING BOEING
L—BAND FAA RANGING FAA
GE -L-BAND RANGING GE
NNW REG 1 WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC
MMW REG 2 WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC
GE/FAA RANGING GE
GE/FAA RAN6ING GE
VHf NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY
VNF NORWAY RANGING NORWAY
SAR L-BAND C/O RANGING BOEING
SAT	 LOCATION
3	 ATLANTIC
I	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTIC
3	 ATLANTTC
3	 ATLANTIC
s	 ATLANTIC
f	 ATLANTIC
0	 ATLANTIC
3	 BARBADOS
3	 SEWING SEA
I	 BERMUDA
1	 BERMUDA
1	 BERMUDA
3	 BERMUDA
3	 BERMUDA
3	 BERMUDA
3	 BERMUDA
3	 BERMUDA
3	 BERMUDA
CTS CALIFORNIA
I	 CANADA
1	 CANADA
S	 CANADA
6	 CANADA
1	 ENEWETAK,
6	 EUROPE
e	 EUROPE
6	 EUROPE
6	 INDIA
6	 INDIA
3	 JAMAICA
1	 JAPAN
1	 JAPAN
3	 JAPAN
CTS MARYLAND
6	 MARYLAND
6	 MARYLAND
3	 MONTANA
6	 MONTANA6	 NEW JERSEY
6	 NEW JERSEY
1	 N. AMERICA
3	 He AMERICA
3	 N. AMERICA
s	 N. AMERICA
S	 No AMERICA
B	 No AMERICA
S	 No AMERICA
S	 N. AMERICA
S	 N. AMERICA
1	 N. ATLANTIC
3	 me ATLANTIC
3	 N. ATLANTIC
3	 N. ATLANTIC
4	 N. ATLANTIC
	
CHRONOLOGY	 "PS •
	
6160-10/74
	
20
	3/72- 4/73
	
94
	6 64 10 4
	
21
	12/77- PEN
	
2241
	 1 - 1174
	
164
	7/ 0 2/ 1
	
BB
	
7/70- 2/71	 14
	
3172- 4173
	
232
	
G/7B- 9171	 14
	
12/72- 3/73
	
43
	
2/69- 4/71
	
41
	
2/69 4/71	 41
	
2/69- 4/71
	
41
	
12/76- 1/7T
	
40
	
6/77- 9/77
	
1S
	
12176- 1177
	
40
	
2169- •/71
	
142
	
2/69- 6171
	
142
	
2/69- B/T1
	
142
	
3/T6- 6/7B	 4s
	
1/71-12/71	 76
	
9/72- 9172
	
136
	
9 1 71- 5172	 113
	
9/74- 4/77
	
131
	
10177- 9/71	 49
	
3'176- 7/76	 667
	
• !/7S -10/76	 2263
	
6'/74- 7/79	 0
	
4/7!- 0/76
	
2171
	
4 ITS - 6/76
	
2171
	
1/78- 6/78
	
223
	
1/77 - 21'7	 5
	
67- OPEN
	
1S•
	
1/77- 2/77
	
190
	
4/77- 4/T1
	
39
	
6/74- 7/79
	
3271
	
6/74- 7/79
	
3271
	
6/77-11/77
	
163
	
9/77- 7179
	
2
	
617» — T/79
	
3 271
	
6/74 — 7/79
	
3271
	
6/70-10/72	 1
	
4/74-10/76
	
121
	
6/70-10/72
	
Si
	
2/71- 1174	 SST
	
4/71- 4172	 275
	
4/71 — 4/72
	
Z7S
	
6/70— 6/73
	
152
	
1/69 — 9/71	 1666
	
6169-•9/71
	
326
	
11169- 6/71	 4
	
11/69- 6/71	 44
	
11/70 2/71
	
22
	
11/70- 2/71
	
22
	
1/74 4/7S
	
13
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
L-
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3.6 Sorted by Location (cont.)
M
TOA -EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY NRI
664 SAP L-SAND C/O RANGING FAA 6 N. ATLANTIC 6/74- 4175 13
329 NORPAX SUPPORT U. OF CAL/NAVY I N. PACIFIC SIT?- 6/77 53
CTS-T TEPISHF GqD TERM NASA/LERC CTS OHIO 2175- OPEN 639
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP OHIO STATE it CTS OHIO 2/76-12/77 315
609 NNW WOVE PROP OHIO STATE U. 6 OHIO 6/74- 7/79 3271
338 OW CONFERENCE DEPT OF INTER I PACIFIC 12/77- OPEN 1453
its EROA DATA TRANS [RDA 1 PACIFIC 1/76- 1179 146
315 ERDA SUPPORT ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/7$- 1/79 146
295 VHF NIAID MEDICAL NLAID $ PACIFIC 10/71- OPEN 237
235 VHF HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT I PACIFIC 2172- OPEN 6142
235 VHF HAWAII - PEACESAT 1 PACIFIC 2/72- OPEN 6142
30S VHF ALOHA
MEDICAL
COMPUTER U. OF HAWAII I PACIFIC 72- OPEN 1167
217 VHf USP/FIJI EDUCATION U. SO. PACIFIC i PACIFIC 1174- OPEN 2667
33;5 EROA DATA TRANS ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 4/76 S
3t5 CODA SUPPORT ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 5/76 S
205 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 PACIFIC 3172- 4/73 96
12,2 W140I SUPPORT WOODS HOLE INST 3 PACIFIC 1177- 2/77 24-4
Ps VANGUARD RANGING USCG S PACIFIC 3/72- 4/73 232
342 PERU SUPPORT ADVENTURES UNL. 3 PERU 6/71- 7/78 46
331 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN #T
331 FLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN 87
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV EDUCATION ASSOC OF W HOSP CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING 0
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV MEDICAL ASSOC OF W HOSP CTS; ROCKY MTNS PENDING 0
671 MSH MEDICAL MTN STS NTH CDR 6 ROCKY MTNS 3/75- 5175 22
612 NETIARCI EDUCATION ROCKY MTN STS 6 ROCKY MTNS 6/74- 6/75 1741
3^0 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 1 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN F3
3 0 SAMOA EDUCATION U: SO. PACIFIC 1 SAMOA 1/77- OPEN 252
3 0 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 3 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN 96
672 SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 6 SAMOA 9/77- 2/76 444
560 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK —UP 6 SO.AMERICA 1176- 7/79 141,
640 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK—UP 6	 , SO.AMERICA 1176- 7/79 141
3$7 LAMONT SUPPORT LAMONTIOONERTY 3 SO. OCEAN 10/Iii- 3177 161
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS CTS TEXAS 2176-12/77 315-
609 NNW WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS 6 TEXAS 6/74- 7/79 3271
301 VHF GATE SUPPORT NOAA 3 UNKNOWN 1/74- 9/74 $86
CTS-30 TER OF TOMORROW GRD TERM FCC CIS U.S. 3/74-12/70 S6
CTS-33 WIDE BAND CONM. CONFERENCE GTE LABS CTS U.S. 1/79— OPEN 6
CTS-07 BIOMED COMMUN EDUCATION LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6177- OPEN 404:
CTS-07 $ZONED COMMUN MEDICAL LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6177- OPEN 404
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/ARC CTS U.S. 5176- OPEN 3e2
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 5/76- OPEN 382
CTS-20 ACV ORD REC CO 640 TERM NASAIGSFC CTS U.S. 4/16— 4178 87
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 2/16-12/77 315
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/LERC CTS U.S. S/76--OPEN 382
CTS-27 WOMENS SAT SER CONFERENCE NAT YOMENS AG CTS U.S. PENDING 0'
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO PSSC CTS U.S. 2/77— OPEN 264
CTS-21 -PSSC SUPPORT PSIC CTS U.S. 2177- OPEN 2646
CTS-09 SALINET EDUCATION SALINE? CTS U.S. 10/77. 417e 1D
CTS-29 UNIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC CTS N . S.. S/70 -12178 49
312 ALC CONFERENCE AMER LUTHERAN C '1 U.S. 6/76- OPEN 219
IBS VNF A/C A/C COMM ARINC i U.S. 1/67- 6/70 264
266 L-BAND TRILAT RANGING BE 1 U.S. 1/74- 1176 19
294 SP HET SUPPORT NET 1 U.S. 1173- 6/77 1654
102 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 U.SO 1/67- 1/76 930
254 SNF SEARCH LAW ENFORC PUBLIC SYST INC 1 U.S. 12171-121T1 66
a ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
w1
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43.6
	 Sorted by Location (cont.)
IOtf E>CP. NAME CAT EXPERIMCNTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY NOS
28 41 VHF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANDIA/AEC 1 U.S. 3/71- 1/72 S
253 SHF VLSI TINE/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 1 U.S. S/71-10172 2
186 V11F A/C A/C Comm ARINC 3 U.S. 1/67- 6/70 308
31G VHF DEA CONFERENCE DRUG CNF AGY 3 U.S. 41T6- OPEN 131
310 - VNF DEA RANGING DRUG ENF AGT 3 U.SO 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VNF DEA CONFERENCE iE 3 U.S. 4176- OPEN 131
266 L*BAND TRILAT RANGING GE 3 U.S''o 1/74- 1176 96
310 VHF DEA RANGING BE 3 U-So 4/76- OPEN 131
294 $0 NET SUPPORT NCT 3 U.S. 1173- 6/77 1918
ID6 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 3 465 1/67- 8176 369
211 I1aC5 METEOR. NOAA 3 U.S. 11/67-10/72 1090
211 IDCS SAT PHOTOS NOAA 3 U.S. 11/67-10172 1050
264 VIIF HIGH NOTE RANGING SANOIA/AEC 3 U.S. 3171- 6172 5
267 VHF SEEK METEOR. SIERRA RES CORP 3 U.S. 1172-12172 9
2S3 SHP VLSI TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U.S. 6171-10/72 140
246 SP L-SAND CONFERENCE All 5 U.S. 6/74- 4175 13S
246 SP L-LAND DATA TRANS All 5 U.S. 8/74- 4/75 135
266 L-GANG TRILAT RANGING BE 5 U.S. 1174- 1/76 172
106 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA S U.S. 3167-10/72 69
253 SNP VL9I TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS S U.S. 6/71-10/72 0
666 MOTOROLA WAVE PROP MOTOROLA 6 U.S. 7177- 9/76 47
606 PLACE DATA TRANS NASA 6 U.S. 9/74- 6/75 967
631 ALL DEMO DEMO NASA 6 U.S. 6174- 7/79 32Z
605 PLACE RANGING NASA 6 U.S. 1/74= 6 /75 967
101 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 6 U.S. 7/77- 2/76 7
616 TRUST DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 9/74- 7/7S 40
6102 VHRR RADIOMETER METEOR, NASA/GSFC 6 11.3. 6174- 1174 360,
607 INORAS SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6174- 7/75 5
110 INTERFEROMETER SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74-11/76 104
904 SAPPSAC SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 1/75 72
631 ENV MEAS EXP SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6174- 711'7 SO
649 HAS FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 4/75- 617fr 295.
60 • MMW WAVE PROP NASA/OSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 7/79 3271
601 RADIO FRED INT. WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 4/74-12/16 A77
666 UNF/11RL SCIENTIFIC NAVAL RES LAB 6 U.S. 977- 5/78 16
601 RA07O BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 U.S. 1/74- 7/79 0:
650 HAS DATA SCIENTIFIC UCLA 6 U.S. S/75- 6/76 903
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS COMSAT LABS CTS U.S91EAST1 S/76- OPEN 131,
CTS-06 TET/COMSAT GRD TERM COMSAT LABS CTS U *S.tEAST1 2/76- OPEN 266
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS U.S.AEASTI 6177- OPEN 131
CTS-1S TELECONFERENCE CONFERENCE WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S.CEASTI 2/76- OPEN 286
1102 DATA XMISSION MEDICAL DUKE U. NED'CEN I U.S.AEASTI 11/71-11/71 54
311 GSFC DEMO NASA/GSFC 3 U.S.tEAST1 7176- OPEN 1705
656 COMSAT PROP US WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 U.Sm(EASTI 6/711- 6/76 191
674 CE L-BANO RANGING GE 6 U.S.tEASTI 12/77- 7/79 573
674 GE L-BAND SUPPORT GE 6 U.S.tEASTI 12/77- 7/79 573
623 L-BAND EXP WAVE PROP U. OF PA 6 U.S.tEAST1 61176- 1/77 787
262 VHF NLM COM*UTEP LISTER HILL 1 U0S6AN.W.1 10171- OPEN 619
262 W14F NLM MEDaCA(, LISTER HILL 1 U650(N.W.1 10/71- OPEN 619
CTS-19 SAT. DIST. DATA f0ANS SECA CTS U.S.4SOUTH1 12/76- OPEN 655
316 NSTL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LAG 3 U.S	 t'SOUTH? 10176-10176 71
116 NSTL MEDICAL SO REO "ED CONS 3 U.S.ASOUTH ► 10/76-10176 it
CTS-3S CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U. Of COLORADO CTS U.S.tWEST) 4/79-'7/79 0
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMUN EDUCATION VETERANS ADM CTS U.S.IWESTI 6/77- OPEN 306
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMUN MEDICAL VETERANS AOM CTS U.S.AWESTI 6/77- OPVI 306
^.	 ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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i
U.S.IWESTI 5171- 6072
U S 4WEST1 2171- S/71
U0S.lWEST1 S/71- R/72
U.S.IWESTI 9171 -10/71_
U.S:!WEST ► 9071-10/ 71
U9691VESTI 2/71+- $171
U.S.IWESTI 2171- S/71
U.S./WESTI 4/71- 6171
U.S.IWESTI 1177- 7/79
U.S.iWEST ► 9177- 7/79
U.S./CANADA 2176- OPEN
U.S. /CANADA 2/76- OPEN
U.S./CANADA S/76-12/78
U.S./CANADA 1179- 7/79
VIRGINIA 9/77- 2/76
VIRGINIA 9177- 2/76
VIRGINIA 2176-12117
VIRGINIA 6174- 7/79
VIRGINIA 6174. 7179
WASHINGTON 60,'7-4- 7/79
WEST INDIES 10171- 7/79
WEST INDIES 10/76- 7/79
WORLD 3/49- 6/72
WORLD 309- OPEN
WORLD 3169- OPEN
WORLD 3169- 6/72
WORLD 3f69- OPEN
WORLD 369- OPtN
WORLD 1173- OPEN
WORLD X/73- OPEN
WORLD 3169- OPEN
WORLD 36/69- OPEN
WORLD 3169- OPEN
WORLD 3169- OPEN
WORLD 3/69- OPEN
WORLD 3769- OPEN
WORLD 1173- OPEN
WORLD 11/73- OPEN
WORLD 1:073- OPEN
WORLD 9/74- 7/74
WORLD 9/74- 7079
WORLD 9/74- 7/79
WORLD 1/74- 7179
WORLD 6/74- 6075
WORLD 10/T4- 7/7S
W. HEMIS. 14170-10/71
• W. HEMIS. 6168-10/72
W. HEMIS. 6/68-10/72
W. HEMIS, 68- TO
W. HEMIS. 4/69- 70
k. HEMIS. 6169— OPEN
Y. HEMIS. 1177— OPEN_
We HEMIS. 66- 70
V. HEMIS. 3/71- 9171
W. "[MISS 9170- 2/71
2
6
139
1B
15
0
1
69
446
446
120
0
176
176
31S
3271
3271
3271
$372
S9S7
7
6 372
5957
131
131
26966
20
3943
26466
20
3943
912
912
912
•9N
622
694
622
9
333
265
48
48
1929
2TD
11314
391
1613
176
22
3.6 Sorted by Location (cont.)
104	 EXPO NAME	 CAT	 WERIMENTER	 SAT LOCATION	 CHRONOLOGY	 NRS •
265 V;HF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 1
9SO L-RAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 1
26S VIIF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3
243 VNF !lCLA EDUCATION TRV 3
263 Vwr UCLA EDUCATION UCLA 3
260 L-6AND RANGING NAMING WESTINGHOUSE 3
2160 L-GANG RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 6
246 SSRA NAMING WESTINGHOUSE 1
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6
667 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6
CTS-04 COLLEGECURB EDUCATION CARLETON UNIV CTS
CTS-04 COLLEGE CUR* EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV CTS
CTS-26 VLSI TINE /FASO UNIV Of ILL CTS
CTS-31 3 WAY TIME TRAN TIME /FRED U.S. NAVAL 06S. CTS
CTS-24 PROJ AOJU-MCT CONFERENCE SAT BUS SYSTEMS CIS
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT DATA TRANS SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS
609 MNW WAVE PROP COMSAT LAOS 6
609 PHU WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY 6
609 MMY WAVE PROP BATTELLE LAO 6
663 Us Of W. 11NOIES BROADCAST DEPT OF ST0410 6
663 U• Of W. I. MOIES EDUCATION DEPT Of ST:/AID 6
210 "SSCC DATA TRANS NOAH 1
205 SSCC DATA TRANS MOAA 1
163 WAX DATA TRANS NOAH 1
210 MS CC METEOR. NOAH I
SSCC METEOR: NOAA
1G WEFAX NETEOR. NOAA 1
264 MARAD/AII/PLACE DATA TRANS All 3
264 MARAO/All/PLACE MARITIME All 3
21b "SSCC DATA TRANS NOAH 3
205 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 3
163 WET'AX DATA TRANS NOAA 3
210 MO CC METEOR. NOAA 3
206 SSCC METEOR. NOAA 3
163 WEFAX METEOR. NOAA 3
264 MARAO/AII/PLACE DATA TRANS All S
26.4- NARAD/AII/PLACE MARITIME All S
26;4 MARAD/AYI/PLACE RANGING All G
620 GEOS-C DATA TRANS NASA16SFC 6
617 TORE DATA TRANS NASA /6SFC 6
620 GEOS-C SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6
:617 TOME SAT CONTNL NASA /6SFC 6
603 RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP NASA /6SFC F1	
640 APOLLO-SOYU2 SUPPORT NASAINOUSTON 6
261 LOS ALAMOS A/C COMM Eggs 1
232 VNf E696 A/C COMM E696 1
232 VHF 0696 SUPPORT E690 1
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT 6E 1
202 S/C SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 1
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE DEPT Of NAVY 3
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT GE 3
230 VHF S/ION SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST 3
231 VNf MSFN PROP WAVE PROP MSFN NETWORK 3
ATS SCMEOULCO TIME /CTS ACTUAL YIME
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3.6	 Sorted by Location (cont.)
108 We NAME CAT CXPERIMENTCR SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY NRS
230 YMF G/TON SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS 3 Lt. HEMIS. 317$- 9/7`1 176
234 YMF Na y TIME/FRED NAT BUR OF STOS 3 Y. HEMIS. 4.471- 4172 427
236 YNF BRAZIL EDUCATION STANFORD`UNIY 3 Y. MEMIS. 2170- OPEN 34
324 SIDLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIY 3 ke HEMIS. 2177- OPEN x,1,66
325 GYRE SUPPORT TEXAS A&N 3 we HEMIS. 4/77-10/70 310
249 MARAD DATA TRANS All S Y. MEMIS. 3/70-12171 65
=4',9 MARAD MARITIME All a W. KRIS 3/70-12/71 63
2M,9 MARAO RANGING All f No HEMIS. 3/70.12/71 66
209 COMSAT CIL PROP MAZE PROP COMSAT LABS S Y• HEMIS. 1172- 4/72 37
249 MARAD DATA TRANS MARAO S Y• HEMIS. 3I70.12I71 66
249 MAR,AO MARITIME MARAO S M. NLMIS• 3170-12171 bs
i
• ATS SCHEDULED T2"9/CTS ACTUAL. TIM9
J3.7 Sorted by Chronology
9xP. NAME
VHF OPN
VHF A/C
LAUNCH SUPPORT
VHF A/C
LAUNCH SUPPORT
LAUNCH SUPPORT
IDES
toes
SPEC $OF
SPEC SHF
VMF VANGUARD
VHF VANGUARD
VHF VANGUARD
VHF VANGUARD
VHF EGLG
VHF EGCG
YHF It
VHF Of
YMF it
VHF It
VHF BE
VHF or
"SSCC
SSCC
WEFAX
MS,SCC
SSCC
WEFAX
MSS^C
SSCC
YEFAx
MSSCC
SSCC
WEFAX
lie SUPPORT
HET ALASKA
HET ALASKA
NET ALASKA
"MW RES 1
NNW REG 2
GE/FAA
GE/FAA
i1MF 6RA2 IL
#tARAO
MARAO
MARAD
MAAAO
MARAD
GE L-BAND
GE L-1AN0
GE L-1AN0
ALPHA-2
ALPHA-2
VHF NETHERLAND
VHF ENGLAND
CA T
TTME/FREO
A/C COMM
SUPPORT
A/C COMM
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
METEOR.
AT PHOTOS
UPPORT
UPPORT
CONFERENCE
DATA TRANS
CONFERENCE
DATA TRANS
A1C COHN
SUPPORT
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
"ARCING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DATA TRANS
QATA TRANS
ATA TRANS
METEOR.
METEOR.
METEOR.
DATA TRANS
DATA TRANS
DATA TRANS
NETEOR.
METEOR*
METEOR.
SUPPORT
EDUCATION
MEDICAL
COUCATION
HAVE PROP
WAVE PROP
RANGING
RANGING
EDUCATION
DATA YRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
DATA TRANS
MARITIME
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
RANGING
MARITIME
MARITIME
EXFCRIMENTLR
RADIO At$ LABS
ARINC
NASA
ARINC
NASA
NASA
NOAA
NOAA
GC
GE
USCG
use$
USCG
USCG
EGit
EGii
OE
GEof
OE
GE
GE
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NASA
STw OF ALASKA
ST. OF ALASKA
NAT [Due ASSOC
NASA16SFC
NASA/GSFC
GE
GE
STANFORD UNIV
All
All
AlI-
MARAO
MARADof
at
GE
All
USAF/SAMSO
NETHERLANDS
UNITED KIN000M
SAT LOCATION
JAPAN.
U.S.
U•s.
U.S •
U.S.
UGS.
moss
Us$.
W. HEMIs.
We MEMIS.
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
W. HEMIS.
No HEMIS.
BERNUOA
BERMUDA
BERMUDA
BERMUDA
BE00UOA
B! NUDA
WORLD
WOULD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
WORLD
W. HEMIS.
ALASKA
ALASKA
W. HEMIS.
N. AMERICA
No AMERICA
N. ATLANTIC
N. ATLANTIC
Ww HEMIS.
W. HEMIS.
W. HEMIS.
W. HEMIS.
Y. HEMIS.
W. HEMIS.
N. AMERICA
N. AMERICA
N. AMERICA
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC,
ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC
CHRONOL4GT
6T+ OPEN
I/4T- 6170
1107 . 1176
IAT- 6/70
1/07- 8176
MT#10172
11167-10/72
11107+10172
64" 70
68• 70
6/68- 7169
0/6B- 7/69
6/01-10/7 ♦
6108-10174
0/68-10/72
6/64010/72
2169- 4/71
2169- 6/71
2/69- 8/71
2/01- 8171
2169- 8/71
2169- 4/T
3/69- 6/72
3169- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3/69- 6/72
2169- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3169- OPEN
31119- OPEN
3/09- OPEN
3169- OPEN
3/69- OPEN
4/69- TO
&169 OPEN
6/69- OPEN
6169- OPEN
8/69- 9/71
8/69- 9/71
11/69 6171
11/69- 6/71
2170 OPEN
3170-1,2171
3/70-12/71
3/70- 12/71
3/70-12/71
3/70-12171
6/70-10172
6170-10/73
6/70- 6173
T/70- 2/71
7/70- 2/71
4/70-12171
1/70-12/70
No$ •
1!8
264
930
308
369
69
1010
1090
1929
,1013
12
12
is
26
48
48
43
41
41
142
142
142
4372
$957
7
•372
s9S7
26966
20
3943
26966
20
3943
270
113,14
11314
11314
1866
326
4
44
s1
65
65
6s
65
65
1
51
152
08
88
261
191
too
too
is$
108
185.
108
101
211
211
101
107
231
239
231
239
232
232
228
226
228
228
226
228
210
205
183
210
205
183
210
205
183
210
20S
113
202
227
227
227
244
245
234
234
236
249
249
249
249
241
261
261
261
247
247
226
225
• AT% SCHCDULD TIME/CTS ACTUAL-TIME
1^I
3 7 Sorted by Chronology (cont.)
106	 LIP. NAM9	 CRT	 EXPERIMENTER	 SAT LOCATION	 IC490iOLOGY1	 MRS
231 VMF MSFN PROP A►AVE PROP Am NETWORK 3 k. HEMIS. 9/70- 2/71 22
261 LOS ALAMOS AMC COMM 00 1 W. HEMIS. 10/70-101!1 265
233 VNF NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC 11170- 2/71 22
233 VNF NORWAY RANGING NORWAY 3 N. ATLANTIC 11170- 2171 22
257 SNF CRC WAVE PROP 9ANADA/CNC I CANADA 1/71-12171 76
2S1 L-SAND 007 40GIN6 DOSING 5 N. AMERICA 2171- 7174 $97
250 L-RAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 1 U.S.AYEST) 2/71- $17!1 6
250 L-SAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 3 U.SPINEST) 2/71• !1/71 0
250 L*I AND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 'S U.S.IWESTI 2/71- 5171 99
264 VNF HIGH NOTE RANGING ANOIA/AEC l U.S. 3/71- 6172 3
234 VNF His" NOTE RANGING 3AMOIA/AEC 3 U.S. 3/71- 6/72 S
230 VNF WON SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST I W. HEMIS. 3171- 9/71 176
230 VNf R/ION SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS 3 W. MENIS. $/71- 0171 176
262 L-LAND FAA RANGING 60EING f N. AMERICA 4/71- 4/72 279''
252 L-GANO FAA RANGING FAA 5 N. AMERICA 4/7l- 4/72 ITS
246 SSRA RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 5 U.S./WEST) 4/71- 5171 1
253 SHF VLSI TIME/FREQ SMITHSONIANINS 1 U.S. 5171-10!72 2
253 SNF VLSI TINE/RREQ SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U.S. 5171-10172 190
263 %OF VLI1 TINE-/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 5 U.S. 5/71-10/72 0
266 VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 1 U.S.(WESTI S/T1- 6172 2
255 VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3 U.SsIWEST) 5/71- 6/72 179
20 VNF Ne$ TIME/FREO MAT GUN Of STOP 3 We NENIS, 6171- 6/72 327
260 CRC C/L-SAND WAVE PROP CANADA S CANADA 9/71- $172 113
243 VHF UCLA EDUCATION TRW 3 U.S*4WEST) 9/71-10/73 15
243 VNF UCLA EDUCATION UCLA 3 U.S.4WEST) 9/71-10/71 1S
202 VNF N0 COMPUTER LISTER HILL 1 U.S.IN.W.i 10171- OPEN 619
VHF NL!! MEDICAL LISTER HILL I U.S.fNemal 10171- OPEN 619
1:2 DATA %MISSION MEDICAL DUDE U. MEO CEN i U.S*ICAS T) 11171-11/71 44
2 6 SNF SEARCH LAW ENFORC PUGLIC SYST INC 1 U.S. I2/T'1-12/71 ka
305 VNF ALOHA COMPUTER U. Of HAWAII 1 PACIFIC 72- OPEN 1167
267 VHF SEEK METEOR. SIERRA RES CORP S U.S. 1/72-12172 9
299 COMSAT C/L PROP WAVE PROP COMSAT LASS f W. NENIS. 1/72- 4172 37
235 VHF HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT i PACIFIC 2172= OPEN 6942
235 VHF HAWAII MEDICAL PEACESAT 1 PACIFIC 2172- OPEN 6942
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 3172- 4/73 98
265 VANGUARD R'ANSING USCS 5 ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/73 232
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 PACIFIC 3/72- 4173 96
IGS VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 PACIFIC 3/72- 4/7: 232
26• GE/MARAD DATA TRANS GE l ATLANTIC 4/72- S/72 7
266 GE/MARAD MARITIME GE 1 ATLANTIC' 4/72- S/T2 7
1116 SE/MARAD RANGING GE 1 ATLANTIC 4/72- S/72 7
266 GEIMARAO DATA TRANS at - 3 ATLANTIC 1172- 5/72 46
268 6EIMARAD MARITIME GE 3 ATLANTIC '`/72- 5/72 46
264 GE/MARAD RANGING GE 3 ATLANTIC 4172- 5172 46
269 VHF CALYPSO DATA TRANS COUSTEAU a*OUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1176 355
269 VHF CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU NNOU► 3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1/76 356
263 TELESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA 1 CANADA 9/72- 9/72 136,
290 VHF BERING SEA SUPPORT US/USSR	 ! 1 BERING SEA 12172- 3173 43
294, SP NET SUPPORT NET 1 U.S. 1/71- 6177 1654
294 SP NET SUPPORT NET 3 U.S. 1/73- 5/77 19111
264 MARAD /AIL/PLACE DATA TRANS All S. WORLD 1/73- OPEN 131
264 MARAD/All/PLACE MARITIME All 3 WORLD 1/73. OPEN 131
264 MARAD/All/PLACE DATA TRANS All 5 WORLD 1173- OPEN 912
264 MARAD/AIL/PLACE MARITIME All 5 WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
264 MARAO/AIL/PLACE RANGING All S WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
• ATS CHEOULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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CMROMOL+^^aY
6/73-12/73
6173- 6/77
6/73- 6/TT
7/73- 2174
7'/73- 2/74
7/73- 2174
7/73- 6/77
TM- 2/74
7'173- 2174
7173- 2/74
10173 OPEN
4/74- OPEN
1/74- 1/74
1174- 1/76
.1174- 1/76
1/74- 1/76
4174 -10176
5174- 5/74
6/74- 6/75
6/74- 6175
6114- 6/75
6,174- 6175
6/74- OPEN
6/74- 6/75
6074- 6175
61'14- 6/75
4174- 7/79
6/74 - 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/14- 7/71
6/74:- 7179
6/74- 7/71
6/74- 6/75
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6174- 9174
6/74- 7175
6/74-11/71
6/74- 1/T5
6/74- 7177
6174- 7/79
6/74-12/76
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 6/76
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6/74- 7/79
6,174- 6/75
6/74- 4075
8/74- 4/75
6/'74- 4/7S
6/74- 4/75
9/74- 6177
9174- 6/75
9/74- 6175
MRS •
6'.
342
342
90
90
4
166
196
166
237
2667
366
19
it,
1 7'2
l II $
2
1741
1741
1741
1741
536
1741
1741
1741
D
3271
3271
3271
327;1
3271
1741
3271
322
360
S
Ich
12
SD
3271
677
0
159
3271
3271
3271
9
13
13
135
13S
136
967
961
3.7 Sorted by Chronology (cont.)
E1P. KKK CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION
VN► 2URITA SUPPORT AEC 1 ALASKA/HAIL.
VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 3 ATLANTIC
VMP CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS At" 3 ATLANTIC
GC/EXXON DATA TRANS OE R EXXON I ATLANTIC
GC/aXXON MARITIME It C EXXON 1 ATLANTIC
GE/EXXON RANGING BE 9 EXXON 1 ATLANTIC
VM(` CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE I ATLANTIC
GC/EXXON DATA TRANS BE 9 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC
GC/EXXON MARITIME GE R EXXON 3 ATLANTIC
GL/EXXON RANGING 6E 9 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC
VMF NIAID MEDICAL NIAID 1 PACIFIC
VNF USP/FIJI EDUCATION U. SO, PACIFIC I PACIFICVHF GATE 'UOPORT NOAA 3 UNKNOWN
L-OANO TRILAT RANGING GE I U.S.
L-OAN.O TRILAT RANGING BE 3 U.S.
L-SAND TRILAT RANGING GE 5 U.S.
L-SANG DOT DATA TRANS SOEING 3 N. AMERICA
VMF INCHES MLOICAL INCHES 1 ALASKA
1METIARC) MEDICAL INDIAN HLTH $14 6 ALASKA
MCTIARC) EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA 6 ALASKA
NET4ARC) COUCATION WAMI 6 ALASKA/WASH
HET4ARC) MCOICAL WAMI 6 ALASKA/MAgH
NET/ARC) EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM * 3 APPALACHIA
NETIARC) EDUCATION AP► • RES. COMM. 6 A ► ALACHIA
HCT/ARC) COUCATION VETERANS ADM 6 APPALACHIA
METtARC) MEOICAL VETERANS AOX 6 APPALACHIA
RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 EUROPE
14MW WAVEPROP NAVAL RES LAS 6 MARYLAND
NNW WANE PROP WESTINGHOUSE 6 MARYLAND
NNW WAVE PROP ARMY 6 NCW JERSEY
MMW WAVE PROP SELL LAS 6 NEW JERSEY
MOW WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U. 6 OHIO
METIARC) EDUCATION ROCKY MTN STS 6 ROCKY MTNS
MNW WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS 6 TEXAS
ALL DEMO DEMO NASA 6 U.S.
VNRN nADIOMETER METEOR. NASA/GSFC 6 U.S.
IMORAS SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S.
INTERFEROMETER SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S.
SAPPSAC SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S.
ENV MO S EXP SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6- U.S.
MNY WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 U.S.
RADIO FREE INT. WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 UPS,
RADIO BEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 UPS-
COMSAT PROP US WAVE PROP COMSAT LAGS 6 UoS.IEAST)
"NW WAVE PROP COMSAT LASS 6 VIRGINIA
MIRY WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY 6 VIRGINIA
MMW WAVE PROP BATTELLE LAB 6 WASHINGTON
RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD
SAR L oo AND C/O RANGING BOEING 6 N. ATLANTIC
SAM L-SANG C/O RANGING FAA 6 N. ATLANTIC
SP L-SAND CONFERENCE All 5 U.S.
SP L-BANO DATA TRANS All S U.S.
CRC HANGING CANADA /CRC 6 CANADA
PLACE DATA TRANS NASA 6 Y.S.
PLACE RANGING, NASA s 4).S.
100
291
292
292
293
293
293
292
293
293
29:3
295
297
301
266
266
264
251
300t,	
612
612
612
612
266
612
612
612
606
609
607
604
609
609
612
609
639
602
607
610
604
631
609
601
606
6S!
609
6179
609
603
664
664
246
244
657
605
605
. ATS SCHCOULEO TIPC/CTS ACTUAL TIM[
..	 ..
	 ..	 -	 ._. __ .
—+ne.+ •,.r--.-.--
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3.7	 Sorted by Chronology (cont.)
I08 EXP•. NAM[ CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CMRONOLOGY MRSIt
616 TRUST DATA TRANS NASA<GSOC 6 U.S. 9/74- 7175 40
620 GCO$-C DATA TRANS NASA/GsfC 6 YORLD^ 9/74- 7/79 894
617 TORE DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 idORL0 9/74- 7/79 622
620	 , BEOS-C SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7179 894
617 TORE SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7/79 622
640 APOLLO—SOYUZ SUPPORT NASA/HOUSTON 6 WORLD 10/74- 7/75 333
306 VHF DRAKE SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ANTARCTICA 1/75- OPEN 426
671 MSH MEDICAL MTN STS MTN CON 6. ROCKY MTN$ 3/75- 5/75 22
649 NAG FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 4/75- 6/75 295
6SO NAG OkTA SCIENTIFIC UCLA 6 U.S. 5/75- 8/76 903
608 PROPASATIONIC) WAVE PROP ESTEC 6 EUROPE 8175-10/76 2263
647 F'" lE	 LL,.>`-BROADCAST INDIA 6 INDIA a/7S- 8/76 2171
641 SLTE CDUCATION INDIA 6 INDIA 8/75- 8/76 2171
302 MCA EDUCATION NAT EOUC ASSOC 1 APPAL/ALASK 1/76- 4/77 39
302 NEA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 3 APPAL/ALASK 1176- 4/77 76
331 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1/76 — OPEN 87
331 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN 87
660 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 6 SO.AMERICA 10476- 7/79 141
660 PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOON-UP 6 SO.AMERICA 1/76- 7179 141
CTS-T T$P/sHF SRO TERM NASA/LERC CTS OHIO 2176- OPEN 839
CTS-01 -COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U CTS OHIO 2/76-12/77 31S
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS CTS TEXAS 2/76-12/77 31S
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 2/76-12/77 315
CT7-06 TET/COMSAT SRO TERM COMSAT LABS CTS U.S.IEAST) 2/76- OPEN 266
CTS-I$ TELECONFERENCE CONFERENCE WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S * (EAST) 2/76- OPEN 286
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURB EDUCATION CARLETON UNIV CTS U.S./CANAOA 2/76- , OPEN 446
CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV CTS U.S * /CANADA a/16- OPEN 446
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR , WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2/76-12/77 31S
309 NSF SUPPORT TEXAS AGM 3 ATLANTIC 3/76- 9/76 161
CTS-16 PRO.J INTERCHO EDUCATION ARCH OF S.F. CTS CALIFORNIA 3176- 6/78 45
638 COMSAT PROP INO WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 EUROPE 3/76- 7/76 667
CTS-20 ACV SRO REC EO SRO TERM NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 4/'16- 4/78 87
310 VHF DEA CONFERENCE DRUG ENF AST 3 U.S. 4/76— OPEN 131
310 VHF DEA RANGING DRUG ENF AST 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VHF 0.CA CONFERENCE GE 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VHF DEA RANGING GE 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
CTS-18 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/ARC CTS U.S. 5/76- OPEN 389
CTS-18 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 5/76- OPEN 382.
CTS-18 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/LERC CTS U.S. 5176- OPEN 382
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS C0:4SAT LABS CTS U.S.(EAST) 5/76- OPEN 131
312 ALC CONFERENCE AMER LUTHERAN C 1 U.S. 6/76- OPEN 219
315 [RDA DATA TRANS EROA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 6/76 S
315 ERDA SUPPORT ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 8/76 5
311 GSFC DENO NASA/GSFC 3 U.S.(EAST) 7/76- OPEN 1705
CTS-22 ICE FLOW DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS ALASKA 8/76- 9/76 70
623 L-BAND EXP WAVE PROP U. OF PA 6 U.S.IEAST) 8/76- 1/77 787
317 LAMONT SUPPORT LAMONT/DOHERTY 3' S0. OCEAN 10/T6- 3/77 162
316 NSTL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LAB 3 U.S.(SOUTH) 10176-10/76 71
316 11STL MEDICAL 50 REO NED CONS 3 U.S.ISOUTM) 10/76-10/76 71
310 ORI' DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA l2176- 1/77 10
318 01 METEOR. DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 10
318 DAI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
318 DRI	 - METEOR. DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA -12/76- 1/77 627
f	 319' SIRIUS RANGING BAKER OEV CORP 3 BERMUOA 12176- 1/77 40
319 SIRIUS SUPPORT BAKER DEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 12/76- 1/77 40
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
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3,7 Sorted by Chronology (cont.)
ID8 EXP. NAVE CAT
CTS-19 SAT. GIST, DATA TRANS
2S3 SHF VL2I TIME/FRED
2Sj SHF VLSI TIME/FREQ
322 MHOI SUPPORT
320; SAMOA LDUCATI04
321 FLTAC CONFERENCE
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT
324 SIPLC SUPPORT
CTS-13 DECENT MED ED EDUCATION
CTS-13 DECENT MCD ED EDUCATION
CTS-13 DECENT "ED ED MEDICAL
CTS -2$ CONGRESS 'CONFERENCE
32S GYRE SUPPORT
129 NORPAX SUPPORT
335 VHF SAR SIM RANGING
130 MONTANA SUPPORT
CT$-0 7 9I0ME0 COMMON EDUCATION
CTS-07 9IOMED COMMON MEDICAL
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS
CTS- 11 HEALTH/COMMON EDUCATION
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMON MEDICAL
332 ENDEAVOR SUPPORT
668 MOTOROLA HAVE PROP
102 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT
661 ALFE BROADCAST
661 ALFE DATA TRANS
667 'ALVA EDUCATION
667 ALVA MEDICAL
670 TEAM EDUCATION
Soo SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST,
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST
672 SAMFE BROADCAST
666 UHF/NRL SC!LENTIFIC
667 ALVA EDUCATION
667 ALVA MEDICAL
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT CONFERENCE
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT DATA TRANS
336 EROA/000 SUPPORT
CTS-09 SALINET EDUCATION
307 VHF OCEAN SUPPORT
334 DISP CONFERENCE
674 GE L-SAND RANGING
674 BE L oAANO SUPPORT
613 NIE EDUCATION
331_ U. Of W. INDIES EDUCATION
31.5 EROA DATA TRANS
=15 EROA SUPPORT
CTS-30 TER OF TOMORROW 640 TERM
CTS-29 UNIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION
CTS-25 VLSI TIME/FREQ
342 PERU SUPPORT
393 ORANGE SUPPORT
344 BARBADOS MEDICAL
677 IHS COMPUTER
EXPERIMENTER	 SAT
SECA	 CT's
RADIO RES LAGS	 1
RADIO RES LAGS
	 3
WOODS HOLE INST 3
U. S0. PACIFIC	 1
DEPT OF NAVY
	 3
PSSC	 CTS
PSSC	 CTS
STANfORO UNIV	 3
U OF WASHINGTON CTS
MAMI	 CTS
MAMI	 CTS
GEO WASH UNIV	 CTS
TEXAS ALM	 3
U. OF CALINAVY
	 i
BAKER OEV CORP
	 3
ST. Of MONTANA	 3
LISTER HILL	 CTS.
LISTER HILL	 CTS
NASA/LERC	 CTS
VETERANS ADM	 CTS
VETERANS ADM	 CTS
Ut-, Of RHODE ISL 3
MOTOROLA
	 6
NASA	 6
PSSC
	 6
PSSC	 6
PSSC	 6
PSSC	 6
MONTANA ST U	 6
PSSC	 1
PSSC	 3
PSSC	 6
NAVAL RES LAG
	
6
PSSC	 6
PSSC	 6
SAT GUS SYSTEMS CTS
SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS
EROA	 1
SALINETCTS
u. Of MIAMI	 3
DEPT OF INTER	 1
SE	 6
GE	 6
APP, REG. COMM.' 6
DEPT OF ST/AID	 3
EROA	 1
EROA	 1
FCC	 CTS
VARIAN ASSOC	 CTS
UNIV of ILL	 CTS
ADVENTURES UNL. 3
NAT. SC . FOUND. 3
DEPT OF STIAID 3
INDIAN NLTH SER 6
LOCATION
U.S.(SOUTH)
JAPAN
JAPAN
PACIFIC
SAMOA
Y. HEMIS.
U.S.
U.S.
Y. HEMIS.
ALASKA/WASH
ALASKA/WASH
ALASKA/WASH
MARYLAND
Y. HEMIS.
No PACIr:C
BERMUDA
MONTANA
U.s,
U.S.
U.S,IEAST)
U.S-iWEST ►
U.S.IWESTI
ATLANTIC
U.S.
u,s.
ALASKA
ALASKA
ALASKA
ALASKA
MONTANA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
U.S.
U.S.{WEST ►
U.S.IWEST ►
VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
ENEWETAK
U.S.
ATLANTIC
PACIFIC
U•S.(EAST)
U-S.IEAST)
APPALACHIA
JAMAICA
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
U.S.
U.S.
U•S./CANADA
PERU
ANTARCTICA
BARBADOS
ALASKA
CHRoNOLOOV
;2176- OPEN
1/7? 2177
1/71- 2/77
1/?7- 2/77
1/77- OPEN
1/77- OPEN
2/TT- OPEN
2/77- OPEN
2/77- OPEN
3177- OPEN
=177 OPEN
7177- OPEN
4177- 2179
4/77-10110
5177 . 6177
6177- 91T7
6177-11177
•6177- OPEN
6177" OPEN
607- OPEN
6177- OPEN
6,17- OPEN
?177- 1/78
7177- 9/78
TI77- 2179
9/77-10/79
9177-10179
9177- 7/79
9177- 7/79
9177- 7/79
9177- OPEN
9177- OPEN
91T7- 2/79
91TT- S/7!
9177- 7/79
9177- 7/79
9171- 2/78
9/77- 2178
10177- 9179
10177- 4/79
12/77- OPEN
12177- OPEN
12177- 7/79
12/77- 7179
1/7B- 71791178- 6970
1172- 1179
1/7! 1179
3/78-12/70
S/78-12/70
5/79-12/70
6172- 7/79
7/7•- $178
G1TG 9/74
917•- 7/79
MRS n
65S
s
Ito
244
256
391
204
204
1146
202
292
292
31
31s
53
163
404
404
131
3136
304
16!
47
7
1979
1979
69
69
2
S3
96
N44
1•
69
69
179
178
49
ID
2241
1453
573
ST3
3
223,
14Ii
146
S6
49
120
46
176
14
D
a^
AT$ SCHEDULED TIME/CTS , ACTUAL TIMt
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3.7	 Sorted Chronology^'	 qY ( cone
t0A EkP. NAME CAT ExFERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRgN* OOT MRS	 •
677 INS.. CONFERENCE INDIAN HLTH SER, 6 ALASKA 4178- 7/74 0
677 INS MIEDICAL INDIAN HLTH SEA 6 ALASKA 9174- 7179 0
663 U. OF W.	 INDIES BROADCAST DEFT OF ST/AID 6 WEST INDIEr S 10171- 7/79 66
663 U. OF W.	 INDIES EDUCATION DEFT OF ST /'AID 6 WEST INDIES 10/70= 7174 60
CTS-33 WIPE'BANO COMM. CONFERENCE GTE LABS CTS U.S. i/79- OPEN
CT4-31 3 WAY TIME TRAN TIM[/FRED U.S. NAVAL OBS. CTS U.S./CANADA i /7w- 7179
CTS-35 CT SCANNING NEY MEDICAL U. OF COLORADO CTS U*Se1WCST1 41T1•!T/7 1 D
CTS -11 AESP II EDUCATION APP. RES. CCMM. CTS APPALACHIA PENDING 0
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV EDUCATION ASSOC OF Y H4SP CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING O
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV MEDICAL ASSOC OF W H4SP CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING D
CTS-27 WOMEN$ SAT S= CONFERENCE- NAT WOMENS AG CTS UeSe PCNOING 0
3
AT% SC14000LCO TIMC/CTS ACTUAL TINC
IJ
1
r
d
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3.8 Sorted by Hours
?Do	 EXP. NAME
	 CAT	 EXPERIMENTER	 SAT
	 LOCATION
	 CHRONOLOGY
	
HRS
21R MSSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 26966 '}
210 MSSCC METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3169- OPEN 26966
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA 1 ALASKA 6169- OPEN 11314
227 NET ALASKA MEDICAL ST. OF ALASKA 1 ALASKA
6/6o—
OPEN 11314
227 NET ALASKA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 1 We HEMIS• 6169- OPEN 11314
205 i'SCC DATA TRANS NOAA 1 WORLD 3169 - OPEN 8372
205 :SCC METEOR. NOAA 1 WORLD 3/"- OPEN 1372
235 VNF HAWAII EDUCATION PEACESAT i PACIFIC 2/72- OPEN 6942
233 VHF HAWAII MEDICAL PEACESAT 1 PACIFIC RIJ2— OPEN 6942
143 WEFAX DATA TRANS NOAA' 1 WORLD 31169- OPEN 5957
163 WEFAX METEOR. NOAH 1 WORLD 316.9- OPEN 59S7
163 WEFAX DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 3943
163 WEFAX METEOR. NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 3943
609 NNW WAVE PROP NAVAL RES LAO 6 MARYLAND 6#474- 7/71 3271
6109 NNW WAVE PROP WESTINGHOUSE 6 MARYLAND 6/74- 7179 3271
609 NNW WAVE PROP ARMY 6 NEW jr4SEY 6/74- 7/79 3271 }
609 NOW WAVE PROP BELL LAB 6 NEW JERSEY 6174- 7/79 3271
6,09 NNW WAVE PROP OHIO STATE U. 6 OHIO 6/74- 7/79 3271
6,09 NNW WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS 6 TEXAS 6174- 7/79 3271 s
609 NNW WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 7/79 3271
609 MMke WAVE PROP COMSAT LASS 6 VIRGINIA 6/74— 7/79 3271
609 NNW WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY 6 VIRGINIA 6174- 7/79 3271
ti09 M,MW WAVE PROP BATTELLE LAB 6 WASHINGTON 6/74- 7/79 3271
=97 L'HF USP/FlJ3 EDUCATION U. SO. PACIFIC 1 PACIFIC 1/74— OPEN 2667
609 PROPA6ATION/E1 WAVE PROP ESTEC 6 EUROPE 6/75-10/76 2263
t07 VHF OCEAN SUPPORT Us OF MIAMI 3 ATLANTIC 12/77- OPEN 2241
447 SITE BROADCAST INDIA 6 INDIA 4/7S— 6/76 2171
647 SITE EDUCATION INDIA 6 INDIA 6/79- 6/76 2171
461 ALFE BROADCAST PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/77-10178 1979
461 ALFE DATA TRANS PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/7710178 1979
$07 SPEC SHF SUPPORT GE 1 W. HEMIS. 68- 70 1929
;94 SP NET SUPPORT NET 3 U.S. 1/73- 6/77 1916
24% NNW REG 1 WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 5 N. AMERICA 8169- 9/71 166,6
612 HET(ARC) MEDICAL INDIAN HLTH SIR 6 ALASKA 6/74- 6175 1741
612 AET(ARC) EDUCATION ST. OF ALASKA 6 ALASKA 6/74- 6175 1741
612 HETIARC) EDUCATION WAMI 6 ALASKA/MASH 6/74- 6/76 1741
612 METIARC1 MEDICAL WAMI 6 ALASKA/WASH 6/74 — 6/75 1741
612. 4ET'IARC1 EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. 6 APPALACHIA 6/74— 6/75 1741
612 HETIARC) EDUCATION VETERANS AOM fi APPALACHIA 6/'74— 6/7S 1741 ,.
612 HETIARC ► MEDICAL VETERANS ADM i APPALACHIA 6/74— 6175 1741
612 HETEARCI EDUCATION ROCKY MTN STS A :ROCKY MTNS 6174- 6/7S 1741
T11i sift DENO NASA/GSFC 3 U.S.IEASTI 7176- OPEN 1TOS
2904, SP MET SUPPORT NET 1 U.S. 1173— 8/77 1644
107 SPEC SHF SUPPORT GE 3 W.: HEMIS. 68— 70 1613
334 OISP CONFERENCE DEPT OF INTER I PACIFIC 12177- OPEN 14$3
305 VNf ALOHA COMPUTER U. OF HAWAII 1 PACIFIC 72— OPEN 1147
324 SIPLE SUPPORT STANFORD UNIV 3 W. HEMIS. 2/77— OPEN 1146
211 IOCS METEOR. NOAA 3' U.S• 11/'67-10/72 10'$0
211 lOCS SAT PHOTOS NOAA 3 U.S. 11167-10172 10$0
601 PLACE DATA TRANS NASA 6 U.S. 9/,'74— 6175 987
60 PLACE RANGING NASA 6 U.S. 9/70- 6/7S 967
lot LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 U.S. 1/67— 1/76 930
264 MARAO/AII/PLACE DATA TRANS All	 II S WORLD 1/73- OPEN 912
264 MARAO/AII /PLACE MARITIME All	 j; S WORLD 1/73- OPEN , 912
w264 MARAD/AII/PLACE RANGING All	 !! S WORLD 1173- OPEN 912
ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
	
l
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3.8 Sorted by Hours (cont.)
IDS We NAME CAT, EXPERIMENTER -SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY
"omit•
660 NAG DATA SCIENTIFIC UCLA 6 U.S. S/7S- 6/76 903
620 GEOS-C DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9174- 7/79 8o4
62G GEOS-C SAT CONYRL NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD W74- 7179 094601 RADIO FREQ INT. WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 V.S. ♦174 -12176 877
CTi-T TEP/SHF G00 TERM NASA/LERC CTS, OHIO 2176- OPEN 639
623, L-IANO EXP WAVE PROP U. OF PA 6 U.Sv(CAST) 8176- 1177 107
636 COMSAT PROP IND WAVE PROP COMSAT LAMS 6 EUROPE 3/76- 7176 667
CTS,-19 SAT. GIST. DATA TRANS SECA CTS U.S.ISOUTH ► 12/76- OPEN 1S3
318 ORI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 13176- 1/TT 627316 DRI METEOR. DESERT RES INST 3 ANTARCTICA 12/76- 1/77 627
617 TORE DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC 6 WOULD 9174- 7/79 622617 TORE SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 9/74- 7179 622
.	 262 VHF NLP COMPUTER LISTER HILL 1 -U+S.IN.W.i 10/71- OPEN 1619
282 VHF NLM MEDICAL LISTER HILL 1 U.S.IN.Y.1 1071- OPEN 619674 BE L-BAND RANGING BE i U.S.(EASY) 12/77- 7179 573
674 BE L-AANO 'SUPPORT GE 6 U.S.IEAST ► 12177- 7179 S73
231: L-GAND DOT RANGING BOEING S N. AMERICA 2171- 1174 551
266 HETIARC! EDUCATION APP. RM COMM. 3 APPALACHIA WO— OPEN 536
CTS`-04 COLLEGE. CURB EDUCATION CARLETON UNIV CTS U.S./CANADA 2176- OPEN 446CTS-04 COLLEGE CURR EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV CTS U.S.ICANAOA 2/76- OPEN 446
672: SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 6 SAMOA 9/77- 2/78 444
306 VHF DRAKE SUPPORT TEXAS AiM 3 ANTARCTICA 1175- OPEN 428
CTS-07 BIONED COMMUN EDUCATION LISTER HILL CTS U.S. 6177- OPEN 404
CTS-07 SIOMEO COMMUN HEDICAL LISTER HILL CTS U.So 61,77- OPEN 404
321, FLTAC CONFERENCE DEPT OF NAVY 3 W. HEMIS.- 1/TT- OPEN 3911
301 VHF GATE SUPPORT NOAA 3 UNKNOWN 1/74- 9174 384
CTS-1• INTRANASA CON" CONFERENCE NASAIARC CTS U.S: S176- OPEN 382
CTS-16 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 5176- OPEN 382
CTS-18 INTRANASA COMM CONFERENCE NASAILERC CTS U.S. 5176- OPEN 36
108 LAUNCH'SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 3 U.;. 1167- 8/76 369
602: VHRR RADIOMETER Nr TEOR. NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 9/74 360
269 VNF CALYPSO TA TRANS COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6172- 1/76 3S8
2i'4 VHF CALYPSO SUPPORT COUSTEAU GROUP 3 ANTARCTICA 6/72- 1/76 358
29Z VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 3 ATLANTIC 6/73- 8/77 342
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT TEXAS ACM 3 ATLANTIC 6173- 817 1 342
640 APOLLO-SOYU2 SUPPORT NASAIHOUSTON 6 WORLD 10174- 7175 333
236 VHF NIS TINE/FREQ NAT OUR OF STOS 3 W. HEMIS. 6171- 6172 327
24S NNW REG 2 WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 5 N. AMERICA 8169- 9/Tl 326
639 ALL DEMO DENO NASA 6 U.S. 6174- 7/79 322
CTS-01 COHN LINK CHAR WAVE PROP ONTO STATE U CTS ONTO 2176-12/T 7 315
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP U. OF TEXAS CTS TEXAS 2/76-12177 315
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVEPROP NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 2/76-12/T7 315
CTS-01 COMM LINK CHAR WAVE PROP VIRGINIA POLY CTS VIRGINIA 2/76-12/77 31S
32S: SUPPORT TEXAS A&M 3 W. HEMIS. %iT7-10/T5 315
1451 VHF AIC A/C CON" ARINC 3 U.S. 6/67- 6176 30'8
CTS-11 HEALTH/COMMUN EDUCATION VETERANS ADM CTS U.S.IWEST ► 6/TT- OPEN 306
CTS-11 HEALTHICOMMUN MEDICAL VETERANS ADM CTS U.S-IWEST ► 6/77- OPEN 306
649 NAG FIELD STUDY SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 4175— 6175 295
CTS'-13 DECENT NED ED EDUCATION U OF WASHINGTON CTS ALASKA/WASH 3177- OPEN 242
CTS-13 DECENT NED ED EDUCATION WANT CIS ALASKA/WASH 3/TT- OPEN 292
CTS-13 DECENT NED ED MEDICAL WANI CTS ALASKA/WASH 3177- OPEN 29wo
CTS-15 TELECONFERENCE CONFERENCE WESTINGHOUSE CTS U.S.IEASTI 2/16- OPEN 286
CTS-21 PSSC DEMO PSSC CTS U.S. 2177- OPEN 284
CTS-21 PSSC SUPPORT PSSC CTS U.S. 2/77- OPEN 264
252 L-SAND FAA RANGING BOEING S N. AMERICA 4173- 4172 275
• AT% SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
A
3-45
3.8	 Sorted by Hours (cort.)
I	 IOM EXP. !NAME CAT, EXPERIMENTER SAi.
-	
LOCATION CHRONOLOGY MRS	 •
k	 252 L—BANO FAA RANGING FAA S No AMERICA ♦171— 4/72 275
202 SIC SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 1 M. HEMIS. 4/69- TO 270
C73-06 TET/CONSAT SRO TERM COMSAT LABS CTS U.S.(E,AST) 2176- OPEN 266
226 VHF NETHERLAND MARITIME NETHERLANDS 3 ATLANTIC S170-12171 265
261 LOS ALAMOS A/C CORM EG&G 1 Y. HEMIS. I0/70-10/71 265
k	 M VHF A/C A/C CON" ARINC 1 U.S. 1167- 6/70 264
320 SAMOA EDUCATION U. SO• PACIFIC l SAMOA 1/77- OPEN 256
322 WHOI SUPPORT WOODS HOLE INST 3 PACIFIC 1/77- 2/77 244
296 VHF NIAID MEDICAL NIAIO 1 PACIFIC 10/73- OPEN 23T
ZtS VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/73 232
2 S VANGUARD RANGING USCG 5 PACIFIC 3/72- 4173 232
323 U. OF W. INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST/AID 3 JAMAICA 1/78- 6178 223.
3JZ ALC CONFERENCE AMER LUTHERAN C I U.S1. 9/T6— OPEN 239
226 VHF ENGLAND MARITIME UNITED KINOGOM '13 ATLANTIC 4170-12/70 191,
263 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED SMITHSONIAN INS 3 U.S. S/71-10/72 190
233 SHF VLSI TIME/FRED RADIO RES LABS 3• JAPAN 1/7T-'2/77 190 .'
293 GEIEXXON DATA TRANS 9E C EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 186
293 GE/EXXON MARITIME GE 9 EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2174 186
293 GE/EXXON RANGING BE & EXXON 3 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74 166
CTS-26 PROD ADJUNCT CONFERENCE SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9/77- 2/78 178
CTS-26 PROJ ADJUNCT DATA TRANS SAT BUS SYSTEMS CTS VIRGINIA 9/77— 2/78 178
230 WHF 91ION SUPPORT MAX PLANCK INST 3 W. HEMIS. 3/71- 9/71 176
230 VHF NIION SUPPORT NASA/WALLOPS 3 W. HEMIS. 3/71- 9/71 176
343 ORANGE SUPPORT We SC. FOUND. 3 ANTARCTICA 7/7B- 4/78 176
262 L-BAND TRILAT_ RANGING ac S U.S. 1174- 1/76 172
'	 3132 ENDEAVOR SUPPORT U. OF RHODE ISL I	 _. ATLANTIC 7/77- 1/7e 164
3,30 MONTANA SUPPORT ST. OF MONTANA 3 MONTANA 61T7-11177 163
3109 NSF SUPPORT TEXAS A&M 3 ATLANTIC 3/76--- 9176 161
:17 LAMONT SUPPORT LAMONT/OONERTV 3 S0. OCEAN 10/76- 3/77 161
656 COMSAT PROP US WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS 6 -U+S.IEASTI 6/74- 6/7e 159
304 VHF OPN TIMEIFREQ RADIO RES LABS 1 JAPAN OPEN 152
261 GE L-BAND NAM61NG GE	 ' 5 No AMERICA
"77
O- 6I73 152
315 ERDA DATA TRANS ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/7e- 1/79 146
3;15 ERDA SUPPORT ERDA 1 PACIFIC 1/70- 1/79 146
226 VHF GE DATA TRANS GE 3 BERMUDA =1E9— 4/71 142
22A VNF BE MARITIME GE 3 BERMUDA 2/69- 6/71 142
2;28 VHF BE RANGING SE 3 BERMUDA 2/69— 6/71 14
660 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK—UP 6 SO.AMERTCA 1/76— 7/79 14
660 PL.0 EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK —UP 6 S09AMERICA 1/?6- 7/79 141
265 VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3 U.S.IMESTI S/ 1- 6/72 134
667 CRC RANGING CANADA/CRC 6 CANADA 0/ 4- 4/77 130
63— TELESAT WAVE PROP TELESAT CANADA 1 CANADA 9/12— 9/72 136
46 SP L-BAND CONFERENCE All S U.S. SIT*— 4/7S 13S
46 SP L-SAND DATA TRANS All IS U.S. S/74- 4/75 135
64 MARAD/AII/PLACE DATA TRANS AII 3 WORLD OPEN 131
264 MARAO/AII/PLACE MARITIME All 3 WORLD
1/;3-
1/73- OPEN 131
31C VHF DEA CONFERENCE DRUG ENF AST 3 U.S. 4/76. OPEN 13Y
310 VHF DEA RANGING DRUG ENF AST 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VHF DEA CONFERENCE GE 3 U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131
310 VHF DEA RANGING GE 3	 II U.S. 4/76- OPEN 131CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS COMSAT LABS CTS U.S.lEAST) 5/76- OPEN 131
CTS-24 DICE DATA TRANS NASA/LLRC CTS U•S.fEASTI 6/77- OPEN 131
251 L-BAND 007 DATA TRANS BOEING 3 N. AMERICA 4174-10/76 124
CTS-26 VLSI TIME/FRED UNIV OF ILL CTS U.S./CANADA 5/76-12171 120
260 CRC CIL-@AND WAVE PROP CANADA 5 CANADA 9/73- 5/72 113
r ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
3-4E•
3.8 Sorted by Hours (0ont.)
A
Z041 EXP. NAME CAT EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION ;NRONOLOSY
610 INTERFEROMETER SAY CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74.1117!
ZSC 4—SAND RANGING RANGING WtSTINGHOUSE S U.S.IWESTI 2/71- 6/71
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3 ATLANTIC 3/72- 4/73
265 VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG z PACIFIC 3/72. 4/73
269 4!--iANO TRILAT RANGING GE 3 U.S. 1/7-4- 1/76
34C: SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 3 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN
293 GE/EXXON DATA TRANS BE 9 EXXON I A-TLANTIC 7173- 2/74
293; 6E/EXXON MARITIME BE 6 EXXON 1 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2/74
293'. GE/EXXON RANGING GE C EXXON 1 ATLANTIC 7/73- 2174
247 ALPHA-2 RANGING All 5 ATLANTIC 7/70- 2/71
247' ALPHA-2 RANGING USAF/SAMOO S ATLANTIC 7/70- 2/71
331 PLU BROADCAST PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1/76- OPEN
331; PLU EDUCATION PROJECT LOOK-UP 3 PUERTO RICO 1176- OPEN
CTS-20 AOV GRO REC E4 $NO TERM NASA/GSFC CTS U.S. 4/76- 4/78
257 SHF CRC WAVE PROP CANADA/CRC 1 CANADA 1171-12/71
302; NEA EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 3 APPAL/ALASK 1176- 4/77
604; SAPPSA'C SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6174- 1/7S
310 NSTL MEDICAL NAT SP TECH LAB 3 U.So1SOUTH1 30/76-10/76
310 NSTL 'MEDICAL SO REG NED CONS 3 U.S.ISOUTHI 1076-10/76
CTS-22 ICE:' FLOW DATA TRANS NASA/LERC CTS ALASKA 8/76- 9/76
100 LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA S U.S. 3/67-10/72
667 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/77- 7/79
661 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 ALASKA 9/77- 7/79
6167 ALVA EDUCATION PSSC 6 U.S.IWEST) 9/T7—•7179
661 ALVA MEDICAL PSSC 6 U.S.IWEST) 9/77- 7/79
258 SHF SEARCH LAW ENFORC PUBLIC SYST INC 1 U.S. 12/71-12/71
663 Us OF We INDIES BROADCAST DEPT OF ST/AID 6' WEST INDIES 10/78- 7/79
663 U. OF W.	 INDIES EDUCATION DEPT OF ST:/AID 6 WEST INDIES 10/78- 7/79
247 MARAO DATA TRANS All B W. "[MIS * 3/710-12/71
2119 MARAD MARITIME All S W. MEMIS. 3/70-12/71
249 MARAO RANGING All S W.	 MEMIS•. 3/70-12/71
249 MARAO DATA TRANS MARAD S W. MEMIS. 3/70-12471
241 MARAD MARITIME MARAD 5 W. HEMIS. 3/70-12/71
291 VHF ZURITA SUPPORT A:C 1 ALASKA/HAY. 6/73-12/73
CTf-30 TER OF TOMORROW GRO TERM FCC CTS U.S. 3/76-12/78
102 DATA XMISSION MEDICAL DUKE U. MCC CEN 1 U.S.IEAST) 11in -11/71
329 NORPAX SUPPORT U. OF CAL/NAVY I N. PACIFIC 507- 6/77
340 SAMOA TV SAMFE BROADCAST PSSC 1 SAMOA 9/77- OPEN
261 BE L-8AN0 RANGING BE 3 N. AMERICA 6/70-10/72
631 ENV REAS EXP SCIENTIFIC NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/T4- 7/77
336 EROA/COD SUPPORT EROA 1 ENEWETAK 10/77- 9/78
CTS-29 UNIV GRAD STUDY EDUCATION VARIAN ASSOC CTS U.S. S178+-12/78
232 11NF Eggs A/C COMM EG&G 1 W. HEMIS. 6168-10/72
232 VNF E696 SUPPORT EG&6 1 W. HEMIS. 6/68-10/72
660 MOTOROLA WAVE PROP MOTOROLA 6 U.S. 7/77- 9/78
288 GE/MARAD DATA TRANS BE 3 ATLANTIC 11/72- S/72
288 GE/MARAD MARITIME Be 3 ATLANTIC 4/72- 5/72
268 GE/MARAO RANGING GE 3 ATLANTIC 4/72- 5/72
342 PERU SUPPORT ADVENTURES UNL. 3' PERU 6/78- 7/78
CTS-16 PROD INTERCHG EDUCATION ARCH OF S.F. CTS CALIFORNIA 3/76- 6/78
234 GE/FAA RANGING GE 3 No ATLANTIC 11/69- 6/71
290 VHF BERING SEA SUPPORT US/USSR 1 BERING SEA' 12/72 — 3/73
226 VHF GE DATA	 TRANS GE 1 BERMUDA 2/69- 8/71
228 VHF GE MARITIME GE 1 BERMUDA 2/69'• 6/71
226 VHF GE RANGING GE 1 BERMUDA 2/69- 6/71
• ATS SCHEDULED TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
HRS •
104
99
96
91
94
96
90
9C
90
BB
BB
IT
87
67
76
76
72
71
11
TO
69
69
69
49
69
66
66
66
6S
65
65
65
45
62
S6
$4
$3
93
51
so
49
49
46
46
47
46
46
44
46
4S
44
43
41
41
41
3 -47
*.
38 Sorted by Hours (dont.)
i0r EItP. MANE CAS EXPERIMENTER SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY m S	 •
fill TRUST DATA TRANS NASA/GSFC k U.S. 9/74- 7175 MO
319 SIRIUS RANGING GAMER DEWCORP I BERMUDA 1:116. 1/77 40
319 SIRIUS SUPPORT BAKER DEW CORP 3 BERMUDA 12016- 1/77 40
302 Nth EDUCATION NAT EDUC ASSOC 1 AP► AL/ALASK 1176- 4/77 39
CTS-25 CONGRESS CONFERENCE GEO WAS" UNIV CTS MARYLAND 4/77. 6/70 39
236 VHF BRAZIL EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 3 N. NEMIS• 2170- OPEN 30
259 COMSAT C/L PROP WAVE PROP COMSAT LABS S W. HEMIS. 1172- 4172 37
239 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCG 3 ATLANTIC 6166-10174 26
239 VHF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 3: ATLANTIC 6160-1017» 26
231 VHF MSFN PROP WAVE PROP MSFN NETWORK 3 W. HEMIS. 1170- 2/71 22
233, VNF NORWAY METEOR. NORWAY 3 he ATLANTIC 11170- 2171 22
233; VNF NORWAY RANGING NORWAY 3 M. ATLANTIC 11170- 2/71 2;2
671 MSM MEDICAL "TN STS NTH CON 6 ROCKY MTN$ 3/7S- 6/75 22
206 SSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 20
206 SSCC METEOR. NOAH 3 WORLD 3/69- OPEN 20
266 4-SAND TRILAT RANGING BE 1 U.s. 1/74. 1/76 19
666-- UHFINRL ;SCIENTIFIC NAVAL RES LAB 6 U.S. 9/T7- 5/76 10
to VMF UCLA EDUCATION TRW 3 U.S.IWEST) 9171-10/71 is
203 VHF UCLA EDUCATION UCLA I U.S.IWEST) 9/71.10/T1 is
330 VHf SAN SIM RANGING BAKER OEV CORP 3 BERMUDA 6177- 9177 is
310 BARBADOS MEDICAL DEPT OF ST/AID 3 BARBADOS &/T0- 9/7e 14
664 SAR L-BAND C/O RANGING BOEING 6 No ATLANTIC 4/74- 4/75 13
664 SAR L-BANG C1O RANGING FAA 6 N. ATLANTIC 0174- 4/75 13
239 VHF VANGUARD CONFERENCE USCG 1 ATLANTIC 60it- 7169 12
231 VMF VANGUARD DATA TRANS USCG 1 ATLANTIC 6160- 7/69 12
310 ORI DATA TRANS DESERT RES INST 1 ANTARCTICA 12176- 1177 10
3iG 0112 METEOR. DESERT RES INST 1` ANTARCTICA 12176- 1177 10
CTS-09 SALINET EDUCATION SALINET CTS U50 i01T7= 4/70 -10
207 WHO SEEK METEOR, SIERRA RES CORP 3 U.S. 1/12-12/72 9
603 RAO ASTRO INTER WAVE PROP NASA/GSFC 6 WORLD 6/74- 6/75 9
210 MSSCC DATA TRANS NOAA 1 WORLD 3169- 6/72 7
210 MSSCC METEOR. NOAH L WORLD 3169- 6/72 7
266 BE/MARAD DATA TRANS BE 1 ATLANTIC 4x72- S/72 7
206 GE/MARAO MARITIME BE 1 ATLANTIC 4/72- S/72 7
266 GE/"ARAB RANGING BE 1 ATLANTIC 4172- S/72 7
10o LAUNCH SUPPORT SUPPORT NASA 6 U.S. 7477- 2/70 7
2SO L-BAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 1 U.S.IWEST1 2171- S/71 6
CTS-33 WIDE $AND COMM. CONFERENCE GTE LABS CTS U.S. 1179- OPEN 6
204 VHf HIGH NOTE RANGING SANOIA/AEC 1 U.S. 3171- 6172 S
20h VHF M16H NOTE RANGING SANOIA/AEC 3 U.S. 3/71- 6172 S
601 IHORAS SAT CONTRL NASA/GSFC 6 U.S. 6/74- 7175 S
31S EROA DATA TRANS ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/16- 4/76 S
I15 ERDA SUPPORT ERDA 3 PACIFIC 7/76- 6176 5
2S3 SHF VLlI TINE/FRED RADIO RES LABS i JAPAN 1/77- 2/77 S
234 GE1FAA RANGING GE 1 he ATLANTIC 11/69- 6/71 4
292 VHF CLIPPER SUPPORT MOODY COLLEGE 1 ATLANTIC 7173- 6/77 4
673 NIE EDUCATION APP. REG. COMM. 6 APPALACHIA 1176- 7/79' 3
ZS3 SHF VL81 TIME/FREG SMITHSONIAN INS 1 -U.S. SITI-10/72 2
26S VHF STANFORD EDUCATION STANFORD UNIV 1 U.S.IWEST) S/71- 6/72 2
300 VHF IHCHIS MEDICAL IHCHIS 1 ALASKA S/74- S/T4 3
670 TEAM EDUCATION MONTANA ST U 6 MONTANA 9177- 7/79 2
261 GE L-GANO RANGING GE 1 N. AMERICA 6/70-10/72 1
246 SSRA RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 5 U.S.iWEST) 4/71- 5/71 1
250 L-BAND RANGING RANGING WESTINGHOUSE 3 U.S.IWESTI 2171- S/T1 D
2S3 SHF VLOI TIME/FREQ SMITHSONIAN INS S U.30 S/TI-10/72 O
• AT$ SCHEDULED TIME/CTS AC' ,UAL TIME
.^	 r
i
3-48
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3.8	 Sorted by Hours (cont.)
IDA Exp. NAME GAT EXPCRIMENTER "SAT LOCATION CHRONOLOGY HRS	 •
6061 RADIO 9EACON WAVE PROP "OAS 6 EUROPE 6174— 7179 D
t •06'. RADIO DEACON WAVE PROP NOAA 6 U.S. 6/74- 7179 0
6T7, INS COMPUTER INDIAN NLTH SER 6 ALASKA 4170— 7179 0
677 INS CONFERENCE INDIAN NLTH SER 6 ALASKA 9 08 - 7/79 0
677' INS MEDICAL INDIAN NLTN SEA 6 ALASKA 9/74- 7179 p
CTSr31 3 WAY TIME IRAN TINE/FRED U.S. NAVAL OGS. CTS U.$./CANADA 1/79- 7/79 p
CTS-35 CT SCANNING NET MEDICAL U. Of COLORADO CTS U.$.1WEST1 4174- 7179 p
CTS-12 AESP II EDUCATION APP, RED. COMM• CTS APPALACHIA PENDING G
CTS-17 HEALTH ED TV EDUCATION ASSOC Of Y NOS ► CTS ROCKY MTNS PENDING 0
F
CTS-17 HEALTH EO TV
MEDICAL
ASSOC Of W NOS► CTS ROCKT MTNS PENDING D
CTS-27 WORM SAT SER CONFERENCE NAT WOMENS AS CTS U.S. PENDING 0
•	 ATS SCNEOULCO TIME/CTS ACTUAL TIME
4
"
"	 I
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SECTION 4
ATS/CTS EXPERIMENT BY STATES, REGIONS
OCEANS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES
For further satellite planning as well as for evaluation
of past satellite programs it is important to know which
geographical regions were served by the ATS and CTS programs.'
This section contains a listing of the states in which the
experiments were conducted. In some instances, the experiment
took place over a geographical region, an ocean and/or a foreign
country. This information is also given.
4,1 ATS-CTS EXPERIMENTS BY STATE
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
C-19
o,227, 232, 281, 291, 295, 300, 302,
315 1 329 0
 612, 661, 667, 677, CTS-7}"
CTS-13 0 CTS-22
612, CTS-11
None
231, 234, 236 1 253, 258, 282 0 283,
285, 30$ 1 329, 343, 650, CTS-4,
CTS-4A, CTS-11, CTS-16 0
 CTS-18,
CTS-20, CTS-21, CTS-27, CTS-28,
CTS-29
238, 283, 287, 612, 671, CTS-7,
CTS-11, CTS-21, CTS-35
None
None
259, 338, CTS-20, CTS-25, CTS-27
258, 307, CTS-20
CTS-19
235, 291, 295, 297 0 305, 315, 320
612, CTS-11
606, 669, CTS-27
None
None
None
612, 67,3, CTS-7, CTS-19
None
None
609, 658, CTS-1, CTS-6, CTS-7, CTS-15,
CTS-18 CTS-19, CTS-20, CTS--24
4-2
f4.1
	
ATS-CTS EXPERIMENTS BY STATE (CONTID)
MASSACHUSETTS CTS-1, CTS-29
1
MICHIGAN None
MINNESOTA 312, 631
a
MISSISSIPPI 316, CTS-19
^i
MISSOURI CTS-19
.	 MONTANA 330 0 612 0 6 70 0 671 # CTS-7p CTS-11
i CTS-13
NEBRASKA None
NEVADA 285,	 287,	 315 0 318, 336, 612, CTS-11
NEW HAMPSHIRE None
NEW JERSEY 247, 249, 609
NEW MEXICO 285, 612, CTS-11
NEW YORK 234,	 248,	 288, 293,	 317,	 338 0 	6740
CTS-27
NORTH CAROLINA 102,	 230,	 231, 244 0	245,	 248,	 252,
264p	 321,	 609, CTS-1
NORTH DAKOTA None
OHIO 609 0 	 612,	 673, CTS-TEP, CTS-1,
CTS-15, CTS-18, CTS-20, CTS-22,
CTS-24, CTS-30
OKLAHOMA CTS-19
OREGON CTS-4A, CTS-11
PENNSYLVANIA 612,	 623,	 673
RHODE ISLAND 332
SOUTH CAROLINA CTS-19
SOUTH DAKOTA None
TENNESSEE 612 1 673, CTS-19
I,
R
4-3
4.1 ATS-CTS EXPERIMENTS BY STATE (CONT'D)
TEXAS	 249, 306, 209, 325p 609, CTS-1
CTS-19 0
 
CTS -27
UTAH	 6120 CTS-11
VERMONT	 None
VIRGINIA	 321, 609, CTS-1 1 CTS-19, CTS-20,
CTS-26
WASHINGTON	 282, 609, 612, CTS -7, CTS-11, CTS-13
WEST. VIRGINIA	 6120 673 0 CTS-29
WISCONSIN	 292
WYOMING
	
6120 CTS -1:1
91
4,2 ATS-CTS EXPERIMENTS BY REGION
APPALACHIA 286, 612, 673, CTS-12
ANTARCTICA 289, 306, 317, 318, 324, 343
ARCTIC OCEAN 249, CTS-22
ATLANTIC OCEAN 107, 185 0 225, 226 0 247, 249, 252, 264 0 	265
288, 292, 293, 307, 309, 317,	 323,	 332,	 664
BARBADOS 333, 344
BERING SEA 290
BRAZIL 2360 259, 302
,,CANADA 2300 244, 245, 252, 257, 260, 263 0	324,
657, CTS-4, CTS-31
CARIBBEAN 2280 292, 319, 325
CHILE 230
EASTERN C.S. 102, 310
ENGLAND 225
ENEWETAK 336
FIJI ISLANDS 297
GERMANY 606
GREECE 321
GULF OF MEXICO 325
GULF STREAM 332
INDIA 606, 647
JAMAICA 333
JAPAN 304t ;3 21
NETHERLANDS 226
NEW ZEALAND 232, 281
NEWFOUNDLAND 234
f
4-S	 _	 __
i
4.2
	 ATS-CTS EXPERIMENTS BY REGION (CONT'D)
NORWAY 233
PACIFIC NORTHWEST 282
PACIFIC OCEAN 107, 105 0' 231, 235, 264, 288 295, 297,
305,'307, 315 1 322,	 329
PERU 230, 3411
PHILIPPINES 321
PUERTO RICO 331, 660
i
ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES 294, 671, CTS-17
SAMOA 320, 67.2
SOUTHERN OCEAN 306, 317
SOUTHERN U.S.A. 316, CTS-19
TRUST TERRITORY 338
U.S. 108, 135, 211, 253,'268,	 284, 295, 301,
312, 601, 602, 604,	 605,	 606, '618, 631,
664, 666, 668, 674, CTS-7, CTS-21,
CTS-25, CTS-27 1 CTS-31, CTS-33
U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
I
331, 660
r	
WEST COAST U.S.A. 246, 250, 310, CTS-11
WEST INDIES 663
WESTERN EUROPE 608, 638
WESTERN HEMISPHERE 202, 229, 236, 238, 249 1	259, 261, 281,
315, 321, 617, CTS-28
WESTERN U.S.A. CTS-11, CTS-35
WORLD 183, 205 1 210, 321,	 603
4-6
z
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SECTION 5
UNITED STATES CTS DEMONSTRATIONS
An important part of both the ATS and CTS projects, was the
demonstrations given utilizing theme satellites. A demonstration
differs from an experiment usually by length of time, A demon-
stration generally takes place over port of a day whereas an
experiment generally lasts for many days, even years. Demonstrations
are important because they demonstrate a capability and for this
reason should be archived. This section lists the United States
demonstrations of the CTS satellite. Unfortunately, no similar
data exists for the ATS program.
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SECTION 6
KEYWORD VERSUS EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Each experiment was given keywords that classified the
nature of the experiment. These keywords were assigned by the
authors of this report and are consistent within the entire report.
This section lists the keywords by experiment number so
that the reader can easily -identify all experiments that had to
do with a given keyword. The keywords used apply not only to
category of experiment, but other data as geographic location
and type of satellite.
,ADULT EDUCATION
2279	 663 9 670
AGRICULTURE.
6TO
AID
663
a	 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
k	 6679	 664
AIRCRAFT
234
AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
.185v
	
232» 261
t
ALASKA
227 9 	294 * _ 298 9 	300 9 	308 9 	612 9 	 6619	 6679	 677
AMERICAN INDIAN
286
AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH	 ?'
312
ANTARCTICA
289 1p 	306 9 317,	 318 9 	 324
ANTENNA
195v	 263v 664 1
APOLLO
lea f	 202, 207
APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
640
APPALACHIA
286 9	294 t 612 9	673	 9
Y
APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT 	 (AESP)
C12 9	286 9 612
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL CO'MMIS'SION 	 (ARC)
012 9	286 9 612 9	 673
ARCTIC OCEAN
C22 9	 249
ARGENTINA
317
6-2
jATLA14TIC OCEAN'
2079 225 9 226 9 247 9 249 9 264 * 286 9 2929 293 9 3079
309 9 3179 32S• 332 9 664
7
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
284
A'TS•1
1029 107 9 108 9 193 9 1859 202 9 205 9 210 9 227, 228,
2329 234 9 235 9 239 9 250 9 253 9 257 9 258 9 261 1 2639
268 9 2819. 282 9 284 9 28-5 9 288 9 290 9 2919 292 9 2939
294 9 295 9 297 9 300 9 302 9 304 9 305 9 312 9 315 0 3189
3209 329 9 336 9 338 9 340
ATS-3
107 9 108, '18,3, 185 9 205 9 210 9 211 9 225 9 226 9 228,
230 9 231 9 233 9 234, 236 9 238 9 239 9 250, 251, 2539
261 9 264 9 265 9 268p 283 9 284 9 285 9 286, 2879 2889
289 9 2929 293 9 294 9 301• 302 9 306 9 307 9 3099 3109
3119 315 9 31.6 9 3171 3-18 9 319 9 321 1 3229 324 9 3259
330 9 331 9 332 9 333 9 335 9 340 9 342 9 343,9 344
ATS-S
108 9 244 9 245• 2469 247 9 248 ► 249 9 250 9 2519 2529
253 9 259 9 260 9 261, 264 9 265 9 268
ATS-6
601 9 602 9 603 9 604 9 605 9 606 9 607 9 6E+ 89 609 9 6109
612 9 617 9 618 9 620 9 623 9 6319 638 9 639 9 640 9 6479
649 9 650, 6579 658 9 660 9 6619 663 9 664 9 6669 6679
668 9 670 9 671 9 672 9 6730 6749 677
ATTITUDE CONTROL
604
AXIAL TOMOGRAPHYC35
BANDWIDTH
— 609
BARIUM VAPCR
230
BERINE SEA
290
a
BERMUDA M
2289 3199 335
BIOMEDICAL
295
6,-3
BIT-ERROR RATES
605
BOEING
2519
	
252 9 664
BRAZIL ,+
236 9 	259
r	
BROADCASTINGp
Co19	 020 9 C24 9 C289 C30 9 	 236 1 	263 9 	3-1 1 9 	340 9 	6239
647 9 . 	 660-1 6619 663 9 672
:l
BUOYS
228
C-BAND
247 9 	2499 250 9 265 9 268 t
	657
CALIFORNIA
253 1 	254 9 263 9 285 9 321
CALYPSO
E	 289
CAM ER A
211
CANADA
230 9 	244, 245 9 257 9 Z60 9,	 263 9 	324
CAREER E'DUCIA-TION
b12
CARIBBEAN {
2929
	
325
CHILE
230
CHRISTIAN BROADCASTERS
331 9
	660
CLOUD MOTION
205v	 .210
CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY
183 9 	2.45, 210
CLOUDS
183,	 205 9 210 9 211 9 602
COAST GUARD
2391
I^
r
	
	
6-4
a
COLOR TELEVISION
C30
COLORADO
283
COMMUNICATIONS
C069
	
C07 9	C11, C1S 9 ClSo C21, C229 C24 9l 025 9 0269
C27#	 C4A,	 1C8, 2029 2070 27 9 230 9 235 9 259, 292,
295 9	297,	 306 9 307 9 309 9 3119 3159 321 9 322 9 3249
r	 3259	 329,	 3309 332, 3369 3369 6239 639, 674, 677
COMMUN I CATI ONS RESEARCH CENTER
657
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION
F
C26
COMPUTER NETWORKR	 	 ^
305
COMPUTERS
282,	 285
COMSAT
C06,	 2S9,	 608, 638, 658
CONFERENCES
C15,	 C18 9	C25, C26, C27 9 2279 2359 295 9 297
CONGRESS.
C2S
CONJUGATE AURORAL MEASUREMENTS
232
i
CONSULTATION
227
COOK	 ISLANCS
295
COSMRIC	 RAYS
631
COUSTEAU
289
CT SCANNING NETWORK
C35
I
^
f
6-5
CTS
C-T 9	COl t C04 9 006 9 C07 9 C09 9 C'11 9 C12 t C13 9 C1S9
C16 9
	C17r C18 t C19t C20t C21 9 0229 024 9 C2S t C269
027 9	C26 9 C299 030 9 C31t C33 9 C35 9 C4A
CULTURE
331 9	66C
DATA LINKS
C27
DATA RELAY
257
DATA TRANSMISSION
C26 9	C27 9 102 9 227 9 226t 231 9 232 1 233 1 235 9 Z39t
246,	 249+ 2Si t 252 9 258 9 -264'? 2D1r 2829 207 9 2891
2921P	 3009 304 9 305 1 306 9 309 1 31S t 316} 317 1 324t
323 9	330 9 332 9 336 9 617 9 614 9 620 9 657
DEMONSTRATION
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